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PREFACE

First of all we want to thank the institutions and persons who have 
made possible for us to compose this book: The Reiyukai and its 
academic branch The International Institute fo r  Buddhist Studies 
IIBS (Tokyo), Dr, Tsugunari Kubo, President of both institutions, and 
Dr. Akira Yuyama, former Director of the Institute: the fellowship they 
granted us allowed us to stay six months in Tokyo in 1989 and to 
collect great part of the bibliographical material we needed in the 
excellent library of the Institute; the Nyingma Institute at Berkeley, 
California, Ven. Tarthang Tulku Rinpoche, Founder and Head of that 
Institute, Dr. Leslie Bradbum and Dr. Jack Petranker, Research Directors 
of Yeshe De Buddhist Research a n d  Translation Project who invited 
us in 1996 as visiting scholars at the Nyingma Institute and Odiyan 
Buddhist Center in California, giving us the possibility to complete 
there our work, Ralph McFall, Dean of the Institute, and the staff of 
the Nyingma Institute and the Odiyan community who gave us all the 
cooperation we needed for our work; the University of California at 
Berkeley, and the Flora Lamson Hewlett Library o f the Graduate 
Theological Union, that generously authorized us to freely use their 
libraries; and Miss Gabriela Dobler, secretary of our Institute o f Buddhist 
Studies in Argentina, who patiently prepared the successive drafts of 
the original text of this book.

Our work is intended to be an introduction to the study of the 
Yogâcàra Buddhist philosophy; its commentaries and notes have the 
purpose to help the reader to understand in a more complete way the 
contents of the three texts we edit and translate. In the References, 
we have limited to indicate the works we have utilized. Cf. for more 
bibliographical information the following books:

Shinshô Hanayam a, B ib liography on B u d d h ism , Tokyo: 
The Hokuseido Press, 1961.

Pierre Beautrix, Bibliographie du Bouddhisme, Volume I, Editions 
de textes, Bruxelles: Institut Belge des Hautes Études Bouddhiques, 
1970.
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Hajime Nakamura, Indian Buddhism, A Survey with Bibliographical 
Notes, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1987.

Karl H. Potter, Bibliography o f Indian Philosophies, Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1970 (first edition).

Karl H. Potter, Encyclopedia o f Indian Philosophies. Bibliography, 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1983 (second revised edition).

John Powers, The Yogäcära School o f Buddhism, A Bibliography, 
Metuchen, N.J. and London: The American Theological Library 
Association and The Scarecrow Press, 1991.

Frank Bandurski, “Übersicht über die Göttinger Sammlungen der 
von RÄHULA SÄNKRTYÄNA in Tibet aufgefundenen buddhistichen 
Sanskrit-Texte (Funde buddhistischer Sanskrit-Handschriften, III)”, in 
Untersuchungen zu r  buddhistischen Literatur, Bearbeitet von Frank 
Bandurski, Bhikkhu Päsädika, Michael Schmidt, Bangwei Wang, 
Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1994.

E. Steinkellner und M.T. Munch, Texte der erkenntnistheoretischen 
Schule des Buddhismus, Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1995.

We have put Dignäga’s treatise in the first place, because we 
consider it a brief and clear introduction to the fundamental tenet of 
the Yogäcära School : the cittamätra theory.

Buenos Aires, 

January 2001.

F e r n a n d o  T o l a  

C a r m e n  D r a g o n e t t i
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The Initial Philosophical Position in Buddhism: 
Realism
Between the epoch during which Buddha (566-486 b . c . ) 1 preached his 
Doctrine and circa second century of the Christian Era the philosophical 
position of Buddhism was exclusively realism.

This period includes what is designated as Early Buddhism, and the 
first centuries of development of what is designated as HInayana 
Buddhism. Early Buddhism extends from the moment the Buddha 
began teaching his Dharma  until circa 350 b .c . (more or less one 
hundred years after His Pariniruana.), when the original Buddhist 
Community started dividing itself in different schools or sects ( nikaya). 
From circa 350 b .c . until circa the beginning of the Christian Era, 
Buddhism is solely represented by a series of schools or sects: 
Sthaviravadins (= Theravadins in Pali), Lokottaravadins, Prajnaptivadins, 
Sautrantikas, Sarvastivadins, Haimavatas, Caityasailas, Purvasailas, 
Aparasailas, Mahisasakas, Vatsiputriyas, Dharmaguptakas, Kasyapiyas, 
Mahasanghikas, Bahusrutlyas, etc. These specific names came from 
the doctrines sustained by the schools or sects or from the place they 
inhabited or from the name of their founder. They usually receive the 
collective name of HInayana. The term ‘HInayana’: ‘Little or inferior 
Vehicle’ was used by the Mahayanists (those belonging to the ‘Great 
Vehicle’) to refer to these sects. They are also referred to as constituting 
the ‘Nikaya Buddhism’ or the Shravakayana or ‘Vehicle of the Disciples’ 
(who directly listened to the words of the Buddha) or Abhidharma 
Buddhism, since the diverse opinions of these sects were included in 
their respective Abhidharma literature. Many of these sects continued 
existing after the beginning of the Christian Era, and even in the 
present time the Nikaya tradition is represented in Sri Lanka and 
Southeast Asia specially by the Theravada School.

Early Buddhism and HInayana Buddhism in their realistic position 
maintain that the empirical world is external to the mind, it is really 
existing independently of the mind that apprehends it, it exists even
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when it is not apprehended, it can be apprehended by the mind as 
it really is, it is the same for all the apprehending minds.

The Arising o f the Buddhist Idealistic Position
Around the second century of the Christian Era began to appear in a 
more or less developed way, in several Buddhist texts (sutras), themes 
that afterwards will constitute the fundamental doctrines of the Yogacara 
Buddhist idealistic school such as cittamatra (mind only), alayauijhana 
(receptacie-consciousness), trisvabhava (three natures), etc. These 
themes present new ideas, many of which are in clear opposition to 
the previous realistic approach and show an open idealistic conception 
of reality, centered around the idea that the empirical world is nothing 
else than a mental creation (cittamatra).

Sutras o f Idealistic Tendency
Among the Sutras that manifest the new tendency of thought there 
are the following ones :

1. Samdhinirmocanasutra
Chapters V-VIL According to E. Lamotte, p.22 of his edition, the 
Chapters V-VIIof this sutra contain an “Outline of the great theses of 
the idealistic school”, and, p.24, “it (=this sutra) is the link between 
the Prajriaparamita literature and the beginnings of the Yogacara 
Vijrianavada school” He considers, p.25, that “the different parts of 
the sutra  have been put together during the second century c . e .  and 
it got its present form at the beginning of the third century c . e . ” 

The Sanskrit text is not available. Chinese translations : Taisho675, 
676, 677, 678, 679. Tibetan translation: Tohoku 106=Catalogue 774. 
Edition of the Tibetan text and French translation from the Tibetan: 
E. Lamotte, Louvain: Universite de Louvain, 1935. German translation 
from Tibetan of Chapters VI and VII (partial): E. Frauwallner, Die 
Philosophie des Buddhismus, 1969, pp.284-295. Edition of the Tibetan 
text and English translation from the Tibetan: J. Powers, Berkeley, 
USA: Dharma Publishing, 1995.

2. Lankavatarasutra
This sutra is considered to be a not very careful compilation of 
diverse texts that seems to have taken place during the Illrd and IVth 
centuries. In this sutra  the idealistic theses are constantly and 
unsystematically referred to. According to E. Lamotte, op. cit., p .25, 
“the oldest portions of the Lankavatara are more or less contemporary 
with the Samdhinirm ocanasutra”.
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Sanskrit text: editions by B. Nanjio, Kyoto: Otani University Press, 
1923 (reprint 1956); P.L. Vaidya, Darbhanga, India: The Mithila Institute, 
1963. Chinese translation: Taishô 670, 671, 672. Tibetan translation: 
Tôhoku 107= Catalogue775. English translation from the Sanskrit text:
D.T. Suzuki, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1968, together with 
which must be mentioned Studies in the Lankàvatàra Sütra, by the 
same author, London, the same press, 1972. German translation from 
the Sanskrit text: Karl-Heinz Golzio, München: O.W. Barth Verlag, 
1996.

These two sütras constitute the most important authoritative texts 
for the Yogàcàra idealistic school. Besides them we can mention the 
following sütras which teach also some doctrines proper to that 
school.

3. Srlmâlâdevlsimhanâdasütra
This sütra refers to the doctrine of the àlayavijnàna, characteristic of 
the Yogàcàra school. The Srimâlâ must be contemporary with or 
previous to the Lankàvatàrasütra which quotes it.

The Sanskrit text is not available. Chinese translations: Taishô 310 
( Ratnaküta, 48) and 353. Tibetan translation: Tôhoku 92=Catalogue 
760 (48). English transla tion : Alex and  H ideko W aym an, 
The Lion’s Roar o f Queen Srimâlâ, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1990.

4. Ghanavyühasütra
It is a late text. It also refers to the âlayavijnana.

The Sanskrit text is not available. Chinese translations: Taishô 681 
and 682. Tibetan translation: Tôhoku 110=Catalogue 778.

5. Dasabhümikasütra
In this sütra is found the categorical affirmation of the mental character 
of everything. See note 20 for the commentary of the Vimsatikâ of 
Vasubandhu in this same book. According to É. Lamotte, op. cit., p.25, 
the Dasabhümika  could be considered somewhat anterior to the 
Samdhinirmocanasütra.

Sanskrit text: editions by Ryükô Kondô, Kyoto: Rinsen Book Co., 
1983 (reprint of the 1936 edition); and P.L. Vaidya, Darbhanga, India: 
The Mithila Institute, 1967. Chinese translations: Taishô 285, 286 and 287. 
It is considered a part of the [Buddha] avatamsakasütra, Taishô 278 
(22) and  279 (26). T ibetan  transla tion  in B u d d h â va ta m -  
sakanâmamahàvaipülyasütra: Tôhoku AA=Catalogue!6\ (31). English 
translation: in Thomas Cleary, The Flower Ornament Scripture, Boston 
USA: Shambala Publications, 1993 (reissue).
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6. Pratyutpanna-buddha-sammukhavasthita-samadhi-sutra or 
Bhadrapalasutra
In this sutra the thesis that the whole world is only mind also occurs. 
According to L. Schmithausen, “On the problem of the Relation 
between Spiritual Practice and Philosophical Theory in Buddhism”, 
p .247, “Such a coherent exposition of the idealistic thesis that the 
world is nothing but mind (cittamatra) does not occur in any other of 
the early Mahay anasutras. This fact, in combination with the earliest 
teyyninus ante quem  of our sutra (=the Bhadrapalasutra), suggests 
that the Bhadrapalasutra was the first text to enunciate the thesis of 
the universal idealism and to express this by the term cittam atra” 

The Sanskrit text is not available. Chinese translations: Taisho416, 
417, 418 and 419. Tibetan translation: Tohoku 133=Catalogue 801. 
Edition of the Tibetan text: Paul M. Harrison, Tokyo: The Reiyukai 
Library, 1978. English translation from the Tibetan text: Paul M. Harrison, 
The Sam adhi o f Direct Encounter with the Buddhas o f the Present, 
Tokyo: The International Institute for Buddhist Studies, 1990.

The Great Masters o f the Idealistic Yogacara School
The theses such as cittamatra, alayavijhana, trisvabhava, etc. 
contained in the mentioned sutras and which were to constitute 
important elements of the idealistic doctrine of the Yogacara school, 
were developed, systematized and put together in a coherent whole 
logically constructed, during the third and fourth centuries c . e . by the 
great Buddhist Masters Maitreyanatha or Maitreya (circa 300), Asanga 
(315-390) and Vasubandhu (320-380). To these Masters we must add 
Dignaga (480-540), the founder of the Buddhist school of logic and 
epistemology, because of his treatise Alam banapanksa so  important 
for the understanding of the Yogacara school. In the sixth century are 
active a series of great commentators of the works of Maitreya, Asanga 
and Vasubandhu; among them we mention Dharmapala (530-561) 
and Sthiramati (both middle of the sixth century) and Hiuan-tsang 
(602-664), who wrote a commentary ( C h’ eng wei shih lun, 
Vijnaptimatratdsiddhi) on the Trirnsika of Vasubandhu on the basis 
of ten Indian commentaries. With this last treatise, written in Chinese 
by a Chinese Master, comes to an end the great period of the Indian 
idealistic school of philosophy. It will be followed in India by the 
brilliant development of the Buddhist school of logic and epistemology, 
in which Dharmaklrti (600-660), disciple of Isvarasena (disciple at his 
turn of Dignaga) and of Dharmapala, will excel, by the syncretic
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school of Santaraksita (circa 725-788) and Kamalaslla (circa 740-795), 
and, beyond the boundaries of India, by the great achievements of 
Tibetan, Chinese and Japanese Masters of Yogacara inspiration.

We shall now refer only to authors of the great Indian period of the 
idealistic school.

MAITREYANATHA (CIRCA 300)
The Yogacara school of philosophy was founded by Maitreyanatha. 
He was the teacher of Asariga. According to various ancient texts of 
India, China and Tibet, Asariga ascended to the Tusita Heaven, where 
he received direct instruction from Bodhisattva Maitreya. Maitreya 
would have transmitted him also several treatises. See for instance the 
accounts of Buston and Taranatha. However, the predominant opinion 
today is that Maitreya, the teacher of Asariga, is a historical personage.
H. Sastri, “The Northern Buddhism III”, in Indian Historical Quarterly
I, 1925, pp.464-472, specially pp.465-466; H. Ui, “Maitreya as an 
Historical Personage”, in Indian Studies in Honor of Charles Rockwell 
L anm an , Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1929, 
pp. 95-101 (cf. H. Ui, “On the Author of the Mahayana-sutralarikara”, 
in Zeitschrift fu r  die Indologie u n d  Iranistik 6.2, 1928, pp.215-225, 
specially pp.223-225); G. Tucci, On some aspects o f the Doctrines 
o f Maitreya (natha), pp .2 ff. (cf. G. Tucci, Storia della Filosofia 
In d ia n a , p. 82), “Anim adversiones Indicae: 1. On Maitreya, 
The Yogacara Doctor”, in Opera Minora, Parte I, Roma: G. Bardi, 1971 
(Universita di Roma, Vol. VI), pp. 195-198, etc., have established the 
historicity of Maitreyanatha. See also T.R.V. Murti, The Central 
Philosophy o f Buddhism , p. 107 and note 6 of the same page; 
E. Frauwallner, Die Philosophie des Buddhismus, pp .296 and 327.2

The principal works attributed to Maitreyanatha are:

1. The Abhisamayalahkara (273 Karikas)
This treatise expounds in a synthetic, systematic and rigorous way the 
Path that leads to the realization of Buddhahood according to the 
Pancavimsatisdhasrikd Prajndparamitdsutra. In this work are found, 
as it is obvious, numerous references to theories of the Prajhapdramita 
and the Madhyamika school and to the conception of all that exists as 
mere prajnapti (nominal concept, conceptual entity, nominal entity, 
concept). The work ends with an exposition of the doctrine of the 
Three Bodies.

The Sanskrit text of this treatise has been preserved. It has been 
edited several times: by Th. Stcherbastky and E. Obermiller, Leningrad:
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Bibliotheca Buddhica XXIII. 1929, G. Tucci, Baroda, 1932, and U. Wogihara, 
Tokyo 1932-935 (reprint 1973, Sankibo Buddhist Bookstore). P.L. 
Vaidya, Darbhanga, I960, published the Sanskrit text of the 
Abhisamaydlankaraloka of Haribhadra, which is a commentary on 
Astasahasrikaprajnapammita and includes Maitreya’s karikas. Tibetan 
translation of Haribhadra’s work: Tdhoku 3791=Catalogue 5189. 
The Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies of Sarnath (Varanasi), 
in its Bibliotheca-Indo-Tibetica 2, 1977, edited the Sanskrit text of 
Maitreya’s karikas and the Tibetan text of Haribhadra’s commentary 
on them, known as liSphutdrthd Vrttih” (with a Sanskrit reconstruction). 
Tibetan translation of Haribhadra’s work: Tdhoku 3793=Catalogue 5191. 
Tibetan translation of Maitreya’s karikas alone: Tdhoku 3786= Catalogue 
5184. English translation of Maitreya’s karikas: E. Conze, Abhisamay- 
alankara , Roma: IsME O, 1954. E. Obermiller has an Analysis o f the 
Abhisamayalankara, London: Luzac and Co. Calcutta Oriental Series 
27, three fascicles, 1933,1936 and 1943 (ends at IV.5.3). Cf. E. Conze, 
“ Abhisamayalankara (X)” and Wang Sen, “Abhisamayalankara (2)”, 
in Encyclopaedia o f B uddhism , Ceylon, 1961, Vol. 1, fasc. 1, 
p p .114-118.

2. Dharmadharmatavibhaga or Dharmadharmatavibhariga-karika
This treatise studies the elements which constitute the phenomenic 
world (dharmas) and their ultimate essence (dharmata.). The dharmas 
are characterized by the subject-object duality and they, being multiple, 
are mere modifications of the unique and indifferentiated true reality, 
which is their essence: consciousness. They give the impression of an 
independently existing external world, but when they are known in 
their essence, their false and impure aspect disappear and the way to 
Nirvana is free from obstacles.

Preserved in two Tibetan translations: Tdhoku 4022 (in prose) and 
4023 (in ver$es)=Catalogue 5523 (in prose) and 5524 (in verses). See 
second part of this book, Introduction B.2. for the editions and 
translations of the commentary of this treatise by Vasubandhu, which 
includes the karikas of Maitreya.

3. Madhyantavibhaga or Madhyantavibhanga (111 Karikas)
The most important treatise of Maitreya from the philosophical point 
of view. In it for the first time is presented in a systematic way the 
philosophical tenets of the Yogacara school. The empirical reality is 
a mere creation of our mind (citta, vijnana) that manifests itself under 
the duality subject-object, and it exists as such. Citta is the only true
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reality; the empirical reality, the unreal mental creation, is the impure 
aspect of citta. Citta is sunyatd, conceived as “the absence of duality” 
Other names to designate it are tathata, suchness, thus-ness, because 
of being  alw ays such (n ity a m  ta th d  eva ) ; b h u ta ko ti, 
the extrem e point of truth, because of being free from error 
( aviparydsdrthena); a n im itta , devoid  of all characteristics 
(sarvanimittdbhdva); paramdrtha, supreme reality, because it is the 
object of the suprem e know ledge (param ajňdnavisaya tvd t); 
dharmadhdtu, the fundamentals of the dharmas, because it is the 
cause of all the noble attributes (dryadharmahetutvdt).

The Sanskrit text has been preserved included in Vasubandhu’s 
commentary. On the editions and translations of this commentary see 
the Second part of this book, Introduction, under B.l. Chinese 
translation of the kdrikds alone: Taisho 1601. Tibetan translation of the 
kdrikds alone: Tohoku 4021=Catalogue 5522.

4. R atnagotravibhága-M ahayánottaratantrašástra or  
Uttaratantra
This treatise is constituted by 282 kdrikds and a commentary. 
According to, Takasaki, p. 62 of his translation of this treatise, “most 
probably” the authorship of the kdrikas “is to be attributed to Maitreya” 
and “the author of the commentary of the Ratna  must be Sáramati” 
Anyhow, let us remark that according to Tibetan tradition the author 
of the kdrikds is Maitreya and the author of the commentary would 
be Asanga ( ibidem , p. 7). But according to Frauwallner, Die Philosophie 
des Buddhismus, p. 255, and “Amalavijňánam und Álayávijňánam”, 
in Kleine Schriften, pp. 642-643, the author of Ratnagotravibhdga 
(kdrikds and commentary) is Sáramati (circa 250 c.e.), agreeing in this 
point with the Chinese tradition.

The basic theme of the Ratnagotravibhdga is the important 
Tathagatagarbha theory, according to which the Buddha nature is 
present in all beings. The treatise describes the Absolute, the 
Tathagatagarbha, in very positive terms. It is conceived as being pure 
mind, and designated as cittaprakrtivaimalyadhatu, “Element of purity 
of the nature of the Mind” “The Ratna  cannot be regarded as a work 
of the Vijňánaváda” (Takasaki, quoted work, p. 58), since in it “there 
is no quotation from the Samdhinirmocana, nor any use of the terms 
like trisvabhdva or alayavijndna” (ibidem), or cittamatra.

The Sanskrit text is available and has been edited by E. H; Johnston 
andT. Chowdhury, Patna: Vihar Research Society, 1950, and by Zuiryu 
Nakamura, Tokyo: 1967. Chinese translation: Taisho l 6 l l  (kdrikds
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and commentary). Tibetan translation: Tôhoku 4025 (kàrikàs)  and 
4026 (kàrikàs and commentary)^Catalogue 5525 (kàrikàs) and 5526 
(kàrikàs and commentary). English translations by E. Obermiller in 
Acta Orientalia IX, parts II, III and IV, 1930, pp. 81-306, under the 
title of “The Sublime Science of the Great Vehicle to Salvation”, and 
by J. Takasaki, Roma: IsMEO, 1966 under the title A Study o f the 
Ratnagotravibhàga (Uttaratantra) .

5. Sütràlankàra or Mahâyânasütrâlankàra
This treatise is composed by 804 kàrikàs and commentary. There is 
not unanimity in relation to the authorship of the commentary and 
stanzas. For instance according to the colophon of the Sanskrit text 
this treatise has been said (bhàsita) by a certain Bodhisattva 
Vyavadâtasamaya, but it is impossible to know to whom this name or 
epithet refers; according to the K ’ ai yuen  lu catalogue (730 a . d . ) ,  

Taishô 2154 and the Sung, Yuen, Ming and Kaoli editions of the 
Chinese Buddhist Canon, the commentary and the stanzas were 
composed by Asariga; according to Hui chao (died 714 a . d . ) ,  disciple 
of Hiuan tsang, the kàrikàs were composed by Maitreya and the 
commentary by Vasubandhu; according to the Tibetan tradition the 
kàrikàs were composed by Maitreya (nàtha) and the commentary by 
Vasubandhu- opinion this one to which we adhere. C f. FJakuju Ui, 
“On the Author of the Mahàyànasütrâlarikâra”, and “Maitreya as an 
historical personage”, pp.98-99; D. Seyfort Puegg, La théorie du  
tathàgatagarbha et du gotra, p. 40; S. Lévi, translation of the 
Mahàyànasütràlankàra, Paris: H. Champion, 1911, (Tome II), pp.7-9.

The subject matter of this treatise is the ideal of the Bodhisattva; 
it depicts his career and achievements. It asserts the mental nature of 
the world and the inexistence of duality in the Absolute, and expounds 
the theories of the Three Bodies and of the Three Natures.

On the editions and translations of this treatise see Second Part of 
this book (V im sa tikà  of V asubandhu), Introduction, under
B. Commentaries o f Treatises or o f commentaries by other authors (4).

On Maitreya doctrines see: G. Tucci, On some aspects o f the 
doctrines o f Maitreya (nàtha) and Asanga, San Francisco: Chinese 
Materials Center, 1975 (reprint of the 1930 edition Calcutta) and 
E. Frauwallner, Die Philosophie des Buddhismus, 1969, pp. 296-326.

ASANGA (315-390)
He was a brother of Vasubandhu (see Introduction to the Second Part 
of this same book), a disciple of Maitreyanatha and the most famous 
Master of the Yogàcâra school. For those who do not accept the
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historicity of Maitreyanâtha, Asariga is the founder of the Yogäcära 
School.

The principal works of Asariga are

1. Abhidharmasamuccaya
It is summary work by Asariga. It explains the principal doctrines of 
the Mahäyäna following the method already employed by the 
Abhidharma treatises of the Hïnayâna. He analyzes in this way the 
dharmas and their different kinds, the Four Noble Truths, the Nirvana, 
the Path, the diverse kinds of individuals, the rules of debate, etc. In 
this treatise there are some references to cittamätra, the älayavijnäna, 
to the three characteristics of being (parikalpita, paratantra and  
parinispanna) . The Sanskrit text has been preserved and has been 
edited by Prahlad Pradhan, Santiniketan: Visva-bharati, 1950. Chinese 
translation: Taishöl605- Tibetan translation: Töboku 4049= Catalogue 
5550. French translation from the Sanskrit text: Walpola Rahula, 
Le Compendium de la Super-Doctrine (Philosophie) {Abhidharm a
samuccaya) ďAsaňga, Paris: École Française ď  Extrême Orient, 1971.

2. Mahâyânasamgraha
This treatise is a summary work of the doctrines of the Yogäcära school. 
In a clear and complete way it deals with the principal themes of this 
school, giving them their canonical expression: the älayawjnäna (names, 
characteristics, demonstration, kinds, moral nature); the three natures 
(définitions, relations, subdivisions), the vijnaptimätratä and the 
inexistence of the external object; the three bodies of the Buddha, etc.

The Sanskrit text is not available. Chinese translations: 1592, 1593, 
1594. Tibetan translation: Töhoku 4048=Catalogue 5549 . French 
translation from the Tibetan: É. Lamotte, La Somme du Grand Véhicule 
d  Asaûga, Louvain-la-Neuve: Institut Orientaliste, 1973 (includes an 
edition of the Tibetan text and a reproduction of the Chinese text 
1594 from Taishö). Amalia Pezzali, L ‘Idealismo Buddhista di Asariga, 
Bologna: E.M.I., 1984, gives a summary and study of this treatise.

3. Yogäcärabhümisastra
This treatise is generally considered as the magnum  opus of Asariga, 
although in some sources it is attributed to Maitreyanâtha and even it 
has been thought (as for instance by E. Frauwallner, Die Philosophie 
des Buddhismus, p. 265, and L. Schmithausen, “Zur Literaturgeschichte 
der älteren Yogäcära-Schule”) that it is a compilation work composed 
by several Yogäcära authors. It is a voluminous work. It comprises five 
major divisions of which the first, called Bahubhümikavastu, is the
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most important one. At its turn this first part contains seventeen 
sections, which describe the stages (bhümi), that are to be passed 
through by the follower of the Mahäyäna in order to reach the ultimate 
goal, the Nirvana without residue ( nirupädhisesanirväna) and also 
the achievements he attains in each stage. The doctrine of the 
älayavijnäna  is mentioned in this treatise.

The Sanskrit text has been preserved but has been only partially 
edited. See F. Bandurski, “Übersicht über die Göttinger Sammlungen 
der von Rähula Säiikrtyäyana in Tibet aufgefundenen buddhistischen 
Sanskrit-Texte”, pp.61-66, for a list of the diverse chapters or sections 
of the work that have been already edited and/or translated. A very 
important chapter of the treatise is the Bodbisattvabhümi, which 
constitutes the fifteenth section of the First major division. The Sanskrit 
text of the Bodbisattvabhümi has been edited by N. Dutt, Patna: 
K.P. Jayaswal Research Institute, 1966 and by U. Wogihara, Tokyo: 
Sankibo Buddhist Book Store, 1971. Chinese translation of the 
Yogäcärabhümisästra: Taishö 1579. Tibetan translation: Töhoku 4035- 
4042=Catalogue 5536-5543.

4. Commentary on  the Samdhinirmocanasütra
The Sanskrit text has not been preserved. Tibetan translation: Töhoku 
3981=Catalogue 5481. English translation by John Powers, Lewiston : 
The Edwin Mellen Press, 1992.

5. Commentary on  the Vajracchedikä Prajnäpäramitäsütra
Sanskrit text: edited by G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist texts, Part I, Roma: 
IsMEO, 1956, pp. 51-128 (Sanskrit Text with Chinese, Tibetan and 
English translations). Chinese Text: Taishö 1514. Tibetan translation: 
Töhoku missing; Catalogue 5864 (Cf. Tucci’s quoted edition p.7).

VASUBANDHU (320-380)
See the Introduction of the Second Part of this book.

DIGNÄGA (480-540)
See the Introduction of the First Part of this book.

DHARMAPÄLA (530-561)
Son of a minister of Kanclpura in South India. He became a Buddhist 
monk and went to Nälandä. He obtained a great renown as scholar. 
He became the head of the Nälandä University. Had many excellent 
disciples, among whom was SHabhadra who was Hiuan-tsang’s teacher. 
He is considered as one of the great masters of the Yogäcära school. 
He wrote the following commentaries:
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1. On the Alam banapanksa  of Dignaga (included in this book). 
This work is known only in its Chinese (incomplete) translation 
{Taisbd 1625)

2. On the Catuhsataka of Aryadeva, not preserved in Sanskrit. 
Chinese text: Taisbd 1571.

3. On the Trimsikd of Vasubandhu, not preserved in Sanskrit. 
Extracts of this commentary were incorporated by Hiuan Tsang 
in his Teh’ eng wei che louen (Taisbd 1585).

4. On the Vimsatikâ of Vasubandhu (included in this book). This 
commentary is known only in its Chinese translation ( Taisbd 
1591).

STHIRAMATI (MIDDLE OF THE SIXTH CENTURY)
Born in South India. He was the most important scholar of Vallabhï 
University in Kàthiàvâda, which had been founded by his teaclier 
Gunamati. He is also considered as one of the great masters of the 
Yogâcâra school. Among his works we mention the following ones:

1. Commentary on the A bhidharm akosa  o f Vasubandhu
This text is known in its Chinese translation (Taisbd 1561), under the 
name of Kiu cho louen che y i chou: Tattvàrthatikà (?), and in its 
Tibetan translation: Tohoku 4421=Catalogue 5875.

2. Commentary on  the Abhidharm asam uccaya  o f Asahga
The Sanskrit text has been edited by Nathmal Tatia, Patna: 
K. P. Jayaswal Research Institute, 1976. Chinese translation: Taisbd 1606, 
attributing it to Sthiramati. Tibetan translations: Tohoku 4053 and 4054= 
Catalogue 5554 and 5555, attributing it to Rgyal bahi sras or Jinaputra.

3. Ilka on Vasubandhu’s commentary on the Madhyàntavibhàga 
o f Maitreya
The Sanskrit text is available. For editions and translations of this tïkâ 
see Second Part of this Introduction, Works attributed to Vasubandhu,
B. Commentaries o f treatises or o f commentaries by other authors (1). 
Tibetan translation: Tohoku 4032=Catalogue 5534.

4. Commentary on the M ülamadhyatnakakàrikà  o f Nàgârjuna
The Sanskrit text is not available. Chinese translation: Taisbd 1567.

5. Commentary on the Pahcaskandhaprakarana o f Vasubandhu
The Sanskrit text is not available. Chinese translation: Taisbd 1613. 
Tibetan translation: Tohoku 4066= Catalogue 5567.
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6. Tiká on Vasubandhu’s Commentary on the Sutrálaňkára  
o f Maitreya
The Sanskrit text is not available. Tibetan translation: Tdhoku 
4034=Catalogue 5531.

7. Commentary on the Trim šiká  o f Vasubandhu
The Sanskrit text has been preserved. For editions and translations of 
this commentary see Second Part of this book. * Introduction, Works 
attributed to Vasubandhu, A. Treatises (6). Extracts of this 
commentary were also incorporated by Hiuan-tsang in his work Tch 
1eng wei che louen (Taishd 1585). Tibetan translation: Tdhoku 
4064=Catalogue 5565.

HIUAN-TSANG OR HSŮAN-TSANG OR 
HSÚAN-CHUANG (602-664)

He was born in Chin-lu (China). He studied in Lo-yang and Tch’ang- 
ngan under various teachers. Perplexed by their different opinions he 
travelled in 629 through Central Asia to India in order to look for the 
Buddhist texts in the original Sanskrit, and also for the teachings of 
Indian Buddhist Masters, that he could not find in China. He studied 
in the Nálandá University Sanskrit and Buddhist philosophy, specially 
the idealistic Yogácára system, to which he finally adhered. He worked 
under STlabhadra, the renowned Master of the Yogácára school. In 645 
he returned to China with more than 650 Buddhist texts in Sanskrit, 
which contained 224 sutras, 192 šástras o i the Maháyána and works 
belonging to different Hínayána schools. Back to China he retired to 
a monastery and dedicated the rest of his life to the gigantic task of 
translating 75 Buddhist texts. The rapidity with which his task of 
translation was carried on, the rigour of his terminology, the erudition 
and penetration of this Master, unique in China, and who combined a 
first-class Chinese culture and a perfect knowledge of Sanskrit and 
Buddhist thought are really amazing.

In Repertoire du  Canon B ouddhique sino-japonais of the 
Hóbógirin, Index, p .250 sub Genjd (the Japanese name of Hiuan- 
tsang), and in Bagchi’s Le Canon Bouddhique en China II, pp. 
473- 494, can be found a list of works translated by Hiuan-tsang into 
Chinese.

Let us mention among Hiuan-tsang’s works in a special way his 
Tch’ eng wei che louen (Taishd 1585) (Vijnaptimatratdsiddhi) 
which is the translation into Chinese of the Thirty Stanzas (Trimšiká) 
of Vasubandhu together with the resumé or extracts from the ten
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principal com m entaries (by Dharmapäla, Sthiramati, etc.) on 
Vasubandhu’s treatise, today lost with the exception of that of 
Sthiramati. See Second Part of this book, Introduction, Works attributed 
to Vasubandhu (13)- This work is a monumental contribution of 
Hiuan-tsang to the knowledge of the Yogäcära school.

The Name o f the Idealistic School
The Buddhist idealistic school receives several names: Cittamätra, 
Only Mind, as the only existing reality is Mind deprived of duality; 
Vimänamätra, understanding vijñana  in the same exalted sense as 
citta; Vijnaptimätra in that all existing things are only cognition; 
Yogäcära, due to the fact that its first adherents were persons dedicated 
to the practice (äcära)  of meditation (yoga) and also due to the great 
importance meditation has in this school as the means to attain the 
Supreme Goal. Cf. D.Snellgrove, Indo-Tibetan Buddhism, pp.97 and 
125, and L. Schmithausen, “ Z ur Literaturgeschichte”, p.811, note 2. 
The synonymic value given by Vasubandhu in the beginning of the 
Vimsatikä to the words citta, martas, vijnäna, vijñapti, explains the 
simultaneous use of the above indicated terms as names of the idealistic 
school of Buddhist philosophy.

Principal Philosophical Tenets o f the Yogäcära School
We give now a brief survey of the principal doctrines of the Yogäcära 
school, fundamentally those of a philosophical character, and putting 
special emphasis on the doctrines that are dealt with in the three 
treatises included in this book. As a matter of course the Yogäcära 
school accepts many other doctrines proper of Buddhism in general 
and Mahäyäna in particular. Those that are surveyed below are those 
that give this school its essential identity. More information will be 
given in the Introductions of each treatise included in this book.

Cittamätra : “Only Mind”
All that exists is only ideas, representations, images, imaginations, 
creations of the mind, to which no real object existing outside the 
mind corresponds. These ideas are the only object of any cognition. 
The whole universe is a mental universe. It is similar to a dream, a 
mirage, a magical illusion, where what we perceive are only products 
of our mind, without a real external existence. Thus only mind 
{cittamätra), only consciousness (vijüänarriätra), only cognition 
( vijnaptimätra) in the meaning of only ideas is the basic ontological 
and epistemological tenet of the school. The assertion of only mind 
opens Vasubandhu’s fundamental treatise, the Vimsatikä.
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Arguments in Favour o f “Only Mind”
The great Masters of the Yogâcàra school endeavoured to give a 
rational foundation to the thesis of only mind sustained by their school.

First of all they affirmed the possibility of the existence of 
representations without an external object and having notwithstanding 
the characteristics of the representations with an external objec: as 
conceived by the realist. These characteristics are: determination or 
non-arbitrariness in regard to place and time, indetermination or 
non-exclusiveness in regard to a sole individual, and efficiency in 
regard to their specific function ( Vimsatikâ, Section II). Examples of 
representations without an object, that possess these characteristics, 
are: all dreams for determination or non-arbitrariness in regard to place 
and time; some kind of dreams (erotic dreams) for efficiency; tie 
vision by prêtas of a river of pus and excrements, where there is only 
water, for die indeterminadon or non-exclusiveness in regard to a so’,e 
individual; and the experiences of beings condemned to hell for the 
four characteristics.

The main argument adduced by the Yogâcàra in order to found the 
only mind thesis is the impossibility of the existence of an external 
object. This argument is developed by Vasubandhu in his Vimsatikâ 
(Sections XVII-XXVII) against Buddhist realists, and by Dignàga in the 
first part (Sections I-VTII) of his Àlambanapanksâ against the atomists 
(Hindu or Buddhist).

Other arguments are given in Trisvabhâva, kârikâs 35-36, which 
are inspired in Buddhist traditional religious beliefs. See our 
commentary thereon. These arguments are: 1. one and the same thing 
appears differently to beings that are in different states of existence 
(prêtas, men and gods); 2. the liability of the bodhisattvas and dbyâyins 
(practitioners of meditation) who have attained the power over thinking 
0cetovasitâ) to visualize objects at will; the capacity of the yogins who 
have obtained serenity of mind (samatba) and practice the analysis 
of the dharmas (dharmavipasyanâ) to perceive things at the very 
moment of the concentration of mind ( rnangsikârafwilh their essential 
characteristics of impermanence, suffering, etc.; and the power of 
those who have attained intuitive knowledge ( nirvikalpakajnâna) 
and remain in it, which enables them not to perceive things at 
all-these facts of experience show that the objects do not exist really 
outside the mind, that their appearance or non appearance and the 
form of their appearance depend on the mind, and that they' 
consequently are a product of it; and 3. if things really exist and we
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know them as they really are, then our common knowledge would be 
a true knowledge and no special training would be necessary to reach 
reality, to have the supreme intuitive knowledge and to attain liberation.

And finally the word of the Buddha expressed in the sütras is 
adduced as an authority which grants validity to the thesis of only 
mind. The Vim satikâ  starts quoting the D asabhüm ikasü tra  
(or Bhadrapàlasütra). Hiuan-tsang in Tch’ eng wei che louen 1585, 
p.39 a=L. de la Vallée Poussin’s translation, pp.419-423, cites several 
sütras which affirm the vijnaptimàtratà.

The Structure o f the Mind.
The Explanation o f Cognition without an External Object

If there is no external object, if only mind exists, how do the 
representations arise in it ? To answer this question it is necessary to take 
into account the conception of the mind proper of the Yogàcâra school.

Mind (citta, vijnàna, manas, vijnapti. On their synonymous value 
see our commentary on Vimsatikâ, Section I). Mind is conceived as 
a result of the philosophical analysis as having eight functions 
(“ aspects” or “parts”): the six kinds of cognitive activities through the 
sense-organs, the ego-consciousness, and the àlayavijnàna.

According to the Buddhist conception, mind is not a substantial 
permanent entity (as the soul or the àtm an  are conceived); it is only 
a series of consciousnesses, cognitions, acts of knowledge, momentary, 
instantaneous, which as soon as they arise, vanish and are replaced by 
other consciousnesses, cognitions, acts of knowledge. This series of 
consciousnesses comes from a beginningless (anàdi) eternity flowing 
like a river which has no source.

The àlayavijnàna  or “deposit”-consciousness is the subliminal or 
sub-conscious aspect of mind. In it are “deposited” the vàsanàs 
(^Tibetan nus p a : “virtuality” in Dignàga) or subliminal impressions 
left by all the experiences that man has had in all his previous 
existences. (It would be more precise to say that the àlayavijnàna  
constituted by the vàsanàs, that the vàsanàs are the àlayavijnàna .). 
The àlayavijnàna  shares all the characteristics of mind, but it has the 
peculiar feature of being in a subliminal latent level.

Given the appropriate conditions imposed by karman, the vàsanàs 
abandon their subliminal state and, passing to the conscious state, 
become the representations, the ideas, that are essentially of two 
kinds: subjective, of an ego who cognizes, and objective, simultaneous 
with the previous ones, of beings and things that are the objects of 
our cognitions.
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This conception of the mind and the important theory of the 
älayavijnäna  (its nature and its functioning), proper of the Yogäcära 
school, are at the basis of the explanation of how knowledge without 
an external object is produced given by Vasubandhu and Dignäga in 
the three treatises presented in this book.

Although the word älayavijnäna  is not mentioned either in the 
Vimsatikä or in the Älam banapanksä, evidently both treatises 
presuppose the älayavijüäna theory, since they explain the cognition 
process on the basis of the väsanäs.

Avoidance o f Solipsism
If all is only mind, and mind is a series of consciousnesses, and each 
individual series gives rise to a mere mental world, proper to that 
series, how to explain that all these mental worlds agree, creating in 
us the conviction that we live all of us in one and the same world ? 
How to avoid the solipsism that always threatens the kind of idealism 
propounded by the Yogäcära school ? The explanation is found in 
Vimsatikä, Section IV. All living beings see the same world at the 
same moment because of the identical maturation of their karmans; 
the karmic histories of these beings have similitudes and therefore the 
consequences are also similar. This fact introduces organization and 
order where otherwise there would be only arbitrariness and chaos. 
The result is in a certain sense an objective world without external 
object valid for all that participate in it.

The Three Natures
An important Yogäcära theory is the theory of the Three Natures, 
ex p la in ed  in V asu b an d h u ’s trea tise  T risvabhävakärikä  or 
Trisvabhävanirdesa included in this book. The term trisvabhäva 
indicates the three forms of being: the dependent on other 
{paratantra), the imagined (parikalpita) and the perfected or absolute 
(parinispanna). The importance of this theory derives from the fact 
that the paratantra  and the parikalpita nature correspond to the 
empirical reality and the parinispanna  nature is the Absolute Reality. 
Consequently to analyze the Three Natures is to analyze the empirical 
and the absolute aspects of reality and to know their essence and their 
mutual relations.

The Three Natures theory is not referred to in the Vimsatikä or the 
Älam banapanksä. Without any doubt Vasubandhu (on writing the 
Vimsatikä) and Dignäga knew this theory which was expounded in 
sütras a nd  sästras composed before them. Given the monographic
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nature of both treatises this lack of reference to that theory is not 
amazing.

The Paratantra and the Parikalpita Nature
The paratantra  nature is nothing else than the series of conscious 
mental representations which are produced when the vàsancis or 
subliminal impressions pass from their latent state to their conscious 
level. The paratantra  nature is so called because it depends on the 
vàsancis.

The parikalpita nature is the attribute of subject-object duality that 
inexorably accompanies the paratantra  nature. If the paratantra  is 
“what appears”, the parikalpita is the form under which “what appears” 
appears, i.e. duality. The parikalpita  nature is so called (imagined) 
because duality is only an unreal mental creation.

The Parinispanna Nature
In the Àlam banapanksâ  there is no reference to any notion of the 
Absolute; this treatise limits itself to analyze the act of cognition and 
to explain it from the idealistic point of view which affirms that there 
is no external real object of cognition.

The Vimsatikâ, in Section XVT, affirms that the dbarmas exist with 
the “indefinable substantiality” (anabhilâpyenàtm anà) which is the 
object of the knowledge of the Buddhas ( buddhànàm  visaya iti). 
This same idea is applied to consciousness as the only existing entity 
( vijnaptimàtratâ). In Section XXXIII the Vimsatikâ refers to the 
world-transcending knowledge or supermundane cognition without 
any mental construction ( lokottaranirvikalpajnàna), that is the only 
means to reach the Trne Reality. Thus, although the Vimsatikâ does 
not explicitly speak of an Absolute, anyhow, when referring to the 
kind of substantiality proper of the dbarmas, indescribable and object 
of Buddhas’ cognition, it is alluding to citta, the mind in its absolute 
aspect, devoid of the subject-object duality, conceived as the essence 
of all that exist-position openly adopted in the Trisvabbàvakàrikà. 
And also, when the Vimsatikâ speaks of the world-transcending 
knowledge that leads to the Ultimate Reality, it is presupposing the 
existence of an Absolute, that is the aim of that special knowledge.

The Trisvabbàvakàrikà fully develops the notion of an Absolute on 
dealing with the parinispanna nature. In kàrikà 3 the Absolute nature 
is defined as the eternal non-existence with duality o f the m ind  (or 
dependent nature). According to kàrikà 13 the Absolute nature is only 
non-existence o f duality, and to kàrikà 25 it is the existence o f the
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inexistence o f duality. In other words we could say that the Absolute 
is the mind devoid of duality i.e. the Pure Mind, since impurity is 
nothing else that the subject-object duality (kaňká  17-21). The 
Absolute nature is characterized by its full inalterability, since it has 
always been, is and will always be the same: inexistence of duality 
( kaňká  3). Because of this characteristic the Absolute nature is 
designated in kaňká  30 with the name of tathatá: “Suchness”, “the 
fact of being so” id e  bžin ň id  in Tibetan). In kaňká  37 the Absolute 
nature i.e. citta devoid of duality is implicitly identified with the 
dbarm adhátu, the fundament or ultimate essence of the dharmas.

It is necessary to call the attention to the emphasis put on the 
notions of existence and p u ň ty  in the definition of the paňnispanna  
nature as the mind deprived of duality, the true Reality. This fact links 
Tňsvabbáva's conception of Absolute with the pabhassaram cittam  
(luminous mind) of the Aňguttaranikáya  I, 10 and the visuddbam  
cittam  (pure mind) of Sáramati. See E. Frauwallner, “Amalavijňánam 
und Álayavijňánam”

Some Other Themes that Appear in the Three Treatises
We mention some other themes of the treatises that show the richness 
of ideas and approaches which explains their importance for the 
exposition of the Yogácára system of Buddhist philosophy.

In the Álambanaparíksá
1. Refutation of the realistic and atomistic theories (Sections I -VIII)
2. Definition of object of cognition (yu l in Tibetan, visaya in 

Sanskrit) and support of cognition (dmigs pa  in Tibetan, 
álam bana  in Sanskrit) (Sections II and III).

3. Conception of the sense-organs as mere aspects of the vásanás 
and as non material entities, and of the knowable internal form 
(which is the reactualized vásaná jzs  the object of cognition. 
And the theory of perception based on the absence of an 
external object and on the mentioned conception of the sense- 
organs and the object (Section XI). Dignága’s explanation of 
perception in the idealistic context seems to be more elaborated 
than Vasubandhu’s one in the Vimšatiká (See No. 8 under).

4. Conception of causal relation (Section X).
5. Anáditva  or beginninglessness of the series of vásanás 

(Section XIII).

In the Vimšatiká
6. Refutation of the realistic and atomistic theories (Sections II-XXVII).
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7. Peculiar conception of the hells and of the hell-guards as a 
mental creation of the damned (Sections IV-X).

8. Interpretation of the traditional Buddhist conception of 1. the 
internal àyatana (senses) and 2. the external àyatana (objects) 
as merely being 1. the vâsanà which reactualizes in a new 
representation, and 2. the image with which that representation 
arises. And the idealistic explanation of perception which results 
from that interpretation (Sections XI-XXVII).

9. The neyârtha (concealed meaning to be established) — nïtàrtha 
(clear and immediate meaning) hermeneutic principle, applied 
in order to avoid the difficulties that the ancient Buddhist 
doctrines of realistic inspiration caused to the new idealistic 
positions (Sections XII-XIII) or in order to eliminate apparent 
contradictions in the teachings of the Buddha (Section XII).

10. The pudgalanairdtm ya  (unsubstantiality of man) and the 
dharmanaimtmya (unsubstantiality of the dharmas) connected 
with the idealistic interpretation of the âyatanas (Section XIV).

11. The “indefinable substantiality” of the dharm as and of the 
vijnaptimàtratà (consciousness as the only existing thing) 
(Section XVI).

12. Refutation of the avayavin (Sections XVIII, XXVII).
13. N otew orthy analysis of the m echanism  of p ra tyaksa  

(perception) in two moments; the nirvikalpa pratyaksa  
(perception that lacks any mental construction) and the 
savikalpapratyaksa (perception with mental construction), with 
the aim to prove that in fact all perception is without an object 
(Section XXIX). It is interesting to point out that for Dignàga, 
Pram ànasam uccaya , Pratyaksapariccheda I, kârikà  3 c, 
perception is defined as “free from mental constructions” (mnom  
sum  rtog pa  dan bral ba) and for Dharmaklrti, Nyàyabindu  
I, 4 pratyaksa  is also “free from mental constructions” and 
moreover “free from error” (kalpanàpodham abhràntam  
pratyaksam). The definitions of these two authors correspond, 
in the analysis of Vasubandhu, to the first moment, i.e. to pure 
sensation.

14. Explanation of recollection through the mechanism of the 
vàsanâs (Section XXXI).

15. The world transcending knowledge as a means to attain True 
Reality and to become free from the vâsanic sleep (=error 
consisting in considering objects as real and external) (Section 
XXXIII).
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16. Possibility of a consciousness as determining and influencing 
another consciousness. Avoidance of isolation of consciousnesses 
(Section XXXV).

17. Moral responsibility’s dependence on the conscious state of 
mind, which is proper only of the normal waking state (Section 
XXXVII).

18. Possibility of a mental act to cause an alteration in other series 
of consciousnesses (Section XXXIX).

19. The use of the word of the Buddha as a means to validate an 
idealistic thesis (Section XL).

20. Possibility of the knowledge of another mind, although it is a 
limited knowledge bound to the subject-object duality and 
unable to grasp the true nature of the mind, as it happens also 
with one’s own mind (Section XLII).

21. Profoundity and richness of the only-mind theory which can be 
mastered in all its extension and complexity only by the 
Buddhas, the Enlightened Ones (Section XLIII).

In the Trisvabhâva
22. The analysis of the cognitive process that leads to intuitive 

knowledge (saksàtkriyà) of True Reality (kàrikâs 31-37).
23. Achievements obtained through knowledge of the ultimate 

essence of the dharmas (vibhutva : sovereignty) and through 
the Bodbisattvacaryà (Course of conduct of Boddhisattvas) 
(,anuttard bodhi: Supreme Enlightenment) (kàrikàs 37-38).

24. The Three Bodies as the essence of Enlightenment (kàrikà 38).

Factors that Contributed to the Arising 
o f the Idealistic Conception o f Cittamàtra

The Yogâcâra system is composed as it has been seen by a great 
number of theories. In order to establish the way it was formed, it 
would be necessary to study when, where and how each one of these 
theories originated, and also to study when, where and how these 
diverse theories where assembled giving rise to a new structure of 
philosophical thought. (The same thing would have to be done mutatis 
mutandis in regard to the origin of the Mahàyàna). The creation of the 
Yogâcâra theories (as those of the Mahàyàna) has been a dynamic 
process, covering a long period of time, and in which many factors 
have participated. To these circumstances, that make difficult a study 
of the origin of the Buddhist idealistic philosophy, are to be added 
other facts that render that study more difficult still: the texts that must
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be used for this study are in most cases anonymous; their relative 
chronology is difficult or impossible to establish; great part of Buddhist 
literature is lost; many important texts are known to us only in their 
Chinese and Tibetan translations, which often present problems of 
interpretation.

We shall point out some factors, that seem to have contributed to 
a great extent to the formation of the fundamental Yogacara doctrine, 
cittamatra. Similarly, factors, that participated in the formation of the 
other theories of the Yogacara school, could also be traced.

The Importance o f Citta (m ind)
Since its beginnings Buddhism has given to mind {citta, cetas, manas, 
vihhana or vijftana) a great importance, attributing to it fundamental 
functions. Mind is the determining condition for the arising of the 
individual existence {nam arupa) in the twelve members of the 
Dependent Origination {paticcasamuppada or pratityasamutpada). 
Human conduct depends on mind. Mind is the cause of purity or 
impurity. Man is directed by mind. Karrnan gets its moral qualification 
according to the mental state or disposition with which it has been 
carried out. Individual destiny and world destiny depend on karm an  
and therefore indirectly on mind. Many of the moral qualities 
propounded by Buddhist ethics belong to the realm of mind {sati or 
smrti, appamada or apramada , etc.) The two pillars of the Buddhist 
Path are knowledge {hana  or jh a n a , p a n n a  or prajna ) and 
compassion {karuna), and knowledge is gained through the activity 
and development of mind. In the way to Liberation meditation {jhana 
or dhyana) and concentration of mind {sam adhi) play an important 
role. Through a well-trained and purified mind the Supreme 
Enlightenment (bodhi), the ultimate goal of Buddhist effort, is reached.

In many texts this special importance of mind is extolled as for 
instance: Samyuttanikaya I, p.39 PTS; Anguttaranikaya  II, p. 177 PTS; 
D ham m apada  I, 1-2; V im alakirtin irdesa  III, paragraph 34; 
Aryaratnamegha quoted in Santideva’s Siksasamuccaya, pp .121-122 
ed. Bendall. See Lam otte’s translation of Vim alakirtinirdesa , 
Introduction, pp .51-53, for other references.

The pre-eminent position that citta has in the Yogacara is thus 
coherent, with the importance it always has had in Buddhism. Yogacara 
carried one fundamental trend of Buddhist thought to its extreme 
point, making mind the only existing entity and deriving everything 
from it.
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“Nominalism”
Buddhist philosophy distinguished between things existing dravyasat 
and things existing prajhaptisat. Dravyasat points to something that 
exists as a substance, as a real entity; prajhaptisat on the contrary 
points to something that has only a nominal existence, the existence 
of a mere concept, that is conventionally assumed to exist but has no 
objective reality. Dravyasat exists in re, prajhaptisat exists in mente.

In Milindapahho II, pp. 25-28, in the celebrated dialogue between 
the king Milinda and the Venerable Nagasena, it is declared (in the 
context of the negation of an atm an) that ‘Nagasena’ exists only “as 
a denotation (sahkha), appellation {samahha), designation (pahhatti), 
as a current usage ( voharo), merely as a name ( nam am attam T  
(Horner’s translation). And a stanza of Samyuttanikaya (I, p. 135 PTS) 
is quoted where it is said that “Just as when the parts are rightly set 
the word ‘chariot’ is spoken, so when there are the kandhas 
(=skandhas), it is the convention (sam m uti) to say that there is ‘an 
individual’ (sattoT

The attribution of a prajhaptisat existence, nominal existence, to 
diverse kinds of things is frequently met with in the HInayana literature. 
We give some examples, which show how spread this opinion was.

The Vatslputriya (Thesis 1, Vasumitra) maintained that the “pudgala” 
(person, individual) is a mere denomination {prajhapti) established in 
relation  to the ska ndhas, the a ya ta n a s  a n d  dha tus. Cf. 
Mahaydnasutralahkdra XVIII, 92: prajhaptyastitaya vacyahpudgalo 
dravyato na tu  and commentary ad  locum:prajhaptito’stiti vaktavyo 
dravyato nastiti vaktavyah.

The Prajriaptivada school (Thesis 3, Vasumitra) taught that all the 
samskaras or samskrtas (all composed or conditioned things) are 
prajhaptisat.

According to a text of Paramartha’s commentary on Vasumitra’s 
treatise on the sects {Samayahhedoparacanacakra, quoted by Chugan 
( Chozen in Japanese) in his San louen h iu a n y i (Taisho 2300, p.459 
b 29-c 2, the sect of the Ekavyavaharikas held that all the mundane 
{laukika) and supra-mundane ( lokottara) dharmas have only a nominal 
existence.

The Bahusrutlvas also declared that the Four Great Elements that 
constitute matter are only nominally existent (prajhaptisat), according 
to the Satyasiddhisastra of Harivarman (middle of the third century 
C.E.) who expresses the point of view of that school ( Taisho 1646, 
p.261 a, Section 37 and b-c, Section 38 (Sanskrit “reconstruction” and
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English translation by N.Aiyaswami Sastri, Baroda: Oriental Institute, 
1975 -1978), and that the dharmas&xe not real and consequently are 
only name ( namamatra), conventional denomination ( Taisbd 1646, 
p. 327 a, beginning of Section 141).

The Sautrantikas or Sarikrantivadins or Darstantikas fully adhered to 
the nominalist conception of reality. They considered prajhaptisat 
many entities that for the Sarvastivadins, in their realistic inspiration, 
were really existent. According to them form (sam stbana) does not 
exist as a dravya (substance, thing) (Vasubandhu, Abbidbarmakosa IV 
3b, p.573, Bauddha Bharati ed., 1971) and according to the context 
it exists only prajnaptitab  (nominally, conventionally). In the 
Sarvastivadin classification of dbarmas, prapti was an important 
cittaviprayukta dharma (a dbarma non-associated with mind), whose 
function was to connect any acquired object with the individual who 
possessed it, specially to connect the accomplished act with the series 
of consciousnesses of the individual who had accomplished it .Prapti 
allowed the Sarvastivadins to explain the mechanism of the Casual 
retribution of actions. The Sautrantikas attributed to prapti a nominal 
existence (prajnaptitab)  (Vasubandhu, Abbidbarmakosa II ad 36 c-d 
at the end, pp.217-218 of Bauddha Bharati ed.,1971), contrarily to the 
Sarvastivadins who considered prapti as having a real existence 
(dravyatab). Another dbarma, to which the Sarvastivadins attributed 
a real existence, was the avijhapti. Any volition (cetana), which is of 
a mere mental nature, may externally manifest itself through a corporal 
or vocal act. The gesture or words are vijhapti, “ information”, because 
they make known the will of the person. But, at the same time, the 
volition gives rise to an invisible act, which continues to exist and is 
the receptacle of the moral responsibility derived from that act. This 
invisible act is the avijhapti, “non-information”, because, as it does not 
appear, it does not give any information. For the Sautrantikas avijhapti 
existed also prajnaptitab, as a nominal entity.

Even the Sarvastivadins, who represented an extreme realistic 
position, maintained that all beings had a nominal existence grounded 
on the series (santdti) that constitute them (Thesis 33,Vasumitra).

In the treatise Bbavasahkrdntiparikatbd  attributed to Nagarjuna, 
karika 11 a expresses: bdi dag tbams cad m ih tsam ste/bdu ses 
tsam la rab tu gnas/rjod p a r byed las tba dad  pabi/brjod par bya 
ba yod  ma y in  (all things are only name (namamatra), they dwell 
only in thought; separate from the word, what it designates does not 
exist).

Many other examples of the attribution of a nominal existence to
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diverse entities can be found in the theses maintained by the 
Hïnayànist sects. In fact, the nominalist conception agrees with the 
non-substantialist position adopted by Buddhism since its very 
beginning. This “nominalism”, which pervades the thought of the 
Abhidharmic period, does not mean the negation of the existence of 
beings and things, it affects the kind of existence that beings and 
things possess. But anyhow it undermined the consistency of existence, 
paving the way for the future conception of Voidness and Only-Mind, 
in the Mahàyâna period.

Perception without External Objects
Dreams (svapna), magical creations (nirm àna), illusions (màyà), 
mirages (m anci), eye disorders (timira), the whirling firebrand 
(alàtacakra), the moon reflected in water (udakacandra), and other 
similar phenomena interested Buddhist thinkers. They saw in them 
cases of cognitive experiences in which non existing objects appeared 
to the mind as if they were really existing. Thus these perceptions 
were used as comparisons ( upam àna) or examples (drstànta) for the 
unreality of the empirical world, as for instance by Nàgàrjuna in 
M ülam adhyam akakàrikâ  VII, 3A.yathà m àyà ya th à  svapno  
gandharvanagaram yathà/tathotpàdas tathà sthànam tathà bhanga 
udàhrtam. Cf.l'a tche tou louen (M ahàprajnàpàramitopadesa or 
Mahâprajnàpàramitàsàstra), Taishô 1509, pp. 101 c and ff., for a 
detailed enumeration and explanation of these upamànas, and 
Lamotte’s translation, pp.357 ff., for more references.

In several sütras magical creations are employed as upàya, means 
to o b ta in  som e b en e fic ia l effects, as for in stan ce  
Bhadramàyàkàravyàkarana, Vimalakirtinirdesa-sütra (See E. Hamlin, 
“Magical Upàya in the Vimalakïrtinirdesasütra”, in The Journal o f the 
International Association o f Buddhist Studies, Vol. 11, No. 1, 1988, 
pp. 89-121), Saddharm apundankasütra, Chapter VII, pp. 187-188 
and pp. 195-197, Kern-Nanjio edition.

Moreover, these peculiar cases of perception showed the possibility 
of the existence of acts of perceptual cognition which do not comply 
with the conditions required by the common notion of normal 
perception: a sense organ and a real external object corresponding to 
that sense organ. The Sautràntikas accepted the existence of cognitions 
without an external object against the opinion of the Sarvàstivàdins 
who argued that all congnition necessarily has a real entity as its 
object. Cf. Colette Cox, “On the Possibility of a Non-existent Object 
of Consciousness: Sarvàstivàdin and Dàrstàntika Theories”, in The
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Journal o f  the International Association o f Buddhist Studies, Vol. 
11, No. 1, 1988, pp.31-87.

In Vimsatikä, Sections I-III, the cases of taimirikas, persons who 
have their visual sense organ afflicted by ophthalmic disorders, of 
dreams and mirages are mentioned as examples of representations 
without object, and in Trisvabhäva, Section K, the magical creation of 
an elephant by the power of the mantras is presented as a case of 
representations without object.

The acceptance of representations without a real external object is 
the conditio sine qua non  for the arising, developm ent and 
establishment of an idealistic explanation of reality. If the possibility 
of cognitions without an object did not exist (as it was maintained by 
the Sarvästivädins), an idealistic conception has no place.

Meditation
The Pratyutpanna-buddha-sam m ukhävasthita-sam ädhi-sütra  or 
Bhadrapälasütra offers as instances of cognitions without really existing 
external object, dreams (3 H,Harrison’s edition), asubhabhävanä  or 
meditation on the repulsive practised by the Bhiksu (3J, ibidem), images 
reflected in a mirror (3 K, ibidem), and compare to them the 
visualizations of Tathägatas that occur in the meditative concentration 
of the Bodhisattvas. The Samdhinirm ocanasütra  VIII, paragraph 7 
(Lamotte’s edition and translation=pp. 152-155 Power’s edition and 
translation) expresses the same idea in relation to images seen in 
meditation: gzugs brham de m a m  p a r rig p a  tsam du za d  p ah i 
phyir te.

In Trisvabhävakäiikä, Section M, reference is made to the “three 
knowledges ” thanks to which Bodhisattvas, dhyäyins and wise people 
have also the experience of cognitions without external object.

An important difference between the cases of cognitions without 
object given in the previous section and those occuring in meditation 
is that these latter take place as a result of the practitioner’s voluntary 
resolve and the application of a yogic technique.

The experience of meditation could contribute in another way to 
the constitution of the cittamätra theory. Meditation, as a yogic process, 
has as its effect to allow the meditator to get diverse attainments and 
also to void his mind, to liberate it from its psychological and intellectual 
contents, passing through the diverse stages of the meditative process, 
in which the experience becomes gradually deeper. At the end of the 
process the external world and the internal world (sensations, notions) 
have disappeared for the meditator, who “enters in a state of calm and
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cessation similar to n irvana” (Ta tche tou louen, Taisho 1509, p .216 
a, lines 2-3).

A complete description of the meditative process is found in the 
just quoted Ta tche tou louen, pp.206a -217a= Lamotte’s translation 
III, pp. 1216-1309. Lamotte gives in the notes to his translation a 
detailed account of references concerning meditation. In Mahavyutpatti 
Nos. 1477-1540 there is a complete enumeration of dhyanas, 
sa m a p a ttis , a p ra m a n a s, vim oksas, a b h ib h va y a ta n a s  and  
krtsnayatanas, which constitute the elements of the meditation path, 
in Sanskrit, Tibetan and Chinese.

The meditative process shows that the mind, citta, can remain 
alone and isolated in itself, that it can subsist without the presence of 
an object, freeing itself from the subject-object duality, getting rid of 
the empirical reality, and manifesting itself as the transcendent supreme 
reality.

The Instantaneity o f the Dharmas
Buddhism has a dynamic conception of reality. This manifests itself in 
the peculiar doctrine of the dharmas. The dharmas are the elements, 
the constituent factors of all that exists. All that is ‘material’, as human 
body, is constituted by material dharmas. The mental phenomena as 
perceptions, sensations, volitions, acts of consciousness are nothing 
but dharmas. And man is only a psycho-physical aggregate of material 
dharmas and of mental dharmas. Reality, in its integrity, is likewise 
nothing else that dharmas—isolated or accumulated. Dharmas are 
unsubstantial (anatm an), because (using the Western terminology) 
they do not exist in se et per se or (using the Buddhist terminology) 
they do not exist svabhavena, i.e. they do not possess an own being; 
they are dependent, produced by causes and conditions. And, besides 
that, since the first period of Buddhist thought, dharmas were 
conceived as impermanent (anitya). For Early Buddhism and for the 
Hinayanist schools dharmas, although unsubstantial and impermanent, 
were real. But in the HInayana several sects added to the transitory 
dharm as the attribute of instantaneity: dharm as not only are 
impermanent, but also they disappear as soon as they arise, and are 
replaced by other dharmas of the same species as long as the causes 
that provoked the appearance of the replaced dharm a  continue to 
exist. Thus reality is an accumulation of series of dharmas, in a process 
of accelerate constant replacement. The result is that, as D. N. Shastri, 
The Philosophy o f Nyaya, p. 189, says: “the reality, according to the 
Buddhist, is not static, it is dynamic, it is not being; it is becoming”.
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Among the Hïnayànist sects that maintained the instantaneity of 
the dharmas were the Sarvàstivâdins, the Vâtsïputriyas, the Mahlsâsakas, 
and the Kâsyapïyas, and the sects derived from them, according to 
Vasumitra’s I  p u  tsung lun lun, Taishd 2031, pp .l6  c, line 2; 16 c, 
lines 15-16; 17 a, lines 13-14; and 17b, line 1 (=A. Bareau, “Trois 
Traités sur les Sectes Bouddhiques attribués a Vasumitra, Bhàvya et 
Vinïtadeva”, in Journal Asiatique, 1954, pp.255, 257, 262 and 265, 
and J. Masuda, “Origin and Doctrines of Early Indian Buddhist Schools”, 
in Asia Major, II, 1925, pp.50, 54, 62 and 65). The Pubbaseliyas and 
the Aparaseliyas, both derived from the Mahâsamghikas affirmed also 
the instantaneity of the dharmas, according to Buddhaghosa’s 
commentary of KathàvatthuQGtII, p. 620 PTS edition). Vasubandhu 
in Abhidharmakosa IV, 2 d, pp .568-569 emphatically declares that 
“what is conditioned (-and all is-) is momentary” Csamskrtam ksânikam), 
and  bhàsya a d  locum : ko ya m  ksano  nàm a? à tm a lâ b h o  
1nantaravinàsï, so \syàstïti ksanikah. Yasomitra commentary ad  
Abhidharmakosa II, 46 b, p.262, line 26, refers to the Vaibhâsikas with 
the term ksanikavàdin . On the contrary the Theravâdins, according to 
the quoted text of the Kathàvatthu, did not accept the momentariness 
of the dharmas, and this explains why they remained attached to the 
realistic conception of the world.3

The new attribute of instantaneity produced an enormous effect in 
the Buddhist theory of knowledge: if dharm as are not only 
impermanent but also instantaneous—and dharm as constitute the 
whole reality—and we do not perceive that momentariness of the 
dharmas but only compact things that seem to be there as the objects 
of cognition, then we do not see reality as it truly is.

Nàgârjuna’s Conception o f Reality
One of the principal tasks of Nàgârjuna is to establish the logical 
impossibility of the existence of elements, manifestations, categories 
of the empirical reality, as for instance: birth and destruction, causality, 
movement, time, sensorial activity, the elements that constitute man, 
passion and its subject, action and its agent, suffering, karman, samsara, 
etc. This impossibility derives from thé fact that all is conditioned, 
related, dependent, contingent, and as such lacks an own being, a 
svabhàva, an existence in se et per se. Everything is sünya, “void”, 
svabhâvasünya , “void of an own being”. The abolishing analysis, to 
which Nàgârjuna submits the whole reality, leaves a great void, 
Sünyatà, Voidness, in which nothing belonging to the empirical reality 
which appears before us remains. But normal knowledge does not
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reach the true reality of Sunyata , which is covered, concealed by an 
apparitional reality, the empirical reality, beyond which normal 
knowledge cannot go. We do not perceive what really exists 
(paramarthasatya, Supreme Truth or Reality); we only perceive 
something that is inexistent, false, illusory (samvrtisatya, concealing 
truth or reality=Relative Truth or Reality), as the dreams, mirages, 
magical creations etc. to which Nagarjuna’s school so frequently 
compares the world in which we live. The situation in the case of 
Nagarjuna is similar to that of the theory of the dharmas as maintained 
in the Hinayana: we perceive something different from what really 
exists, things are not as they appear.

It seems that the theory of the instantaneity of the dharmas and 
Nagarjuna’s conception of reality, which stress the separation between 
what is outside our mind and our mental representations, are the two 
more important factors for the forthcoming of the idealistic theory that 
there is nothing apart from the creations of our mind.

The Philosophical Inference
Given the preceding historical, philosophical conceptions—the 
importance of the mind conceived as the determining principle of human 
conduct and of man’s and world’s destiny; nominalism which transforms 
the reality in which we exist in a collection of names and labels and 
undermines the consistency of beings and things; the awareness of the 
existence of many cognitions being cases of representations without a 
real external object; the experience of meditation which has both powers: 
to visualize objects at will and to suppress the surrounding reality and 
the contents of the mind, leaving the mind empty and isolated ; the 
instantaneity of the dharmas, the constituent factors of what exists, the 
sole existing true reality that remains concealed to our normal knowledge 
limited to perceive something that is not there and unable to perceive 
what is really there; and Nagarjuna’s conception of reality which dissolves 
all that exists into a Void, depriving beings and things of real existence, 
making cognition an instrument condemned to grasp only illusions and 
falseties, and positing the impossibility for normal knowledge to reach 
reality- given these conceptions, it was not difficult for philosophically 
very well trained minds, as were Buddhist thinkers, to ask themselves: if 
what we perceive is not outside (the realm of the object), wherefrom 
does it come? and to answer: from the mind (the realm of the subject). 
Thus they rounded an inference whose premises originated in the 
beginnings of Buddhism. Only M ind  was the logically valid conclusion 
for a reasoning that had lasted for centuries.
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The Im portance o f  th e Y ogacara S ch oo l o f  
Philosophy
The Yogäcära is one of the great philosophical schools of Mahäyäna 
Buddhism. It had strong influence not only in Buddhist circles4 but also 
in Brahmanical currents of thought.5 It was introduced in China, Tibet, 
Korea and Japan; its doctrines were cultivated and developed there. 
Many persons adhered to its philosophical points of view. The Yogäcära 
produced many first class philosophers, of deep and subtle insight, 
systematization liability, bold inspiration, logical rigour, who raised a 
great, ail encompassing philosophical construction of well defined lines 
and firm structure. It gave rise to a huge literature, many of whose 
works can be considered, according to universal criteria, as philosophical 
masterpieces, as for instance the three treatises that this volume 
contains. The Yogäcära showed a great capacity for change and self
enrichment, constantly adding new tenets to the ancient ones, refining 
the traditional concepts, giving more subtlety to their arguments, 
introducing more coherence in their classifications. A major glory of the 
Yogäcära is that it gave rise to one of the most brilliant products of Indian 
genius: the Buddhist school of logic and epistemology.

Besides its philosophical activity, the Yogäcära had also a religious 
interest centered around the notion of Bodhisattva, the ideal of perfected 
man, the moral and intellectual Path he must follow, the stages he 
must pass through, the goals he must reach. And in this respect the 
Yogäcära revealed the same masterly qualities that it showed in the 
accomplishment of its philosophical labours.

Notes for the General Introduction
1. There are great divergencies among the different Buddhist 

traditions, and among modern scholars in relation to the date 
of birth of Buddha. Following E. Lamotte, Histoire du  
Bouddhisme Indien, Louvain: Institut Orientaliste, 1958, we 
have adopted the year 486 b .c ..  for the Parinirväna of Buddha 
and consequently the year 566 b .c .  for his birth. The modern 
tendency is to shorten the interval between Buddha and the 
reign of Buddhist Emperor Asoka (circa 268-233 b .c .) ,  as shown 
by the papers presented in the Symposium  on Buddha’s date 
held in Göttingen, April 1988. On the problem of the date of 
Buddha’s Parinirväna and the different opinions and theories 
regarding it see the proceedings of that Symposium: The Dating 
o f the Historical Buddha, Die Datierung des historischen
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Buddha  (three volumes), edited by Heinz Bechert, Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1991-1997, and F. Tola and
C.Dragonetti, “Fecha del Parinirväna de Buda”, in Revista de 
Estudios Budistas (México-Buenos Aires), No. 7, pp.89-106. 
The historicity of Maitreyanâtha, the teacher of Asariga, is not 
accepted by P. Démiéville, “Le Yogäcärabhümi de Sarigharaksa”, 
in Bulletin de l ‘École Française d ’Ext'rême Orient XLIV, 2, 
1954, pp.376-387 and 434, note 9, specially note 4 of p. 381; 
L. de la Vallée Poussin, LAbhidharm akosa , Bruxelles: 1971, 
Institut Belge des Hautes Études Chinoises, Vol. 1, pp.XXV- 
XXVI; É. Lamotte, “Marijusrï”, in T ’oung Pao 48, I960, pp. 8- 
9 ; D. S. Ruegg, La Théorie du Tathàgatagarbha et du Gotra, 
Paris: Adrien Maisonneuve, 1969, pp. 50-55. The same Tucci 
in M inor Buddhist Text I, Roma: Is. M. E. O., 1956, p. 14 note 
1, changes his opinion and adheres to the non-historicity, 
expressed by Démiéville in his quoted article.
For the momentariness of the dharmas in Mahâyârîa see the 
Second Part of this book, note 59 (to the translation of the 
Vimsatikä).
As it is the case of the Yogäcära-Madhyamaka school, founded 
by Säntaraksita (VIIIth century). Cf.D.Seyfort Ruegg, The 
Literature o f the Madhyamaka School o f Philosophy, pp.87-100. 
For instance in the great Hindu philosopher Gaudapäda. See 
V. Bhattacharya, The Ägamasästra o f Gaudapäda, Calcutta: 
University of Calcutta, 1943, and L. Schmithausen, “Zur 
Literaturgeschichte der älteren Yogäcära-Schule”, p.811, note 3.



P art I

DMIGS PA BRTAG PA H l HGREL PA 
OF PHYOGS KYI GLAN PO 
(ALAMBANAPARIKSA VRTTI 

OF DIGNAGA)



To Akira Yuyama

... whereas sand can never be numbered, a n d  who 
could ever count up all the joys that he hath given to 
others ?

Pindar, Olympian O dell 98 -100, 
Trans, by J. Sandys 

(The Loeb Classical Library, 1915)



INTRODUCTION

Life o f Dignâga1
Dignâga was the founder of Buddhist logic and one of the most 
prominent figures not only of the Yogâcâra School, but also of Buddhist 
philosophy in general.2 With Dignâga the philosophical research of the 
Yogâcâra School centers itself specially in logic and theory of 
knowledge.

He is supposed to have lived around the years 480-540 a . d . He was 
born in a brahman family in South India, near KàncI, in the present 
Madras Estate. He was converted to Buddhism, belonging first to the 
Vàtsiputnya School of Hïnayâna Buddhism, and then to Mahàyàna 
Buddhism. He was well versed in the Theravâda Tipitaka. In the 
Buddhist University of Nàlandà (North-east India), he followed the 
teachings of Vasubandhu, under whose direction he studied the 
Hïnayâna and Mahàyàna systems, specially that of the Yogâcâra School 
or Vijnànavâda, to which he adhered, and logic (Nyàya.), field in 
which he excelled. He was the teacher of Isvarasena, who at his turn 
had as his dissciple Dharmaklrti, another of the great Indian logicians. 
He often travelled throughout India engaging in philosophical debates 
with his opponents specially with brahmanic masters whom he is said 
to have defeated because of his mastery of logic. He was a person of 
very great erudition.

Works o f Dignâga
To Dignâga are attributed by tradition numerous works, most part of 
which dealt with logic. The original Sanskrit text of many of them has 
not been preserved, so they are known only through Tibetan and 
Chinese translations. Let us indicate the most important ones with a 
brief bibliographical information.3

1. Abhidharmamarmapradipa, a summary of the Abbidbarmakosa
the principal work of Vasubandhu. It is available only in its
Tibetan translation {Tôhoku4095=Catalogue5596). Outlined 
by Hajime Sakurabe in “Jinna ni kiserareta Kusharon no
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ichikôyôsho” (“An Abridgment of the Abhidhamakosa ascribed 
to Dignàga”), Tôkai Bukkyô (“Journal of the Tókai Association 
of Indian and Buddhist Studies”), Nagoya, 2,1956, pp. 33-36.

2. Àlambanapanksà. Cf. infra the principal ancient and modern 
editions and translations of this work.

3. The hymn Àryamanjughosastotra (Tôhoku TI 12= Catalogue 
3536).

4. Gunâparyantastotratikà (Tôhoku 1156 and 4560= Catalogue 
2045 and 5474), a commentary on the Gunàparyantastotra of 
Ratnadása; Gunàparyantastotrapadakârikà or Gunàparyantas- 
totràrthakàrikà or Gunâparyantastotravastukàrikà ( Tôhoku 
1157 and 4561 ^Catalogue 2046 and 5475), stanzas on the 
above mentioned stotra.

5. H astaválanám aprakarana, a work that has the aim of 
demonstrating the non-existence of empirical reality as it 
appears. It is ascribed to Dignàga, and also to Àryadeva.The 
Sanskrit original text of this work is not preserved; it is known 
through its Tibetan translations (the stanzas: Tôhoku 3844 and 
3848= Catalogue 5244 and 5248;the commentary: Tôhoku 3845

Catalogue 5245 and 5249), and through its Chinese 
translations ( Taishô 1620 and 1621). F.W. Thomas and Hakuju 
Ui, “The Hand Treatise”, a work of Àryadeva '(Journal O f the 
Royal Asiatic Society, 1918,vols. 1-2, pp. 267-310, edited a 
Tibetan text of this work, eclectically established on the basis 
of the preserved Tibetan and Chinese texts, a Sanskrit 
reconstruction and an English translation. J. Nagasawa in Chizan 
Gakuhô 4, 1955, pp. 46-56, published the two Chinese 
translations and a Japanese translation of the Tibetan translation 
3849. Hakuju Ui, in Jinna  chosaku no kenkyü  (“Studies of 
D ignàga’s W orks”), 1958, pp. 133-165, has a Japanese 
translation of the two Chinese translations. E. Frauwallner, 
“Dignàga, sein Werk und seine Entwicklung”, 1959, pp. 152- 
156 (=Kleine Schriften, pp. 828-833), edited the Tibetan text. 
M. Hattori also has a Japanese translation form Tibetan in 
“Dignàga ni okeru kashô to jitsuzai” (“Dignàga’s views of 
samvrti-sat and paramàrtha-sat”), F.A.S. Zen Institute, 50, 
Kyoto, 1961, pp. 16-28. F. Tola and C. Dragonetti published 
in Revista Latinoameričana deFilosofia, Vol. Ill, No 2, Buenos 
Aires, Julio 1977, pp. 159-175 (= Budismo Mahàyàna, Buenos 
Aires: Kier, 1980, pp. 75-101) a Spanish translation from Tibetan 
of this work, and in The Journal o f Religious Studies, Patiala,
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Vol. VIII, 1980, No 1, pp. 18-31, and in the Boletín de la 
Asociación Española de Orientalistas, Madrid, 1985, pp. 137- 
156, the Tibetan text and, respectively, an English and a revised 
Spanish translation. Finally, they published in Nihilismo Budista, 
Mexico: Premiá, 1990, pp. 47-60, a new revised Spanish 
translation, and in On Voidness. A Study on Buddhist Nihilism, 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1995, pp. 1-17, the revised Tibetan 
text and a new English translation of this work.

6. Hetucakradamaru, the first work on logic written by Dignäga. 
It is only known through its Tibetan translation ( Töhoku 4209= 
Catalogue 5708). The Tibetan translation has been edited by
S.C. Vidyabhusana, “Hetucakrahamaru, or Dignäga’s Wheel of 
Reasons, recovered from Labrang in Sikkim”, Journal o f the 
Royal Asiatic Society o f Bengal 3, 1907, pp. 627 -632, by D.C. 
Chatterjee, “Hetucakranirnaya”, Indian  Historical Quarterly 
IX, 1933, p p .266-272 an d  511-514, w ith  a Sanskrit 
reconstruction, and by E. Frauwallner, “Dignäga, sein Werk und 
seine Entwicklung”, 1959, pp. 161-164 (=Kleine Schriften, 
pp. 837- 840). S. Takemura, in Bukkyögaku Kenkyü (“Studies 
in Buddhism”), Kyöto, Vol. 8, No 9, 1953, pp. 100-110, gives 
a Japanese translation. R.S.Y. Chi, in Buddhist Formal Logic, 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1984, reprint of the Royal Asiatic 
Society o f Great Britain's edition of 1969, pp. XI-XII, and 2-3, 
has an English translation of this brief treatise.

7. Misrakastotra, the ‘Mixed’ Hymn of Praise preserved only in 
Tibetan ( Töhoku 1150= Catalogue 2041). D.R. Shackleton Bailey 
edited the Tibetan text in The Satapañcüsatka o f Mätrceta, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1951, Appendix II, 
pp. 182-198.1 tsing, Nan hai ki kouei nei fa  tchouan, Taishö 
2125, p. 227c 7-12 (=^4 Record o f  the Buddhist Religion, J. 
Takakusu’s translation, Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1966, p. 
158) refers to this poem as composed by Bodhisattva Dignäga.

8. Nyäyamukha, Nyäyadvära; Nyäyadväratarkasästra ?, a treatise 
of logic, preserved only in two Chinese translations (Taishö 
1628 and 1629). There is a Japanese translation of Hakuju Ui 
in Indo tetsugaku kenkyü (“ Studies in Indian Philosophy”), V, 
pp. 505-694. G. Tucci published an English translation, The 
Nyäyam ukha o f Dignäga, Heidelberg: 1930 (Materialien zur 
Kunde des Buddhismus), reprint in San Francisco (U.S.A.), 1976, 
by Chinese Materials Center.
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Nyäyapravesa, a treatise of logic, preserved in Sanskrit, in its 
Chinese translation ( Taishö 1630), and in its Tibetan translation 
( Töhoku 4208 [translated from the Chinese version]=Catalogue 
5707 [translated from the Chinese version] and 5706 [translated 
from the Sanskrit original]). The Sanskrit text was edited by 
A.B. Dhruva, Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1968 (2d. ed.; 1st. ed.: 
1930), and reprint in Delhi: Sri Satguru, 1987, and by 
N.D. Mironov, “Nyäyapravesa, I. Sanskrit text. Edited and 
R econstructed”, T ‘oung Pao  XXVIII, 1931, pp. 1-24. 
Vidhushekara Bhattacharya edited the Tibetan text in the 
Gaekw àd’s Oriental Series of Baroda under the title of 
Nyäyapravesa o f Àcàrya D innäga, 1927. M. Tachikawa, 
“A Sixth Century Manual of Indian Logic”, Journal o f Indian  
Philosophy1,1970-72, pp. 111-145, gives an English translation 
of this treatise. The Sanskrit text and the Tibetan translation 
were edited by Sempa Dorje, in Varanasi: Kendriya Ucca Tibbati 
Siksha Samsthana, 1983-
Prajnäpäramitäpindärthasamgraha, enumerates the principal 
subjects dealt with in the Astasähasrikäprajnäpäramitä, as for 
instance the diverse types of “voidness” {sünyatà). The Sanskrit 
text is preserved. There are a Tibetan translation ( Töhoku 
3809= Catalogue 5207) and a Chinese translation ( Taishö 1518). 
The Sanskrit text was edited by G. Tucci, in Journal o f the 
Royal Asiatic Society 1947, pp. 53-75 (= Opera M inora, Parte 
II, Roma: G. Bardi, 1971, pp. 429-452) together with an English 
translation. In his work Tucci included the text of the Tibetan 
translation. E. Frauwallner edited also the Sanskrit text in 
“Dignäga, sein Werk und seine Entwicklung”, 1959, pp. 140- 
144 (=Kleine Schriften, 1982, pp. 816-821). It was translated 
into Japanese by Hakuju U xjinna  chosaku no kenkyü (“Studies 
of Dignäga’s Works”), 1958, pp. 233-329, and by M. Hattori, 
“Dignäga no Hannyakyö Kaishaku” (“Dignäga’s interpretation 
of the Prajriäpäramitäsütra”), in Osaka Furitsu Daigaku Kiyö 
(“Bulletin of the University of Osaka Prefecture”), series
C. 9, 1961, pp. 119-136.
Pramänasamuccaya, a systematic exposition of epistemology, 
logic and semantics, which gathers in an Unitarian whole the 
researches carried out by Dignäga in previous works. It contains 
stanzas and a commentary (vrtti)  by Dignäga himself. It is 
preserved only in its Tibetan translations (stanzas: Töhoku
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4203= Catalogue 5700; commentary: Tohoku 4204= Catalogue 
5701 and 5702). H.R. Iyengar restored into Sanskrit the first 
chapter: Pramanasamuccaya, Chapter 1\ edited a n d  restored 
into Sanskrit, Mysore, 1930. Munijambuvijayi, in Vaisesikasutra 
ofK anada, with the Commentary o f Candrananda, Baroda: 
G aek w ad ’s O riental Series 136, 1961 (reprin t 1982), 
pp. 169-219, restored into Sanskrit the parts of the treatise 
related to Vaisesika and Nyaya systems, and in his edition of 
Mallavadin’s Dvddasaram Nayacakram, Bhavnagar: Sri Jain 
Atmanand Sabha, 1966 (Part I, pp. 97-140), 1976 (Part II, pp. 
607-608, 629-633, 638-640, 650-651, 728-729 [note]) restored 
into Sanskrit many passages of the whole treatise. H. Kitagawa, 
in Indo koten ronrigaku no kenkyu-Jinna no taikei-, 1965, 
edited and translated into Japanese a great part of this work 
(Chapters II, III, IV and VI). M. Hattori, in Dignaga, On 
Perception, Cambridge Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1968, 
edited and translated Chapter I of this work with an excellent 
commentary, and, in The Pramanasamuccayaw’tti o f Dignaga, 
with JinendrabuddhVs Commentary. Chapter Five: Anyapoha- 
panksa. Tibetan Text with Sanskrit Fragments, Kyoto: Kyoto 
University, No 21, 1982 (Memoirs of The Faculty of Letters), 
edited also Chapter V (in its two Tibetan versions) with the 
commentary ofjinendrabuddhi. R.P. Hayes, “Dirinaga’s Views 
on Reasoning (S v a r th a n u m a n a )”, Jo u rn a l o f  In d ia n  
Philosophy, Vol. 8,No 3, 1980, pp. 219-277, has a study on 
reasoning in Dignaga, and a translation of the first 25 stanzas 
of Chapter II, On inference, and in D ignaga o n  the 
interpretation o f signs, Dordrecht-Boston: D. Reidel, 1988, 
includes the English translation of Chapter II and Chapter V of 
Pramanasamuccaya.

12. Samantabhadracarydpranidhanarthasamgraha (Tohoku4012= 
Catalogue 5513), a commentary on the Samantabhadracarya- 
pranidhana, the last chapter of the Gandavyuhasutra.

13 • Sdmdnyalaksanapanksa (or Sarvalaksanadhyanasdstrakdrikd, 
Nanjio 1229), a short and difficult treatise on logic preserved 
only in an incomplete Chinese translation (Taisho 1623). I 
tsing, Nan hai ki kouei nei fa  tchouan, Taisho 2125, note of 
I tsing in the beginning of p.230 a (=A Record o f the Buddhist 
Religion, p. 186), mentions it among the eight treatises on 
logic by Dignaga.
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14. Traikalyapanksa or Trikdlapariksa, deals with some aspects 
of the theory of knowledge. This work has 33 stanzas. It has 
been preserved in its Tibetan translation ( Tohoku 4207 = 
Catalogue 5705). It constitutes an imitation of the verses 53- 
87 of the chapter Sambandhasam uddesa  of Bhartrhari’s 
Vakyapadiya (W. Rau ed., Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1977, pp. 
122-126. Cf. Frauwallner’s edition of Dignaga’s text for the 
correspondence between both works.

The differences between the work of Bhartrhari and that of 
Dignaga are not many. Among the principal ones let us mention 
that Dignaga adds, as a first stanza, a stanza in which he affirms 
the non-existence of the three times; he leaves aside the 
stanzas 64 (63), 74-75 (72-73), 87 (85) of Bhartrhari; he adds 
at the end two stanzas, that are the imitation of other two 
stanzas that can also be attributed to Bhartrhari, probably taken 
from  a n o th e r w ork  of this sam e au tho r, the lost 
Sabdadhatusamiksa, and cited by the same Bhartrihari at the 
end of his vrtti to the first karika of the first chapter of his 
Vakyapadiya (M. Biardeau’s edition, Paris: Publications de 1’ 
Institut de Civilisation Indienne, 1964, pp. 26 and 28, and E. 
Frauwallner, “Dignaga und anderes”, in Festschrift fu r  Moriz 
W intern itz, Leipzig, 1933, p .2$l= K leine Schriften  of 
Frauwallner, p.484); and, finally, he puts wjriana(consciousness) 
in the place of (Bhartrhari’s) Brahman in stanza 33, the last one 
of his treatise. Frauwallner, in “Dignaga, sein Werk und seine 
Entwicklung”, pp. 145-152 (=Kleine Schriften, pp. 821-828), 
gives' the text of the Tibetan translation, together with the 
correspondent stanzas of Bhartrhari. M. Hattori, “Dignaga oyobi 
sono shuhen no nendai” (“The Date of Dignaga and his milieu”), 
in Tsukamoto Hakushi Shoju Kinen Bukkyo Shigaku Ronshu 
(“Essays on the History of Buddhism presented to Professor 
Zenryu Tsukamoto on his retirement from The Research 
Institute for Humanistic Studies”), Kyoto: Kyoto University, 
1961, pp. 79-96, translates this work into Japanese (pp. 13-18).

15. Upadayaprajnaptiprakarana or Prajhaptihetusa mgrahasastra, 
develops the thesis that things only exist as mere conventional 
denominations (prajhaptisat), but not with a real existence. It 
is preserved only in a Chinese translation CTaisho 1622). 
H. Kitagawa, “A Study of a short philosophical treatise ascribed
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to Dignaga”, in Indo Koten ronrigaku no kenkyu, Jinna no 
taikei (“A Study of Classical Indian Logic. The System of 
Dignaga”), 1965, appendix A. II (first published in Sino-Indian 
Studies, Vol. 5, 1957, Nos. 3-4, pp. 126-138, has an abridged 
English translation of this work. Hakuju Ui, Jinna chosaku no 
kenkyu, pp. 167-231, has a Japanese translation. I tsing, Nan 
hai ki kouei nei fa  tchouan, Taisho 2125, note of I tsing in 
the beginning of p. 230 a, mentions it among the eight treatises 
of Dignaga that should be studied by the priest who: “wishes 
to distinguish himself in the study of logic”

16. Yogavatara, a small treatise on the practice of Yoga from an 
idealistic perspective. The Sanskrit text is available. There is a 
Tibetan translation ( Tohoku 4074 and 4559 ̂ Catalogue 5453 
and 5575). The Sanskrit text has been edited by Vidhushekara 
Bhattacharya, Indian Historical Quarterly TV, 1928, pp.775-778. 
It was also edited by Frauwallner, “Dignaga, sein Werk und 
seine Entwicklung”, pp. 144-145 (=KleineSchriften, pp.820-821). 
It was translated into Japanese by M. Hattori in “Dignaga no 
Hannyakyo kaishaku”, pp. 135-136. This work of Dignaga is 
included in the Yogavatdropadesa of Dharmendra of which 
only the Tibetan translation is available ( Tohoku 4075 and 
4544= C atalogue  5458 and 5576). D. Chatterji, “The 
Y ogavataropadesa, A M ahayana treatise on yoga by 
Dharmendra”, published the Tibetan translation of this work 
together with a Sanskrit restoration of the same and an English 
translation in Journal and  Proceedings, Asiatic Society o f 
Bengal, new series, Vol. XXIII, 1927, pp. 249-259.

Authenticity o f the works attributed to Dignaga
In regard to the authenticity p f  the works attributed to Dignaga by 
tradition, it seems to us that this tradition must be accepted as valid, as 
long as sound arguments against the attribution are not adduced. 
According to this criterion we think that the Hastavdlanamaprakararia 
must be eliminated from the list of works written by Dignaga taking into 
account the reasons we have expressed in the introduction to our 
mentioned editions of the treatise. Likewise the same must to be done 
in regard to Nyayapravesa considering the arguments adduced by Dhruva 
in his edition of the work. The learned editor of this text considers that 
this treatise was not composed by Dignaga but by Sarikarasvamin.
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The Älambanapariksä
The Älambanapariksä is one of the most important texts not only of 
Dignäga but of the Yogäcära School of Buddhism in general. This work 
together with Vasubandhu’s Virnšatiká and Trirnsikä are fundamental 
texts of the Yogäcära School; in them we find expounded the principal 
philosophical tenets of the school, centered around the thesis of the 
sole existence of consciousness, the thesis of “being as consciousness” 

In relation to the Älambanapariksä,, its authenticity affirmed by 
tradition can be accepted as there are no reasons to deny it.

Editions and/or Translations o f Ä lam banapariksä  and o f its 
Commentaries
The small treatise Älambanapariksä, which contains 8 kärikäs and 
their vrtti, both composed by Dignäga, has not been preserved in 
Sanskrit. There is a Tibetan translation of the käriköis and another of 
the vrtti: Töhoku 4205 (kärikäs) and 4206 (vrtti)= Catalogue 5703 
and 5704. There are also two Chinese translations of the kärikäs with 
the vrtti: Taishö 1619 and 1624 (cf. Nanjio 1172 and 1173, Repertoire, 
p .137).

Besides Dignäga’s own commentary two more commentaries have 
been preserved: one by Dharmapäla, incomplete and only in its 
Chinese version: Taishö 1625 (cf. Nanjio 1174, Repertoire, pp.137-138), 
and another by Vinltadeva, complete and only in its Tibetan version: 
Töhoku 4241 =Catalogue 5739.

There are several modern editions and translations of this treatise 
and its commentaries. We mention some of them:

S. Yamaguchi, “Dignäga, Examen de 1’ objet de la connaissance. 
{Älambanapariksä) Textes Tibétain et Chinois et traduction des stances 
et du commentaire. Eclaircissements et notes d ‘aprés le commentaire 
tibétain de Vinítadeva (en collaboration avec Henriette Meyer)”, in 
Journal Asiatique, Janvier-Mars 1929, pp. 1-65.

E. Frauwallner, “Dignägas Älambanapariksä. Text, Übersetzung und 
Erläuterungen”, Wiener Zeitschrift fü r  die K unde Morgenlandes 37, 
1930, pp. 174-194 (=Kleine Schriften, pp.340-360). It includes the 
Tibetan text of the treatise together with a German translation and an 
exposition of its contents.

M. Schott, Sein als Bewusstsein. Ein Beitrag zu r  M ahäyäna- 
Philosophie, Heidelberg: Carl Winters Universitätsbuchhandlung 
(Materialien zur Kunde des Buddhismus, 20. Heft), 1935. In its second 
part: B. Älam banapariksäsästrdvyäkhyä, it contains a German
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translation of the incomplete Chinese version of Dharmapála’s 
commentary, in which there are included the káñkás of Dignága’s 
treatise. The title of M. Schott’s book inspired us for the title of this book.

N. Aiyaswami Sastri, Álambanapañksá and  Vrtti by Diñnága. With 
the Commentary o f Dharmapála. Restored into Sanskrit from  the 
Tibetan a nd  Chinese Versions a nd  edited with English Translations 
and  Notes and  with copious extracts from  Viriitadeva’s Commentary, 
Adyar-Madras: The Adyar Library, 1942. It contains also the romanized 
Tibetan version of the text.

S. Yamaguchi and J. Nozawa, Seshin Yuishiki no genten kaimei 
(“Textual Studies of Vasubandhu’s Treatise on Vijñaptimátratá”), Kyoto: 
Hózókan, 1953, pp. 409-484. It includes the Japanese translation of 
the treatise (kárikás and vrtti), and of Vinltadeva’s commentary, and, 
as an appendix, the Tibetan text and a reconstruction of the Sanskrit 
original text.

H. Ui,J inna  chosaku no kenkyü  (“Studies on Dignága’s works”), 
Tokyo, 1958, pp. 23-132. It includes the annotated Japanese translation 
of the two Chinese versions of Dignága’s káñkásand of Dharmapála’s 
commentary, together with an extensive study.

E. Frauwallner, “Dignága, sein Werk und seine Entwicklung”, Wiener 
Zeitschrift fü r  die K unde Süd-und Ost-Asiens 3, 1959, pp. 157-161 
(=Kleine Schriften, pp. 833-837), contains the Tibetan text with some 
Sanskrit fragments of the kárikás a n d  vrtti of Dignága.

A. K. Chatterjee, Readings on Yogácára Buddhism, Varanasi: Bañaras 
Hindu University, 1971, pp. 40-42. It has a Sanskrit translation of the 
Álambanapañksá.

A. Wayman, “Yogácára and the Buddhist Logicians”, The Journal o f 
the International Association o f Buddhist Studies, Vol. 2, No. 1, 
1979, pp. 65-78. It has an English translation of the káñkás.

F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “Álambanaparíksá. Investigación sobre el 
‘Punto de apoyo’ del conocimiento (Estrofas y Comentario) de 
Dignága”, in Boletín de la Asociación Española de Oñentalistas, XVI, 
Madrid, 1980, pp. 91-126 (=£/ Idealismo Budista, México: Premiá, 
1989, pp. 21-55, a revised version of the previous article without the 
Tibetan text); and “Dignága’s Álambanaparíksá vrtti”, in Journal o f  
Indian Philosophy 10, 1982, pp. 105-134. The articles of 1980 and 
1982 contain an edition of the Tibetan text and, respectively, a Spanish 
and an English translation of the Treatise.

Now in this book they offer a completely revised, corrected and 
augmented version of their work on Álambanapañksávrtti of Dignága.
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Some Fragments o f the Alambanapariksa Preserved in Sanskrit, 
in Quotations by Other Authors
Karika 1 a-d. Kamalasila, ad Tattvasangraha 2081-2083, II, p. 711 
(ed. Bauddha Bharati Series-2, Varanasi, 1968), with a small variant 
(grahyamsah: “a part of the object”, instead of phra. rab. rdul. dag: 
“the atoms”):

yady apindriyavijnaptergrahyam sah karanam  hhavet/ 
atadabhatayd tasya naksavad visayah sa tu //

Karika 6 a-d. Kamalasila, ad Tattvasangraha, ibidem , II, p. 710 
(quoted ed.):

ya d  antarjheyarupam  tu hahirvad avabhasate /  
so (rtho vijnanarupatvat tatpratyayatayapi ca / /

Karika 6 a-b. Sankara, Bhasya of the Brahmasutras, p.548, line 9 
(ed. Nirnaya Sagar Press, Bombay, 1938):

y a d  antarjneyarupam  tad bahirvad avabhasate /

Vrtti (partial) o f  karika  7b. Kamalasila, ibidem , II, p .710 
(quoted ed.):

atha va saktyarpanat kram enapi so ‘rthavabhasah 
svanurupakdryotpattaye saktim  vijndndcaram  
karotity avirodhah.

Adopted Text
For our work we have adopted the text of the Tibetan translation of 
the Sde-dge edition of the Tibetan Buddhist Canon: Bstan-hgyur, 
Tshad-ma, Ce. 86 a5-87 b2(Tohoku 4206). In some places, that we 
indicate in notes, we have for clearness sake preferred either the readings 
of the Peking edition: Bstan-hgyur,; Vol. 130, Mdo-hgrel (Tshad-ma) XCV, 
73-2-3 up to 73-5-4, pp. 177 b5-179 a3{Catalogue 5704) or the readings 
of Vinitadeva’s commentary, according to the Sde-dge edition: Bstan- 
hgyur, Tshad-ma, She. 175 a3-187 b^iTohoku  4241) and/or Peking 
edition: Bstan-hgyur, Vol. 138, Mdo-hgreKTshad-ma)CXll, 45-5-7 up 
to 51-4-7, pp. 183 a7-197 b7 ( Catalogue 5739).

The Tibetan title of the work is Dmigs p a  brtag pah i hgrel pa  
which corresponds exactly to the Sanskrit Alam banapanksavrtti.

The translation into Tibetan was done by the pandit Santakaragupta 
and the lotsava Tshul-khrims rgyal-mtshan according to the Sde-dge 
edition. The Tibetan translation is excellent because of its clearness
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and conciseness; we perceive, by its mere reading, that it is an 
extremely faithful version of the lost Sanskrit text; this impression is 
corroborated by the comparison of the fragments preserved in Sanskrit 
with the corresponding parts of it.

We have divided the text into sections with subtitles. And we have 
adopted the same procedure in the translation and in our commentary 
on the text.



DOCTRINARY COMMENTARY OF
ALAMRANAPARIKSAVRTTI

• •

Previous Remarks
Let us begin indicating that Dignaga himself gives in paragraph 2 the 
definition of the “object of cognition” (yul in Tibetan, tnsaya in Sanskrit), 
term that appears in karika I  c; and that he gives in paragraph 5 the 
definition of “support of cognition” (dmigs-pa in Tibetan, alam bana  
in Sanskrit), term that appears in the first paragraph.

The definition of “object of cognition” is the following one: 
something is object of the cognition when 1. its own being4 is grasped 
with certainty by the cognition, 2. because the cognition comes forth 
appearing under the form5 of that own being.

The definition of “support of cognition” is the following one: 
something is support of the cognition when 1. that thing produces a 
cognition, 2. which appears under the form of that thing. In this way 
that thing is the determining condition of the cognition.

Both terms indicate very similar concepts. In both definitions we 
find the agreement between the thing (to which the cognition refers) 
and the representation (which is produced in the mind).

Any thing, whose own being is not grasped, as it happens with the 
atoms (see Section II, karika I  a-d , and paragraphs 2 and 3, in the 
translation and in our commentary), cannot be object of a cognition.

And whatever cannot be the object of a cognition, it cannot be its 
support—as it happens with the atoms, because there is no agreement 
between the thing (of atomic size) and any representation in the 
mind (of not atomic size).

Any inexistent thing, to which cannot be attributed an own being 
that could be grasped and which as such cannot be the cause of 
anything, as it happens with the second moon (see Section III, karika 
II h, and paragraph 7), cannot be support of the cognition.

And whatever cannot be the support of a cognition, cannot be its
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object—as it happens with the second moon, because it is not possible 
that there be an agreement between any representation in the mind 
and an inexistent thing, and also because an inexistent thing cannot 
be a cause of knowledge. See paragraphs 3 and 7 of the treatise and 
our commentary thereon, where the relation between “support” and 
“object” of cognition is indicated.

Section I: Paragraph 1
Paragraph 1 expresses the realistic position of the atomists, Hindus 

or Buddhists6: there are external objects which act as support for the 
sensorial cognition. According to this realistic position the support 
must be either the atoms or the conglomerates or aggregates formed 
by those atoms.

Section II: karika I  a-d a n d  paragraphs 2-3 
This section refers to the first alternative.
Paragraph 2 contains the definition of the object of cognition, which 
we have given in the Previous remarks of our commentary.

Dignaga accepts, in karika I  a-b and in paragraph 3, that the atoms 
could be the cause of the sensorial cognition, considering that g 
cognitive act or process originates in the mind of a person only 
because the atoms are in front of him. If in front of that person there 
were no atoms, there could not be things, that are objects of knowledge, 
and no knowledge could be produced. The atoms are in this way a 
determining condition of that cognition, in the same way as the sense 
organs are, the sense organs without which there could not be a 
cognitive act or process. But the atoms are not the object of the 
cognition because of the reasons that are formulated in karika I  c-d 
and in paragraph 3.

Karika I  c-d expresses that the atoms are not the object of cognition, 
because the representation that is produced in the mind does not 
correspond to the own being of the atoms. The atoms are not perceived, 
they are not the object of knowledge, although this one is originated 
through the concealed presence (we can say) of the atoms. They 
collaborate as a cause in the arising of cognition, in the same way as 
the sense organs, which nevertheless are not the objects of cognition.

Paragraph 3 expresses that the atoms do not agree with the 
definition of object of knowledge (“they are not thus”), of course 
because of the fact indicated in karika I  c-d referred to in the previous 
paragraph.

Paragraph 3 ends indicating that the atoms cannot be the cognition’s
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support. And this is right, because something that cannot be the object 
of a cognition cannot be the support of the same, as we have already 
said in the Previous remarks of this commentary.

Section III: Kârikà II a-b a n d  Paragraphs 4-7  
In paragraphs 4-7 and in kàrikà II a-b Dignága examines the second 
alternative which considers the conglomerates or aggregates of atoms 
as the cognition’s support.

Dignága gives in paragraph 5 the definition of support of cognition, 
to which we have referred in the Previous remarks of this commentary.

The conglomerate fulfills only the second of the two requirements 
of the definition, since, in the conglomerate’s case, the cognition 
appears under the form of, i.e. bears the representation of a 
conglomerate (paragraph 4 and kàrikà  II at the end), but does not 
comply with the first requirement. In fact, the cognition of a 
conglomerate does not proceed from a conglomerate (kàrikà Ha}, a 
conglomerate is not the cause of the conglomerate’s cognition 
(paragraph 7 at the end), simply because a conglomerate does not 
exist (kàrikà II b and paragraph 7 at the end)7 and we must understand 
that something that is inexistent cannot be the cause of anything else.

In kàrikà II b and in paragraph 7 Dignága presents, as a case similar 
to the conglomerate’s one, the case of the second moon which is 
perceived, instead of a single moon, owing to a defect of the eyes, 
and he explains that it cannot be the object of the cognition. Although 
the present section centers on the notion of “support o f cognition ”, 
nevertheless Dignága concludes that the second moon cannot be the 
object of the cognition. We have also here the relation of both concepts. 
And, as we have already indicated in the Previous remarks of this 
commentary, the second moon cannot be the cognition’s support, not 
only because it is not the object of the cognition (since it has not an 
own being that can be grasped), but also because something inexistent, 
as it is, cannot be thé cause of anything else.

Another example will help to a better understanding of Dignága’s 
thought. We see a compact and dark mass, a forest, because our vision 
has not sufficient power to penetrate up to the trees, trunks, branches 
and leaves, which are the only (relatively) real thing in this case, and 
which are what we perceive under the appearance of a compact and 
dark mass. The compact and dark mass does not exist as such; we 
perceive it only owing to a deficiency, a weakness of our vision. The 
same thing happens with the conglomerate formed by atoms. The 
real thing in this case are the atoms; the conglomerate is only a
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construction of our mind, something unreal, due to the deficiency, the 
weakness of our sight, which cannot reach up to the atoms.

See in Section VI some other examples that illustrate the non
existence of the conglomerate as such.

Section IV: karika II c-d a nd  paragraph 8
This section presents the conclusion that has been reached up to now: 
nothing external can be the object of the perception; neither the 
atoms nor the conglomerate can be support of the cognition, because 
they do not fulfill the two requirements indicated by the definitions 
of the terms “object” and “support”; each one fulfills only one of the 
two requirements. The atom can be the cognition’s remote cause, but 
the cognition does not bear the representation of an atom; and as to 
the conglomerate, although in the mind a conglomerate’s image is 
formed, nevertheless a conglomerate is not the cause of that cognition, 
because it does not exist.

Section V: karikas III a -d  a n d  IV  a-b an d  paragraphs 9-12  
In karika III a-d  and in paragraphs 9-11 a new thesis is presented 
from a realistic position in order to save the conglomerate as the 
cognition’s object. This thesis affirms that the atoms possess the “nature 
of cause”, that is to say: the capacity to produce a cognition that 
“appears under the form [not of themselves, but] of a conglomerate” 
(paragraph 10). Since the only thing that really exists are the atoms 
and the existence of conglomerates formed by them is not accepted, 
the capacity to give rise to a cognition that bears the representation 
of a conglomerate is attributed not to the conglomerates (because 
they are inexistent) but to the atoms that exist. Consequently we must 
understand that, w hen karika III a-b  refers to “the forms of 
conglom erate”, p resenting them  as the efficient cause of a 
conglomerate’s cognition, it is referring to the conglomerate’s forms 
that belong to the atom.

Those who hold the thesis that the atom possesses the indicated 
capacity, argue that all the objects, including of course the atom itself, 
possess several forms, several aspects under which they present 
themselves to us (paragraph 9). We grasp one or another of those 
forms. For instance, the solidity of something, even if it exists, is not 
an object of the visual perception (paragraph 11), which on the 
contrary grasps other forms or aspects of that thing. Consequently, 
there is no contradiction between the fact that the conglomerate’s
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form that the atom possesses, and under which it can manifest itself, 
is grasped, and the fact that its atomicity (i.e., its infinitely small spheric 
form) is not grasped. When karika III c-d  refers to the form of the 
atoms, it is referring to the atomicity of the atoms, as we see by 
paragraph 11.

According to Dignaga’s opponent the atom would have among its 
forms, first, its “atomicity”, its infinitely small spheric form, and secondly 
its conglomerate’s form, which allows it to produce a conglomerate’s 
representation in the mind. The atom in itself, isolated, cannot be 
grasped because of its infinitely small size; in other words, its “ atomicity” 
which is one of its aspects, is not perceptible, even if it exists; in other 
conditions, as for instance if we had a more powerful sight, the atom 
could be an object of visual perception. Something similar happens 
with the conglomerate’s form of the atom, which is another of its 
aspects of manifestation: normally, when the atom is isolated, this 
conglomerate’s form is not perceived; in order that it be, it is necessary 
some special conditions: the atoms must be united, connected and 
then, and only then, the atom appears under its conglomerate’s form 
and produces in the mind a conglomerate’s representation.

We can therefore think according to the indicated arguments that 
the atom is the cognition’s support, because it is something which 
produces a cognition that bears the representation of one of its forms, 
of one of the aspects under which it can present itself to us.

In karika IV  a -b and in paragraph 12 Dignaga refutes the previous 
thesis. He only says that, even if the atoms have really the capacity 
to produce a conglomerate’s representation in the mind, nevertheless 
there could not be different representations as, for instance, a 
representation of a cup and another representation of a vessel. Since 
the atoms notwithstanding their number are all identical, they would 
produce in all the cases the representation of the same conglomerate, 
without the specific differences, as those which distinguish a vessel 
from a cup. It could be said that atoms w ould produce the 
representation of conglomerate and nothing else, i.e., of an abstract 
unspecified conglomerate, which is something that does not exist.

Section VI: karikas IV  c-d a n d  V a-b a n d  paragraphs 13-15 
In karika IV  c, completed by paragraph 13, we have a new position 
in defence of realism. According to this position there is a difference 
in the perceptions of a vessel, of a cup, etc., because among the 
vessel, the cup, etc. there is a difference, which originates in the
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differences of the respective forms of each part of the vessel, the cup, 
etc., as the neck, the basis, etc. In other words the differences of the 
parts produce the differences of the things to which they belong, and 
the differences of the perceptions of the parts produce the differences 
of the perceptions of the things.

With this position the opponent tries to eliminate the objection of 
Dignaga that the images of all the conglomerates, produced by the 
conglomerate form possessed by the atoms (as maintained by the 
opponent in the previous section), would be all identical.

Dignaga, in the last line of paragraph 13, in karikas IV  d  and V 
a-b, and in paragraphs 14-15, refutes the opponen t’s ’ position 
expressing that it is possible to admit that the differences among the 
vessel, the cup, etc., produced (as the opponent thinks) by the 
differences of their parts, exist; but nevertheless these differences do 
not exist in the atoms, which are the only real thing and the last part" 
of every thing (according to the atomistic thesis), because all atoms 
are spheric and there is not diversity among them; these differences 
among the vessel, the cup, etc. exist therefore only in the vessel, in 
the cup, etc., which exist only by human convention.

The right, curved or wavy surface or line, etc., which distinguish the 
parts of the vessel, the cup, etc., are not found in the atoms, since they 
have all the same form, even if they are made of different matter 
(earth, fire, etc.); they are found in the objects themselves which are 
unreal, which exist only by convention, as Dignaga will explain in the 
next paragraph.

Some examples may illustrate the previous explanations. With 
identical and square bricks we can build walls that have right, curved 
or wavy surfaces or lines; these surfaces or lines are not in the bricks 
but in the walls built with them.

Let us mark in a white sheet of paper black points, forming squares, 
rectangles, etc. Each black point will produce in our mind the image 
of a black point and nothing else. The images produced by each black 
point will be all of them identical among themselves. The squares, 
rectangles, etc. we see are not in the atoms, they are only in our mind 
owing to the special nature of our senses. If our senses were stronger, 
we could see the atoms in themselves, and the squares, rectangles, 
etc. would disappear-in the same way as the compact and dark mass, 
the forest, disappears, as we come nearer to it.

We can approach Dignaga’s thought from another point of view. 
The realist opponent has argued that the differences among the parts
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produce the differences of the things. We may ask now: What produces 
the differences among the parts (which must be considered as wholes 
in relation to their sub-parts)?, and the answer of the opponent would 
have to be: The differences of the sub-parts (parts of the parts) 
produce the differences of the parts, and, at their turn, the differences 
of the parts of the sub-parts produce the differences of the sub-parts, 
and so, successively and gradually, we reach the atoms which constitute 
the last part of all.

But atoms are all identical among themselves, all of them are of 
infinitely small size and of spherical form, there is not among them any 
difference. Then the atoms, which do not possess any difference 
among them, cannot produce real differences among the sub-parts 
that they produce by their union; and, at their turn, these sub-parts, 
which as a consequence of what has been said have not real differences 
among them, cannot either produce real differences among the parts 
that they produce by their union. And thus, successively and gradually, 
following in an inverse direction the path we have done, we reach the 
total and last conglomerate, which cannot show any difference in 
relation to other conglomerates, to which the same reasoning can be 
applied. The atoms, w hich by their union p roduce all the 
conglomerates, are devoid of specific differences, of really existing 
differences which the atoms could transmit to the entities they produce 
by their union.

C onsequen tly , the d iffe rences we perce iv e  am ong the 
conglomerates or things cannot really exist, as they do not exist in the 
only really existing entities which are the atoms (according to the 
atomist opponent); thus they must be mere creations of our 
subjectivity, of our senses, of our mind, and we attribute them, as 
really existing, to those things.

When Dignaga says that the differences among things are only in 
the things that have a conventional existence, he is asserting the 
illusory, mental, unreal nature of those things.

Section VII: karika V c-d a n d  paragraphs 16-17 
Karika V c -d  and paragraph 17 explain why the vessel, the cup, etc. 
exist only by convention: if we eliminate the atoms whose union gives 
rise to the vessel, the cup, etc., the cognition of the vessel, the cup, 
etc. comes to an end. What is conventional (as for instance the 
conglomerate) depends on its parts, is conditioned by them, does not 
exist without them. On the contrary, says paragraph 17, the cognition 
of something really existent does not end, even if we eliminate
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anything that is connected with it8, for instance the color etc., in other 
words even if we eliminate all attributes, qualities, etc. that inhere in it.

The idea of Dignaga is that a really existent thing is a thing that 
exists independently of anything as, for instance, parts (in other words 
a really existing thing is one) and whatever is connected with it; and 
a conventionally existent thing is a thing that does not exist 
independently of its parts and of all that is connected with it, and 
consequently ceases to be when these parts, etc. disappear.

Section VIII: paragraph 18
Dignaga concludes expressing in paragraph 18 that thus the objects 
of sensorial perception do not exist outside the subject of cognition, 
since the two only forms of existence for an external thing: atoms and 
conglomerates, have been discarded as objects of cognition.

In this way ends the first part of the treatise, which aims at refuting 
realism, showing the impossibility that something external be the 
cognition’s object. Dignaga’s approach is an epistemological one: he 
is interested in the nature of the object o f  knowledge.

In karikas VI, VII and VIII and their respective commentaries 
(paragraphs 19 -28), Dignaga will explain his own idealist thesis, will 
show how cognition is produced with absolute absence of an external 
object, only by the internal dynamism of consciousness, and will 
establish the nature of the object of cognition. Dignaga’s explanation 
fills the void left by the rejection of the realist thesis.

Section IX: karika VI a-d  a n d  paragraphs 19-20 
Karika VI a-d  and paragraphs 19-20 expound the mechanism of the 
cognitive act according to Dignaga. We have in our mind representations, 
ideas, images of a world that appears to us as external and that we 
consider as real. These representations include visual sensations 
(images: form and colour), taste, smell, acustic and tact sensations. 
What Dignaga, in karika VI a-d, calls “knowable internal form”9 are 
these representations.

Let us reflect upon what happens during the sleep: we have oniric 
representations or dreams (visual sensations, etc.) to which nothing 
corresponds outside. These oniric representations are also “ knowable. 
internal forms”. For Dignaga the representations that occur during the 
wakeful state are of the same nature and characteristics as those 
produced during the sleep: they lack a corresponding external object.

In Section XIII we shall see which is the mechanism that produces 
in our mind those knowable internal forms which appear during our
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wakeful hours, even if there is not an external object corresponding 
to them. For the moment let us say that the knowable internal forms, 
constituted by the representations, come forth in the mind during the 
wakeful state due, not to the fact that there is an external object that 
impresses the mind, but to the reactualization of the “marks” (vcisana) 
that all experience leaves in the mind, in the same way as the knowable 
internal forms, constituted by dreams, come forth in the mind due to 
the reactualization of impressions that one had during the wakeful 
state.

This knowable internal form is the object {don) of the cognition 
{karika VI a-c). The commentary (paragraph 19), expresses that it is 
the dmigs p a h i rkyen, “(that) determining condition which is the 
support of the cognition”. A cognition requires the existence of several 
determining conditions; one of these is the support of the cognition. 
The knowable internal form is the support of the cognition, because 
it fulfills the two requirements indicated by the definition of “support 
of cognition” given in paragraph 5: the cognition comes forth having 
as its contents that knowable internal form, bearing its representation 
{karika VI c-d  and paragraph 20), and comes forth having it as its 
cause. What precedes becomes clear if we examine what happens 
with the oniric representations or dreams, which are also, as already 
said, “knowable internal forms”. An oniric representation or dream 
occurs in the mind due to the reactualization of an impression one has 
had before during the wakeful state. That representation has no 
corresponding external object. That oniric representation is the cause 
of the oniric cognition: one “sees” that oniric representation, because 
it comes forth in the mind due to some psychological causes, if these 
psychological* causes did not exist, the oniric representation would not 
occur and one would not have the corresponding oniric cognition. And 
the oniric representation (produced by the mentioned psychological 
causes) and the oniric cognition exactly correspond each other: what 
one cognizes is nothing else than the oniric representation that comes 
forth in the mind. All these remarks apply to the mechanism of 
cognition during the wakeful state.

Section X: karika VII a-b a n d  paragraphs 21-23  
Paragraph 21 adduces an objection attributed to a realist opponent: 
the knowable internal form (produced by the reactualization of the 
marks (vcisana) left in the mind by previous impressions) cannot be 
the determining condition of the cognition, since it is a part of that 
cognition, a part which does not exist before the cognition is produced,
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and which comes forth together with the cognition. For the opponent 
the cognition depends on an object that pre-exists the cognition itself, 
that exists apart from the cognition, that impresses the mind giving 
ris.e to a mental representation which agrees with the form or own 
being of the object. In this way such an object can be the determining 
condition of the cognition.

Karika VII a-b and paragraphs 22-23 refute this objection adopting 
two alternatives: the first one considers the sim ultaneous arising of 
the knowable internal form and of the cognition; the second one 
considers the consecutive arising firstly of the knowable internal form 
and secondly of the cognition.

With reference to the first alternative, Dignaga (karika VII a  and 
paragraph 22) says that there is no difficulty to accept that the 
knowable internal form (which is the determining condition of the 
cognition) be born together with that cognition, since, according to 
logicians, the characteristic of the relation cause-effect is “the 
concomitance of being and not-being”10 even if the cause comes forth 
in the first place and the effect in the second place (as it is the case 
with the second alternative which will be dealt with afterwards). The 
meaning of this expression is the following one: if the cause exists, the 
effect also exists; if the cause does not exist, the effect does not exist. 
We find this necessary dependence even in our present case: if the 
knowable internal form exists, there is cognition; if the knowable 
internal form does not exist, there is not cognition.

Then Dignaga, in karika VII b and in paragraph 23, deals with the 
second alternative: the consecutive arising firstly of the knowable 
internal form, which is the cause, and then of the cognition which is 
the effect. Dignaga expresses that in this case also there is no difficulty, 
because the representation of any object leaves in the consciousness 
a virtuality, a “seed”, which produces (as cause) the arising of another 
similar representation (as effect).

To understand paragraph 23 it is necessary to make a reference to 
the theory of the vasanas{this term literally means: “impregnation by 
a scent”) or of the bijas (“seeds”)11. According to this theory (which 
is accepted both by Buddhists and Hindus and which reminds us of 
the modern theory of subconsciousness) every experience, as for 
instance a cognition, leaves after itself in the consciousness (in the 
subconsciousness) a trace, a mark, in other words a virtuality as 
Dignaga says. This virtuality, when the appropriate conditions are 
given, actualizes itself giving rise to a new similar representation.
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Let us add to this explanation that the object of the cognition has 
not to be necessarily an external object, an object really existent. It 
can be (and for the Yogacaras it always is) an internal object, an 
illusory object that is a mere mental creation. The cognition or 
representation of this illusory object leaves also in the mind a virtuality 
from which comes forth a new representation similar to the previous 
one. It is not necessary that the object of the representations in the 
series representation-virtuality-representation, etc. be real external 
objects; they may also be (and for Dignaga they actually are) internal 
mental creations. For the Yogacaras the only thing that has existed are 
representations of unreal, internal, mental objects (as in dreams, 
hallucinations, etc.) which left virtualities that at their turn gave birth 
to new representations of unreal, internal, mental objects. And this 
process comes from a beginningless eternity. See Section M.

When the text speaks of the consecutive arising, we must 
understand, as it is seen by the preceding explanation, that it is 
referring to the consecutive arising, at a first time, of the virtuality (left 
by a previous cognitive experience, and which contains in itself, in a 
latent, potential state, the knowable internal form, that will be the 
contents of the new cognition which will come forth when the virtuality 
is reactualized) and, at a second time, of the cognition (which is the 
effect of the actualization of that virtuality). It is possible to say that 
the knowable internal form, which exists in a virtual state in the 
consciousness from the moment that the previous representation is 
produced, precedes the cognition whose object it (= the knowable 
internal form) is. But, we must have in mind that if the creation of the 
virtuality in the mind precedes the cognition, the reactualization of 
that virtuality is simultaneous with the cognition, to which it gives rise.

We have said before that Dignaga conceives the knowable internal 
forms as having the nature of dream images. Let us add now (using 
the same analogy of the dream) that in the same form as many dream 
images originate in the dream er’s mind owing to the reactivation of 
impressions which he had during his wakeful hours, so also the knowable 
internal forms come forth as an actualization of the marks (which 
Dignaga calls “virtualities”) impressed in the consciousness by previous 
experiences. The only difference between both processes is that the 
impressions that are reactualized would have, for Western thought, as 
their limit a quo one ow n’s birth, while the virtualities referred to by 
Dignaga come from the previous lives, according to the Indian postulate 
of the reincarnation.
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Section XI: karika VII c-d an d  paragraphs 24-25  
In paragraph 24 Dignaga presents the following objection that could 
be raised from the traditional Buddhist theory of perception: if only 
the (knowable) internal form-colour12 is the determining condition, the 
support of cognition, how would it be possible that visual cognition 
(or any other sensorial cognition) be born depending only on the 
internal form (visual sensations, etc.) and on the eye (or on any other 
sense-organ) ? The Buddhist theory of knowledge taught that visual 
cognition, etc. are produced depending on the object, on the eye, 
etc13. If there is only the knowable internal form, which can be grasped 
solely by mind, the consequence is that the eye, etc. have no function 
to fulfill in the cognition process. The Buddhist theory referred to 
before, generally accepted, is thus left aside.

Dignaga answers this objection in karika VII c-d and in paragraph 
25 manifesting that the senses are only collaborating faculties; that 
from their effect it can be concluded that they are the form Qf the 
virtuality, and that they are not composed by material elements.

We must understand these affirmations of Dignaga in the following 
way. The senses are not material entities, but only powers, faculties 
which collaborate, together with the cognition’s object, in the 
production of the cognitive act. From the effect produced by the 
senses, i.e., from the sensorial cognition, we cannot infer necessarily 
that the senses are something made up of material elements. The only 
thing that we can conclude is that they are the from of the virtuality. 
As we have said, every representation leaves in consciousness a 
virtuality which produces a new representation similar to the previous 
one. These virtualities must have different forms, they must belong to 
different classes. The virtuality left by a representation produced by 
a visual perception will be different from the virtuality produced by 
an auditive perception, and so on in the other cases related to any one 
of the other senses. From a gefieric point of view all will be virtualities; 
from a specific point of view one virtuality will be visual virtuality, 
another will be auditive virtuality, and so on. The visual virtuality will 
actualize itself producing a visual cognition, the auditive virtuality will 
actualize itself producing an auditive cognition, and so on.

If all the representations leave only in abstracto, in genere 
virtualities, then, when they are reactualized, they would produce 
only in abstracto, in genere cognitions, nothing else, without the 
visual, auditive, etc. specification. But when a cognitive act is produced, 
it presents itself as visual, auditive, etc. and never in abstracto. If we
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do not accept the division of virtualities into visual virtualities, etc., we 
could not explain how from identical virtualities we have different 
cognitions. But if we accept that the virtualities left by previous 
representations are visual, auditive, etc., then we understand that the 
cognitions, which they produce, are visual, auditive, etc.

For Dignaga, according to what has been said, the senses are 
nothing else than the forms assumed by the virtualities when they are 
reactualized, and become acts of cognition.

Section XII: karika VIII a a n d  paragraph 26  
In karika VIII a and in paragraph 26 Dignaga expresses that the 
virtuality left by a previous representation can dwell, i.e., subsist in a 
latent form, either in the consciousness or in its own indefinable form,14 
but that in any case there would not be difference in relation to the 
effect produced by the virtuality.15 That virtuality, subsisting either in 
the consciousness or in its own form, produces, reactualizing itself, a 
new act of cognition. Wherever it dwells, the effect will be the same.

Dignaga does not say anything else about the “place” where the 
virtuality is kept, because in this treatise his sole interest is to 
demonstrate that the cognition’s process is produced without the 
intervention of something external, that the act of cognition comes 
forth from absolutely internal elements.

Section XIII: karika VIII b-d a n d  paragraphs 27-28
In karika VIII b-d and in paragraph 27 Dignaga indicates the relation
between the form of the object and the virtuality.

The commentary begins expressing that the cognition is produced 
depending on the virtuality called “eye” and on the internal form.

With the expression “virtuality called ‘eye’” Dignaga refers to the 
visual form under which the virtuality left by a previous representation 
actualizes itself. Dignaga employs the expression “virtuality called 
‘eye’”, because (as it has been said in paragraphs 24-25) the virtuality 
actualizes itself only under the form of any one of the sensorial 
cognitions. What he says about the eye must be applied to the other 
sense organs. (See note 12). This is the first requirement on which 
depends the arising of the cognition.

The second requirement is the knowable internal form, which in 
karika VIII b-d is designated with the words “the form of the object” 
(y u l gyi no bo), and in the beginning of his commentary a d  locum  
with the expression “internal form-colour” ( nan  gigzugs). As it has 
been said previously (see Section IX  and X  of this commentary) the
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knowable internal form is the (unavoidable) object of the act of 
cognition - the cognition into which is transformed the (visual, auditive, 
etc.) virtuality left by a previous representation.

So we have 1. a virtuality that actualizes itself as a cognition; 2. this 
cognition can be visual, auditive, etc. (this is the element equivalent 
to the senses); 3. this cognition has necessarily an object; and 4. this 
object is the knowable internal form (this is the element equivalent 
to the external object). The knowable internal form is a part of the 
cognition’s act, it comes forth necessarily with the cognition’s act, and 
it is also its cause.

The cognition, which comes forth depending on the visual, auditive, 
etc. aspects of the virtuality and on the object that for Dignága is 
nothing else than the “knowable internal form”, arises under the 
appearance of that object, having that object as its contents, essentially 
identified with that object.

Dignága says moreover that the cognition arises “not divided”16 by 
the support. Cognition remains always one, the presence of the support 
does not imply, does not introduce any division in it, because the 
support of the cognition is something mental, internal, of the nature 
of knowledge, and also because cognition arises assuming the form of 
the support, having that form. Knowledge and knowable are essentially 
of the same nature: the nature of consciousness. The knowable is 
nothing else than the form of knowledge.

The virtuality (visual, etc.) and the form of the knowable internal 
object (the two causes of the production of knowledge) are mutually 
caused, and are beginningless17 (kariká VIII b-d and the second and 
third sentences of paragraph 27). As we have already said (Section X) 
the representation of an object (which is nothing else than a simple 
mental creation) leaves in consciousness (or wherever it may be) a 
virtuality, and owing to this virtuality, when it is reactualized, there 
comes forth a new representation of a similar object. So there is a 
series representation-virtuality-representation, etc. which has not had 
a temporal beginning. If the series had begun with a representation, 
the question “how has been produced that representation?” would 
remain without answer, since the existence of a real external object, 
that could produce it, is not accepted. If the series had begun with a 
virtuality, the question “how has been produced that virtuality?” would 
similarly remain without answer, since the existence of a previous 
representation is not posited.

The virtuality and the internal form (the object) can be considered
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as different or as not different from the cognition according to the 
point of view one adopts. From the point of view of the philosophical 
analysis, in which Dignága places himself, we can distinguish the 
different elements that constitute the cognition’s process: a virtuality 
left by a previous representation, the cognition’s act that comes forth 
from that virtuality and the cognition’s object, similar to the object of 
the previous representation. But rigorously there is no difference 
among these three factors: the cognition is nothing else than the 
reactualized virtuality (it could be said that virtuality and cognition are 
the same at different moments), and the knowable interior form is 
nothing else than the manner under which the virtuality manifests 
itself. These three factors are only aspects, forms, parts (individualized 
only in theory through the conceptual analysis) of one indivisible, 
undivided entity: cognition, consciousness.

Dignága concludes the treatise expressing that the internal support 
is the object o f cognition, that is to say that the knowable internal 
form , which produces the cognition a n d  under whose appearance 
the cognition comes forth  (complying in this way with the two 
requirements of the definitions o f ‘object’ and ‘support’ of cognition 
given in paragraphs 2 and 5), is the object o f  cognition.



TIBETAN TEXT

DMIGS PA BRTAG PAHI HGREL PA
rgya gar skad du/álam banapaňkšábrtti/ 
bod skad du/dm igs pa  brtag p a h i bgrel p a /

saňs rgyas daň byaň cbub sems dpab tbams cad la pbyag btsbal 
la/

[Section I: paragraph 1]
1. gaň dag mig la sogs pahi rnam par ses pahi dmigs pa phyi rol 

gyi don yin par hdod pa de dag ni dehi rgyu yin pahi phyir rdul 
phra rab dag yin pa ham der snaii bahi ses pa skye bahi phyir 
de hdus pa yin par rtog gran na/

[Section II: karika I  a-d a n d  paragraphs 2-31 
de la re žig

dbaň po m a m  p a r rig p ah i rgyu/ 
phra rab rdul dag y in  mod ky i/ 
der m i snaň phyir dehi yuP8 n i/ 
rdu iphran  ma y in  dbaň po b ž in //l//

2. yul žes bya ba ni ses pas19 raň gi ňo bo nes par hdsin pa yin 
te dehi rnam par skye bahi phyir ro/

3. rdul phra mo dag ni20 dehi rgyu nid yin du zin kyaň de lta ma 
yin te dbaň po bžin no / de ltar na re žig rdul phra mo dag 
dmigs pa ma yin no /

[Section 111: káriká II a-b a n d  paragraphs 4-7]
4. hdus pa ni der snaň ba ňid yin du zin kyaň/

gaň ltar snaň de de las m in /

5. don gaň žig raň snaň bahi rnam par rig pa bskyed pa de ni 
dmigs pa yin par rigs te/hdi ltar de ni skye21 bahi rkyen nid du 
bšad pas so /

6. hdus pa ni de lta yaň ma yin te/

rdsas su m ed phyir zla  gňis b ž in /
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7. dbaii po ma tshari bahi phyir zla ba gňis mthoň ba ni der snaň 
ba ňid yin du zin kyaň dehi yul ma yin no/de bžin du rdsas su 
yod pa ma yin pa ňid kyis rgyu ma yin pahi phyir hdus pa 
dmigs pa ma yin no/

[Section IV: káriká II c-d a n d  paragraph 8]

de Itar phyi rol gňis kar y a ň /  
bio y i yu l du m i ruň ňo //2 //

8. yan lag gcig ma tshaň bahi phyir phyi rol gyi rdul phra mo daň 
tshogs pa žes bya bahi don ni dmigs pa ma yin no /

[Section V: karikás III a-d  a n d  IV  a-b a n d  paragraphs 9-12] 
hdi la ni/

kha cig hdus pah i m am  p a  dag/ 
sgrub p a  y in  p a r  hdod p a r byed/

9. don thams cad ni rnam pa du ma can yin pas de la rnam pa 
hgah žig gis mňon sum ňid du hdod do/

10. rdul phra rab mams la yaň hdus par snaň bahi ses pa skyed pahi 
rgyuhi dňos p o 22 yod do /

rdul phran m am  p a  m am  rig g i/  
don m in sra ň id  la sogs bžin  //3 //

11. ji kar sra ňid la sogs pa ni yod bžin du yaň mig gi blohi yul ma 
yin pa ltar rdul phra mo ňid kyaň de daň hdraho/

de dag ltar na bum p a  daň/11
kham  phor sogs bio m tshuňs p a r hgyur/

12. bum pa daň kham phor la sogs pahi rdul phra mo mams la ni 
maň du zin kyaň khyad par hgah yaň med do /

[Section VI: karikds IV  c-d a n d  V  a-b a n d  paragraphs 13-15]

gal te m am  p a h i dbye bas dbye/

13. gal te hdi sňam du mgrin pa la sogs pahi rnam pahi khyad par 
las gaň gis ni blohi khyad par du hgyur bahi khyad par yod do 
sňam du sems na khyad par hdi ni bum pa la sogs pa la yod kyi/

de n i rdul phran rdsas yod  la //4 //

m ed de tshad dbye m ed phyir ro/

14. rdul phra rab mams ni rdsas gžan yin du zin kyaň zlum po la 
ni dbye ba med do /
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de phyir de rdsas med la yo d /

15. rnam pahi dbye ba ni kun rdsob tu yod pa dag kho na la yod 
kyi rdul phra mo rnams la ma yin no /

[Section VII: káriká V c-d a nd  paragraphs 16-17]
16. bum pa lá sogs pa ni kun rdsob tu yod pa ňid do /

rdul phran yoňs su bsal na n i/
der snaň ses p a  ňam s hgyur phyir //5 //

17. rdsas su yod pa rnams la ni hbrel pa can bsal du zin kyaii kha 
dog la sogs pa bžin du raň gi bio hdor pa med do24/

[Section VIII: paragraph 18]
18. de lta bas na dbah pohi bio rnams kyi yul ni phyi rol na ma yin 

par hthad do /

[Section IX: káriká VI a-d a n d  paragraphs 19-20]

naň  gi ses byahi ňo ho n i/ 
phyi rol Itar snaň gaň y in  de/ 
don y in

19. phyi rol gyi don med bžin du phyi rol lta bur snah ba naň na 
yod pa kho na dmigs pahi rkyen yin no /

m a m  ses ňo bohi phyir/
de rkyen ň id  kyaň y in  phyir ro //6 //

20. nan gi mam par ses pa ni don du snah ba dah/de las skyes pa 
yin pas/chos ňid gnis daň ldan pahi phyir nah na yod pa kho 
na dmigs pahi rkyen yin no /

[Section X: káriká VII a-b a n d  paragraphs 21-231
21. re žig de ltar snah ba nid yin la ni rag la/dehi phyogs gcig po 

lhan cig skyes pa go ji ltar rkyen yin že na/

gcig na haň m i hkhrul phyir na rkyen/

22. lhan cig par gyur du zin kyah hkhrul pa med pahi phyir gžan 
las skye bahi rkyen du hgyur te/hdi ltar gtan tshigs dag ni yod 
pa dan med pa dag gi de dan ldan pa ňid ni25 rgyu dan rgyu 
dan ldan pa26 rim gyis skye ba dag gi yan mtshan ňid yin par 
smraho/yaň na/

nus p a  hjog phyir rim gyis y in /

23. rim gyis kyah yirrte/don du snah ba27 de ni raň snah ba daň
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mthun pahi hbras bu skyed par byed pahi28 nus pa/ mam par 
ses pahi rten can byed pas mi hgal lo/

[Section XI: káriká VII c-d a n d  paragraphs 24-25]
24. gal te ho na ni nañ gi gzugs kho na dmigs pahi rkyen yin na/ 

ji ltar de dan mig la brten nas29mig gi rnam par ses pa skye že 
n a /

Iban cig byed dbañ nus p a  y i /  
ňo bo gañ y in  dbañ po  ban y in  //7 //

25. dbañ po ni rañ gi hbras bu las nus pahi ño bo ñid du rjes su 
dpag gi hbyuñ ba las gyur pa ñid du ni ma yin no /

[Section XII: káriká VIH a a n d  paragraph 26] 

de ya ñ  m am  rig la m i hgal/

26. nus pa ni30 rnam par ses pa la yod kyañ ruñ/bstan du med pahi 
rañ gi ño bo la yod kyañ ruñ ste/hbras bu skyed pa la khyad 
par med do/

[Section XIII: káriká VIH b-d a n d  paragraphs 27-28]

de Itar y u l gyi ño bo d a ñ /
nus p a  pban  tsbun rgyu can d a ñ /
thog ma med dus*' hjug p a  y in  //8 //

27. mig ces bya bahi nus pa dañ/nañ gi gzugs la brten ñas rnam 
par ses pa don du snañ ba dmigs kyis ma phye ba32 skyeho/ 
hdi gñis kyañ phan tshun gyi rgyu can dañ/thog ma med pahi 
dus can yin te/res hgah ni33 nus pa yoñs su smin pa las rnam 
par ses paMyul gyi rnam pa ñid du35 hbyuñ la res hgah ni dehi 
mam pa las36 nus paho/mam par ses pa las de gñis gžan ñid dañ 
gžan ma yin pa ñid du ci dgar brjod par byaho/

28. de ltar nañ gi dmigs pa ni chos ñid gñis dañ ldan pahi phyir yul 
ñid du hthad do37/

dmigs pa brtags pahi hgrel pa slob dpon phyogs kyi glañ pos 
mdsad pa rdsogs so38/



TRANSLATION

INVESTIGATION ABOUT THE SUPPORT OF 
THE COGNITION

Stanzas a n d  Commentary 
by Dignaga

In Sanskrit: A lam banapartksavrtti;
In Tibetan: Dmigs p a  brtag p a  hi hgrel pa .

I pay homage to all the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.

Section I: paragraph 1
1. Those who postulate that the support of the cognition through 

the eye, etc. is an external thing, consider that either the atoms 
are (the cognition’s support), because they are its cause, or that 
a conglomerate of those (atoms) is (the cognition’s support), 
because there arises a cognition which appears under the form 
of that (conglomerate).

Section II: karika I  a-d an d  paragraphs 2-3 
Concerning that (the author says):

I a-d Even i f  the atoms are
the cause o f  the cognition through the senses,
since (the cognition) does not appear
under the form  o f those (atoms),
the atoms are not the object o f that (cognition),
in the sam e way as the sense-organs (are not).

2. (Something is) “object of cognition”, because its own being is 
grasped with certainty by the cognition, and (so) (the cognition) 
arises under the form of that (own being).

3. Concerning the atoms, although they are the cause of that (=the 
cognition), they are not thus (as an object of cognition must be 
according to the definition given in paragraph 2), and (so) they 
are as the sense-organs.
Therefore no, atom is the support of the cognition.

Section III: karika II a-b a n d  paragraphs 4-7
4. Concerning the conglomerate, although (the cognition) appears 

under the form of it (=a conglomerate),
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II a that (cognition o f a conglomerate) 
does not arise from  that 
under whose form  it appears 
(i. e. does not arise from  a conglomerate).

5. It is right (to consider) that any thing, which produces a cognition 
which appears under its own form (i.e. the form of that thing), 
is, just it, the support of cognition, because it has been taught 
that in this way it is the determining condition of the arising (of 
the cognition).

6. Concerning the conglomerate neither it is thus (as the cognition’s 
support must be, according to paragraph 5),

II b because (the conglomerate) does not exist 
as something real,
in the same way as a second moon 
(does not exist as something real).

7. As regards the vision of a second moon because of a defect in 
the senses, even if (the cognition) appears under its form (i. 
e. the form of a second moon), (the second moon) is not the 
object of that (cognition). In the same way an aggregate is not 
the support of the cognition, because it is not the cause (of the 
cognition), since it does not exist as something real.

Section IV: karika II c-d a n d  paragraph 8

II c-d Thus, in both cases,
(something), external cannot be 
the object o f  perception.

8. The external things that are called “atoms” and “conglomerate” 
are not the support of the cognition, because of the absence 
of one part (of the requirements necessary to be support of 
the cognition).

Section V: karika  III a -d  a n d  IV  a-b a n d  paragraphs 9-12  
Concerning this,

III a-b some ( masters) hold
that the form s o f conglomerate
are the efficient (cause o f the cognition).

9. (They) hold that all things, because of being possessed of 
several forms, are perceptible under one form thereamong.

10. There exists also in the atoms the nature of being a cause 
productive of a cognition which appears under the form of a 
conglomerate.
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III c-d The form  o f the atom is not an  object
o f the (visual) cognition,
in the sam e way as the solidity, etc. (are not).

11. Just as the solidity, etc., although existing, are not an object of 
the perception of the eye, so also the atomicity is like them 
(i. e., like the solidity, etc. because, although the atomicity 
exists, it is not an object of the visual perception).

rVa-h According to them (it would happen that) 
the perceptions o f a pot, a cup, etc. 
would he all the same.

12. Among the atoms of a pot, a cup, etc., although they are very 
numerous, there is not any difference.

Section VI: karikas IV  c-d a n d  V a-b a n d  paragraphs 13-15

IV c I f  (it is held that)
the diversity (am ong the pot, the cup, etc.) 
exists owing to the diversity o f the form s 
(which they possess),

13. If somebody thinks that, (even) being so, (the diversity still 
exists) because, owing to the difference of the forms of the 
neck, etc. (of the pot, the cup, etc.), there exists a difference 
(among the pot and the cup, etc. as wholes) which comes 
forth as a difference of the perception, (then, we must answer 
that) although the difference (of the pot, the cup, etc. as 
wholes) exists in the pot, etc.

IV d-Va it (i. e. the difference)
does not exist in the atoms
which (according to the opponent) are
(the only thing that is)
(really) existent matter, 
because there is not (in  them) 
any diversity o f measure.

14. Even if atoms are (of) different matter, there is no difference 
(among them), being they (all) spherical.

V h Therefore it (i.e. the difference
among the pot, the cup, etc.,
an d  in general am ong things) exists (only)
in (those things which are)
not (really existing) matter,
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15. The diversity of the forms does not exist in the atoms, even 
if it exists in things existing only by (human) convention.

Section V II: karika V c-d a n d  paragraphs 16-17
16. The pot, etc. exist only by (human) convention,

V c-d because, i f  the atoms are eliminated,
the cognition which appears under their form  
(i.e. the fo rm  o f the pot,etc.), ceases.

17. In relation to (really) existent things, even if one eliminates 
what is connected (with them), as colour, etc. the very 
perception of them is not eliminated.

Section V III: paragraph 18
18. Therefore, it is logically admissible that the object of the 

perceptions through the senses does not exist externally.

Section IX: karika VI a-d a n d  paragraphs 19-20

VI a-c The knowahle internal form ,
which appears as external, 
is the object (o f the cognition),

19. (T he ' knowable internal form), which appears as external 
although an external object does not exist, (and) which exists 
only internally, is (that) determining condition (of the cognitive 
process), which is the support of the cognition.

VI c-d because it (=the knowable internal form ) 
is the form  o f the cognition 
a n d  because it is also its determ ining condition.

20. (The knowable internal form), which exists only internally, is 
that determining condition (of the cognitive process), which is 
the support of the cognition, because it is provided with the 
two characteristics (indicated in paragraph 5), since the internal 
cognition appears under the form of the object (i.e. the 
knowable internal form) and comes forth through it.

Section X: karika VII a-b a n d  paragraphs 21-23
21. If somebody asks : As (the internal cognition) is dependent on 

something that appears (in the mind) in the indicated way (i.e. 
under the form of the object, being there agreement between 
the thing and the representation in the mind), how can it be 
understood that (this knowable internal form-the object 
according to you [Dignaga]-which is only) a part of that (internal
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cognition and) which comes forth together (with that internal 
cognition) could be the determining condition (of that internal 
cognition)?, (we answer:)

VII a Even i f  ( the knowable internal form  
comes forth ) together 
(with the internal cognition), 
it is the determ ining condition  
because o f the necessary relation 
(between the knowable internal form  
a n d  the internal cognition).

22. Even if (the knowable internal form) arises together (with the 
internal cognition), it happens to be the determining condition 
of what comes forth out of another, because there exists a 
necessary relation (between both), (since) to this effect the 
logicians say that “the concomitance of being and not being is 
the essential characteristic of cause and effect, even if they 
come forth successively”. Moreover:

VII b (Even i f  the knowable internal form
a n d  the cognition come fo rth ) successively 
(the knowable in teina l fo rm ) 
is (the determ ining condition o f  the cognition), 
because it leaves a virtuality.

23. Even if (the knowable internal form and the internal cognition) 
come forth successively, there is not contradiction (between 
this fact and the fact of the knowable internal form being the 
determining condition of the cognition), because that (cognition 
A) which appears under the form of an object gives rise to a 
virtuality, which (at its own turn) produces an effect (i.e., a new 
cognition B which appears under the form of an object) similar 
to that same (cognition A) which appeared (under the form of 
that object), and which has its abode in the consciousness.

Section XI: karika VII c-d a n d  paragraphs 24-25
24. Now if it is asked: If only the (knowable) internal form-colour 

is that determining condition, which is the support of the 
cognition, how can the eye’s cognition (i.e., the cognition through 
the eye) be bom  depending on that (knowable internal form- 
colour) and on the eye ? (-we answer:)

VII c-d Senses are the fo rm  (or aspect) 
o f the virtuality,
(and) a collaborating force.
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25. Senses, from their own effect, are inferred to be the form (or 
aspect) of the virtuaiity, but they do not exist as something 
constituted by elements.

Section XII: karika VIII a a n d  paragraph 2 6

VIII a Neither it is contradictory
that this (virtuaiity lie) in the consciousness.

26. The virtuaiity either exists in the consciousness or exists in its 
own indefinable form; (in both cases) there is no difference in 
relation to the production of the effect.

Section XIII: karika VIII b-d a n d  paragraphs 27-28

VIII b-d So the fo rm  o f the object 
a nd  the virtuaiity fu n ctio n  
m utually caused 
a n d  since a beginningless time.

27. The cognition, depending on the virtuaiity (that is) called ‘eye’ 
and on the (knowable) internal form-colour, comes forth 
appearing under the form of the object, not divided by the 
support. These two (i.e., the form of the object or knowable 
internal form, and the virtuaiity) are mutually caused and have 
no beginning in time. And the cognition arises from the virtuaiity 
fully matured under the form of an object, and at its turn the 
virtuaiity (arises) from that form. Both (i.e., the form of the 
object or knowable internal form, and the virtuaiity) must be 
considered, according to one’s own will, either as different or 
as not different from the cognition.

28. So it can be admitted that an internal support is the object (of 
the cognition), because it is endow ed  with the tw o 
characteristics (indicated in paragraphs 2 and 5).

The Investigation about the support o f the cognition composed 
by Acarya Dignaga is finished.
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M. Hattori, Dignäga, On Perception, Cambridge (Mass.): Harvard 
University Press, 1968; A.G.S.K (ariyawasam), “Dinnäga”, in 
Encyclopaedia o f Buddhism, Sri Lanka, 1989, Vol. IV, 4, pp. 
617-625; A. B. Keith, Buddhist Philosophy in India and  Ceylon, 
Varanasi: Chowkhamba, 1963 (First edition: Oxford, 1923); H. 
Kitagawa, Indo koten ronrigaku no kenkyü-Jinna no taikei- 
(“Study of Indian Classical Logic-Dignäga’s system”), Tokyo: 
Suzuki Research Foundation, 1965; D.N. Shastri, The Philosophy 
ofNyäya-Vaisesika and  its Conflict with The Buddhist Dignäga 
School (Critique o f Indian Realism), Delhi: Bharatiya Vidya 
Prakashan, 1976; M. Schott, Sein als Bewusstsein, Heidelberg: 
Carl Winters Universitätsbuchhandlung, 1935; Ts. Stcherbatsky, 
“Dignäga’s Theory of Perception”, in Taishö Daigaku Gakuhö 
(“Journal of the Taishö University”), 1930, pp. 89 -130; Buddhist 
Logic, Vol. I, New York: Dover Publications, s.d. (First edition 
: Leningrad, 1927); S. Ch. Vidyabhusana, A History o f Indian  
Logic, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1971, pp. 270-301.

2 On Dignäga’s relevant position in the history of Indian 
philosophy, we refer to the following opinions:
S. Ch. Vidyabhusana, Professor in the University of Calcutta, A 
History o f Indian Logic (quoted in note 1), p. 270: ‘Dignäga 
is justly regarded as the Father o f Mediaeval Logic. Both in 
matter a n d  in m anner his works marked a distinct departure 

from  those o f his predecessors. The keenness o f his insight
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a n d  the soundness o f his critical acum en com bined to stamp 
him  with an individuality all his own. No praise seems too 
high fo r  h im ”

Ts. Stcherbastky, Professor in the University of Leningrad, 
“Dignaga’s Theory of Perception” (quoted in note 1), pp. 89-90:
“ The nam e o f Dignaga marks a boundary in the history o f  
Buddhist philosophy. Before him  Buddhist philosophy m ay 
be characterized as a system o f Radical Pluralism engaged 
in  f in d in g  o u t th e  u ltim a te  e lem en ts o f  e x iste n ce  
(dharmapravicaya). These elements (dharm a) were regarded 
as real in Hinayana, as relative, a n d  therefore unreal, in 
M ahayana. With Dignaga Buddhism  forsakes the fie ld  o f 
metaphysics a nd  devotes all its attention to problems o f logic 
and  epistemology. He thus occupies in the history o f Buddhist 
philosophy a position analogous to the position o f Aristoteles 
in the Greek philosophy a n d  o f K ant in m odem  European 
philosophy. These three great men mark an analogous turning  
poin t in the history o f  the development o f philosophic ideas 
in m ankind. When all the works o f Dignaga have been 
critically studied, edited a n d  translated in an intelligible 
way, the time will come to appreciate the Indian K ant a n d  
to compare him  with the European one, a n d  since the logic 
o f Dignaga is the logic o f the Eastern part o f hum anity, ju s t 
as the logic o f Aristoteles is the logic o f its Western part, the 
time will then come to pronounce a judgm ent upon their 
comparative value. A t present we m ust be satisfied to collect 
every piece o f evidence which is likely to elucidate the 
thoughts, a nd  make intelligible to us the logical system o f the 
great m an whose fa te  ii was to be fo r  the East at once its 
Aristoteles a n d  its K ant”

M. Wintemitz, Professor in the University of Prague, A History 
o f Indian Literature, Vol. II, Buddhist Literature a n d  Jaina  
Literature, 1972 (First published: University of Calcutta, 1933; 
translation from the original German, 1905 ff.), p. 363: uThe 
greatest an d  most independent thinker am ong the successors 
o f Vasubandhu is Dignaga, the fo u n d er o f Buddhist logic, 
and  one o f  the forem ost figures in the history o f Indian  
Philosophy

E. Frauwallner, Professor in the University of Vienna, 
“Dignaga, sein Werk und seine Entwicklung” (quoted in note 1),
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pp. 136-137 (=pp. 812-813): “A nd now he (Dignàga)gathered 
a ll tha t he ha d  w orked out, in a great treatise, the 
Pram ànasam uccayah. It was no more dialectics, what he 
offered here, but theory o f knowledge, organized according 
to the two great realms o f perception a nd  inference... With 
this, Dignàga concluded the work o f his life. But, a t the 
same time, with this work, a huge complete doctrinary system 
was created and  the Buddhist school o f logic an d  theory o f 
knowledge was founded...W hoever knows the last works o f 
Dignàga, stands in fro n t o f something new a nd  great, that 
is beyond all that had been written before a n d  that seems 
to arise suddenly out o f nothing. Our research has taught us 
to understand this original creation. We come to know the 
sources from  which Dignàga drew his incentives a n d  we can 
follow  how he gradually p u t together, piece by piece, tbe 
stones fo r  his great building. It is seen tbat there much has 
been taken from  ancient traditions. B ut in bis m ind  he has 
given new form  to a n d  has m ade use o f  all that he had  
inherited from  the past. And, even i f  it is adm itted that he 
has utilized a great am ount o f ancient materials, what he 
has created remains, as a whole, new a n d  great. A n d  thus 
it is established anew  that the Buddhist school o f epistemology 
and  logic is essentially the creation o f only one man: Dignàga” 
[our translation from the German original].

3 Tdhoku, Index, p. 96, under the name Phyos-kyi glan po  
(=Dignaga) registers eighteen works translated irçto Tibetan, 
and Répertoire, p. 239, under the name fin n a  (Tch (en na) 
(=Dignàga in Japanese and Chinese respectively) registers ten 
works translated into Chinese. Cf. E. Steinkellner und M.T. 
Much, Texte der erken n tn isth eo retisch en  Schule des 
Buddhismus, Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1995, 
pp.1-15, who give detailed information on Dignàga’s works on 
logic and epistemology (editions and translations).

4. Own being: ran gi no bo in Tibetan: svarüpa, svabbàva in 
Sanskrit. These words indicate the way of being of a thing, 
(which is proper to it and individualizes it, distinguishing it from 
others), its essential nature.

5. Rnam  pa  in Tibetan corresponds to Sanskrit àkàra, which 
means “form”, “figure”, “appearance”, “external aspect”. We 
have translated it by “form”; we must understand by this word
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the appearance under which the thing, which is the object of 
knowledge, presents itself before the mind.

6. The atomic theory was the explanation of the world generally 
accepted in India in Dignâga’s epoch. On Indian atomism see: 
the relevant sections of the histories of Indian philosophy; and 
also: B. Faddegon, The Vaisesika-System, described with the 
help o f the oldest texts, Wiesbaden: M. Sândig, 1969 (first 
published: 1918); M.K. Gangopadhyaya, Indian Atomism: 
History and  Sources, Calcutta: Bagchi Indological Series, 1, 
1980; W. Halbfass, On Being a n d  What There Is. Classical 
Vaisesika an d  the History o f Indian Ontology, Albany: State 
University of New York, 1992; H. Jacobi, “Atomic theory” 
(Indian), in J. Hastings, Encyclopaedia o f Religion a n d  Ethics, 
Edinburg: T. & T. Clark, 1964, 2, pp. 199 -202 (first published: 
1909); A.B. Keith, Indian Logic a n d  Atomism. A n exposition 
o f the Nyàya a n d  Vaisesika Systems, New York: Greenwood 
Press, 1968 (first published: 1921); V. Lyssenko, “ La doctrine 
des atomes (anu, param ànu) chez Kanâda et Prasastapàda”, 
in Journal Asiatique, 284, 1996, 1, pp. 137-158; P. Masson- 
Oursel, “L ‘atomisme indien”, in Revue Philosophique (de la 
France et de l ‘étranger), 99, Paris, 1925, pp. 342-368; K. H. 
Potter, E ncyclopedia o f  In d ia n  Philosophies. In d ia n  
Metaphysics a n d  Epistemology: The Tradition o f Nyàya- 
Vaisesika up to Gangesa, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1977; H. 
Ui, The Vaiseshika Philosophy according to the Dasapadàrtha- 
Sàstra. Chinese text with Introduction, translation a nd  notes, 
Varanasi: Chowkhamba, 1962 (first published: 1917). See 
Vimsatikà in this book, Commentary on Section XVIII, and 
note 55.

7. One of the most discussed questions in Indian philosophy was 
that referring to the whole (avayavin) and the parts (avayava). 
It opposed specially, on one side, the Hindu Nyàya and the 
Vaisesika schools and, on the other, the Buddhist Yogàcâra 
school. The Nyàya and the Vaisesika affirmed that the whole 
exists and is one, real and different from its parts. The Buddhist 
on their side affirmed that the whole does not exist, that it has 
no reality, and that it is only a conventional denomitation.

The first Hindu text that treats this subject is Gotama, 
Nyàyasütra II, 1, 31-36 and II, 2, 4-25. In this text Gotama 
analyzes in first place, in order to refute it, the thesis of some
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authors who maintain that the perception is only an inference, 
since from grasping only a part we infer either the other parts 
or the other parts and the whole. Then Gotama in the remaining 
sütras defends the real existence of the whole against the Buddhist 
thesis which admits the (relatively) real existence of the parts. 
Other Hindu texts that defend the existence of the whole are 
the sections of the Bhäsya of Vätsyäyana, of the Nyäyavärttika 
of Uddyotakara, and of the Nyäyavärttikatätparyatikä of 
Vacaspati Misra, referring to Gotama’s sütras; Bhäsarvajha, 
Nyäyabhüsana, pp. 104-115 and 121-129, Varanasi: Saddarsana 
Prakäsana Pratisthänam, 1968; Sridhara Bhatta, Nyäyakandali, 
pp. 105-109, Varanasi: Gaiigänäthajhä-Granthamälä, 1977; 
Vyomasiva, commentary tikä on the Padärthadharmasamgraha 
of Prasastapäda, pp. 44-46, Benares: Chowkhamba, 1983; 
Vallabhäcärya, Nyäyaülävati, pp.125-131, Benares: Chowkhamba, 
1927; Udayana, Ätm atattvaviveka, pp. 258-280, Benares: 
Chowkhamba, 1940.

On the Buddhist side, in the M ilindapanha , pp. 26-28, 
London: PTS, 1962, Nägasena explains to the Greek King 
Menander that the whole does not truly exist and that the only 
thing relatively real are the parts, employing the celebrated 
analogy of the car: the axle, the wheels, the helm really exist; 
‘car’ is only a conventional denomination to which nothing real 
corresponds. As H. Oldenberg, Buddha. Sein Leben, Seine Lehre, 
Seine Gemeinde, München: Wilhelm Goldmann, 1961 (first 
published: 1881), p .241, comments, Nägasena’s thesis agrees 
with the most ancient Buddha’s teaching, because the verses 
quoted by Nägasena, which synthesize his views are from 
Samyutta Nikäya I, p. 135 (PTS edition). Cf. Buddhaghosa, 
V isuddhim agga  XVIII, paragraphs 25-28, p p .508-509, 
Cambridge Mass.: Harvard Oriental Series, 1950. The position 
that is maintained by the verses of the Samyutta Nikäya and 
by Nägasena is followed by the other later Buddhist authors, 
and is severely criticised by the Hindu authors.

Arguments against the existence of the whole have been 
dealt with by several Buddhist authors, as for instance: 
Dharmaklrti, P ram änavärttika, P ram änasiddhih 86-87; 
Dharmakirti, Pramänaviniscaya, Pratyaksam, T. Vetter ed., 
Wien, 1966, pp. 84-87; D harm ottara, com m entary on 
Dharmakirti, Pramänaviniscaya, Sde-dgeed., Tokyo, 1983, ff. 
143 b3-l46 a1; Säntaraksita, Tattvasangraha 592-593, and 601,
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and Kamalasïla ad  locum; (Nàgàrjuna), Ta chih tu lun, Taishô 
XXV, 1509, p. 206 b17-c \ and p.287 a18-b13(=É. Lamotte, Le 
Traité de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse, Louvain: Institut 
Orientaliste, 1966, p p .1217-1218, and pp .2058-2059). In 
Vaidalyaprakarana  (Sections XXXIII-XL: On avayavas), 
attributed to Nàgàrjuna, the non-existence of the whole is used 
in order to establish the impossibility of the syllogism, and with 
arguments related to the whole and the parts discussion. See
F. Tola and C. Dragonetti’s edition and translation, Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1995. Avayaviniràkarana  of Pandita Asoka is the 
only monograph on this important subject matter of Indian 
philosophy that has been preserved. See F. Tola and C. 
Dragonetti’s edition and translation of this valuable Buddhist 
treatise.

One can find in the indicated authors a broad argumentation 
employed in favour or against both thesis. The arguments 
developed by Dignàga in this treatise against the existence of 
the conglomerate (i.e. against a really existing whole besides 
the parts that compose it) are only a fragment of that 
argumentation.

We have said that for Buddhists the only thing relatively real 
are the parts. Actually the existence, which corresponds to the 
parts, is not an absolute one, but only a relative one, since the 
parts on their turn can be analysed into their respective parts 
and these into their constituting elements, and so on in an 
analytical abolishing process which has no end, since Buddhists 
do not accept the atom ’s existence. This is the position 
developed  by the H a sta và la n â m a p ra ka ra n a ’s au thor 
(Àryadeva or Dignàga). See F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, 
“Nâgàrjuna’s conception of ‘voidness’ (sünyatà)”, in Journal o f 
In d ia n  Philosophy  9, 3, 1981,pp. 273-282, and “The 
Hastavàlanàmaprakaranavrtti”, in The Journal o f Religious 
Studies, Patiala, VIII, 1,1980, pp. 18-31, included in On Voidness, 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1995, by the same authors. This 
position agrees with the non acceptance of the whole as 
something real.

The refusal of the real existence of the whole is a logical 
consequence of the Mahàyàna principle according to which 
anything that is conditioned (dependent, relative or composed) 
does not really exist.

On the question of the whole and the parts, cf. S. Bhaduri,
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Studies in Nyäya-Vaisesika Metaphysics, Poona: Bhandarkar 
Oriental Research Institute, 1947, Chapter XI: Whole a n d  part, 
pp. 229-270; S. Chatterjee, The Nyäya theory o f knowledge. A 
critical study o f some problems o f Logic a n d  Metaphysics, 
Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1965 (first published: 1939) 
pp. 156-159; B. Faddegon, The Vai^esika system, pp. 50-51, 
371-375 (translation of the relevant text of the Nyäyakandalt)', 
Y. Kajiyama, “The Avayaviniräkarana of Pandita Asoka”, in 
Indogaku Bukkyögaku Kenkyü (“Journal of Indian and Buddhist 
Studies”), Tokyo, 9, 1961, pp. 371-366; A. B. Keith, Indian  
Logic a nd  Atom ism , pp. 16, 23, 70, 183, 225; M. Müller, The 
Six Systems o f Indian Philosophy, Varanasi: Chowkhamba, 
New impression of the 1919 edition (first published : 1899), p. 
393; K. Potter (ed.), The Encyclopedia o f Indian Philosophies 
Vol. II, Indian Metaphysics a nd  Epistemology: The Tradition 
o f Nyäya-Vaisesika up to Gangesa, 1977, pp. 74-79; S. 
Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol, II, New York-London: 
Macmillan-Allen & Unwin, 1962, pp. 187-188 (first published: 
1923); B. K. Matilal, Epistemology, Logic and  Grammar in 
Indian Philosophical Analysis, The Hague: Mouton, 1971, pp. 
52-55; T.R. Sundararaman, “Refutation of the Buddhist doctrine 
of aggregates”, in Philosophical Quarterly, Amalner, 16, 1940- 
1941, pp. 164-171; J. Sinha, A History o f Indian Philosophy, 
Vol. I, Calcutta: Sinha Publishing House, 1956, pp. 313-314; D. 
N. Shastri, The Philosophy o f Nyäya-Vaisesika and  its Conflict 
with The Buddhist Dignäga School, pp. 248-261.

On the problem of the whole and the parts in Western 
philosophy see J. Ritter (ed.), Historisches Wörterbuch der 
P hilosophie, Vol. Ill, sub  G anzes/T eil, D arm stadt: 
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1974.

8. It must be remarked that Dignäga says that the perception of 
what really exists does not cease even if we eliminate from it 
anything that is connected with it. He does not speak of parts, 
since, as we have already said, if something real exists, it 
cannot have parts.

9. The text has nan g i ses byahi no bo. The Tibetan word no 
bo has two fundamental values: 1. “thing” 0=vastu in Sanskrit), 
and 2. “form” (=mpa in Sanskrit). We have translated it by the 
word “form”, as Frauwallner does. By this word we must 
understand the representations to which we have referred in 
the commentary. It is obvious that, when the representation
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occurs in the mind, the object or the thing itself is not inside 
the mind, but only a “form”, i.e. a mental “image” of that object 
or thing.
For Dignaga, among the characteristics which define the cause- 
effect relation, the most important is the coincidence between 
the existence and non existence of the cause and the effect. 
It must be of course a necessary and obligatory coincidence: 
if A exists, necessarily B is produced; if A does not exist, 
necessarily B does not come into existence. For Dignaga both 
cause and effect can be simultaneous, as in the case of the 
knowable internal form and the cognition that it produces.

The coincidence of being and not being of cause and effect 
is mentioned by several logicians when they deal with the 
cause. Kesava Misra, Tarkabhasa, p. 2, Poona: Oriental Book 
Agency, 1953, after giving the definition of the cause according 
to the Nyaya school (to which he belongs), indicates that 
several authors wrongly define the cause as: yat tu kascid aha 
kaiyanukrtanvayavyatireki karanam iti, tad ayuktam (“ ‘that whose 
presence and  absence are imitated by the presence and  absence 
o f the effect’-that is not logical). Kesava Misra does not accept 
this definition. Dharmottara, on commenting Dharmakirti’s 
Nydyabindull, 17, p. 28, Banaras: Chowkhamba, 1954, indicates 
that: karyakaranabhavo loke pratyaksanupalambhanibandhanah 
pratita iti ( “causality is a conception fa m ilia r in common life. 
It is known to be derived from  experience [of the presence 
o f the cause wherever there is an effect presentI, a nd  from  
the negative experience [of the absence o f the effect when the 
cause is deficient]”)- (F.Th. Stcherbatsky’s translation, in 
Buddhist Logic, Vol. II, p. 67). Cf. Vasubandhu, Abhidharmakosa, 
II, pp. 84 line 20-85 line 1, P. Pradhan’s edition, Patna: K.P. 
Jayaswal Research Institute, 1967: sampradharyam tavad etat 
“kim prabhayah pradipo hetur ahosvit purvotpannaiva samagri 
saprabhasya pradipasya sacchayasyankurasyotpattau hetur” iti/ 
itas tarhi bhavabhavayos tadvattvat-etad dhi hetuhetumato 
laksanam acaksate haitukah/“yasya bhavabhavayoh yasya 
bhavabhavau niyamatah, sa hetur itaro hetum an” iti/- 
sahabhuvam ca dharmanam ekasya bhave sarvesam bhava 
ekasyabhave sarvesam abhava iti yukto hetuphalabhavah. ( “[The 
Sautrantika :] It is necessary to determ ine first whether the 
lamp is the cause o f the light or the totality [of causes and  
conditions] arisen before is the cause fo r  the production o f
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the lamp with its light, a nd  o f the sprout with its shade. [The 
Sarvdstivadin:] In regard to these two alternatives then owing 
to the conformity [=concomitanceI o f being an d  non-being- 
since logicians teacb tbat this is the definition o f cause and  
effect: I f  given the being or non-being o f a thing, the being 
or non-being o f another thing is necessarily produced, the 
first one is the cause, the second one is the effect’-a logical 
causal relation would be: ‘given the being o f one o f the 
dharmas that arise together, the being o f all [the other dharmas 
that arise together] is produced; given the non-being o f one 
[of them], the non-being o f all [of them] is produced”*). Cf. 
Vijaya Rani, The B uddhist philosophy as presented in 
Mimamsa-Sloka-Varttika, Delhi: Parimal Publications, 1982, pp. 
116-118, for the MImamsa’s opinion on this point. On the 
problem of the simultaneity of cause and effect see also 
Gaudapada, Agamasastra IV, 16, Bhattacharya ed., 1943, and 
texts of Nagarjuna and Candrakirti quoted there. The notion of 
coincidence between being and not being has also an important 
function in theories of induction as its fundament and as a 
criterion to classify the different types of inference. Cf. A.B. 
Keith, Indian Logic an d  ̂ tom ism , pp. 111-122; S. Chatterjee, 
The Nyaya theory o f knowledge, pp. 247-250 (quoted in note 7).

It is interesting to compare the Indian reasoning about the 
simultaneity of the cause and the effect with the following text 
of Saint Thomas of Aquinas from “ De aetemitate mundi contra 
murmurantes” (Opusculum XXIII, Sancti Thomae Aquinatis, 
Opera Omnia, Tomus XVI, New York: Musargia Publishers, pp. 
318-319). In this tract Saint Thomas defends the possibility of 
the eternity of the world, notwithstanding its having been 
created by God.

...Primo ergo ostendendum, quod non est necesse ut 
causa agens, scilicet Deus, praecedat duratione suum  
causatum, si ipse voluisset.

Primo sic. Nulla causa producens effectum suum  subito, 
necessariopraecedit effectum suum duratione. Sed Deus est causa 
producens effectum suum non per motum, sed subito. Ergo non 
est necessarium quod duratione praecedat effectum suum . 
Prim um patet per inductionem  in om nibus m utationibus 
subitis, sicut est illum inatio et hujusmodi. N ihilominuspotest 
probari per rationem sic. In quocum que instanti ponitur  
res esse, potest pon i principium  actionis ejus, u t patet in
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om nibus generabilibus: quia in illo instanti in quo incipit 
ignis, incipit esse calefactio. Sed in operatione subita, simul, 
immo idem est principium  et fin is  ejus, sicut in om nibus 
indivisibilibus. Ergo in quocum que instanti pon itur agens 
producens effectum  suum  subito, potest p o n i term inus 
actionis suae. Sed term inus actionis est sim ul cum  ipso 
facto . Ergo non repugnat intellectui, si p o n a tu r causa  
producens effectum suum  subito, non praecedere duratione 
causatum  suum . Repugnaret autem  in causisproducentibus 
effectus suos per motum: quia oportet quod principium  
motus praecedat fin em  ejus. Et quia homines consueti sun t 
considerare hujusm odi factiones quae sun t per motum; ideo 
nop facile  capiunt quod causa agens duratione effectus 
suum  non praecedat. Et inde est quod multorum inexperti 
ad  pauca respicientes enuntiah t facile.

“...Firstly then it must be shown that it is not necessary that 
the efficient cause, i.e., God, precede in time [chronologically] 
His effect [=the world that is postulated to be eternal], if He 
would have desired so [=to create it]. In the first place [this 
thesis is demonstrated] thus. No cause which suddenly produces 
its effect necessarily precedes in time its effect. God is a cause 
producing His effect not through a motion, but suddenly. Then 
it is not necessary that He precede in time His effect. In the 
first place, [that] is evident, through induction, in all sudden 
changes, as it happens in the illumination and [other] similar 
[processes]. Moreover, [that] can be proved by deductive 
reasoning in this way. In whatever moment a thing is posited 
to be, [just in that moment] the beginning of its action can be 
posited, as it is evident in all things that are produced, because 
[for instance] in the same moment in which fire begins, warming 
begins. But, in a sudden operation its beginning and its end are 
simultaneous, still more: they are the same—as it happens in 
regard to all the things that cannot be separated. Consequently 
in whatever moment an agent suddenly producing its effect is 
posited, [in that same moment] the conclusion of its action can 
be posited. But the conclusion of the action is simultaneous 
with what has been made [i.e., the effect]. Consequently, it is 
not contrary to reason if it is posited that a cause, which 
suddenly produces its effect, does not precede in time its 
effect. It would be contrary [to reason] in those causes which 
produce their effects through motion, because the beginning 
of the motion must precede its end. And since men are
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accustomed to take into account such productions that exist 
through motion, it is not easy that they understand that an 
efficient cause does not precede in time its effect. And so it 
happens that those who. are inexpert in a great number of 
things, taking into account [only] few things, easily make [such] 
affirmations.”

11. Among the most important presuppositions of Indian thought 
we have the samsara (see F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “Samsara, 
anáditva y nirvana”, Boletín de la Asociación Española de 
Orientalistas, Madrid, 1979, pp. 95-114), the anáditva  (see F. 
Tola and C. Dragonetti,“Anáditva or beginninglessness in Indian 
Philosophy”, Annals o f the Bhandarkar Oriental Research 
Institute, Poona, 1980, pp. 1-20), and the bijas (samskáras, 
vásanás) (see note 10 in Trisvabhávakáriká in this book). 
Cf. F. Tola, “Principios fundamentales de la Filosofía de la 
India”,in Revista Venezolana de Filosofía No. 19, Caracas 
(Venezuela), 1985, pp. 89-101.

12. In Tibetan we have the word gzugs which corresponds to 
Sanskrit rüpa . Gzugs, rüpa, indicate the object of visual 
cognition, fundamentally the form and the colour under which 
things appear before us. We have translated gzugs by “form- 
colour”. Gzugs is to be differentiated from ño bo (see note 9): 
ño bo applies to any mental representation (visual, auditive, 
etc.) in general; gzugs applies only to visual representations. 
“Internal form-colour” signifies in this passage the visual 
representations that arise as the actualization of (visual) 
virtualities (that is to say, one of the classes of knowable 
internal forms which produce the cognition). But we must 
understand that what Dignága says in relation to the visual 
internal form must be applied also to the other knowable 
internal forms, like taste-sensations, etc., and that what he says 
in relation to the eye must be applied also to the other sense- 
organs like the ear, etc.

13. According to the oldest Buddhist teaching the cognition’s act 
comes forth depending on several factors. So Salistambasütra 
says: tadyathá pañcabhih káranais caksurvijñánam utpadyate. 
Katamaih pañcabhih ? yad uta caksuh pratltya rüpam cálokam 
cákasam  ca ta jjam anasikáram  ca p ra tlty o tp ad y a te  
caksurvijñánam ... asatsvesu pratyayesu caksurvijñánam 
notpadyate ( “In this way the eye-consciousness (caksurvijñána) 
comes forth  through five  causes. Which five? Through the eye, 
the form , the light, the space a nd  the attention produced by
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the form er ones, the eye-consciousness comes forth”, p.85 in 
L. de la Vallée Poussin, Bouddhisme. Études et Matériaux. 
Théorie des D ouze Causes, Gand: Université de Gand, 
1913=p.l5 in Sàlistamba Sütra, N. A. Sastri éd., Adyar: Adyar 
Library, 1950. See Section 11 of our commentary on Vimsatikà. 
Dignâga maintains also that for the production of the cognition 
several factors are necessary, but in his opinion these factors 
are only two: The (visual, etc.) virtuality and the internal 
form . The eye is nothing else than the visual virtuality or, in 
other words, “eye” is a specific form of the virtuality as the 
other sense-organs also are.
Dignâga deals very briefly with the problem of the “place” in 
which remains the virtuality which is actualized into a cognition. 
We must relate this passage with the discussion, raised in the 
different Buddhist schools, in reference to the place in which 
the bïjas, seeds, virtualities, left by all.human act, are preserved. 
See L. de la Vallée Poussin, La morale bouddhique, Paris: 
Nouvelle Librairie Nationale, 1927, pp. 196-200, “Note sur V 
Àlayavijnàna”, Mélanges Chinois et Bouddhiques, Bruxelles, 
1934, 3, pp. 145-168; É. Lamotte, “Le traité de V acte de 
Vasubandhu”, Mélanges Chinois et Bouddhiques, Bruxelles, 
1936, 4, In troduction. L. Schm ithausen, “Sautràntika- 
Voraussetzungen in Vimsatikà und Trimsikà”, in Wiener 
Zeitschrift fü r  die kunde Süd-und Ost-Asiens, 1967, pp. 113- 
114, and À layavijnàna. On the Origin a n d  the Early 
Development o f a Central Concept o f Yogàcâra Philosophy, 
Tokyo: The International Institute for Buddhist Studies, 1987, 
specially pp. 26-27, 42-43,111-112, 179, and notes 288,1165. 
Dignâga indicates two alternatives : the virtualities remain either 
in the consciousness (cf. Hiuan Tsang, Tch ‘eng wei che louen, 
Vijhaptimàtratàsiddhi, TaishôXXXl, 1585, p. 8, a1112=L. de la 
Vallée Poussin, La Siddhi de H iuan Tsang, Paris: Geuthner, 
1928 -29, p. 101), more properly in that aspect of consciousness 
that was called “àlayavijnàna”(that is to be compared in some 
way with the concept of subconsciousness in m odern 
psychology) or in “its own indefinable form”. We must 
understand this expression with the meaning of: “in itself’.

Dignâga says that the own form (or essential nature) of the 
virtuality is “indefinable” ( bstan du  m ed pa  in Tibetan, 
anirdesya in Sanskrit), that is to say, that, although we cannot 
doubt about the existence, activities and effects of the virtuality, 
we cannot say anything about its nature.
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15. The important thing for the arising of a cognition is that the 
virtuality be actualized into the form of a visual cognition, etc.; 
the place where the virtuality remains does not affect the 
process of knowledge.

16. Dmigs kyis ma phye ba in the original. Sastri translates: 
undifferentiated from  the perceivable object in his English 
translation (p. 54), and àlam banàd avibhaktam  in his Sanskrit 
reconstruction (p. 7). Yamaguchi: mais encore non discerné 
(avivrta)p a r i ‘objetpercevable(àlambana), and Frauwallner: 
durch einen Anbaltspunkt (àlambana) nicht bestimmt.

17. On anàditva  see the article of F. Tola and C. Dragonetti quoted 
in note 11.

18. dehi yul: Peking. Sde-dge: de yul.
19. ses pas: Peking. Sde-dge : ses pas gaii gis.
20. rdul phra mo dag ni: Peking. Sde-dge. rdul phra mo dag gi ni.
21. skye: Peking. Sde-dge : skya.
22. rgyuhi dňos po: Peking. Sde-dge : rgyu.
23. tshad: Peking. Sde-dge: deest.
24. hdor pa med do: Peking. Sde-dge : hdor bar byed do.
25. hdi ltar gtan tshigs dag ni yod pa daň med pa dag gi de daň ldan 

pa ňid ni : Peking. Sde-dge: hdi ltar gtan tshigs yod pa daň med 
pa dag ni yod pa daň med pa dag gi de daň ldan pa ňid na.

26. rgyu daň rgyu daň ldan pa: Vinltadeva, Sde-dge and Peking. 
Sde-dge. rgyu daň ldan pa.

27. snaň ba: Peking. Sde-dge : snaň bas.
28. byed pahi: Peking. Sde-dge : byed par.
29. brten nas: Peking. Sde-dge : brten na.
30. nus pa ni: Vinltadeva, Sde-dge and Peking. Sde-dge : nus pahi.
31. dus: according to Dignaga’s own Commentary, Sde-dge and 

Peking, the Àlambanaparïksàkârikâ, Sde-dge (4205) and 
Peking (5703), and Vinltadeva, Sde-dge and Peking. Sde-dge.du.

32. ma phye ba: Peking. Sde-dge : ma bstan pa.
33. ni: Peking. Sde-dge : na.
34. rnam par ses pa: Vinltadeva, Peking. Sde-dge : rnam par ses

pas.
35. mam pa ňid du: Peking. Sde-dge : rnam pa ňid.
36. rnam pa las: Vinltadeva, Sde-dge and Peking. Sde-dge : rnam

pa la.
37. yul ňid du hthad do: Peking. Sde-dge : yul du mthoň ňo.
38. mdsad pa rdsogs so: Peking. Sde-dge : mdsad paho.
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INTRODUCTION

Vasubandhu
According to tradition1 Vasubandhu was born in Purusapura, the capital 
of Gandhara (the modern Peshawar in Western Pakistan); he lived 
during the IVth or Vth century a . d ., being under discussion the exact 
dates of his birth and death2. His father was a brahmana whose name 
was Kausika. Vasubandhu had two brothers, Asaiiga and Virincivatsa. 
Buddhamitra was one of his masters. In his youth he belonged to the 
HInayanist Saivastivada-Vaibhasika3 sect and wrote the important treatise 
Abhidharmakosa, in which he exposes the doctrines of that sect, 
although many times he favours the opinion of the Sautrantikas4. He 
wrote also the P aram arthasaptatika  against Vindhyavastu or 
Vindhyavasin,5 a master of the Hindu Samkhya school, who had 
defeated his master Buddhamitra in a philosophical discussion.6 King 
Skandagupta Vikramaditya, of the Gupta dynasty, who reigned circa 
455-467 a .d . rewarded him for his victory. After Vikramaditya’s death, 
Vasubandhu was invited to go to the royal court at Ayodhya 
(the modem Oude) by Baladitya, successor of Vikramaditya and whose 
preceptor Vasubandhu had been. Baladitya must have reigned circa 
467-473 a .d . Vasubandhu canied on a discussion with the grammarian 
Vasurata and the Buddhist monk Samghabhadra who belonged to the 
Vaibhasika7 orthodoxy. Besides the mentioned works, Vasubandhu 
wrote in this period of his life numerous works of HInayanist inspiration.8 
Invited by his brother Asanga, Vasubandhu comes back to Purusapura. 
He is converted by his brother Asanga to Mahayana, and composes 
then many works of Mahayanist inspiration.9 He dies at the age of 
80 years in Ayodhya.

The Two Vasubandhus
E. Frauwallner in his scholarly study On the date o f the Buddhist 
Master o f the Law Vasubandhu, Roma: IsMEO, 1951, reaches the 
conclusion, that is accepted by many scholars in Buddhism,10 that in
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fact there were two Vasubandhus, one the brother of Asaiiga, who 
lived in the IVth century a . d . and another who lived in Vth century a .d . 

As it will be seen in the following paragraphs, the events attributed 
to the life of the only Vasubandhu that tradition knows are distributed 
by Frauwallner between the lives of the two Vasubandhus that 
according to him have existed. If Frauwallner’s theory is admitted, 
then the works that are attributed by tradition to Vasubandhu are also 
to be distributed between both Vasubandhus, what is not an easy task.

Vasubandhu the Old
According to Frauwallner, cited work pp. 54-55, Vasubandhu the Old 
was born around 320 a.d . in Purusapura. His father, the brahmana 
Kausika, was a teacher. He had two brothers, Asaiiga and Virincivatsa. 
In his youth he belonged to the Sarvastivada sect and wrote many 
works of Hinayanist inspiration, which have been lost. Under the 
influence of his brother Asaiiga he converted to Mahayana and wrote 
also numerous works of Mahayanist inspiration. Vasubandhu died before 
his brother Asaiiga, probably around 380a.d .

Vasubandhu the Young
Likewise according to Frauwallner, pp. 55-56, Vasubandhu the Young 
was bom around 400 a . d .  Nothing is known about the place of his birth 
and about his family. He belonged to the Sarvastivada sect but gradually 
he became more attached to the Sautrantika’s doctrines. One of his 
Masters was Buddhamitra. He was protected by King Skandagupta 
Vikramaditya of the Gupta dynasty (reigned circa 455-467a .d .): He 
was invited to the royal court in Ayodhya by Baladitya (reigned circa 
461-415 a . d . ) .  Vasubandhu had been preceptor of Baladitya and 
received from him many honours. The first work he composed and 
which made Vasubandhu famous was the Paramarthasaptatika, which 
contains a refutation of Master Vindhyavasin of the Samkhya school, 
who had defeated in a discussion his Master Buddhamitra. His principal 
work was the Abhidharm akosa , in which he exposed the doctrines 
of the Sarvastivada school to which he gave their definitive form. But 
in the commentary, which he wrote on that treatise, he manifests his 
preference for the doctrines of the Sautrantika sect. After the 
composition of the Abhidharmakosa  he successfully defended his 
ideas against the attack of the grammarian Vasurata, but he refused on 
account of his old age to discuss the critics of Samghabhadra of the 
Hinayanist Vaibhasika sea. Samghabhadra attacked the Abhidharmakosa’s
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commentary from a strict Vaibhâsika point of view. Vasubandhu the 
Young died in Ayodhyà at the age of 80 years.

Works Attributted to Vasubandhu
Under the name “Vasubandhu” are mentioned numerous works.11 
We refer to the principal of them in what follows, indicating some of 
their editions and translations.

A. Treatises
1. Abhidharmakosa. Until 1935 only the Tibetan translations 

( Tohoku 4089 [kàrikàs] and 4090 [bhàsya] =Catalogue 5590 
[kàrikàs] and 5591 [bhàsyai) and the Chinese translations 
( Taishô 1558, 1559, and 1560 [kàrikàSi) of this work were 
known. In that year Râhula Sârikrityâyana12 discovered the 
Sanskrit text of this treatise in the Tibetan Monastery of Nor. 
Considering the importance of the A bhidharm akosa ,this 
discoveiy was a most notorious event. The treatise contains 
600 kàrikàs and a commentary by Vasubandhu. It is divided 
in 9 books. It is a large exposition of the Buddhist HTnayanist 
doctrines as they were taught by the Sarvàstivâda-Vaibhàsika 
sect.But, as it has already been said, in many points 
Vasubandhu’s opinion differs from the orthodox opinion of that 
sect.
The Sanskrit text was published for the first time by P. Pradhan 
in 1967 in the Tibetan Sanskrit Works Series, Vol. VIII of the 
Kashi PrasadJayaswal Research Institute of Patna.'It has been 
reedited by Swami Dwarikadas Shastri in 1970 in the Bauddha 
Bharati Series, 5, Varanasi.
Between the years 1923 and 1931 Louis de la Vallée Poussin 
published the French translation of the Abhidharmakosa on 
the basis of the Tibetan and Chinese versions. The translation 
of the Abhidharmakosa of the great Belgian scholar has become 
a classic. It has been reprinted in 1971 by the Institut Belge 
des Hautes Études Chinoises of Brussels. There is an English 
translation of L. de la Vallée Poussin’s French translation by Leo 
Marvel Pruden, Ahhidharm akosahhàsyam , five volumes, 
Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1988-1990.

2. Bodhicittotpàdanasàstra. It deals with the means to attain 
hodhicitta, mind of Enlightenment. It has been preserved only 
in its Chinese translation ( Taishô 1659). There is a Sanskrit 
translation of this text published by Bhadanta Santi Bhikshu in
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Visva Bharati A nnals, Vol. II, 1949, pp. 185-243, under the 
title “Fa fu  Vi hsin ching lun, Bodhicittotpada-sutra-sastra 
ofVasubandhu”

3. Buddhatâsàstra  (?) or BuddhatvasâstraQ ) [Hôbôgirin] or 
Buddhagotras’ àstra[Nanjio]. It is a treatise on Buddha’s nature. 
It is preserved only in its Chinese translation ( Taishô l6 l0). 
There is a Japanese translation by Takemura Shôhô, Busshôron 
Kenkyü , Kyoto, Hyakkaen, Shôwa 52 (1977).

4. Gàthàsamgrahasâstra. It is a collection of moral maxims with 
a commentary by Vasubandhu. It has been preserved only in 
one Tibetan translation ( Tôhoku 4102 [stanzas] and 4103 
[stanzas with commentary]=6tfta/ogw£5603 [stanzas ] and 5604 
[stanzas with commentary]). The stanzas have been edited 
with a German translation, and a study of the commentary by
A. Schiefner in, “Uber Vasubandhu’s Gàthàsamgraha”, Mélanges 
Asiatiques, VIII, Saint Petersburg, 1878, pp.559-593.

5. Karmasiddhiprakarana. It deals with the theory of action 
(karmari). It has come to us in one Tibetan translation ( Tôhoku 
4062=Catalogue 5563) and two Chinese translations ( Taishô 
1608 and 1609). É. Lamotte published the Tibetan translation, 
one of the Chinese translations ( Taishô 1609), a French 
translation, and an erudite introduction in Mélanges C hinoise  
Bouddhiques IV, 1936, pp. 151-264 (English translation of 
Lamotte’s work by L. M. Pruden, Berkeley: Asian Humanities 
Press, 1988). There is an English translation in S.Anacker, Seven 
Works o f Vasubandhu, the Buddhist Psychological Doctor; 
pp. 83-156, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1984. S. Yamaguchi 
published the Tibetan translation of the treatise, a Japanese 
translation of the treatise and of its commentary by Sumatisïla 
( Tôhoku 4071 ^Catalogue 5572), under the title Sheshin no 
Jôgôron, Kyoto: Hôzôkan, Shôwa 26 (1951); reprint 1975. 
Mitsuo Sato, Daijô jôgô ron, Tokyo: Daizo Shuppan, 1978, 
published the Chinese text of the treatise with a Japanese 
translation.

6. Pancaskandhapî'akarana. This treatise has as its central theme 
the theory of dharmas. According to E. Frauwallner, Studies 
in Ahhidharm a Literature, Albany: University of New York 
Press, 1995, p. 144, this work is “nothing more than a free 
adaptation” of the first chapter of the Abhidharmasamuccaya 
of Asariga. It has been preserved only in a Tibetan translation
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( Tohoku 4059 ̂ Catalogue 5560) and in a Chinese translation 
( Taisho 1612). Shanti Bhikshu Shastri published a Sanskrit 
“reconstruction” of this treatise from its Tibetan version, 
“Pancaskandhaprakarana of Vasubandhu”, Indian Historical 
Quarterly 32, 1956, pp. 368-385. This “reconstruction” was 
also published in Sarasvati Susama, X, 1-4, Varanasi, Sam vat 
2012. There is a Japanese translation from the Tibetan version 
by Shimokawabe Kiyoshi and Takayama Hiroshi, “Gounron 
kenkyu” (“A Study of the Pancaskandhaprakarana”), in Bukkyo 
Gaku Ronshu (“Buddhist Studies”), Rissho University, XII, 1976, 
pp. 1-29. S. Anacker, Seven Works, 1984, pp.49-82, has an 
English translation of this text. V.V.Gokhale in “Pancaskandhaka 
by Vasubandhu and its commentary by Sthiramati”, Annals o f 
the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Vol. XVIII, 1937, 
pp. 276-286, has a synopsis of this treatise.

7. Paramarthasaptatika or Paramarthasaptati. It is a refutation 
of the Samkhya doctrine. The Sanskrit original is not available 
and there are riot either Chinese or Tibetan translations of it.13

8. Samathavipasyand (or-tndarsana)-dvdra-sdstra-kdrika [Nanjiol. 
A metrical treatise on meditation. It consists of 77 verses. It is 
preserved only in its Chinese translation ( Taisho 1653). There 
is a Japanese translation by Tsusho Byodo in Kokuyaku Issaikyo, 
Ronshu-bu, Vol. 6, Tokyo: Daito Suppansha.

9. Satadharmavidyddvarasdstra [Nanjiol 2131 or Mahayanasata 
dharmaprakdsasastra [Hobogirin] or Satadhannavidyamukha 
[Sastri N. A. ] (?). It is an enumeration of the principal (hundred^ 
dharm as, selected from those enum erated in Asaiiga’s 
Yogacdrabhumi. It is preserved only in its Tibetan translation 
( Tohoku 4063 ̂ Catalogue 5564) and in its Chinese translation 
( Taisho 1614). There is a Sanskrit “reconstruction” from the 
Chinese version by N. A. Sastri, as an Appendix to his article on 
“Pancavastukasastra and Vibhasa”, Visva-Bharati Annals Vol. 
X, Santiniketan, 1961. It has been translated from Chinese into 
English, with a commentary of Master Hsuan Hua, by the 
Buddhist Text Translation Society, Talmage (California), 1983, 
and by A. Hirakawa, Index to the Abhidharmakosabhasya, 
pp-XX-XXII.

10. Silaparikatha. It is a collection of eleven stanzas, which 
develops the thesis that the moral discipline is more effective 
than liberality. Only two Tibetan translations of this text have
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been preserved ( Tohoku 4164 and 4508= Catalogue 5421 and 
5664). The Tibetan text of this work has been published by 
Anathnath Basu in Ind ian  Historical Quarterly 7, 1931, 
pp. 28-33, with a “reconstruction” into Sanskrit and an English 
translation.

11. Sukhàvatïvyühopadesa. It is known only through its Chinese 
translation CTaisho 1524). There is a Japanese translation from 
the Chinese version done by Susumu Yamaguchi, Sheshin no 
Jôdoron: Muryôjukyô upadaisha ganshôge noshikai ( ‘A Treatise 
o f Vasubandhu on Pure Land: the Sukhàvatïvyühopadesa ”), 
Kyoto: Hôzôkan, Shôwa 41 (1966), Shôwa 56 (1981), pp.189-206. 
Minoru Kiyota in his “Buddhist Devotional Meditation: A Study 
of the Sukhàvatïvyühopadesa” (in Minoru Kiyota [Ed.] Mahàyàna 
Buddhist Meditation: Theory and Practice, Honolulu: University 
Press of Hawaii. 1978, pp. 249-296) includes an English 
translation of this treatise in pp. 274-290. On this text see Luis
O. Gomez, The Land o f Bliss, Honolulu: University of Hawai’i 
Press, 1996, pp. 115, 120-122, 135.

12. Tarkasàstra (?). It is a treatise on logic. It has been preserved 
only in a Chinese translation ( Taisb<5l633)• G. Tucci has done 
a Sanskrit “retranslation” of this treatise, included in Pre-Dinnàga 
Buddhist Texts on Logic, Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1929, reprint 
in San Francisco: Chinese Materials Center, 1976, pp. 3-40.

13. Trimsikà. The Sanskrit text of this most important treatise with 
Sthiramati’s commentary was discovered by S. Lévi in Nepal in 
1922 thanks to the help of Hemràj Sarman, The Râj-Guru of 
the Maharaja Chandra Shamsher Jang of Nepal. Before Lévi’s 
discovery it was known only in its Tibetan translation ( Tohoku 
4055 ̂ Catalogue 5556) and in its Chinese translation ( Taishô 
1586). S. Lévi edited this work, together with the Vimsatikà 
(that he had  also  found  in N epal), u n d er the title 
V ijnaptim àtratàsiddhi. D eux Traités de V asubandhu, 
Vimsatikà (La Vingtaine), accompagnée d ’ une explication 
en prose et Trimsikà (La Trentaine) avec le Commentaire de 
Sthiramati, originel sanscrit publié pour la première fo is  d ’ 
après des manuscrits rapportés du Nepal, as the 245th fascicle 
o f the Bibliothèque de T École des Hautes Études. Afterwards
S. Lévi published the translation of both treatises under the title 
M atériaux pour VEtude du Système Vijnaptimàtra, Paris, 
1932, as the 260th fascicle of the same Bibliothèque.
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Katsumi Mimaki, Musashi Tachikawa and Akira Yuyama, in 
Three Works o f Vasuhandhu in Sanskrit Manuscript. The 
Trisvahhävanirdesa, the Virnsatikä with its Vrtti, a nd  the 
Trimsikä with SthiramatVs Commentary, Tokyo: The Centre 
for East Asian Cultural Studies, 1989 (Bibliotheca Codicum 
Asiaticorum 1), edited in facsimile 2 manuscripts of the kärikäs 
o f the Trimsikä ( designated as A and J) and 6 manuscripts of 
the kärikäs together with the Commentary of Sthiramati 
(designated as C, D, E, F, G, and H). The manuscript discovered 
by Levi is a copy of the manuscript designated as C, which is 
in palm-leaf, and now is located in the National Archives o f  
Kathmandu, Nepal, and come from the famous DurharLibrary, 
the Royal Library of that country.
After that first edition, the Trimsikä of Vasubandhu has been 
edited numerous times reproducing Levi’s edition. Let us 
indicate some editions and translations of the Trimsikä: Thubtan 
Chogdub, Sästri and Rämasarikara Tripäthi, Vifnaptimätratäsiddhih, 
Varanasi: Garigänäthajhä-Granthamälä, 1972, edition of the 
Trimsikä with Sthiramati’s commentary (and of the Virnsatikä 
and the Trisvahhävanirdesa), with a Hindi translation and 
commentary. H. Jacobi, Trimsikävijnapti des Vasuhandhu mit 
Bhäsya des Äcärya Sthiramati, Stuttgart : W. Kohlhammer, 
1932, in the series Beiträge z u r  indischen Sprachwissenschaft 
und  Religionsgeschichte, German translation of Vasubandhu’s 
treatise and Sthiramati’s commentary. E.Frauwallner, Die 
Philosophie des Buddhismus, Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1969, 
pp. 383-390, German translation of the Trimsikä (stanzas alone). 
Enga Teramoto, B onzökanw a  sh iyaku ta ishö  A n n e  zö  
Yuishikisanjüron So CVijnaptimätratrimsikä. Sanskrit,Tibetan 
and Chinese texts, and a Japanese translation of Sthiramati’s 
commentary”), Kyoto: Ötani University Press, 1933. Unrai 
Wogihara, in Wogihara Unrai Bunshü (“Collection of Wogihara 
Unrai’s Works”), Tökyö: Taishö University, 1938 reprint Tökyö, 
1972, pp. 628-677, Japanese translation of the Trimsikä and its 
commentary by Sthiramati. Hakuju Ui, A nne Gohö Yuishiki 
sa n jü ju  shakuron  (“C om m entaries by Sthiramati and 
Dharmapäla on the kärikäs of Vijhaptimätratrimsikä”), Tökyö: 
Iwanami Shoten, 1952, Sanskrit and Chinese texts with the 
Japanese translation of the commentaries by Sthiramati and 
Dharmapäla on Vasubandhu’s Trimsikä. Susumu Yamaguchi
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and Jôshô Nozawa, Sheshin Yuishiki no genten kaim ei 
(“Texaial Studies of Vasubandhu’s Treatise on Vijnaptimâtratâ”), 
Kyoto: Hôzôkan, 1953, Japanese translation of the Trimsikd 
with the Commentary by Sthiramati and ttkd by Vinltadeva. 
Noritoshi Aramaki, in the series Daijô Butten, Volume 15, 
Tokyo, Shôwa 62 (1988), pp. 31-190. K.N. Chatterjee,
V asubandhu’s Vijhaptim atratd-siddhi (W ith SthiramatVs 
C om m entary),Varanasi: K ishor Vidya N iketan, 1980, 
pp. 33-133, Sanskrit text with English translation. Th. A. 
Kochumuttom, A Buddhist Doctrine o f Experience, Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1982, pp. 128-160 and pp.254- 259, English 
translation of the stanzas alone. S.Anacker, Seven works, 1984, 
pp. 186-189, English translation of the stanzas alone, pp. 422- 
423, Sanskrit text of the stanzas14.
The Trimsikd contains thirty kdrikas and is an exposition of 
some of the most fundamental themes of the Yogàcàra school. 
This treatise is the nucleus of the important work composed 
by Hiuan tsang (or Hsüan tsang) C h’ eng wei shih lun  
(Vijnaptim dtratdsiddhi) (Taisho 1585). In this work Hiuan 
tsang gives the Chinese translation of the Trimsikd with 
translations or resumes of the ten principal commentaries written 
on it. All these Sanskrit commentaries have been lost with 
exception of Sthiramati’s one. The work of Hiuan tsang was 
translated from Chinese into French by Louis de la Vallée 
Poussin under the title La S id d h i de H iuan-T sang . 
Vijnaptimdtratdsiddhi, Paris: Paul Geuthner,Volume 1,1928, 
Volume 11,1929, in the series Buddhica, Documents et Travaux 
pour VÉtude du Bouddhisme. This translation became also a 
classic as L. de la Vallée Poussin’s translation of the 
AbhidharrmkosaoiVasubandhu. In 1948 L. de la Vallée Poussin 
published a useful Index of his translation, Paris: Paul Geuthner. 
There is an English translation of Hiuan tsang’s work under the 
title Ch1eng wei shih lun, The Doctrine o f mere-consciousness 
by Hsüan Tsang, done by Wei Tat, Hong Kong: Ch’eng 
Wei-Shih Lun Publication Committee, 1973. It contains also the 
Sanskrit text of the Trimsikd and its commentary, and the 
Chinese text of Hiuan tsang.
Trisvabhdvanirdesa or Trisvabhdvakarikd. It deals with three 
forms of being, imaginary, dependent and absolute. This work 
of Vasubandhu is included in this book.
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15. Vädavidhi. The subject matter of this treatise is the rules of 
debate. The Sanskrit text has not been preserved and there 
are not Chinese or Tibetan translations of it, but a great number 
of fragments are known thanks to quotations by other authors 
as Uddyotakara and specially Dignäga. E.Frauwallner, 
“Vasubandhu’s Vädavidhih”, Wiener Zeitschrift fü r  die Kunde 
Süd-und Ost-Asiens, 1, 1957, pp. 104-146 (= Kleine Schriften, 
pp. 716-758) has collected all these fragments {Appendix I) 
and given their translation {Kleine Schriften, pp. 730-740). Cf.
E. Frauwallner, “Zu den Fragmenten buddhistischer Logiker im 
N yäyavärttikam ”, W iener Z e itsch r ift f ü r  d ie  K u n d e  
Morgenlandes, 40,1933, pp. 281-304 (= Kleine Schriften, pp. 
460-483 in especial pp. 461, 475-478 and 482. Anacker, Seven 
Works o f Vasuhandhu, pp. 38-47 gives an English translation 
of the Vädavidhi s fragments.

16. Vädavidhäna, a work similar to Vädaviddhi. The Sanskrit text 
has been lost and there exist no Chinese or Tibetan translation. 
It is known only by fragments that have been collected by E. 
Frauwallner, in pp. 479- 481 of his article “Zu den Fragmenten 
buddhistischen Logiker in Nyäyavärttikam”, 1933, pp. 300-302 
(=Kleine Schriften pp.479-481).

17. Vimsatikä. This work contains twenty two stanzas and a 
commentary by Vasubandhu himself, and is like the Trimsikä 
an exposition of several important doctrines of the Yogäcära 
school. We shall refer to this work with more details later on.

18. Vyäkhyäyukti. It is a treatise that teaches how to interpret and 
explain the content of a sütra. It is preserved only in its 
Tibetan translation {Töhoku 4061 ^Catalogue 5562). On this 
text see the article of Susumu Yamaguchi in Nippon Bukkyö  
Gakukai Nenpö (“ The Journal of the Japan Buddhist Research 
A ssociation”), 25, 1959, pp. 35-68, and Töhö G akkai 
Commemoration Volume, Tokyo, 1962, pp. 369-391.

B. Commentaries o f treatises or o f commentaries by other authors
1. Commentary of the Madhyäntaxnhhäga or Madhyäntavibhanga 

(kärikäs) of Maitreya. The Sanskrit text of this commentary has 
been preserved. It was discovered by Rähula Sähkrtyäyana in 
Tibet in 1934.15 Before this discovery, the commentary by 
Vasubandhu was only known in its Tibetan translation {Töhoku 
4027-Catalogue 5528) and in its Chinese translations {Taishö 
1599 and 1600). It was edited for the first time by G. M. Nagao,
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in his book M adhyàn tav ibhàga-bhàsya . A B u d d h ist 
Philosophical Treatise edited fo r  the first time from  a Sanskrit 
manuscript, Tokyo: Suzuki Research Foundation, 1964, and 
afterwards by Nathmal Tatia and Anantalal Thakur, Madhyànta- 
Vibhàga-Bhàsya, Patna : K. P. Jayaswal Research Institute, 1967; 
by R.C.Pandeya, under the title of Madhyànta-Vibhàga-Sàstra, 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1971, w ith  the im portant 
sub-commentary Q ïkâ)of Sthiramati; and by Swami Dwarikadas 
Shastri, under the same title, and also with Sthiramati’s 
commentary and with a Hindi translation, Varanasi: Bauddha 
Bharati Series, 1994. There are an English translation of the First 
book, done by Th. Stcherbatsky, Discourse on Discrimination 
between middle a nd  extremes, 1936, reprinted in Calcutta, 
1971, in the series Indian Studies: Past a n d  Present; and an 
English translation of the third book by P.W.O’ Brien, “A Chapter 
on Reality from the Madhyànta-vibhàga-sàstrd\ in Monumenta 
Nipponica, Tokyo: Sophia University, 1953, Vol. EX, pp. 277-303, 
and 1954, Vol. X, pp. 221-20. These translations contain also 
the translation of the kàrikàs of Maitreya and of the 
sub-commentary by Sthiramati. In the series Daijô Butten, 
Volume 15, Tokyo, 1977, pp. 215-338, G.M.Nagao published 
a Japanese translation from the original Sanskrit text of the 
complete commentary of Vasubandhu. S. Anacker, Seven Works, 
1984, pp. 211-273, published an English translation of the 
commentaiy by Vasubandhu and the Sanskrit text of this work, 
pp. 424-463. Th. A. Kochumuttom, A Buddhist Doctrine o f 
Experience, 1982, in pp. 27-89 has an interpretation of the First 
chapter of Vasubandhu’s commentary. S.Yamaguchi, Sthiramati 
M a d h yà n ta v ib h à g a tikà . E xposition  Systém atique du  
Yogàcàravijnaptivàda, Nagoya: Librairie Hajinkaku, 1934, 
reprint Tôkyô: Suzuki Research Foundation, 1966,3 Vols., edited 
the Sanskrit text of the sub-commentary of Sthiramati (Vol. I), 
and accompanied it with the Tibetan and Chinese translation 
of the commentary of Vasubandhu (Vol. III).
Commentary of the Dharm adharmatàvibhangakàrikà or 
Dharmadharmatàvibhàgakàrikà  of Maitreya. It has been 
preserved only in its Tibetan version {Tôhoku 4028=Catalogue 
5529). Sylvain Lévi, Asanga. Mahàyàna-Sütràlamkàra. Exposé 
de la Doctrine du Grand Véhicule selon le Système Yogàcàra, 
Tome I.-Texte, Paris: Honoré Champion, 1907, pp. 190-191:
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Appendices, has a fragment in Sanskrit, which later on was 
identified as belonging to the D hamiadharm atâvibhàga  by 
Hideo Kawai, and critically edited by Susumu Yamaguchi, 
“Hohosshdfunbetsuron no bonbun am pen” (“Fragments of 
the Sanskrit text of the Dharmadharmatàvibhàgasâstra”), Ôtani 
Gakuhô: Ôtani University, Vol. 17, No.4, 1936, pp. 40-47, 
reprint Tokyo, 1972, pp. 201-211. Jôshô Nozawa, “The 
Dharmadharm atdvibhanga  and the Dharm adharm atdvi- 
bhanga-vrtti”, Studies in Indology and  Buddhology Presented 
in honour o f Professor Susumu Yamaguchi, Kyoto: Hôzôkan, 
1955, pp. 9-49, published the Tibetan translations ( pp. 9-18) 
of this work (Peking and Sde-dge ed.) with the Sanskrit 
fragments (pp. 46-49). The Tibetan version of this commentary 
has been edited with a Sanskrit “reconstruction” by Chulathima 
Phunachoga, Sarnath; Kendriya Ucca Tibbati- Siksâ-Samsthàna, 
1990. Klaus-Dieter Mathes, Unterscheidung der Gegebenheiten 
von ihrem wahren Wesen, Swisttal- Odendorf: Indica et Tibetica 
Verlag, 1996, has given a most complete edition of this treatise.

3. Commentary of the M ahdydnasam (pari) grahasdstra or 
Mabdydnasamgrahabhdsya of Asanga (or Maitreya). It has come 
to us only in its Tibetan translation ( Tdhoku 4050=Catalogue 
5551) and in three Chinese translations ( Taisbô 1595, 1596 
and 1597). There are Japanese translations by Etô Sokuô of 
Hiuan Tsang’s (1597) and Paramârtha’s (1595) Chinese versions 
of Vasubandhu’s commentary in Kokuyaku Issaikyo, Yuga-bu, 
Tokyo: Daitô Shuppansha, Vol. 8 , 1935, reprint Tokyo, 1977, 
pp. 1-207, and Vol. 9, Tokyo, 1935, reprint Tokyo, 1977. 
É. Lamotte in his translation of Asariga’s Mahdydna-samgraha 
has given in notes the translation into French of numerous 
extracts from Vasubandhu’s commentary.

4. Commentary (prose) of the 100 stanzas (kdrikds)  of the 
Mahdydnasütrdlankdra. The commentary and the stanzas have 
been transmitted together as forming a single work. The Sanskrit 
text has been preserved, and edited and translated into French 
by S. Lévi, Paris: H. Champion, 1907 (Tome I. Texte), Paris:
H. Champion, 1911 (Tome II. Traduction). The Sanskrit text 
was reprinted in Tokyo: Rinsen Sanskrit Text Series, 1983.
S. Bagchi, Mahdydna-Sütralankdra o f Asanga, Darbhanga: The 
Mithila Institute, 1970, edited the Sanskrit text on the basis of 
Lévi’s edition with corrigenda in pp. 289-328. Surekha Vijay
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Limaye, edited the Sanskrit text and translated it into English, 
Delhi: Indian Book Centre, 1992. There is a Chinese translation 
( Taishd 1604, kàrikàs and commentary) and a Tibetan 
transla tion  ( kà r ikà s: T ohoku  4020 ^C a ta logue  5521; 
commentary: Tohoku 4026^Catalogue 5527) of this work.

5. Commentary of the Satasàstra  or Sata [ka] sàstra (?) 
[Hôbôgirin] of Àryadeva, preserved in a Chinese translation 
( Taishd 1569). G. Tucci translated this work from the Chinese 
first into Italian, Le cento strofe (Satasàstra), testo buddhistico 
m ahâyâna tradotto dal cinese, con introduzione e note, in 
Studi eMateriali di Storia delle Religioni, Vol. I., Roma, 1925, 
pp. 66-128, 161-189, and afterwards also into English in Pre- 
D innàga Buddhist Texts on Logic from  Chinese Sources, 
Gaekwad’s Oriental Series 49, 1929, reprint 1976, pp. 1-89. 
L. de la Vallée Poussin, “Le Nirvana d ’aprés Àryadeva”, Melanges 
C hinois et B ouddhiques, Prem ier volume: 1931-1932. 
Bruxelles: Marcel Istas, Juillet 1932, pp. 128-130, has the French 
translation of a fragment of this work concerning nirvana  
(=pp. 80-82 of G. Tucci’s English translation). H. Ui in Kokuyaku 
Daizp-kyo, Ron-bu, Tôkyô: Kokumin Bunko Kankô-kai, 1921, 
Vol. 5, reprint 1975, pp. 481-608, published a Japanese 
translation of this commentary. The Chinese tradition attributes 
this work to Vasu who has been identified with Vasubandhu. 
Cf. Noél Péri, “A propos de la date de Vasubandhu”, 1911, pp. 
361-368; Richard Gard, “On the Authenticity of the Pai-lun 
and Shih-erh-men-lun", Journal o f Indian a nd  Buddhist 
Studies, Vol. II, No. 2, Tokyo: Japanese Association of Indian 
and Buddhist Studies, 1954, pp. 751-742; and E. Frauwallner, 
On the date, 1951, pp. 36-37

6. Sub-commentary on the Vajracchedikàprajnàpàramitàscistra 
of Asaiiga (Taishd 1514), preserved in two Chinese translations 
( Taishd 1511 and 1513). An analysis of this text is given by 
G. Tucci, in Minor Buddhist Texts, Roma: IsMEO, 1956. Hakuju 
Ui, translated it into Japanese in Daijo Butten no Kenkyü,: 
Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1962.

C. Commentaries o f Sütras
1. Commentary of the D asabhüm ikasütra , (entitled: Arya- 

dasabhümi-vyàkhyana) known only in its Chinese translation 
( Taishd 1522) and in its Tibetan translation ( Tohoku 3993 = 
Catalogue 5494). Johannes Rahder, in “Dasabhümika-sütra,
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Seventh Stage”, Acta Orientalia, Vol. 4, 1925, pp. 214-256, 
includes the English tranlsation of the corresponding part of 
Vasubandhu’s commentary. There is a Japanese translation 
from the Chinese version of Vasubandhu’s commentary done 
by Kyôdô Ishii in Kokuyaku Issaikyo, Tokyo.

2. Commentary of the Pratityasamutpàdasütra, which has been 
preserved in a complete form in one Tibetan translation 
( Tôhoku 5995=Catalogue 5496). G. Tucci found in Nepal a 
manuscript containing part of the original Sanskrit text of this 
work. It was edited by him in “A Fragment from Pratïtya- 
sam utpàda-vyàkhyà of Vasubandhu”, Journal o f the Royal 
Asiatic Society, 1930, pp. 611-623 (= Opera Minora, Parte I, 
Roma: G. Bardi, 1971, in the series Studi Orientali of the 
University of Rome, pp. 239-248). E. Frauwallner, Die 
Philosophie des Buddhismus. pp. 43-48, translated into German 
from Sanskrit the chapter on Trsnà. The Tibetan text of two 
chapters (Samskàra and Vijnànavihhanga) of this work has 
been edited with a German translation by Yoshihito G. Muroji, 
Vasubandhus Interpretation des Pratityasarnutpàda, Stuttgart:
F. Steiner, 1993. In Muroji’s book can be found other references 
to translations of other sections of Vasubandhu’s commentary 
into Japanese.

3. Commentary of the Saddharmapundankasütra, preserved only 
in its Chinese translations ( Taishô 1519 and 1520). On this 
commentary cf. Terry Rae Abbott, Vasuhandhu’s commentary 
to the Saddharm apundankasütra, a Study o f its History and  
Significance (Ph. D. Thesis) University of California, Berkeley, 
Dec. 1985. Ryôzan Shimizu translated this work into Japanese 
in Kokuyaku Daizô-kyô, Ron-bu, Tokyo: Kakumin Bunko 
Kankôkai, 1921, reprint 1975, Vol. 5, pp. 741-766.

4. Commentary of the Vajracchedikàprajnàpàram itàsütra, 
preserved in its Tibetan translation ( Tdhoku $8l6=Catalogue 
5864). The Tibetan translation gives to this text the name of 
Âryabhagavatïprajnâpâramitâvajracchedikâyâh saptàrthatikà 
and attributes it to Vasubandhu (Sde-dge ed.); or Vajra 
cchedikàyàh prajnàpâram itàyà vyàkhyànopanibandhana- 
kàrikà without mention of the author of the work (Peking ed.). 
In the Chinese Buddhist Canon (Taishô 1510) this commentary 
is attributed to Asaiiga. Répertoire, p. 128 (1510), considers 
that it must be rather attributed to Vasubandhu. According also
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to G. Tucci, M inor Buddhist Texts, Roma: IsMEO, 1956 
(reprinted in Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1986), Volume I, pp. 14-18, 
this commentary was not composed by Asariga, but rather by 
Vasubandhu. An English translation of this commentary is 
included by Tucci, ibidem , pp. 51-128.

5. Commentary on the Dharmacakrapravartanasütra, existing 
only in its Chinese version ( Taishö 1533, Nanjio 1205). There 
is a Japanese translation by Hökei Idzumi in Kokuyaku Issaikyö, 
Shakukyöron-bu 8.

6. Niruänasästra, a brief commentary of the Mahäpariniruänasütra, 
existing only in its Chinese version ( Taishö 1527, Nanjio 1206). 
There is a Japanese translation by Kogaku Fuse in Kokuyaku  
Issaikyö, Shakukyöron-bu 8.

7. Commentary of a verse of the Mahäpariniruänasütra  on the 
state of being formerly existing and then extinct, existing only 
in its Chinese version ( Taishö 1528, Nanjio 1207). There is a 
Japanese translation by Kogaku Fuse in Kokugaku Issaikyö, 
Shakukyöron-bu 8.

8. Commentary of the Ratnacüdapariprcchä, existing only in its 
Chinese version ( Taishö  1526, Nanjio 1241). The 
Ratnacüdapariprcchä belongs to the Ratnakütasütra (Taishö310- 
47, Töhoku 91 =Cataloguel60A7). There is a Japanese translation 
by Hökei Idzumi in Kokuyaku Issaikyö, Shakukyöron-bu 8.

9. Commentary of the Visesacintäbrahmapariprcchäsütra, existing 
only in its Chinese version ( Taisho 1532, Nanjio 1193).

Distribution o f the Works Attributed to Vasubandhu
I. The tradition that there existed only one Vasubandhu considers 

that the works of Hinayänist inspiration attributed to him were written 
by him in the epoch in which he belonged to the HInayäna Buddhism, 
and that the works of Mahäyänist inspiration were written by him after 
his conversion to Mahäyäna.

Among the works we have enumerated could be considered of 
Hinayäna inspiration the following ones:

Abhidharmakosa (A. 1)
Gäthäsamgraha (A.4)
Paficaskandhaprakarana (A. 6)
Silaparikathä (A. 10)
Could be considered of Mahäyänist inspiration the following ones:

A. Treatises:
Bodhicittotpädasästra (A.2)
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Buddhatasastra (?) (A.3)
Karmasiddhiprakarana (A. 5)
Satadharmavidyadvara (?) (A.9)
Sukhavativyuhopadesa (A. 11)
Trimsika (A. 13)
Trisvabhdva-kdrikd (or °nirdesa) (A. 14)
Vimsatika (A. 17)
Vydkhydyukti (A. 18)

B. Commentaries o f treatises or o f commentaries by other authors 
of the M adhyantavibhaga o f Maitreya (B. 1)
of the Dharm adharm atavibhanga  of Maitreya (B. 2) 
of the M ahayanasam  (pari) graha of Asaiiga (B. 3) 
of the M ahdydnasutralankara  of Maitreya or Asaiiga (B. 4) 
of the Satasastra of Aryadeva (B.5)
of the com mentary of the Vajracchedikaprajnaparamitdsutra 

attributed to Asaiiga but more probably of Vasubandhu (B. 6)

C. Commentaries o f  Sutras:
of the Dasabhum ikasutra  (C.l)
of the Pratityasamutpadasutra  (C.2)
of the Saddharmapundarikasutra (C.3)
of the Vajracchedikaprajhaparamitdsutra (C/4)
of the Dharmacakrapravartanasutra (C. 5)
of the M ahdparinirvanasutra  (C.6)
of a verse of the M ahdparinirvanasutra  (C.7)
of the Ratnacudapariprccha (C.8)
of the Visesacintabrahmapariprcchdsutra (C.9)

Are of a technical character and therefore impossible to be 
discriminated as Hinayanist or as Mahayanist the following ones : 

Paramarthasaptati (against the Samkhya) (A. 7)
Tarkascistra (Logic) (A. 12)
Vadavidhi (Debate) (A. 15)
Vadavidhana  (Debate) (A. 16)

II. If Frauwallner’s thesis about the two Vasubandhus is admitted, the 
situation becomes more complex, because any work could have been 
composed by one or the other of the two Vasubandhus, since, in the 
case o f V asubandhu the Old, he b e lo n g ed — accord ing  to 
Frauwallner—firstly to the HTnayana sect and then to the Mahayana, 
and thus he could have composed works adhering to any one of the 
two tendencies; and, in the case of Vasubandhu the Young, nothing
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hinders that, besides the Hínayánist works he composed, he wrote 
also works exposing Maháyánist doctrines, even if he did not adhere 
to any Maháyánist sect.

According to what Frauwallner expresses in his quoted book on the 
date of Vasubandhu it is possible to think that Vasubandhu the Old 
composed the Bodhicittotpádašástra (A. 2) and the commentaries on 
the Madhyántavibhága of Maitreya (B.l), the Satašástra of Áryadeva 
(B. 5), the Dasabhüm ikasütra{C.l), the Saddbarm apundañkasütra  
(C.3), and the sub-commentary on the commentary of Asaiiga on the 
Vajracched ikáprajñápá ra m itásütra (B. 6).

To Vasubandhu the Young could be attributed—according to 
Frauwallner—the Paramarthasaptati(A.7) and the AbbidharmakošaiA.1).

In relation to the other works that are considered by tradition to 
have been composed by Vasubandhu, Frauwallner, in his quoted work 
p. 56, does not emit an opinion as there are no sufficient elements that 
allow a decision. In Die Philosophie des Buddhismus, p.351, and in 
“Landmarks in the history of Indian Logic”, published in Wiener 
Zeitschrift fü r  die K unde Süd-und Ost-Asiens, 5, 1961, p. 132 
(= Kleine Schriften, Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1982, p. 854), Frauwallner 
thinks that the Vimšatiká and the Trimšiká are of the junior 
Vasubandhu, but without entering into details and without giving any 
support to his opinion.

III. It is interesting to refer to L. Schmithausen’s opinion in regard 
to the distribution of the works attributed by tradition to Vasubandhu, 
as expressed in his work on Álayavijñána, 1987, Part II, pp. 262-263. 
According to Schmithausen, “there are good reasons for taking the 
author of “Abhidharmakosabhasya, Vyakyayukti, Karmasiddhi, 
Pratify as a m utpáda vyákhyá, Pancaskandhaka, Vimšatiká and 
Trimšiká to be one and the same person” Then he adds, p.262-263: 
“On the other hand... I prefer to treat the Vasubandhu commentaries 
on Madhyántauibhága, Dharmadharmatávibhága, Maháyánasamgraha 
and Maháyánasütrálamkára (the commentary of the latter being, 
sometimes, even ascribed to Asaiiga) as well as the Trisvabhávanirdeša 
(the authorship of which may at any rate need reconsideration) as a 
separate group, because in these certain central doctrinal peculiarities 
of the comparable parts of the first group seem to be lacking (or at 
best marginal)”

Authenticity o f the Works
A problem different from that of the distribution of the works is that
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of their authenticity. This problem is to be formulated in diverse ways 
if one accepts the tradition of only one Vasubandhu or if one admits 
Frauwallner’s thesis of two Vasubandhus: are all the works that tradition 
attributes to the only Vasubandhu that it accepts really his ?, and are 
all the works attributed to Vasubandhu the Old and those attributed 
to Vasubandhu the Young really theirs ?

We cannot answer these questions in this book. They require a 
research in relation to each of the works attributed to Vasubandhu. 
We shall limit ourselves to say something in the following paragraph 
in relation to the Vimsatika.

It is obvious that the problems of the existence of one or two 
Vasubandhus, and of the authenticity of the works attributed to him 
or them are of utmost importance.

As in regard to the problem of the authenticity of the works attributed 
to Dignaga, our criterion concerning the works attributed to Vasubandhu 
by tradition is to accept that attribution as long as founded arguments 
are not adduced against it.

Authenticity o f the Vimsatika
The tradition that asserts the existence of only one Vasubandhu does 
not doubt about the authenticity of the Vimsatika. The Sanskrit 
manuscript found by S. Levi in Nepal (= the Sanskrit manuscript edited 
by Mimaki, Tachikawa and Yuyama), the colophons of the Tibetan 
translations ( Tohoku 4056 and 4057= Catalogue 5557 and 5558) and 
of the Chinese translations ( Taisho 1588,1589 and 1590) attribute this 
work to Vasubandhu. Paramartha, Life of Vasubandhu ( Taisho 2049, 
p. 191 c, line 8), enumerates among the works of Vasubandhu the 
Vijhaptimatratasiddhi which includes the Vimsatika and the Trimsikd; 
cf. J. Takakusu, “ The Life of Vasubandhu”, in T ’oung Pao Archives 
Series II, Vol. 4-5,1904, p. 292. Buston, History o f Buddhism  (Chos- 
hbyung), I. Part, Heidelberg: Otto Harrassovitz, 1931, E. Obermiller’s 
translation, pp. 56-57, mentions the Vimsatika among the works of 
Vasubandhu. In general modem scholars accept the authenticity of the 
Vimsatika, as for instance M. Wintemitz, History o f Indian Literature, II, 
New Delhi: Oriental Books Reprint Corporation, 1972, p. 360; 
A.K. Chatterjee, The Yogacara Idealism, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 
1975, p. 38; A. K. Warder, Indian Buddhism, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 
1970, p. 445; A. Bareau, Die Religionen Indiens III, Stuttgart: 
W. Kohlhammer, 1964, p. 141; H. Nakamura, Indian Buddhism , 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1987, pp. 268-269.
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Discovery o f the Vimsatikà16
The manuscript of this work, kârikàs and commentary, was found in 
Kathmandu, Nepal, by Hemràj Sarman, Ràj-Guru of the Maharaja of 
Nepal Chandra Shamsher Jang. Hemràj Sarman informed Sylvain Lévi 
about this discovery in a personal letter of the 24th February 1924, 
and soon after he sent him a copy of the manuscript. We designate 
this manuscript MSI. In this manuscript the two first kârikàs and the 
beginning of the commentary are missing. See the second note to the 
Sanskrit text of the Vimsatikà in this book. Before that date the 
Vimsatikà was known only in its Tibetan and Chinese translations, to 
which we shall refer in a following paragraph. Soon afterwards two 
other manuscripts were found in Kathmandu containing the Sanskrit 
text of the (complete) kàrikàs of the Vimsatikà, and of those of the 
Trimsikà respectively. We designate the second manuscript of the 
complete kàrikàs alone MS2. In 1925 S. Lévi published the Sanskrit 
text of the Vimsatikà together with that of the Trimsikà under the title 
Vijhapti màtratà siddhi. See supra A. Treatises 13. In 1932 S. Lévi 
published a translation of both treatises in his book M atériaux pour  
V étude du système Vijnaptimàtra (see ibideni). In pp. 175-179 of 
this book he reproduced the Sanskrit text of the two first kàrikàs that 
are in the second discovered manuscript, but that lack in the first 
discovered manuscript, as already said. He corrected also some mistakes 
of his edition of the Vimsatikà.

Mimaki, Tachikawa and Yuyama, in their edition of Three Works o f 
Vasubandhu in Sanskrit Manuscript, published in facsimile a Sanskrit 
manuscript of the kârikàs of the Vimsatikà (designated as A in their 
book), and a manuscript of the kàrikàs with commentary (designated 
as B  in their book), both in palm-leaf, both at present in possession 
of the National Archives of Kathmandu, and both coming from the 
Durbar Library. We designate these manuscripts MTY-A and MTY-B. 
Taking into account that Lévi got copies of his two manuscripts (one 
of the kàrikcis and commentary, and another of the kàrikàs alone) 
from the ràjaguru of the Maharaja of Nepal, the owner of the Durbar 
Library, that his manuscript containing kârikàs and commentary lack 
the first page as it also happens with the corresponding manuscript 
(B) edited by these three Japanese scholars, and that the beginning 
of the leaves of Lévi’s manuscript (sent to him in copy by the 
Ràj-Guru of Nepal) agrees almost in all the cases with the beginning 
of the leaves of the manuscript edited by the three Japanese scholars, 
it is possible to conclude that Lévi’s manuscripts M SI and MS2 are
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copies of the referred two manuscripts MTY-A and MTY-B. 

Importance o f the Vimsatika
The Vimsatika is one of the most important texts of Vasubandhu and 
of the Yogacara school. In it is exposed the fundamental thesis of that 
school: the inexistence of the external object of knowledge/the 
existence of sole consciousness. Besides that, this work deals in a 
more or less detailed way and in clear terms with other themes of the 
school: the world as a mere mental creation, the theory of vasanas or 
subliminal impressions, the theory of the dharmas or factors or elements 
of existence, the criticism of the atomist theory, the method to interpret 
Buddha’s teachings, the Buddhist conception of the whole and the 
parts, the perception with and without vikalpas (mental elements that 
accompany the cognitive process), the problems to which gives rise 
the inexistence of an external object of knowledge in relation to 
memory, moral responsibility, etc. The value of the Vimsatika is 
enhanced by the fact that the original Sanskrit text has been preserved 
as well as the Sanskrit text of the commentary by Vasubandhu himself.

Vasubandhu’s Opponents in Vimsatika
The word of the Buddha (dgamd) could be used by Buddhist thinkers 
as an “argument” only in a discussion with other Buddhists, but not 
in a discussion with non-Buddhists (Hindus, Jainas). In this last case it 
was necessary to have recourse only to rational arguments. On their 
turn, Hindus and Jainas could not adduce against Buddhists the texts 
that were sacred for them. This circumstance forced Buddhists, Hindus 
and Jains to carry on their doctrinary discussions in a philosophical, 
rational level, without offering as a proof the authority of their respective 
canonical texts. This circumstance favoured the development of logic 
and dialectics in Indian philosophy from very early times.

As in the Vimsatika Vasubandhu appeals several times to texts that 
contain “the word of the Buddha’Xsutras), and to doctrines that are 
specifically Buddhist (see for an example note 34), we have to consider 
that this treatise has been composed by him having in mind Buddhist 
realist opponents. His intention was to expound the idealistic doctrine 
in a Buddhist context and besides that to convince other Buddhists of 
obvious realistic philosophical tendency.

Some Editions and Translations o f the Vitnsatika
We indicate some editions and translations of this work out of the 
numerous ones that exist-
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I. Old Editions and Translations
Translations into Chinese by Paramártha ( Taishd 1589).
Translation into Chinese by Gautama Prajňáruci ( Taishd 1588)
Translation into Chinese by Hiuan tsang ( Taishd 1590). This translation 

is much superior to the other two.
All these Chinese translations are of the kárikás and their 

commentary.
Translation into Tibetan of the kárikás by Jinamitra, Sllendrabodhi 

and Ye-šes sde, according to Sde-dge edition ( Tdhoku 4056); according 
to Peking edition {Catalogue 5557) by Jinamitra, Sllendrabodhi, Dánašila 
and Ye-ses sde.

Translation into Tibetan of the kárikás and the commentary by 
Jinamitra, Sllendrabodhi and Ye-ses sde, according to Sde-dge edition 
( Tdhoku 4057); and Peking edition ( Catalogue 5558).

n. M odem Editions and Translations
L. de la Vallée Poussin, “Vasubandhu, Vimsakakárikáprakarana. Traité 

des vingt šlokas avec le commentaire de 1' auteur”, in Le Muséon, 
Nouvelle Série, Vol. XIII, No. 1, Louvain: J. -B., Istas, 1912, pp. 53-90, 
edited the Tibetan text according to the red Narthang edition with 
variant readings of the black Narthang edition, and with a French 
translation.

Sasaki Genjun, Yuishiki Nijuron no taiyaku kenkyu ( A comparative 
Study of the Vimšatiká of the Vijňána school), Kyoto: Heirakuji Shoten, 
1940, reprint of the 1923 edition, published the Chinese and the 
Tibetan versions of the treatise ( kárikás and commentary) with a 
Japanese translation.

S. Lévi, Vijňaptimátratásiddhi, Deux traités de Vasubandhu, 1925, 
pp. 1-14, edited the Sanskrit text of the Vimšatiká (kárikás and 
commentary).

S. Lévi, M atériauxpour V étude du systéme Vijňaptimátra, 1932, 
pp. 43-59, published a French translation of the Vimšatiká (kárikás 
and commentary)

More references on the last two works have been given before in 
A. Treatises 13.

Junyu Kitayama, Metaphysik des Buddhismus; San Francisco (USA), 
Chinese Materials Center, 1976, reprint of the 1934 edition, 
pp.234- 268, offers a German translation with analysis and notes of the 
kárikás only.

Unrai Wogihara, Wogihara Unrai B unshu  (Collected Works of 
Unrai Wogihara, Tokyo: Taisho University, 1938, pp. 343-423, published
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the Sanskrit text of the treatise (karikas and commentary) together 
with a Japanese translation and the Chinese versions of Hiuan Tsang 
( Taisho 1590) and Paramartha ( Taisho 1589). In pp. 679-680 he gives 
a list with explanations of the errata of Levi’s edition with the respective 
corrections and suggestions.

C.H. Hamilton, Wei shih er shih lun or The treatise in twenty 
stanzas on representation-only by Vasubandhu, translated from  
the Chinese version o f Hsuan Tsang, Tripitaka Master o f the T ’ang  
dinasty, New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1938, reprint New 
York, 1967, gives the Chinese text with English translation of the 
karikas and the commentary. 17

Susumu Yamaguchi, in collaboration with Nozawa Josho, Sheshin 
Yuishiki no genten kaimei (“Textual Studies of Vasubandhu’s Treatise 
that deals with the Vijnaptimatra”), Kyoto: Hozokan, Showa 28 (1953), 
offers a Japanese translation with notes of the karikas and the 
commentary.

Hakuju Ui, Shiyaku taisho yuishiki Nijuron kenkyu  (“Study of the 
Vimsatika of the Vijnaptimatra School with a comparison of the four 
translations”), Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1990, reprint of 1933 edition, 
published the Chinese versions with a Japanese translation (karikas 
and commentary).

S.S. Bagchi, “Vijnaptimatratasiddhi, Vimsatika of Vasubandhu”, in 
Nava-Ndlandd-M ahavihara Research Publication  I, 1957, pp. 
367-389, offers an English translation of the Sanskrit text {karikas and 
commentary) and as an appendix, pp. 1-12, gives the Sanskrit text.

M.Tiwary, V ijnaptim atra tasiddhi, Varanasi: Chow kham ba 
Vidyabhavan, 1967, published the edition and a Hindi translation of 
the Vimsatika (karikas and commentary).

Erich Frauwallner, Die Philosophie des 'Buddhismus, Berlin: 
Akademie-Verlag, 1969, pp. 356-383, offers an analysis (in his 
Introduction) and a German translation of the karikas.

T h u b tan  C hogdub , Sastrl and  Ram asaiikara T ripathI, 
Vijhaptimatratasiddhih, Varanasi: Sanskrit University, Gariganathajha- 
granthamala Vol. V, 1972, pp. 7-77, edited the Sanskrit text together 
with a Hindi translation and a commentary of their own of karikas and 
commentary.

Yuichi Kajiyama, Daijo Butten , Tokyo, Showa 62 (1988), reprint 
of the 1977 and 1982 editions^ Vol. 15 (Vasubandhu’s works), 
pp.3-30, gives a Japanese translation of karikas and commentary.

K.N. Chatterjee, V asubandhu’s Vijnaptim atratasiddhi, with
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Sthiramati commentary, Varanasi: Kishor Vidya Niketan, 1980, edited 
the Sanskrit text with an English translation.

Th. A. Kochumuttom, A Buddhist Doctrine o f Experience, Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1982, has in Appendix IV, pp. 260-275, an English 
translation of both karikas and commentary.

S. Anacker, Seven Works ofVasubandhu, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 
1984, gives in pp. 161-175 the English translation of karikas and 
commentary, and in pp. 413-421 (Appendix) the Sanskrit text.

Ramasarikara Tripathi and Sempa Dorje, Vijhaptimatratasiddhih 
prakaranadvayam, Leha (Ladakha): Kendriya-Bauddha Vidyasamsthanam, 
1984, published the Sanskrit text, the Tibetan version, and a Hindi 
translation of the Vimsatika {karikas and commentary).

Katsumi Mimaki, Musashi Tachikawa and Akira Yuyama, Three works 
o f Vasubandhu, Tokyo: The Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies, 
1989, presented the facsimile edition of one manuscript of the karikas 
of the Vimsatika, and of two manuscripts of the karikas and 
commentary. We have already referred to this important work in 
A. Treatises 13.

Th. E. Wood, M ind only: a philosophical a nd  doctrinal analysis 
o f  the Vijhanavada, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1991, pp. 
97-102, published an English translation of the Vimsatika (karikas).

T.R. Sharma, V ijh a p tim a tra ta sid d h i (V im sa tika ), Delhi: 
Eastern Book Linkers, 1993, edited the Sanskrit text (karikas and 
commentary) with introduction and a commentary of his own.

Adopted Text
We reproduce the Sanskrit text of the Vimsatika as edited by 

Sylvain Levi (Paris, 1925), which we consider as a copy of the manuscript 
B  edited by Mimaki, Tachikawa and Yuyama, but we have introduced 
in it some changes: 1. we have corrected some misprints or orthographic 
errors; 2. we have adopted some variant readings taken from MS!2and 
MTY-A and/or MTY-B; and 3. we suggest some other readings (minor 
changes). We have indicated in the notes of the Sanskrit text these 
corrections, variant readings, and changes.

As the first page of the Sanskrit manuscript has been lost, we have 
replaced it (as it is the usual practice) by the Sanskrit “reconstruction” 
done by S. Levi on the basis of the corresponding part of the Tibetan 
and Chinese translations. In the second note to the Sanskrit text we 
give the corresponding part of the Tibetan translation (reproducing 
the text of the Nyingma edition), as well as the corresponding part of
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the Chinese translation of Hiuan tsang as it appears in Taishd 1590.
We have divided the text into sections with sub-titles. We have 

adopted the same procedure in the translation and in our commentary 
on the text.

Sigla
MTY-A: the original of MSI.
MTY-B: the original of MS2.
MSI: copy of the manuscript of kàrikàs and commentary, sent from 
Nepal, known to us through S. Lévi’s edition.
MS2: copy of the manuscript of kàrikàs, sent from Nepal, known 
to us through S. Lévi’s edition.
S. Lévi: edition of MSI.
S. Lévi (M atériaux) : edition of MS2.



DOCTRINARY COMMENTARY OF 

VIMŠATIKA

Section I: The thesis o f the author: all is mere m ental creations; 
only the m ind exists
In this Section Vasubandhu states in first place the fundamental thesis 
of the Yogácára school of the Maháyána Buddhism,18 to which he 
belongs as one of its great Masters: All is only mind, consciousness; there 
exist only representations, mental creations, ideas to which no external 
object corresponds. This is the idealistic position proper of the school.19

Vasubandhu gives as the immediate fundament of the Yogacara’s 
thesis that all is only consciousness the text that according to S. Lévi 
(.Matériaux, p. 43 note 1) comes from the Daša bhúm  i kasu tra:20 
“Only mind (citta), O sons of the Victorious, are the three worlds”.21 
Afterwards, in the course of the treatise, all Vasubandhu’s effort is 
directed, starting from that text, to demonstrate the validity of the 
propounded thesis by means of logical reasoning and also by means 
of the logical refutation of the objections that are raised against this 
Yogacara’s thesis. Thus we have as a first fundament of the Yogácára 
thesis an assertion by the Buddha himself, rationally demonstrated in 
the Buddhist context in the further course of the treatise.

Those representations without object, those mere mental creations, 
those ideas without an objective counterpart—to which is reduced the 
whole reality, the realm of human experience—are similar (the stanza 
1 says) to the visions of the taimirikas,22 those persons who, owing 
to a defect in their eyes, see black shadows under the form of hairs, etc. 
In this case the object perceived by the taimirikas (the hairs, etc.) 
does not exist; there is only a representation, a mental creation, an 
idea. Other examples to which those representations could be 
compared, and which will be mentioned afterwards, are the oniric 
visions23 and the mirages: in both cases there are images in our mind 
without anything existing in the external reality which corresponds to 
them.
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In this Section Vasubandhu indicates also that the words (he is 
going to use in the treatise) citta (sems, in Tibetan), m anas (yid , in 
Tibetan), vijhana  ( m a m  parses p a , in Tibetan), vijnapti (m a m  par  
rig p a , in Tibetan) are synonyms.24 We have translated citta and 
manas by “mind”, and vijhana  and vijnapti by “consciousness”and 
“ knowledge”. It is necessary to have always present the synonymous 
value of the four Sanskrit terms and their indicated translation, taking 
into account that it is the author himself who, before starting his 
demonstration of the Yogacara thesis of the sole existence of mind, 
points out their equivalence and, in the course of the exposition of his 
treatise, uses them indistinctly.25

Section II: Objections derived from  the characteristics o f the m ental 
creations
Section //exposes the objections against Vasubandhu’s idealistic thesis 
propoused by a realistic adversary, for whom the external world really 
exists independently from our mind. This external real world is the 
object of our representations, of the images created in our minds; it 
is their cause; our representations, our images have thus an external, 
independent counterpart. This realistic position was characteristic of 
Hinayana Buddhism and, in the Hindu context, of the Purva MImamsa, 
the Nyaya-Vaisesika, the Samkhya, Madhva’s Vedanta,26 etc. One of 
the most important aspects of Indian Philosophy, since the beginning 
of the Christian Era, and for several centuries, is the conflict which 
opposed the propounders of the realistic position and the propounders 
of the idealistic one.27

The objections of V asubandhu’s realistic opponent can be 
summarized in the following terms.

The mere mental creations, which lack an external objective 
counterpart, as the ta im irikds vision, the oniric visions, etc., have the 
following characteristics:
I.and 2.: they are arbitrary in relation to place a n d  time, i.e. they 

are not connected to a determinate place and to a determinate 
moment, since mind can create them in any place, at any 
m om ent. The sam e thing does not h appen  with the 
representations to which corresponds a real object, which 
produces them: these representations do not arise in any place, 
at any moment, since for their coming forth they depend on 
an object and they can arise in the mind of a person only when 
that object is in front of that person, in a determinate place at 
a determinate moment. The representation of an object can
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arise necessarily only where the object is, when it is there. The 
above mentioned characteristic of the cognitions with (external) 
object is called in the karika 3  determ ination (niyam a) in 
regard to place a nd  tim e.
they are exclusive o f one sole series o f consciousnesses (of 
a single person). The vision of hairs, etc. by the taimirika, 
which is a mere representation without corresponding external 
real object, takes place only for him; the oniric vision, which 
is likewise a mere mental creation without corresponding real 
counterpart, exists only for the sleeping and dreaming person. 
The situation is different from that of the representations 
provoked by an external object which really exists: this kind 
of representations occurs in the series of consciousnesses of all 
the persons that are in the place where the object is and when 
it is there. But the mere mental creation belongs to only one 
person (solipsism); the representations with an external 
autonomous support are common to many persons. This 
characteristic of the cognitions with (external) object, is called 
in kàrikà 3 indétermination (aniyam a) in regard to the 
series o f consciousnesses.
In kàrikà 2 Vasubandhu, on referring to the indetermination in 
relation to place and time, which affects the mere mental 
creations, uses the word sam tàna  which means series, 
succession, and to which we have added “of consciousnesses” 
It is interesting to remark that Paramârtha in his Vimsatikà’s 
translation renders sam tàna  by the Chinese character meaning 
“man” and, according to K’uei Chi, Hiuan Tsang understood 
sam tàna  as “sentient being” (Hamilton, Wei Shih ErShih lun, 
p. 21, note 10). Let us remember that for Buddhism there is 
not in man an àtman, and Ego, a Self, a consciousness, a soul, 
one, eternal, not conditioned to anything, not dependent on 
anything, unalterable, always identical to itself, the witness of 
hum an psychological processes, experiences, life.28 For 
Buddhism man, the individual, the person is only a series, a 
succession of consciousnesses, of conscious states related among 
themselves. We must understand the word “consciousness” 
in the meaning of “acts of cognition”, of “cognitions”.29These 
consciousnesses as soon as they arise, disappear; they are 
instantaneous. No consciousness is the same as the preceding 
or the following one, they are different phenomena. No one
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of these consciousnesses, which follow one another and which 
constitute the individual, is pure  consciousness, they always 
are consciousnesses (or cognitions) o/something, of something 
that is their object, the “contents” of the cognition. Without an 
object, without such a contents, these consciousnesses could 
not arise to the instantaneous existence which characterizes 
them.

4. they are inefficient, as far as the objects, which are mere 
mental creations, mere illusions, do not carry out the specific 
function which these objects (when they are real) possess: a 
sword, for instance, when seen in a dream, does not cut. 
Contrarily, the objects of the representations with a real 
counterpart fulfill their specific function: the really existing 
sword fulfills its proper function of cutting. Efficiency 
(arthakriycisamarthya, arthakriyákaritva) is the criterion of 
truth for Buddhists.30

Now, the representations, the ideas, the images that we normally 
have of the world in which we exist, do not have the enumerated 
characteristics which are proper to the mere mental creations which 
lack a real counterpart. The normal representations are not arbitrary 
in regard to place and time, neither are they exclusive of a single 
series of consciousness (of that series in which they arise) nor are they 
ineffective. These normal representations are just all the contrary: 
they have determination (certainty) in regard to place and time, they 
are common to several series of consciousnesses (to several persons), 
and the represented objects fulfill their specific function. So we must 
conclude that the normal representations we have of the world are 
different from the representations without a corresponding object that 
occur in our minds in special situations (in a dream for instance). And 
the difference consists in the normal representations having an object 
which provokes them. These characteristic marks of these normal 
representations would be inexplicable, inadmissible, would not be 
logical, if our representations were mere mental creations, if they 
were not roused out of external objects, existing with absolute 
independence from our minds.

Thus—the realist opponent concludes-the thesis maintained by 
Vasubandhu (in Section I) that only the mind exists, that only mere 
mental creations, ideas, images without corresponding objects exist, 
cannot be accepted.
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Section III: R e fu ta tio n  o f  the objections one by one. The 
characteristics indicated in Section II are not proper to all mental 
creations.
In Section ///Vasubandhu refutes one after the other all the objections 
put forward in the previous Section. He asserts that the determination 
in regard to place and time (i. e. the certainty, the inexistence of 
arbitrariness), the indetermination in regard to the stream of 
consciousness (i.e. they are not exclusive of only one series of 
consciousness, of only one person, what implies solipsism), and the 
efficacy in relation to the accomplishment of the specific function are 
possible in the case of mere mental creations without an external, real 
counterpart. In other words Vasubandhu maintains that the four 
characteristics enumerated by the realistic opponent in the previous 
Section do not affect all the mere mental creations.

In fact, he says, the determination (certainty) in regard to place 
and time exists in relation to dreams. The oniric visions do not arise 
in any place and at any moment, but in a certain place and at a certain 
moment. In other words the dreams impose themselves upon the 
person who dreams; this person cannot arbitrarily provoke an oniric 
vision, according to his or her will and whims. Thus there are mental 
creations which are not indeterminate, uncertain, arbitrary in regard to 
place and time.

Moreover, there are mental creations which are not exclusive of 
only one series of consciousnesses (indetermination or exclusiveness 
in regard to that series). For instance the prêtas or dead condemned 
to an existence of suffering see all of them, and simultaneously, a river 
of pus, etc., that does not really exist, that is only a simple idea created 
by their mind owing to their same bad karman. See next Section and 
Section XIII, and note 37 of the Third Part of this book.

And, finally, with the example of the nocturnal pollution as the 
effect of an erotic dream without sexual union, Vasubandhu proves 
that a mere mental creation can be efficacious for the accomplishment 
of its specific function.

Section IV: Refutation (similar to that o f Section III) o f  the objections 
o f Section II, but all together
In this Section Vasubandhu comes back to the case of the condemned 
to hell,31 in order to refute as a whole the objections presented by his 
realist opponent. He manifests that in hell (i. e. in the same place) the 
condemned see all of them and not only one of them, and at the same 
time, the infernal torturers and their diverse instruments of torture,
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with determination or certainty as regards place and time, since these 
torturers and their instruments of torture do not appear and disappear 
according to the will and whim of the condemned. Moreover the 
condemned experience pain and suffering through the tortures inflicted 
on them by the torturers (and their instruments of torture), which fulfill 
in this manner in an efficacious way their own function. And Vasubandhu 
adds the most important remark that these torturers (and their 
instruments of torture) do not really exist, i. e. they are nothing else 
than simple mental creations, mere illusions or hallucinations created 
by the mind of the condemned to hell, as he will demonstrate in 
Sections V-X. So we have in the case of the condemned to hell a kind 
of mere mental creations which are neither arbitrary nor exclusive of 
a single series of consciousnesses (=of a single person) nor ineffective; 
they are mental creations that possess determination (certainty, lack 
of arbitrariness) in regard to place and time, indetermination 
(unexclusiveness) in regard to the current of consciousness, and 
accomplishment of the specific function.

In this Section Vasubandhu also expounds why the condemned to 
hell see all of them at the same time the same infernal spectacle. That 
simultaneous vision is due to the power of the identical maturation of 
the karm an  of the condemned. This explanation is related of course 
to the doctrines of samsara (reincarnations) and of karm an  (past 
actions, moral retribution of actions through the appropriate form of 
reincarnation)—fundamental principles of Indian philosophies. The 
condemned have accomplished in their previous existences actions 
which have as their “fruit”, as their differred effect, that they imagine 
to be in the hell seeing the torturers and the instruments of torture, 
and experiencing suffering and pain as punishment for the bad actions 
they have performed. The coincidences in their visions, the identity 
of what they separately see, are due to the fact that in the series of 
actions that they performed in past lives there are coincidences, 
similitudes; and, owing to these coincidences and similitudes, coincident 
and similar effects had to be produced. In other words, the karmic 
histories of the condemned had similitudes, and therefore their 
consequences were also similar-as the referred one of imagining the 
same hell in which they suffer the same punishments. It is as if several 
mentally sick persons had similar clinical histories which would produce 
in all of them the same hallucinations at the same moment.

The mechanism, thanks to which there arises in the consciousness 
(in the mind) of the condemned the vision of hell is clearly explained
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by the action of the vásanásox subliminal impressions. Vasubandhu 
will refer to the vásanás in Section X.

If there were not coincidences and similitudes among the karmic 
series of the condemned and as an effect of them coincident or similar 
“fruits”or consequences, we would incur in the most absolute solipsism: 
each condemned would have his own idea, his own hallucination of 
his hell, independently of the hells imagined, mentally created by 
other condemned.32 Vasubandhu overcomes this solipsist consequences 
by means of the theory of the identical “maturation”of actions. He has 
recourse in this way to the doctrines of samsára and karm anP

Vasubandhu concludes this Section expressing that the determination 
(certainty, lack of arbitrariness) in regard to place and time, the 
indetermination (the act of cognition is not exclusive for one single 
series of consciousness, for one single person) and the accomplishment 
of the specific function, which are observed in the case of the 
condemned to hell—all these characteristics must be accepted in 
relation to all the other situations, i.e. in relation to all the other mental 
creations that constitute our normal experience during the wakeful 
state. This last proposition of Vasubandhu will be established in the 
remaining Sections of the treatise, according to the reasoning that we 
present now in its general lines.

Till now we have the following situation. The opponent has affirmed 
two propositions: A. all our (normal) representations have a real, 
external object or counterpart (that provokes them), and B. all our 
(normal) representations (as it is proved by common experience) 
have the four characteristics that he has mentioned in káriká 2: local 
and temporal determination, non-exclusiveness in regard to the person 
that has the representation, and efficiency. Vasubandhu denies 
proposition A asserting that all our representations lack a real, external 
object, but does not ¿fenj; proposition B: he implicitly accepts that all 
our (normal) representations have the four mentioned characteristics, 
but adds something new: there are several representations (as those 
of the damned in hells) which, although lacking a real, external object, 
nevertheless have the four mentioned characteristics. Now Vasubandhu 
will demonstrate in Sections XV7//-XYV(reaching the same conclusion 
as Dignága in the Álambanapañksa) that all our representations lack 
a real, external object. Then we must conclude that all our 
representations, although lacking a real, external object and being 
only mere mental creations, imaginations, illusions, nevertheless have 
the four characteristics mentioned in káriká 2, since the proposition 
B (all the representations have the four characteristics), asserted by
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the opponent and not denied and implicitly accepted by Vasubandhu 
applies to them.

Section V: Opponent’s objection against the inexistence (previously 
adduced by Vasubandhu) o f the bell-guards 
In this Section the realist opponent puts forward the obvious question: 
Why is it to be thought that the hell-guards and the instruments of 
torture do not really exist?34 This is a most important point in 
Vasubandhu’s demonstration, since, if he is unable to prove that the 
hell-guards do not really exist and that they are a mere illusory creation, 
then his assertion (of Section III as well as of Section IV) that there 
exist mental creations which are neither arbitrary nor exclusive of a 
single consciousness nor inefficient would fall down by lack of logical 
fundament. The demonstration that the hell-guards in charge of the 
torture of the condemned cannot really exist is given by Vasubandhu 
in Sections VII to X

Section VI: Vasubandhu’s answer to the previous objection 
Vasubandhu expresses that the existence of infernal hell-guards in 
charge of the torture of the condemned to hell is logically impossible. 
He presents two alternatives: 1. If the hell-guards do not experience 
the suffering that is proper to and characteristic of the infernal world, 
then they would not be beings condemned to hell. And how can not- 
condemned beings be born and dwell in hells ? (Cf. our commentary 
of Section VIII). 2. If the hell-guards experience the suffering that is 
proper to and characteristic of the infernal world, then a) they would 
be condemned beings and it would not be possible to divide all the 
inhabitants of the hells into “condem ned” and “guards”, since all 
would be condemned; and b) if all of them are equal and if they 
mutually torture one another, it would be impossible that some of 
them inspire the others with the fear necessary to carry out their 
function of torturers; and c) if all the inhabitants of the hells suffer the 
torture of the infernal fire, could some of them have the force and will 
to torture others ?35

Section VII: Solution proposed by the Dpponent asserting the birth 
in the hells o f not condem ned beings acting as hell-guards 
The realist opponent makes in this Section a suggestion in order to 
make possible the existence in hell of guards and torturers. His idea 
is that some animal and pretas could be bom  in hell to accomplish the 
function of torturers, in the same way as some animals are born in 
heaven to accomplish certain functions, as for instance to serve as 
mounts for the Gods.36
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Section VIII: Refutation o f the previous solution 
Vasubandhu discards the previous suggestion expressing that the 
animals that are bom in heaven, due to the merits of the good actions 
they have done in past lives, experience the happiness that is proper 
to and characteristic of heavens, while the animals and pretas, who 
could be sent to hells to act as guards and torturers, would not 
experience the suffering that is proper to and characteristic of hells, 
because, if they experience it, they would be unable to carry out their 
torturer function, as it has been explained in Section VI. They are two 
completely different situations, and this lack of similarity deprives the 
suggestion of Section VII of all its force.

In this Section as in Section VI appears a fundamental element of 
the Buddhist as well as the Hindu conception of hell and heaven. The 
being who is reborn in hell as a condemned is reborn there as a 
consequence of the evil actions that he or she accomplished in previous 
lives, and is reborn there to be punished and to suffer; the being that 
is reborn in heaven is reborn there as a consequence of the good 
actions that he or she accomplished in previous lives. Therefore it 
cannot be admitted that someone can be reborn in hell or heaven 
without his actions demanding such a thing, and with a purpose 
different from the specific purpose of hell and heaven as the seat of 
punishment or reward. This idea agrees with the conception of karman 
as a means to accomplish the just retribution of actions: all beings must 
receive as punishment or reward the kind of reincarnation required by 
his or her acts; nobody must get a reincarnation that is not adequate 
to the good or bad actions he has done in past lives.

Section IX: New suggestion on the part o f the opponent affirm ing 
that in the hells there arise conglomerates o f elements adopting the 
form  o f hell-guards a nd  acting as such
In this Section the opponent puts forward the following suggestion in 
order to save the real existence of hell-guards: the actions performed 
by the condemned in previous existences have as a consequence that 
there arise in the hells with a real, objective and autonomous existence 
a number of material elements with certain characteristics, and these 
elements transform themselves and assume the appearance of infernal 
instruments of torture and of infernal guards.

Section X: Refutation o f the previous suggestion: Why not to adm it 
that the hell-guards, etc. are a m ental product o f the transformation 
o f the vasanas, a nd  that the vasanas a n d  their effect are both in 
the m ind ?
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Vasubandhu in order to discard the previous suggestion asks two 
questions to his opponent. Before indicating the contents of both 
questions, let us briefly remember the theory of the vasanas (to which 
we have already referred in relation to Dignaga’s Alambanapariksa, 
see our commentary on Section X and note 11, and to which we shall 
refer in relation to the Trisvabhava of Vasubandhu (see note 10 of the 
Third Part of this Book). According to this theory, accepted by Buddhists 
and Hindus, the actions or better said the cognitive, volitive, emotive 
mental processes, which accompany the actions, leave in the series 
of consciousnesses,37 that constitute the individual, a vasana, literally: 
a scent, metaphorically: a trace, a mark, an impression, a virtuality. 
Synonymous with the word vasana are the terms bija; seed; sakti: 
power, capacity, virtuality; samskara: (literally): putting together, 
(technically) predisposition (s), conditioning (s). The vasanciscan be 
conceived as subliminal impressions left by experiences, waiting for 
the moment to re-appear in the conscious level, to manifest themselves 
anew in the conscious level. It can be said that the .series of 
consciousnesses (in a way about which there are different opinions)38 
carries with itself all the vasanas left by all the experiences that the 
individual has had in all his/her previous lives. In certain circumstances 
these vasanas are reactualized and produce a “fruit” or effect similar 
to the cause that gave rise to the vasana. As we shall see in the 
following paragraphs the discrepancy between Vasubandhu and his 
opponent is only in relation to the nature of that “fruit” or effect.

The first question that Vasubandhu asks is: Instead of affirming the 
arising in the hells of real material elements which assume the form 
of instruments of torture and of hell-guards, all this by the force of the 
past actions of the condemned, why is it not admitted that by the 
effect of the vasanas a transformation of the consciousness 
( vijnanaparinam a)59 takes place and produces the illusion, the 
hallucination, the mental creations of the hell-guards and of the torture 
instruments ? According to the opponent the past actions of the 
condemned do that real elements arise in the hells and adopt certain 
forms and functions; according to Vasubandhu these actions through 
the mechanism of the vasanas give rise to a transformation of 
conscious, to a mental process of illusory fearful visions and of illusory 
terrible pains.

On putting the second questions, Vasubandhu adduces an argument 
against the alternative adopted by his opponent and in favour of his 
own alternative. The vasanas, left by previous actions or better said
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by the mental processes that accompany these actions, are in the 
series of consciousnesses, are only consciousness, mental phenomena. 
Why not to admit that the effects of the vasanas are also in the series 
of consciousnesses, are only consciousness, mere mental phenomena, 
simple illusory visions and pains ? There is no reason to think that the 
vcisanas are in the series of consciousnesses, are only consciousness, 
mental phenomena, and that nevertheless their effects are not in the 
series of consciousnesses, but outside the consciousness, in an external 
world. According to the opponent the vasanas are in the series of 
consciousnesses and their effects are outside; according to Vasubandhu 
the vasanas and also their “fruits” or effects are in the series of 
consciousnesses.

The opposition between the idealistic position adopted by 
Vasubandhu and the realistic position adopted by the adversary in 
regard to the hells and what happens in them is of great importance, 
since the position that one elects will be applied not only to the 
condemned to hell (which is a mere example for the demonstration’s 
sake), but to the whole empirical reality in which we exist. For the 
idealistic position the world we perceive and all that exists or happens 
in it are mere mental creations, mere mental phenomena, produced 
by the reactualization of the vasanas; for the realistic position the 
world and all it contains have real existence, apart and independent 
from the consciousness or mind that grasps it; they are created by the 
force of the actions of the beings who have to live in it and to 
experience the good or bad effects of their past actions.

Section XI: Fundam entation o f the opponent's thesis that the f r u i t” 
o f actions in not where the vasana is
In this Section is given the reason why according to the propounder 
of realism, on one side, it is necessary to discard the thesis maintained 
by Vasubandhu that where the vasana is (i. e. in consciousness), there 
also is its effect (in other terms, that all is vasanas in their potential 
or in their actual state, that all consequently is a mere manifestation 
of consciousness, a mere mental creation) and, on the other side, it is 
contrarily necessary to accept the thesis (put forward by the propounder 
of realism) that where the vcisana is (i.e. in consciousness), there is 
not its effect, but in another place, in the external reality (or, in other 
terms, that the external objects really exist).

The reason in favour of the realistic thesis is the following one: 
according to Buddhism in order that an act of cognition be produced,
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in order that a sensorial cognition arise, it is necessary among other 
factors or elements the existence of an exterior ayatana  (basis) 
(bahirani ayatanani), either form-colour or any other sensorial object, 
and an internal ayatana (ajjhattikani ayatanani) located in the 
individual, either the eye or any other sense.40 The Buddha would not 
have affirmed the existence of the ayatanas form-colour, etc., if there 
were not external objects, if there were only processes in the interior 
of consciousness, if there existed only internal illusory visions of form- 
colour, etc., produced by consciousness, by the mind in itself, in its 
own interior.41 The thesis of the only existence of mind (cittamatra: 
“only mind”) sustained by Vasubandhu leaves aside the teaching of 
the Buddha regarding the necessity of exterior (objects) and interior 
(senses) ayatanas, and accepted by Buddhist theory of sensorial 
cognition, by Buddhist theory of perception.42

Section XII: Refutation o f the previous fundam entation  
Vasubandhu does not deny that the Buddha has affirmed the existence 
of the ayatanas form-colour, etc., but he remarks that that affirmation 
is a neyartha affirmation.

To understand Vasubandhu’s argumentation it is necessary to 
remember something about the history and evolution of Buddhism.

The initial philosophical position of the Buddha and of Early and 
Hinayana Buddhism was a realistic one: the world has a real existence. 
This position is present in the whole of the Pali Suttapitaka which 
contains the oldest form of Buddhist teaching, and is the one maintained 
nowadays by the Theravada tradition of Sri Lanka and South-East Asia. 
But in the beginning of Christian Era, more or less 500 years after the 
Buddha’s Parinirvana, there appears a series of texts, considered by 
tradition as being composed by the Buddha himself, the so called 
Mahayanist Sutras in which is found a philosophical position which 
denies the real existence of the world and considers it a mere mental 
creation. This is the position of the Mahayana schools, specially the 
Yogacara one, which consider these texts as the ultimate and definitive 
teaching of the Buddha.

One of the difficulties which the Masters of the Mahayana had to 
confront was how to explain the old Buddhist texts that maintained 
a realistic position, in order to discard the opinions that the Buddha has 
changed his teachings passing from one position to the other, or that 
the teachings of the Mahayana texts, so different to those of the 
Hinayana, were not the Buddha’s teachings but fake creations of some
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of his followers43 and so on, with all the serious consequences that 
these opinions carried with themselves. The Mahayanist Masters had 
recourse to a very simple and clever explanation. They maintained 
that the texts which contained the word of the Buddha had to be 
divided in two classes: 1. those that express a clear and immediate 
meaning (riitartha), i. e. that are to be understood with the sense that 
their words directly transmit. The Mahayana Sutras are of this class. 
These sutras were delivered by the Buddha to those of his disciples 
who thanks to their training were already prepared to receive the true 
definitive doctrines of the Buddha which these sutras transmit and 
which many times are contrary to preexistent traditions; and 2. those 
texts that are called neyartha. These texts have two meanings, on 
one side,a prim a fa c ie  meaning, the meaning that is directly, 
immediately conveyed by the words of the text; and, on the other side, 
a concealed meaning that (as the word neyartha literally expresses) 
is to be looked for, is to be deduced, is to be established, it to be 
discovered. These texts were delivered by the Buddha to those of 
his disciples who had not the necessary preparation and who could 
grasp and accept only the prim a fa c ie  meaning and be content with 
it; this prim a fa c ie  meaning does not scare them away; they remain 
near the Buddha; they are instructed gradually by him; are slowly 
prepared to receive his true teachings; and, when they are ready to 
receive the true teaching, the Buddha will reveal it to them, and at that 
moment they will understand the neyartha texts, not in their provisional, 
prim a facie  meaning, but in their concealed, true definitive meaning. 
The neyartha meaning, the true meaning of many of the first assertions 
of the Buddha, is thus a more profound, more subtle meaning, which 
can be grasped only by those persons duly prepared and trained.44

In the commentary to karika 8 the Buddha’s words that are of the 
neyartha kind are designated with the word ahhiprayika that we have 
translated by “intentional”. This word is derived from abhipraya which 
is also used in karika 8 and in its commentary and which means 
“intention”, “purpose”, “wish”. An ahhiprayika word (or sentence) 
said by the Buddha is a word (or sentence) that the Buddha says with 
the intention either that it convey a meaning different from the meaning 
that this word (or this sentence) usually and nonnally conveys or that 
together with its usual and normal meaning it express also something 
else. The disciple who hears that word (or sentence), if he is not yet 
duly trained, will grasp the usual and normal meaning of that word 
(or sentence); if he is duly trained, he will grasp the “intentional”
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meaning of that word (or that sentence) i. e. what the Buddha intended 
it to express. The expression abhiprdyavasdtused in karikaS  and its 
commentary must be accordingly understood.

What Vasubandhu does in this Section is simply to indicate that the 
texts in which the Buddha affirmed the existence of the ayatanas are 
texts of the second neyartha category. The way in which the Buddha’s 
words concerning the ayatanas must be understood will be explained 
in the next Section; in Sections XVU-XXVHvj\\\ be given the arguments 
to support the thesis, that these words of the Buddha are to be 
understood in that way.

In this Section Vasubandhu gives another example of the teaching 
of the Buddha “with a determinate, certain purpose” i.e. another 
example of a neyartha teaching. This second case are the words of 
the Buddha which say that “there are upapaduka  (spontaneous) 
beings”.45 The spontaneous beings are those that are born as infernal 
beings, as Gods, or as the beings which arise between a reincarnation 
and the following one, all of them without the cooperation of a father 
and a mother.46

The affirmation of the Buddha that “there are spontaneous beings” 
cannot be taken in the meaning that it seems to have prim a facie , 
in a first moment, in a first approach. A “spontaneous being”, a being 
born without causes, by spontaneous generation, would be in 
contradiction with two fundamental theories of Buddhism: the first one 
is the doctrine according to which there is not an eternal and inalterable 
being, but only dharmas, factors, elements that constitute all that 
exists;47 the second one is that theory according to which all beings 
exist owing to a series of causes for their existence.48 These theories 
are the basis of the words of the Buddha that Vasubandhu quotes: 
“There is not a Being, an atman, but (only) dharmas which have 
causes” 49

What the Buddha intended to say with the affirmation “there are 
spontaneous beings”is nothing else that “the series of consciousnesses 
in not interrupted.” In this affirmation of the Buddha: “There are 
spontaneous beings”, the existence of such beings is the prim a fa c ie  
provisional m eaning; the non-in terrup tion  of the series of 
consciousnesses is the concealed definitive meaning. This affirmation 
of the Buddha is a neyartha affinnation, one whose true meaning must 
be searched for and discovered, what is possible only for a trained 
person well instructed in the Buddhist teachings and well prepared to 
receive them. Vasubandhu says that the real concealed meaning of
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the words of the Buddha about spontaneous beings is that the series 
of consciousnesses is not interrupted.

And in fact that is what happens with the three kinds of spontaneous 
beings we have previously mentioned: the infernal beings, the Gods, 
and the beings that arise between one reincarnation and the following 
one. Each individual is a series of consciousnesses that since a 
beginningless eternity has passed through an incalculable number of 
reincarnations. This series can be divided in segments marked by a 
moment that is called “birth” and a moment that is called “death”; 50 
each one of these segments is an individual. If this series thanks to its 
karm an  has to reincarnate as a human being, it gets a human body 
produced by the union of a father and a mother; but, if it has to 
reincarnate as an infernal being, it does not get a body from a father 
and a mother since infernal beings do not have sexual intercourse; it 
gets a body directly produced by the force of its own karman, that- 
so to say—is waiting for that series of consciousnesses in order that the 
new individual in that “spontaneous” body may suffer the deserved 
punishment. If the series of consciousnesses has to incarnate as a God, 
the same mechanism takes place: the incarnation occurs in a divine 
body directly produced by the karm an  and not by the sexual union 
of a celestial father and a celestial mother, since the new God arises 
as a completely formed celestial being and not as a celestial child 
that will gradually grow into a celestial adult. And, during the lapse 
that separates a reincarnation from the following one (antam bhava), 
the indescrip tib le  being, u n d er w hose form the series of 
consciousnesses subsists during that period of time, does not arise 
from the union of a man and a woman. In the three cases the series 
of consciousnesses is not interrupted, and there is birth, arising, 
existence without the intervention of a couple. In this way the series 
of consciousnesses, to which the future infernal being and God and 
the intermediate being belong, is not interrupted by the absence of 
a father and a mother.

Section XIII: Which is the true m eaning o f the words o f  the Buddha  
that affirm  the existence o f ayatanas ?
In this Section Vasubandhu explains how it is necessary to understand 
the assertion of the Buddha that there exist the ayatanas form-colour, 
etc., giving in Sections XVIII-XXVII the reasons that support his 
interpretation.

We have said in Section X  that the mental processes of cognition, 
volition, emotion etc. that accompany any action leave in the series
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of consciousnesses which constitute the individual a vasana , i.e. 
a mark, a trace, a subliminal impression, a “seed” (bija), which remains 
as a virtuality and which on certain circumstances is reactualized 
producing a new “fruit”or effect. For instance a mental representation 
which one has had leaves in the series of consciousnesses a vasana, 
a subliminal impression, a virtuality, a “seed”, which at a certain moment, 
when certain circumstances are there, actualizes itself, “matures”, 
producing a representation. The representation produced by the 
vasana, being a cognition, has a contents, an object, as it happens with 
any cognition.

According to Vasubandhu that vasana , virtuality, “seed” and its 
unavoidable object (with whose image the representation arises) are 
the two ayatanas {basis) of the cognitions, of the consciousnesses, of 
the mental acts which constitute the individual: the virtuality as such 
is for Vasubandhu the ayatana  (basis) eye or any other sense, the 
contents or object of that representation is the ayatana  (basis) 
form-colour or any other object of the senses.

It is interesting to compare with Vasubandhu’s explanation the 
similar one given by Dignaga in the Alam banapanksa (Section XI, in 
this book). There is a difference between both: for Dignaga the 
vasana reactualizes itself in a visual, olfatory, tactile, etc,, cognition or 
representation; the visuality, olfatority, tactibility, etc., of the reactualized 
cognition would be the ayatana  sense (eye, etc.); the contents or 
object of the cognition or representation would be the ayatana object.

So the texts in which the Buddha affirms that “there are two 
a ya ta n a f (basis necessary for the cognition: the ayatana-eye and the 
ayatana-form-co\our) are interpreted in two ways. On one side, there 
is the realistic interpretation of the Early and the Hinayana Buddhism, 
according to which the ayatanas are the sense organs and their 
corresponding objects, being both really existing and external to the 
mind, which knows the objects by means of the sense organs. On the 
other side, there is the idealistic interpretation of the Mahayana 
Buddhism, according to which both ayatanas are constituted by the 
vasana , the virtuality, and by the object of the representation that 
comes forth when the vasana is reactualized.

Section XIV: Good results obtained through the Buddha's teaching 
understood in this way
Vasubandhu points out in this Section the two advantages that are 
produced by the interpretation he has just given of the Buddha’s 
words relative to the ayatanas. Of course they are advantages from 
his own idealistic position.
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In the first place, this interpretation allows the entiy into the doctrine 
of the unsubstantiality o f man, of the individual, of the person. 
Thanks to this interpretation one knows that each consciousness, each 
act of cognition, each mental moment of the series of consciousnesses, 
cognitions, mental processes, which constitute man, is produced only 
through the actualization of the vasanas or virtualities lying in 
consciousness in a latent, subliminal condition; and one also knows 
that it is only the mechanism of the vasana or virtuality that gives rise 
at the same time to the sense organ and to the object, being both of 
mental nature. Nothing else is necessary-for the arising, for the existence 
of consciousness. This knowledge is thus an introduction into the 
doctrine of the unsubstantiality of man, an introduction into the doctrine 
that in man there is not an atm an , a soul, eternal and existing by itself 
and in itself. It is one of the oldest theories of Buddhism, the so called 
nairatm ya  (negation of an a tm a n ) or pudgalana ira tm ya-zs  
Vasubandhu calls it in this treatise. Cf. note 28.

In the second place, Vasubandhu’s interpretation can be taught in 
another way, from another point of view: as the doctrine of 
“only mind”, of the sole existence of consciousness. This interpretation 
allows us to know that it is only consciousness what arises under the 
appearance of the dharmas form-colour, etc. just in the moment in 
which a vasana , a virtuality, actualizes itself under a certain 
representation, and that consequently there is not any real dharm a  
form-colour etc. This knowledge is an “introduction into”, an 
understanding  of the doctrine that the dharmas do not substantially 
exist either as autonomous, objective entities. This is the so called 
dharmanairatmya.51

Section XV: Objection: Does the inexistence o f dharmas not imply 
the inexistence o f consciousness ?
The objection put forward in this Section is very simple and coherent: 
if dharmas do not exist, then consciousness-which is a dharm a>2 
—does not exist either. It is consequently absurd to say, as Vasubandhu 
says in the previous Section, that “consciousness arises under the 
image, etc.”

Section XVI: R efutation o f  the previous objection. How the 
affirm ation that the dhannas do not exist is to be understood 
Vasubandhu answers the previous objection saying in the first sentence 
pf this Section that it is erroneous to think that to affirm the 
unsubstantiality of the dharmas (dharmanairatmya) means that the 
dharmas (elements of existence) do not exist in an absolute way; to
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affirm the unsubstantiality of the dharm as means that they do not 
exist with the substantiality imagined (kalpita) by the ignorant. This 
assertion means that they do not exist with a substantiality conceived 
as an own being in the realm of the subject-object duality. Being 
substantial means for the ignorant being possessed of an own being 
connected with the subject-object duality, that is their wrong idea of 
substantiality; Vasubandhu denies that the dharm as possess such 
substantiality. Therefore he affirms the unsubstantiality of the dharmas. 
We must think that the word a d i(“e tc.”) which Vasubandhu adds to 
the words “sub')ect”(grahakd) and “object” (grdhya) includes also the 
mental categories of being (existence), space, time, etc. Ignorants not 
only attribute to the dharmas substantiality (as it has been just 
described) through intellectual acts, but also live and act with the 
conscious or unconscious conviction that dharmas possess such 
substantiality. The dharmas exist with the indefinable substantiality 
which is the object onlyoi the knowledge that belongs to the Buddhas,
i.e. to those beings that have reached the highest development of 
intelligence and consciousness. Vasubandhu has denied that the 
dharmas exist with the substantiality as conceived by the ignorant, but 
he accepts that they exist with a kind of substantiality that is 
indescribable and that is the object of Buddhas' cognition.

The first sentence of this Section asserts that the kind of substantiality 
(form of existence) attributed to dharmas by the ignorant is to be 
rejected; but it admits that the Buddhas know the specific kind of 
substantiality (form of existence) possessed by dharmas. What has 
been said in relation to the dharmas can be applied to vijhaptimatrata 
(i. e. to consciousness as the only existing thing): it exists with an 
indefinable substantiality (form of existence) which only the Buddhas 
know.

After the first sentence Vasubandhu adds a new idea. This new idea 
will help to understand by analogy what is meant by saying that the 
dharmas are unsubstantial. The understanding of the unsubstantiality 
of all the dh a rm a s  is p ro duced  w hen one  postu lates the 
vijhaptimatrata, affirming that the vijhaptimatrata is unsubstantial in 
the sense that it is not provided with an essence batman) that is 
imagined by another consciousness. But the fact of lacking an essence 
as imagined by the ignorant does not imply that the vijhaptimatrata 
lacks that indefinable substantiality (form of being) that is attributed 
to the dharmas. The reason why it is not possible to attribute to the 
vijhaptimatrata  an essence imagined by another consciousness is
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that, if the possibility that a consciousness (that is posited as the only 
one that exists) be imagined by another is admitted, the imagined  
consciousness would become something different from the imagining 
consciousness, would become its object. And, owing to the duality that 
occurs, it would be no more possible to speak of vijñaptimátratá 
either in relation to the imagined consciousness (that would be an 
object) or in relation to the imagining consciousness (that would be 
a subject). The hypothesis of vijñaptimátratá  requires the absolute 
isolation of consciousness.

The second paragraph is centered in the idea that vijñaptimátratá 
cannot be the object of a normal act of cognition of another 
consciousness. But we must have in mind that vijñaptimátratá can be 
the object of an act of cognition of the Buddhas, who can know it by 
means of their superior kind of knówledge, which is by essence 
outside the range of duality, and is not liable to nullify the absolute 
oneness of the vijñaptixnátratá.

Before trying to explain what is the indefinable substantiality of the 
dharmas and by extension, of the vijñaptimátratá, it is convenient to 
make a brief reference to the stages or degrees of knowledge within 
a Buddhist perspective,53 since that indefinable substantiality is the 
object of one of those stages or degrees of knowledge, the knowledge 
of the Buddhas.

We can consider that for Buddhism as well as for Hinduism there 
are three stages or degrees of knowledge from a philosophical point 
of view of any doctrine or theory. In first place there is a literal 
knowledge of the text in which that doctrine is expounded (the monk 
learns by heart the text). Of course this kind of knowledge does not 
give a profound contact with the contents of that doctrine or theory. 
In second place we have the proper philosophical knowledge which 
allows to penetrate more deeply into the meaning of that doctrine or 
theory, submitting it to a rigorous criticism, examining the arguments 
that are adduced to support it and those that are adduced to criticize 
it, in order to reach a conviction, a certainty firmly founded from an 
intellectual, a rational, a logical point of view, of the validity of that 
doctrine or theory. (The M ülam ádhyam ikakáriká  is an example of 
this activity). This second stage or degree of knowledge constitutes 
an entirely rational task in which one proceeds with the means offered 
by conceptual analysis, logical argumentation, rational criticism. Finally 
we have the yogic (meditative or mystic or trascendental) knowledge 
(the Samathavipasyaná practices). In India Yoga was always considered 
to be the means to obtain an extra-ordinary knowledge which gives
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the exact and perfect knowledge of its object, whatever this object 
may be: Brahman, Sunyata, God, etc. In order that this knowledge be 
produced it is necessary to have recourse to a special training that 
requires first to master the theories about that object, then to submit 
oneself to a moral and ascetic discipline, and finally to carry on technical 
bodily and mental practices, that are taught by Yoga, under the guidance 
of an expert and wise Master. When one is duly prepared, that 
extra-ordinary knowledge, exclusive of Yoga, may be produced. Of 
course, it is very difficult or even impossible to have a clear insight of 
what really is that supreme yogic experience. It is an experience 
difficult or even impossible to communicate to others and to make 
others understand it.

This third stage or degree of knowledge, product of study, discipline 
and yogic practices is something proper to the Buddhas, and by 
means of it they can reach the true knowledge of the “indefinable 
substantiality” of the dharm as and of the vijhaptimatrata.

This “indefinable substantiality”, the true form of being of the 
dharmas and of the vijhaptimatrata, is (according to what will be said 
below taking into account the Trisvabhava) the inexistence or absolute 
absence of the subject-object duality and of all mental categories to 
which reference has been made. And, ju st because of being in an 
absolute way beyond the categories of subject and object, that 
substantiality proper to the dharmas and to the vijhaptimatrata is 
indefinable, impossible to be expressed or thought, something 
completely heterogeneous to man but within the reach only of the 
Buddhas.

Vasubandhu in this Section deals with the kind of unsubstantiality 
or the form of existence of the dharm as and of the vijhaptimatrata  
in a very brief way, even without giving a definition of that 
unsubstantiality. He says only what is necessary in order to discard 
the objection of the opponent, who adduces the non existence of the 
dharm as with the intention of making impossible the existence of 
vijhaptimatrata.

It is in the treatise Trisvabhavanirdesa (or Trisvabhdvakdrika) 
included in this volume that he will deal with that question in a more 
detailed way.. Summarizing, it can be said that the dharmas constitute 
the paratantra  (dependent) and the (pari) kalpita (imaginary) natures 
of that treatise. These two natures constitute the empirical reality 
marked by duality. But the ultimate essence of the dharmas or of 
empirical reality is the parinispannaipeviea., absolute) nature marked 
by the complete absence of subject-object duality and defined by
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Vasubandhu as “the eternal non-existence with duality of the dependent 
nature” (karika 3), “existence with non-duality” (karika 13) and 
“existence of the non-existence of duality” (karika  25). This is the 
T rue Reality, the  A bsolu te , the S uprem e P rincip le , the 
Vijnaptimatrata.54 The dharmasox the paratantra  and {pari) kalpita 
natures or the empirical reality is the object of knowledge of the 
ignorant; the parinispanna  nature or True Reality is the object only 
of the Buddhas* knowledge.

Section XVII: Opponent's question: Why is it necessary to accept 
the non-existence o f the external dyatanas that are the objects o f 
cognition ?
The opponent asks in this Section an utmost important question: Why 
must we accept in relation to the texts, where the Buddha refers to 
the dyatanas (basis) form-colour, etc. (see Section XI), Vasubandhu’s 
interpretation according to which these texts have to be taken with 
a “determined meaning” (see Section X II) , and that as a consequence 
of that the ayatana  eye, etc. and the ayatana  form-colour, etc. are 
nothing else than the virtuality and the represented object, with whose 
image that virtuality is reactualized and comes forth? Why must we 
discard the traditional realistic interpretation which maintains that in 
these texts the ayatana  eye, etc. and the ayatana  form-colour, etc. 
are the eye, etc. and the form-colour, etc. as they are commonly 
understood to be: really existing and external to the mind ?

Here we have again, clearly expressed, the opposition between 
the idealistic thesis maintained by the Mahayana and the realistic one 
maintained by Early Buddhism and HInayana Buddhism.

Section X V III: Vasubandhu}s answer: It is impossible that external 
dyatanas exist
Vasubandhu’s answer is very simple: we must accept the idealistic 
interpretation as presented by him, because external dyatanas 
form-colour, etc. do not exist, i. e. external objects of cognition do not 
exist. That existence is logically impossible.

Vasubandhu’s demonstration is the following one: if according to 
the realistic thesis there were an ayatana  form-colour, etc., external 
to the mind and acting as an object of cognition, then this ayatana  
would have to be:

1. either one in the way the Nyaya-Vaisesikas conceive the whole 
(<avayavin): as something constituted by parts {avayava) but 
being one, different from the parts that compose it, and having 
a real existence apart from the existence of the parts. The
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problem of the whole and the parts was one of the most 
important of Indian philosophy and we have referred to it with 
some detail in note 7 of Álambanapañksa where bibliography can 
be found. Pandita Asoka’s monography The Avayamnirákarana 
(F. Tola and C. Dragonetti’s edition, Tokyo: The International 
Institute for Buddhist Studies, 1994) contains a careful 
demonstration of the impossibility of the existence of the 
whole as conceived by the Vaisesika system of philosophy;

2. or the áyatana  would have to be multiple atoms, i.e. it would 
have to be a number or a group of atoms coexisting one 
besides the other, but without forming a conglomerate provided 
with mutual cohesion between the atoms;

3. or the áyatana  would have to be atoms grouped together, 
massed together, united among themselves with a tight 
cohesion.

These are the three only possible forms of existence that can be 
accepted for the supposed áyatanasform-colour, etc., when imagined 
as external and functioning as objects of cognition. Of these three 
possibilities the first one points to the unity  of the áyatana  form- 
colour, etc. conceived as the whole, and the second and third ones 
point to the multiplicity o í the áyatana  (loose atoms, conglomerated 
atoms).

According to Vasubandhu no one of these three alternatives can be 
accepted. In fact the áyatana  conceived as a whole, one, etc. does 
not exist. In this Section Vasubandhu limits himself to say that nowhere 
such a whole is grasped. In Sections XXVI and  XXVII Vasubandhu will 
adduce arguments against the existence of an external áyatana , the 
datum  form-colour, etc., conceived as one. The arguments developed 
by Vasubandhu in Section XXVII could be adduced against the 
existence of the whole (avayavin), because when the unity is proved 
not to exist, then the whole is not anymore possible, since unity is an 
essential attribute of the whole, as indivisibility is of the atom. This is 
in fact the method employed by Pandita Asoka in his treatise 
Avayavinirákarana for his refutation of the whole. Neither is there an 
áyatana  constituted by a multitude of loose atoms, since we do not 
perceive the atoms one by one. Arguments against the possibility of 
the existence of the indivisible atom will be adduced in Sections 
XXIII-XXV. Finally, neither can there be atoms cohesively 
conglomerated, because, if atoms could get such a cohesion, then it 
could not be anymore accepted that they are indivisible particles of
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matter. The arguments for this last alternative are found in Sections 
XIX-XXII.

We think, as expressed in the last paragraph, that the reason why 
it cannot be accepted that the atoms be cohesively conglomerated is 
that, in that case, the consequence would be that atoms could not 
anym ore be considered as indivisible, which is the fundamental 
assertion of the atomists. We interpret accordingly the sentences 
yasm atparam anur na sidhyati in karika 11, and yasm atparam anur 
ekam dravyam na sidhyati. Several translators interpret these two 
sentences as meaning that the reason why it cannot be accepted that 
the atoms conglomerate is that the atom has not been proved to 
exist. We consider that this last interpretation is erroneous. If 
Vasubandhu had wanted to adduce in the present reasoning the non 
existence of the atom as an argument against the possibility of an 
external áyatana, he would have adduced it also in relation to 
alternative 2., which has to do with the isolated atoms. All the 
argumentation of Vasubandhu in Section X IX is not based on the idea 
that the agglomeration of the atoms is to be discarded because atoms 
have not been proved to exist, but on the idea that, if that agglomeration 
is admitted, the thesis of the indivisibility of the atoms is to be discarded 
because the concept of ‘atom ’ itself becomes not logically possible.

Let us remark that, when Vasubandhu says that the whole as unity 
or the isolated loose atoms are not perceived, we must understand that 
he is referring not only to the sensorial perception (we do not perceive 
through our senses either the whole or the isolated atoms), but also 
to the rational “perception” (reasoning reaches the conclusion that 
owing to a logical impossibility neither the whole nor the isolated 
atoms can exist).

Since in this Section and in the following ones Vasubandhu refers 
in his argumentation to the atom, it is convenient to say something 
about the atomist theory in Buddhism.55 For the Vaisesika school of 
philosophy,56 which developed in India the atomist theory, the atom 
is an infinitely small particle of matter, indivisible, eternal,, of spherical 
form. The union of atoms gives rise to the things and beings of the 
empirical reality. Several of these characteristics were adopted by the 
Buddhist atomic conception. In the oldest Buddhist texts, those included 
in the Pali Canon, no mention is found of the atomist theory as a 
theory adopted by Buddhism.57 Probably it was the Sarvástiváda school 
or sect which introduced that theory into Buddhism. The Mahavibhasa, 
a canonical treatise of that school, is the first Buddhist text which has 
frequent references to atomism.
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O. Rosenberg, Die Problème der buddhistischen Philosophie, 
pp. 150 and 152, considers that the atomist theory is in Buddhism one 
of the most difficult, and points out that the speculations about the 
atoms are filled with contradictions and that this theory was for the 
Buddhists a source of polemics. We think that these difficulties, 
contradictions and polemics are due to the fact that the relation 
between the atom and the dharm as (elements of existence) and 
specially with the rüpa dharm a  is not clear at all, besides the natural 
difficulties which offer the ancient atomist theories.

The rüpa dharm a  is considered as matter, and it is thus generally 
translated, but it would be more correct and more in agreement with 
the Buddhist conceptions to understand by rüpa the attributes or 
qualities which distinguish things, which stimulate our senses, as form, 
colour, hardness, roughness, etc., but these attributes or qualities are 
not a matter nor a substance, and they are not inherent in a matter or 
in a substance different from and independent of them.

Vasubandhu in Abhidharmakosabhàsya a d \ , 22 (I, p. 180 Bauddha 
Bharati edition= L. de la Vallée Poussin’s translation I, p. 144) defines 
the atom (param ànu ) as “the subtlest (=smallest) aggregate of rüpa 
(sarvasüksmo hi rüpasamghàtah param ânur iti). Yasomitra in his 
commentary ad  locum  remarks that Vasubandhu is referring to the 
sa m g h a ta p a ra m à n u  o r ag g reg a te -a to m  and  no t to the 
dravyaparamânu or matter-atom which does not possess either a fore 
part or a back part, and is consequently indivisible.

Of these two kinds of atoms it is the dravyaparam ânuwhich 
corresponds to the atom of matter as conceived by the Vaisesikas. The 
dravyaparam ânu  mentioned by Yasomitra has in common with the 
Vaisesika atom the infinitely small size and the indivisibility, but it 
differs from it, on one side, in the fact that it is not eternal but 
impermanent (which is a general characteristic of all dharmas) and, on 
other side, in the fact that it is not a particle of matter but an attribute 
or quality.

Section XIX: Arguments which hinder to adm it that a conglomeration 
o f atoms (as conceived by the Vaisesikas) could be the external 
âyatana, object o f cognition

Vasubandhu begins dealing with the third alternative referred to in 
previous Section. His argumentation is in reference to the atom as 
something indivisible as conceived by the Hindu and Buddhist atomism.

Vasubandhu develops his argumentation examining what happens 
when six atoms coming from the six different directions of space, join
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another atom (that we can call the “central” one). Vasubandhu considers 
two possible situations.

1. First situation (first half of the káriká): The six adventitious 
atoms join the (central) atom in six different places. Ipso facto  
the (central) atom would have six parts, corresponding to the 
six places (or faces) in which the six adventitious atoms join 
the (central) atom — merely touching it, without being 
superimposed on it. Consequently the divisibility of the atom 
is evident.

2. Second situation (second half of the kárika}. To avoid the 
consequence of the first situation, which implies the existence 
of six places in the (central) atom, what means its division into 
six parts, it can be supposed that the six adventitious atoms 
join the (central) atom not in six places but just in one and the 
same place (samánadesa). The idea of this second situation is 
that the six adventitious atoms join the (central) atom being 
superimposed in it and without any one of the seven atoms 
jutting out. If any atom juts out, then it would be divided in 
parts: one part would be the jutting out, another would be the 
not jutting out. With this second situation it could be argued 
that, being all the atoms joined in one and the same place, then 
no division into parts occurs. But this argument concerning the 
second situation carries with itself a most unw anted 
consequence : if all the atoms are united in one and the same 
place and no one juts out in relation to the others, the mass 
formed by all the atoms would have the size of a single atom, 
and so nothing in the world would be perceived, since, as the 
atom due to its infinitely small size is imperceptible, so would 
be the mass formed by numerous atoms occupying one and 
the same place in the indicated conditions.

There is in Vasubandhu’s Abhidharm akosabhásya ad  I, 43 
(= 1,121 Bauddha Bharati edition=L. de la Vallée Poussin’s translation 
I, p. 89) a passage which expresses in a succinct way Vasubandhu’s 
reasoning in this section: yad i távat sarvátm aná  [the atoms] sprseyur 
m isñbhaveyur dravyáni/atbaikadesena sávayaváh prasajyeran/ 
niravayavás ca param ánavah  (“If atoms touch themselves with the 
whole of their mass, things would get confounded; if they touch 
themselves in one single place, atoms would happen to have parts, 
and atoms are without parts”). Vasubandhu in Abhidharmakosabhásya,, 
ad  I, 43 (=1, p. 122 quoted edition), considers another hypothesis that
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he attributes to Vasumitra: the atoms, on one side, do not touch one 
another although they give the false impression of touching one 
another (so there is no place for their divisibility), but, on the other 
side, there is no gap or interval among them (so there is no place for 
the isolation of the second alternative) ( na sprsanti, nirantare tu 
sprstasamjneti). Pandita Asoka has an interesting opinion on this matter: 
what separates the atoms is not an interval, but the “absence of the 
form of another” (F. Tola’s and C. Dragonetti’s edition, Section III, 
p. 4, second paragraph, and note 28).

In this way is discarded the third alternative of Section XVIII: the 
possibility of the existence of an external àyatana , an external object 
of cognition, formed by a conglomeration of atoms-indivisible, infinitely 
small elements.

Section XX: Explanation o f the Vaibhâsikas o f Kashmir: the molecules 
(groups o f seven atoms) can be connected among themselves 
In this Section Vasubandhu presents a theory of the Buddhist school 
of the Vaibhâsikas of Kashmir, whose purpose is to save the indivisibility 
of the atoms and at the same time, to make possible its agglomeration. 
They maintain that atoms, when individually considered, cannot 
conglomerate, since they are indivisible by nature, accepting in this 
way Vasubandhu’s argumentation. But the Vaibhâsikas of Kashmir 
maintained also that the atoms do not present themselves isolated, but 
forming cohesive groups of seven atoms each. These groups 
(molecules) constitute the smallest atomic unity. In these groups one 
atom occupies the center and the others are joined to it “coming” from 
the six directions of space. These groups of seven atoms can be 
connected among themselves, since they possess parts. And in fact 
these groups connect themselves in more or less great number to 
build up the things that constitute the external world.

This explanation of the Vaibhâsikas is expressed in Ahhidharm a- 
kosabhâsya ad  1,43 (I, p. 121 Bauddha Bharati edition^ L. de la Vallée 
Poussin’s translation, I, p. 90): api khalu samghâtâh sàvayavatvàtsprsanti: 
“certainly the conglomerates touch (themselves mutually), since they 
have parts”

Section XXI: R efu ta tion  o f the previous exp lana tion  o f the 
Vaibhâsikas: the molecules cannot be connected among themselves 
either
Vasubandhu answers saying that the conglomerate of seven atoms is 
not different from the atoms that constitute it. In Abhidharmakosa 
I, 43 (I,p. 122 Bauddha Bharati edition=L. de la Vallée Poussin’s
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translation, I, p. 92) is expressed the same idea: na caparam anubhyo  
‘nye samghatd iti: “the conglomerates are not different from the 
atoms”

Buddhism does not accept the existence of a whole (avayavin) as 
something real, independent from the parts and different from them. 
(See com m entary on Section XVIII point 1, and note 7 of 
Álam banapañksa). The conglomerate of seven atoms is nothing else 
than seven atoms located in a certain order. If the atoms cannot 
connect themselves without losing their indivisibility (i.e. without 
abandoning their own nature, without ceasing to exist as such), then 
neither the molecule, that is those seven atoms, can be connected 
with other molecules, without the atoms that constitute it losing their 
indivisibility. Besides that, how can each of the seven atoms, that 
constitute the molecule be connected with the others without losing 
their indivisibility ? A connection is not possible for the conglomerate 
if it is not possible for the atom. Thus the question asked by Vasubandhu 
in the first part of the kárika 13 must be answered: “of nobody 
neither of the atoms which constitute the molecule nor of the molecule 
constituted by them owing to the fact that the molecule is not different 
from its atoms.

Section XXII: Refutation o f the Vaibhasikas' assertion that the atoms 
cannot be connected, because they do not possess parts 
In Section X X the Vaibhásikas have said that they admit that the atoms 
do not connect among themselves, because they do not possess parts, 
asserting that on the contrary the conglomerates do. Vasubandhu 
remarks in this Section that in Section XXI it has been shown that the 
molecules of seven atoms cannot agglomerate, notwithstanding their 
having parts, since there is no difference between the molecules and 
the atoms that build them up. Consequently it is not possible to say 
that it is the absence of parts, the indivisibility, what hinders the 
connection. A thing may have parts, as the molecule (which has as 
parts its atoms), and nevertheless be unable to conglomerate with 
other things, if the parts it has are indivisible (as those atoms are). 
Only things composed of elements that are not posited as indivisible 
can be united among themselves in order to form the greater units 
that constitute our empirical reality. This is not possible with the 
atomist theory; it is only possible with the Buddhist doctrine that 
considers that every thing is constituted by parts and these parts by 
subparts, and so on without an end.

Vasubandhu finishes this Section saying that: “Therefore it is not
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admitted that the atom be a thing provided of unity (indivisibility)” 
In fact the arguments developed in Sections XVIII-XXI have discarded 
the possibility for the atoms to conglomerate and to become in this 
way the external áyatana  that is necessary as an object for an act of 
cognition. This is the principal result of the argumentation carried on 
up to this moment. This argumentation refers to the third alternative 
of Section XVIII.

But this argumentation has another consequence: it is impossible to 
admit the existence of indivisible atoms, since they could not cohesively 
agglomerate in order to build up greater units; and so there would not 
be the possibility for the existence of the things and the beings of this 
world, which according to the realist position really exist as external 
and material things and beings.

Section XXIII: Arguments against the unity (indivisibility) o f the 
atom, individually considered (leaving aside the question o f its 
being connected or not with other atoms)
In Section XVIII(second alternative) Vasubandhu has declared that it 
is not possible to admit an external áyatana  composed of isolated and 
not agglomerated atoms, since we do not grasp the atoms one by one. 
This is a remark of epistemological nature. At the end of the previous 
Section, Vasubandhu passed to the ontological field asserting that the 
atom as such cannot exist by virtue of his argumentation aimed at 
discarding an external áyatana  constituted by agglomerated atoms. 
Now, developing an ontological thesis, he will demonstrate that the 
atom as something indivisible (as it was conceived by Indian atomists) 
cannot exist; the indivisibility of the atom is a logical impossibility, with 
or without connection.

The first argument of Vasubandhu is the following one: the atom 
is in the space, consequently the same divisions or parts that are in 
the space are in the atom-an eastern part, a western part, etc. It is not 
possible to assert that something that has parts is indivisible. 
Vasubandhu, in Abhidharmakosahhásya a d l , 43 (I, p. 122 Bauddha 
Bharati edition=L. de la Vallée Poussin’s translation, I, p. 92) develops 
a similar argument: ya d i ca param ánor digbhágabhedah kalpyate 
sprstasyásprstasya vá sávayavatvaprasañgah (“if it is assumed that 
the atom has a division according to the regions of space, the atoms 
would have parts, being in connection or not being in connection with 
other atoms”). Cf. Hastaválanámaprakarana 3 a-b and commentary 
(F. Tola’s and C. Dragonetti’s edition and translation in On Voidness, 
1995, p. 7 for the text, p. 11 for the translation).
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The second argument expresses that, if the atom is indivisible, then 
when it is exposed to the sun’s light, the whole of it would be 
illuminated. Not having parts, the atom could not have an illuminated 
part (that exposed to the sun) and a non illuminated part (that not 
exposed to the sun); no shadow would be possible for it; and 
consequently the objects of our empirical reality, being formed by 
atoms completely illuminated on all sides, would never exhibit a 
shadow in any of its surfaces.

The third argument offered by Vasubandhu is that, if the atom lacks 
parts, it would not have any extreme face, any external side or limit; 
and consequently it would be unable to obstruct, to stop other atoms 
coming towards it; and, being the atoms unable to mutually obstruct, 
to stop others, all the atoms would occupy the same place, would be 
confounded in one, would constitute a mass of the size of an atom. 
There would not be possibility of a gross thing, of the gross things of 
our world.

To sum up: the atom is not an external dyatana (object of cognition), 
since owing to its infinitely small measure it cannot be grasped by us, 
when it is isolated, and it is impossible for it to be connected to other 
atoms in order to build up a perceptible agglomeration of atoms; 
otherwise, it would lose its indivisibility, its essential characteristic 
according to the atomist. (Besides that, an indivisible atom is a not well 
founded hypothesis).

Section XXIV: Suggestion o f the opponent: The shadow a n d  the 
capacity to obstruct can belong to the conglomerate o f atoms a nd  
not to the individual atom
The opponent in order to overcome the previous refuting arguments, 
argues that it can be considered that the atom, when it is isolated, can 
be illuminated in its totality and can be unable to obstruct other atoms, 
but that nevertheless it can be accepted that the shadow and the 
capacity to obstruct belong to the conglomerate of atoms.

Section XXV: Refutation o f the previous suggestion: the conglomerate 
o f atoms a n d  the atoms that compose it are not different 
In order to refute the previous suggestion Vasubandhu asks whether 
the conglomerate of atoms is different from the atoms that build it up. 
The opponent answers is “not”, since he is a Buddhist and according 
to Buddhist doctrine the whole does not exist as something real, 
different from its parts, and consequently the whole and its parts are 
the same. See note 7 of Álam banapañksá. Therefore, if the atom
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cannot have a zone with shadow nor obstruct other atoms, the 
conglomerate that is not different from them, can neither have a 
shadow nor obstruct.

Vasubandhu concludes Section XVVaffirming that the conglomerate 
is only an illusion or imagination (parikalpa)  of conglomerate 
(samnivesa). And he is right. In Section XVIIIhe has expressed two 
possibilities in relation to the áyatana  or object of cognition: 1. the 
áyatana  is a group of isolated atoms or 2. the áyatana  is a 
conglomerate of connected atoms. In the first case, Vasubandhu 
declares, atoms cannot be perceived, since they are infinitely small; 
and, if we could perceive them, we would perceive only isolated 
atoms and nothing else. If we perceive an (inexisting) conglomerate 
instead of isolated atoms, that could be only an illusion of our mind. 
And, as regard the second possibility, the conglomeration of atoms 
(that is the only thing that could produce in our mind the representation 
of a conglomerate) has been declared to be impossible to. exist, 
because it nullifies the basic assumption of the indivisibility of the 
atoms.

Dignága in the Álambanapañksá, Section C, follows a similar line 
of discussion: after discarding the atom as possible object of cognition, 
he maintains that neither the conglomerate can be the object of 
cognition simply because it does not exist.

Section XXVI: New proposal o f the opponent leaving aside atoms 
a nd  conglomerates
The new proposal in defence of the existence of external áyatanas 
leaves aside atoms and conglomerates, since according to what has 
been expounded in Sections XVIII-XX1I it is necessary to admit that 
the atoms, if they are isolated, cannot be objects of cognition, and, if 
it is postulated that they are indivisible, they cannot connect among 
themselves forming a conglomerate which would be the object of 
cognition.

But, after discarding atoms and conglomerate, there remains 
something that is to be examined: what objectively presents itself 
before our sensorial knowledge, what our senses grasp: form-colour, 
etc.; it is not necessary to inquire whether what our senses grasp is 
atoms or a conglomerate constructed by them. What our senses grasp 
is, according to the realist opponent, the external áyatana, essential 
factor of sensorial cognition.

The same opponent indicates, answering a question formulated by 
Vasubandhu, that the characteristics of this new áyatana  (basis or
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object of knowledge are 1. the fact of being the object of knowledge, 
of functioning as such, and 2. the fact of being blue, etc., i. e. the fact 
of having the numerous attributes with which it presents itself before 
our senses-being its essence what it may be, atoms or conglomerate.

Vasubandhu starts his analysis of the new object of cognition asking 
whether that blue, etc., which is proposed now as object of cognition, 
is something multiple (i.e. composed of elements) or one (i.e. 
possessing unity). In the next Section Vasubandhu will deal with both 
possibilities, demonstrating that the new áyatana  that has been 
proposed cannot exist either, because of its logical impossibility.

Section XXVII: Difficulties to which gives rise the new proposal, 
which confirm the impossibility o f the existence o f external áyatanas 
In this Section Vasubandhu will show that the datum  form-colour, etc., 
adduced as the object of cognition, faces the same difficulties that the 
atoms and the conglomerate, that have been examined and refuted 
in the preceding Sections.

Vasubandhu studies here the two alternatives indicated in the 
previous Section: that the blue, etc., thing or datum  that is now 
proposed as the external áyatana  is either multiple or one (provided 
with unity).

Vasubandhu expresses that, the logical difficulties which occur in 
relation to the first hypothesis (multiplicity) have been already 
indicated. He is referring to the second and third alternatives of Section 
XVIII developed in Sections XVIII-XXV.

We think that, by reference to the ideas exposed by Vasubandhu, 
his reasoning in relation to that blue, etc., which our senses grasp, is 
the following one. If that datum  is composed of parts, these parts 
could in their turn be divided into sub-parts and so on, in a dividing 
process that reaches the atom. The atoms are the last possible parts 
of things and thus they are to be taken into account in this hypothesis 
of multiplicity. And it has already been said that the isolated atoms 
cannot be perceived owing to their infinitely small size, and the atoms 
as they are conceived by the atomists cannot be connected among 
themselves on risk of losing their indivisible essence. Thus, not being 
there either isolated atoms or aggregates of atoms that could be 
perceived, what we perceive is not what is there; therefore it must 
be something that our imagination creates and superimposes on the 
invisible atoms. This is a case of a mere “imagination or illusion of 
aggregate”—imagination or illusion constituted by a coloured and 
extended aggregate, but unreal and inexistent as such.
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The following example presents an analogous situation: we look 
from afar at a marching army; the army is not something real, different 
from the soldiers that build it up; we do not perceive them because 
of the distance; the only real thing that is there, the soldiers, are not 
the object of our cognition; its object is something unreal, created by 
our mind, the army, another mere “illusion or imagination of aggregate”, 
superimposed on the only real thing, the soldiers.

Thus, a thing, which is constituted by a multiplicity of elements that 
cannot be perceived, either because of their invisibility (the atoms) or 
because of the distance (the soldiers), and which can be divided unto 
those elements—that thing will produce a representation of itself that 
does not correspond to reality, and cannot be considered as an áyatana, 
which has to produce in our mind a representation that corresponds 
to its true form of being. Cf. in Dignágas Álam banapaňksá (Previous 
remarks of our commentary) the definitions of “object of cognition” 
and “support of cognition”. In both definitions is found the agreement 
between the thing to which the cognition refers and the representation 
which is produced in the mind.

After discarding the first hypothesis, Vasubandhu deals with the 
second one. that thing blue, etc. that we grasp is one, and consequently 
it is deprived of extension, since, if it had extension, it would have 
parts. This thing blue, etc. which constitutes the second hypothesis 
has in common with the whole (avayavin)  as conceived by the 
Vaišesikas the attribute of oneness.

The difficulties adduced by Vasubandhu against this alternative are 
the following ones, which can be adduced also against the whole as 
conceived by the Nyáya-Vaisesika.

1. If that thing blue, etc., which I see, as for instance a piece of 
land, were one and consequently without extension, it could 
be gone through with a single footstep; it could not be gone 
through gradually.

2. Any thing, as for instance a table, if it were one and consequently 
deprived of extension, could not be seized by a hand in one 
of its extremes only and not seized at the same time in another 
of them. It would be seized by that hand everywhere.

3. If I shut in a park elephants and horses, and that park is one, 
without extension, those elephants and horses could not occupy 
different places; all of them would occupy the same place; 
there would be no separation between both kind of animals.
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And, if it would be possible to separate on one side the 
elephants and in another the horses, that park would not be 
one since there would be between them an empty space 
separating them.

4. Finally, if all things and creatures are one and deprived of 
extension, their diversity would not derive from their size, 
since being deprived of extension they would have no size; 
their diversity would derive only from their characteristics. 
Therefore, if we can see a big fish, there is not reason for our 
not seeing a small, tiny, minute-fish, since the characteristics of 
both are the same and extension or size does not exist for any 
of them, being one and therefore without extension, and 
consequently cannot be adduced as a factor of differentiation 
to explain why we perceive one and do not perceive the 
other.

Vasubandhu concludes this Section expressing that it is not possible 
to admit the unity, the indivisibility of the thing, of the datum  blue, 
etc., which objectively comes before our eyes and which has been 
proposed by the opponent as the external ayatana  or object of 
cognition. That thing or datum  is divisible into atoms, and atoms (as 
it has been demonstrated in Sections XIX-XXIII) are in their turn 
divisible and do not constitute unities.

Thus our empirical reality is a collection of things and beings 
constituted by parts, by subparts, by “divisible” atoms. If we analyze 
the things of our empirical reality, then parts and subparts begin to 
appear in successive waves. But we can only grasp the parts that 
manifest themselves in the first levels of our analysis; the parts of 
deeper levels escape from our vision. These parts, subparts, atoms, 
to which things are reduced, are the only things that are there. 
Nevertheless what we perceive are things, com pact unitary 
individualized things. We grasp what does not really exist, what is only 
appearances, phenomena, which can only be explained as creations 
of our mind, like the taimirika's or the oniric visions. So we reach the 
conclusion that there are not external ayatanas for our cognitions, 
only mental creations; and that it is only the m ind  which creates in 
itself and by itself what we perceive as external object.

In the remaining part of the treatise Vasubandhu will refute several 
objections adduced against his idealistic thesis of the inexistence of an 
external ayatana and will develop some thesis and conceptions of his 
school of philosophy.
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Section XXVIII: How to explain perception i f  there is not an external 
object ?
Perception is the most important of the means of knowledge 
(pramanas) and through it it is established whether a thing exists or 
not. If no external object exists, how can there be perception ? We 
have already indicated in note 13 of the Alam banapanksa  and in our 
commentary to Section ATthat in the realistic Buddhist conception of 
perception an external ayatana  (basis), i. e. an external object, was 
necessary: form-colour or any other sensorial object. This was also the 
position of the realistic Nyaya-Vaisesika. Nyayasutra I, 1, 4 requires 
for the coming forth of perception the contact of the sense-organ with 
an object ( indriyartbasan nikarsa).

Section XXIX: Vasubandhu answers describing the mechanism o f 
perception which in fa c t takes places without an external object 
Vasubandhu answers declaring that in fact all the acts of perception 
lack a corresponding external object, and therefore the idealistic thesis 
that denies the existence of external ayatanas does not produce any 
difficulty. Vasubandhu’s answer has three aspects.

In the first place, in a succinct way he points out that a perception 
without an external object is possible, as it happens in dreams. In fact 
nothing real and external corresponds to the oniric vision. Vasubandhu 
adds: “as it has been said before”. He is referring to Section ///w here 
there is a reference to dreams. It is necessary to take into account 
what has been explained in Section XIII. This last Section explains 
how the sensorial knowledge is produced, without an external object, 
by the sole mechanism of the vtisanasor subliminal impressions left 
by previous experiences.

Then Vasubandhu adds that in fact, when a cognition carlled 
‘perception’ takes place, the object of that cognition is not seen at all. 
For Vasubandhu a perceptive process proceeds in the following way.58

In a first moment the sense comes into contact and is in contact 
with its object; this is pure sensation; mind has no intervention at all; 
and consequently that pure sensorial knowledge does not involve any 
mental association or construction ( vikalpa, kalpand) of whatever 
kind it may be, as for instance name, gender, quality, action, accidental 
attributes, etc. Because of the absence of all extra-sensorial element, 
this moment of the perceptive process receives the name of 
unirvikalpa perception”, i.e. a perception that lacks any mental 
construction (vikalpa). This is the type of sensorial knowledge that is 
proper to the child in the first days of life or to a yogin that has reached
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a deep level of concentration. Anonymous, “The effects of Marijuana 
in consciousness”, in Ch. T. Tart, Altered states o f consciousness, 
New York: Anchor Books, 1972, p. 345, aptly describes this moment 
of the perceptive process: “There are two states of awareness which 
relate to these sensory effects. The basic one can be called pure 
awareness. In this state the person is completely and vividly aware 
of his experience, but there are no processes of thinking, manipulating, 
or interpreting going on. The sensations fill the person’s attention, 
which is passive but absorbed in what is occurring, which is usually 
experienced as intense and immediate. Pure awareness is experiencing 
without associations to what is there”

In a second moment, which constitutes the perception properly 
said, the datum  provided by the sense is enriched with mental 
associations, as those previously indicated such as name, etc. This 
moment of the perception process receives the name of “savikalpa 
perception” This constitutes the normal form of perception. 
Anonymous, ibidem, p. 345, describes it as follows: “The other state 
of awareness is one which can be termed conscious awareness, in 
which the sensory experience is connected to meanings, plans, 
functions, decisions, and possible actions. This is our normal way of 
perceiving and how we usually go about our daily lives. We do not 
sense the world directly, but with the incorporation of our memories, 
meanings, and uses. In the state of pure awareness objects are 
experienced as sensory qualities, without the intrusion of interpretation”, 
and p.346: “Consciousness, conscious awareness, or conscious attention 
involves a connecting function which observes experience in relation 
to past experience, memory images, memory recording, expectancies, 
plans, goals, etc. This type of consciousness may intrude on the 
awareness state at a low level. However, when awareness fills the 
attention there is a “becoming lost” in the experience, in which there 
is often not even a memory of what occurred. This seems to be a state 
in which consciousness functions are not present, and all experience 
is at the level of awareness. Consciousness, attention, and memory 
recording are apparently not active”

Now, according to the previous explanation, Vasubandhu argues 
that the object known by the mind, the object that is represented in 
the mind, in the second moment of the perception process (the 
savikalpa perception) is not anymore the object that came into contact 
with the sense in the first moment of the perception process (the 
nirvikalpa, pure, perception). The object that came into contact with 
the sense in the first moment of the perception process was devoid
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of any association, was devoid of any mental construction; but the 
object known by the mind in the second moment of the perception 
process has been determined, provided and enriched with the 
associations constructed by the mind. Owing to that transformation it 
is possible to say that the object of the first moment of perception, 
the object of the eye-cognition, of the cognitive activity carried on by 
the eye, is not anymore before the mind in the second moment of 
perception. Then, Vasubandhu concludes, it is not possible to maintain 
that the perceptive cognition has taken place with the presence of an 
external object, of that object which came into contact with the sense. 
The perception properly said takes place in the absence of that 
external object, after its disappearance due to the transformation to 
which it was submitted through the “constructive” activity of the mind.

Vasubandhu adds—and this is the third aspect of his answer—that 
the previous argumentation is more decisive in relation to instantaneous 
objects. And this is what Buddhists maintain: all is in a constant flow, 
since there is not a permanent and unalterable substance and since all 
the beings and things of our reality are composed of dharmas- 
unsubstantial, impermanent, which as soon as they arise disappear.59 
Consequently the object that came into contact with the sense has 
ceased to exist when mind accomplishes its cognitive activity.

In this way Vasubandhu has demonstrated that, contrarily to what 
is ordinarily believed, perception takes place in fact without the 
presence of external object.

Section XXX: I f  there are not external objects, how recollection, 
which requires the previous experience o f an  object, is to be 
explained ?
All recollection is supposed to require the previous experience, the 
previous cognition of the recollected object. It is impossible to recollect 
something that has not been known. And that necessary experience 
or cognition is the perception through the senses of something.60

Section X X X I: Vasubandhu answers that it is only by virtue o f the 
reaclualizing o f the vasanas that recollection comes forth  
Vasubandhu answers that it has already been explained—in Section 
X II—that the cognition of som ething arises by virtue of the 
reactualization of a vasana or mark or subliminal impression left by a 
previous act of cognition, without the intervention of a real external 
object. That cognition, product of the reactualization of a vasana, is 
the origin or source of the new recollective cognition. What is 
recollected is only the object which was perceived in that previous act
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of cognition and which did not exist outside the mind. Recollection is 
only of mental products, not of external objects. Something similar 
happens with the recollection of things seen in dreams or in the 
course of a hallucination. For a realist thinker there can be recollection 
of real external things perceived in normal acts of cognition and also 
recollection of mere mental products as things seen in an oniric vision 
or under the effect of a delusion; for Vasubandhu in all the acts of 
recollection what is recollected is only a mental creation produced by 
a mere mental process-the reactualization of a vasana.

Let us remember that for Vasubandhu man is only a succession of 
vasana-act of cognition-vasana-act of cognition-vdsana-act of 
cognition, etc. which comes forth from a beginningless eternity.61 And 
this alternative process of vasanas and acts of cognition produced by 
them takes place in the mental level or realm; there was not a first 
act of cognition produced by a real external object.

Vasubandhu ends his reasoning saying that from the existence of 
recollection it cannot be necessarily deduced that there has been a 
previous cognition of an external real object. That he is right is shown 
by the adduced examples of dreams and hallucinations.

Section X X X II: How can it happen that m an is not aware o f the 
unreality o f  the objects o f  his acts o f cognition ?
As an argument against the idealistic thesis of Vasubandhu is adduced 
the fact that people are aware of the things that they see in dreams 
being unreal, but they consider as real the things that they perceive 
when they are awake. If these last things were also unreal, there 
would not be difference in the reactions of people. This argument 
amounts to saying that against Vasubandhu’s opinion there is the 
common opinion of everybody.

Section XXXIII: Vasubandhu answers that people become aware o f  
the unreality o f their oniric vision when they awake, a n d  o f the 
unreality o f all they perceive when they are free  from  error 
The man that dreams does not become aware of the unreality of his 
oniric vision so long as he has not awakened. Only when he awakes 
he becomes aware of that fact. Man, so long as he has not reached the 
world-transcending knowledge, is submerged in the “sleep of the 
vasanas”. Only when he, acquiring the world-transcending knowledge, 
becomes free from the “sleep of the vcisanctf', he gets aware that the 
objects he saw in the vasanic sleep were as unreal as the objects he 
sees in dreams.62
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The “sleep of the vasanatf'is nothing else than the illusory world 
created by the reactualization of the vasanas. Man lives in that world, 
enchained to it, considering it as external to him and real, in the same 
way as, when he dreams, he feels that he is dealing with external real 
beings and things. In both cases there is only delusion. Man cognizes 
that illusory world, and that cognition is his normal ordinary knowledge.

In this Section Vasubandhu indicates the characteristics of the 
world-transcending knowledge, which allows man to awake from the 
“sleep of the va sa n a f. This world-transcending knowledge is the 
opposite to the normal ordinary knowledge. It is nothing else than the 
Bodhi, Enlightenment, the knowledge of what the empirical reality 
truly is, that the Bodhisattva obtains and which transforms him into a 
B uddha , a Tathagata.

In normal conditions, i.e. in the natural empirical existence of man, 
mind (through the mechanism of the vasanas) creates an illusory 
reality. That illusory reality, a mere mental product, is superimposed 
on the true reality, covering it, concealing it. The true reality cannot 
be reached by man, precisely because his mind places in front of it 
a veil of delusion which covers and conceals it. The normal knowledge 
cannot reach the true reality, its only object are the creations of the 
mind, that is to say the illusion to which they give rise; this illusion is 
the limit of ordinary human knowledge. Human mind is condemned 
to know only the unreal world which it creates.

With the world-transcending knowledge the situation is completely 
different. That knowledge has as its object, not illusory mental 
creations—the covering concealing empirical reality—but the true 
reality that ordinarily is covered and concealed. When that world- 
transcending knowledge is obtained, mind gets devoid of its capacity 
to produce new vasanas, mind is thus “purified”. Moreover that world- 
transcending knowledge has another important consequence: the 
destruction of the old vasancis which lay in subliminal state in the 
mind, waiting for the moment to be reactualized. Thus this world- 
transcending knowledge is the opposite of the “sleep of the vasanas ”, 
since it stops their functioning and puts an end to their consequences. 
The world-transcending knowledge is free from the production of 
unreal mental creations, since its object is the true reality; and, if there 
were mental creations, these would hinder the perception of that true 
reality. Contrarily to normal knowledge which is the ordinary and 
natural behaviour of mind, the world-transcending knowledge is given 
only in extraordinary conditions; it is the result of an arduous labour
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imposed by the intellectual and moral Buddhist discipline, and which 
has as its crowning, in an act that can be considered of mystic or yogic 
experience, the cognitive experience of the true reality.

The man who obtains after long efforts that world-transcending 
knowledge will have the deep conviction that all that is the object of 
the normal knowledge is a mere mental creation, a mirage, a 
phantasmagoria without real existence. And, although he continues 
living in this world, having necessariiy recourse to the normal ordinary 
knowledge for his empirical activity, anyhow his normal ordinary 
knowledge has been purified and has been deprived of all its capacity 
to originate evil effects, thanks to the world-transcending knowledge 
he has obtained.63

Section XXXIV: Without real objects, how can a consciousness 
determ ine another ?
If there w6re not external object which give rise to cognition, if 
cognition is produced only by virtue of the transformation of 
consciousness itself, if all is mere illusion created by mind, then it is 
impossible to admit that a consciousness may be determined, influenced, 
for better or for worse, through the contact with good or evil friends 
or through hearing a good or an evil doctrine, since all is unreal and 
neither those friends nor those doctrines do exist.

In Section //the  realist opponent of Vasubandhu adduced as a third 
objection that, if all is mere mental creation, representations would be 
proper to each series of consciousnesses, and the most absolute 
solipsism would occur. Vasubandhu in Section IV refutes his opponent 
and overcomes solipsism explaining that the representations in the 
diverse consciousnesses are similar owing to the similarity of the 
karmic histories of those individuals that have them.

The question in this Section aims at isolating a consciousness from 
all the others. We can admit that all consciousnesses can have the 
same representations, but anyhow they cannot exert a mutual influence. 
There is not the possibility that a good teacher influence on his 
disciple neither that the hearing of the Buddhist Dharma produce a 
beneficial effect on those who receive it. Each consciousness would 
be isolated in itself.

Section XXXV: Vasubandhu’s answer asserts that the possibility o f 
a consciousness influencing on another exists 
In his answer Vasubandhu affirms three things: 1. there is among 
consciousnesses a reciprocal determination or influence^, that
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determination or influence exists because each consciousness is for 
the other a predominant determining condition iadhipatipratyaya); 
and 3. consequently an act of cognition in a series of consciousnesses 
can arise from an act of cognition of another series of consciousnesses, 
not necessarily from an external object.

The predominant determining condition (adhipatipratyaya.) is the 
most important determining condition in the collection of conditions 
that are needed for anything being created; it is the determining 
condition that specifically aims at the production of some affect.64

Vasubandhu does not give any fundamentation for these three 
statements. We think that Vasubandhu’s idea can be explained in the 
following way. We start from the assertion that all men are nothing 
else than series of consciousnesses. By virtue of the vasanas that 
belong to them they imagine a world, where they will experience 
happiness as a reward or suffering as a punishment, as retribution for 
their good or evil actions. Due to the similarity of their karman, there 
is agreement among all these worlds, giving the impression that they 
are only one and the same world; and what happens in one of these 
worlds agrees with what happens in the others, giving the impression 
of a strict correspondence among all the events that occur in all these 
worlds. It could be said that there is a pre-established harmony among 
all the mental creations up to their most minute details. In a certain 
sense this fact gives a kind of reality to that world and what happens 
in it.

Now it can happen that in one of these series of consciousnesses 
(the master, the kalyanam itra), due merely to the karm an  and the 
mechanism of the vasanas,, some ideas, norms, ways of acting that can 
help to attain Liberation are conceived. These ideas, etc. are dharmas 
with all the characteristics possessed by the dharm as (see note 29). 
Nothing theoretically hinders that one of these beneficial dharm as 
(which is the effect of the conjunction of several other dharm as) in 
conjunction on its turn with other dharm as be the cause of the 
production in another series (the disciple, the friend of the 
kalyanam itra) of a dharm a  that influences (as a teaching, as a good 
advice) the course that this second series will take-being all the process 
ruled by the laws of causality, the force of the karm an , and the 
mechanism of the vasanas in the context of universal causality and 
interdependence.65 So it is possible to say that a cognition—that of the 
beneficial ideas—that takes place in one consciousness has an effect 
in another consciousness.
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In Section XXXIXVasubandhu will give several examples of how 
a series of consciousnesses can influence on another series. The events 
indicated by Vasubandhu were considered as historical events, that 
had really taken place. Thus they constitute another empirical proof 
of the possibility of one mind influencing on another.

Section XXXVI: Why the conduct in the dream state a nd  the conduct 
in the waking state do not give rise to the sam e effects as to the 
retribution o f actions ?
Cognition in the dream state lacks a real object. If cognition in the 
waking state lacks also a corresponding real object, then there is no 
difference between both cognitions, between both experiences. So 
we cannot admit any difference in the moral results, in the retribution 
in a future life of an action done in a dream and an action done in 
waking time. The murder one commits in the waking state is as unreal 
as the one committed in a dream: in both cases there is neither victim 
nor murderous action nor killer. Why the first act will produce an evil 
fruit (as a reincarnation in bad conditions or condemnation to hell) 
while the second one will be innocuous ? Logically, in both cases, 
nothing will be produced. And, not being there retribution for good or 
evil actions, the basis for the moral system is destroyed.66 This question, 
to which this Section refers, brings the discussion to a moral level, 
which is very important for Buddhism whatever be the philosophical 
position adopted.

Section XXXVII: Vasubandhu answers that there is a fu ndam en ta l 
difference between both situations owing to the diverse states o f 
m ind
Vasubandhu solves the objection expressing that there is a difference 
between the act performed in the waking state and the act performed 
in a dream, owing to which the consequences of both actions are not 
the same. In fact, during a dream mind is dominated by torpor,67 is not 
aware of what it does; during the waking state it is not the same. Thus 
it is not the existence or the inexistence of a corresponding external 
real object what produces the diversity of the fruit, but the different 
state or condition of the mind: conscious during the waking state, 
unconscious while dreaming.

We find in this Section a reference to two types of illusion. Normally, 
man in the waking state lives in the illusion (created by his own mind 
by virtue of the mechanism of the vasanas) of an external and real 
world. This world (as has been previously expressed) agrees with the
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worlds created by the other minds owing to the identity of their 
karmic histories. Consequently, it is a universal illusion shared with by 
all men. Man is responsible for the acts he performs so long as he acts 
in that illusory world created by himself. During a dream, mind produces 
another illusion, which is exclusively proper to him alone, an illusion 
inside another illusion, which is not shared with by other beings. Man 
is not responsible for his acts during a dream, since his mind does not 
control itself.

Section XXXVIII: I f  there are no bodies, how a m urder can be 
produced ? How the crime o f murder can be committed?
If all is consciousness only, mind only, there are no bodies; then no 
man (a butcher for instance) can really kill another living being 
(a sheep for instance). And, if that is not possible, how can a man be 
accused of or blamed for having destroyed life, how can he be charged 
with the crime of murder?

Section XXXIX: Vasubandhu asserts that a m ental act o f a person 
can influence on the series o f consciousnesses o f another, producing  
his death, and  gives examples o f cases in which that happened 
Vasubandhu answers that a particular act of cognition (more properly 
an act of volition, a will, a desire) of a person, acting as the predominant 
determining condition, can give rise to an alteration in the series of 
consciousnesses of other persons in the way indicated in our 
commentary on Section XXXV  This alteration hinders the functioning 
of the organ of life or vital organ or vital force or vitality (jivitendriya) 
of that person, the victim, causing his death—i.e. the interruption not 
of the infinite series of consciousnesses which constitute the individual, 
but the interruption of the segment of the series of consciousnesses 
that constitute his present life or existence.

The organ of life (jivitendriya) is one of the forces or energies 
which compose the individual and explain his constitution, his evolution 
and end; it is the force which determines the length of his life. When 
this vital force becomes exhausted or is stopped by any factor alien 
to it (as is the case Vasubandhu deals with in this Section), the death 
of the individual is produced.68

In order to prove his assertion Vasubandhu mentions alterations as 
loss of memory, visions of dreams, possession by evil spirits produced 
in the series of consciousnesses of a person by the force of demons 
(such as pisacas) or beings possessed of extraordinary powers. The 
belief in extraordinary mental powers was common in India at
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Vasubandhu’s time. Thus Vasubandhu adduces as an argument for his 
thesis a belief commonly accepted, not only among Hindus but also 
among Buddhists.69

Vasubandhu gives as examples events transmitted by Buddhist 
tradition as historical facts to which Vasubandhu ascribes full veracity. 
The events mentioned by Vasubandhu are the visions of dreams by 
King Sarana as an effect of a mental act on the part of the Buddhist 
sage, the Venerable Mahakatyayana, and the defeat of the King of the 
Asuras as an effect of mental acts of the forest rsis?0

Section X L : Vasubandhu gives as a ground fo r  his thesis expounded  
in the previous Section an implicit approval to it given by the 
Buddha him self
Vasubandhu expresses in this Section that it is necessary to accept the 
thesis he has expounded in the previous Section, because the Buddha 
himself has implicitly given his approval to it. The episode Vasubandhu 
refers to is narrated in the Upalisutta in the M ajjhim anikayar Vol. I, 
p. 378 (PTS edition) (= II, p. 43,1. B. Homer’s translation, London: Luzac, 
1970).71 In that occasion the Buddha declares that violence through the 
mind is to be severely condemned, and to illustrate his point he asks 
Upali whether he knew the cause of the voidness of several forests.72 
Upali answers that the cause was the anger of several rsis (sages) who 
punished their offenders by merely desiring to harm them. Buddha 
accepts and approves that answer. So the Scripture corroborates 
Vasubandhu’s opinion: a mere volition, wish or desire to inflict violence 
on another person (as in the case of the mentioned rsis) is able to 
produce that effect and destroy another person.

Two important elements are present in this Section. On one side, 
the traditional belief that the anger of the rsis is able to produce 
extraordinary effects, and, on the other side, the acceptation of the word 
of the Buddha as a norm of authority.

Section XU: A n alternative explanation o f the voidness o f the 
m entioned forests is discarded by Vasubandhu 
Vasubandhu expresses that it could be thought that the beings of these 
three forests were destroyed not by the mere anger of the rsis, but 
by true acts of v iolence carried on against the offenders by 
non-human beings who also lived in the indicated forests and who 
respected the rsis. This explanation cannot be accepted, since in that 
case the Buddha would not have said that violence manifested through 
the mind is a greater sin than the violence through the body or through
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the word, giving as an example of that the events in which the rsis 
were involved.

Section XLII: I f  the hypothesis o f  ‘only m in d ‘ is accepted, how to 
explain the knowledge o f another's m ind or thought ? Vasuhandhu 
adm its the possibility that this knowledge exists, but affirm s that it 
does not correspond to reality
Vasuhandhu is asked by his interlocutor: If the existence of mind only 
is accepted, then one may ask whether the “knowers of another’s mind” 
really know it or not. The negative answer to this question is to be 
discarded, because in that case the “knowers of another’s mind” would 
not be “knowers of another’s mind” In Vasuhandhu’s time it was 
generally believed that some persons, owing to their great spiritual 
progress, possessed that capacity.73 So Vasuhandhu cannot deny that 
these persons possessed a knowledge of others’ mind, but afterwards 
he will make clear which is the sort of knowledge these persons 
possessed.

Then the affirmative answer must be accepted: there are persons 
who know another’s mind. The interlocutor asks: How (or why) the 
knowledge of the persons who know another’s mind is erroneous, does 
not corresponds to reality ? Vasuhandhu answers: It is erroneous, it 
does not correspond to reality in the same way as the knowledge of 
one’s own mind is erroneous, does not correspond to reality. Both 
knowledges are norm al ordinary knowledge, and as such function 
within the frame of the subject-object duality, and are consequently 
unable to grasp the essence of the mind which is pure consciousness, 
beyond the categories of subject and object. Both knowledges grasp 
a distorted image of their object. The essence of the mind, its true reality 
is that indefinable substantiality (see Section XV), which is the object 
only of that world-transcending knowledge that is proper to the 
Buddhas (see Section XXXIII). Only the Buddhas can grasp the truth 
of the essence of the mind.

Section XLIII: Conclusion
Vasubandhu concludes his treatise with some general remarks. He 
expresses that the theory of only m ind  or o f the sole existence o f  
co n sc io u sn ess ,w hich  he has ex p o u n d e d , is p ro fo u n d  an d  
unfathomable, since it proposes numerous questions which give rise 
to infinite reasonings and speculations. Ordinary persons (and 
Vasubandhu includes himself among them) are unable to encompass 
that theory in its whole totality; they can only have a partial, incomplete
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vision of it. This theory is the realm of the Buddhas (Enlightened Ones), 
only they are capable to know it completely, because they have 
reached Enlightenment and consequently they are omniscient; there 
is not any obstacle for their knowing it in all its forms and in all its 
im plications. V asubandhu has exp la ined  it according to his 
“capacity Xsakti).



SANSKRIT TEXT

VIMSATIKA VIJNAPTIMATRATASIDDHIH

(Mahjusrikumarabhutaya namah)74

[Section I: The thesis o f the author: all is mere m ental creations; 
only the m ind  exists.H

[m ahayane traidhatukam  vijnaptim atram  vyavasthapyate/ 
cittamatram bho jinaputra yad uta traidhatukam iti sutrat/cittam mano 
vijnanam vijnaptis ceti paryayah/cittam  atra sasam prayogam  
abhipretam/matram ityarthapratisedhartham/]

vijnaptimatram evedam asadarthavabhasanat/ 
yadvat ta imirikasyasatkesondukad ida rsanarr[G/ / l / /

[Section II: Objections derived from  the characteristics o f the m ental 
creations]

[atra codyate/]

na desakalaniyam ah santananiyam o na ca /
na ca kriyakriya yukta  vijhaptir ya d i narthatah //2 //

[kim uktam  bhavati/yadi vina rupadyarthena rupadivijnaptir 
utpadyate na rupadyarthat/kasm at kvacid desa utpadyate na 
sa rv a tra /ta tra iv a  ca d ese  kad acid  u tp ad y a te  na sa rv ad a / 
taddesakalapratisthitanam sarvesam samtana utpadyate na kevalam 
ekasya/yatha taimirikanam sam tane kesadyabhaso nanyesam / 
kasmad yat taimirikaih kesabhramaradi drsyate tena kesadikriya 

na kriyate na ca tadanyair na kriyate/yad annapanavastravisayudhadi 
svapne drsyate tenannadikriya na kriyate na ca tadanyair na kriyate/ 
gandharvanagarenasattvan nagarakriya na kriyate na ca tadanyair na 
kriyate/tasm ad arthabhave desakalaniyam ah sam tananiyam ah 
krtyakriya ca na yujyate/

ISection III: R efu ta tion  o f  the objections one by one. The 
characteristics indicated in Section II are not proper to all mental 
creations]

na khalu na yujyate yasmat/

desadiniyam ah siddhah svapnavat
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svapna iva svapnavat/katham tavat/ 77 svapne vinapyarthena kva 
cid eva dese kim cid bhramararamastripurusadikam drsyate na 
sarvatra/tatraiva ca dese kada cid drsyate na sarvakalam iti 
siddho vinapyarthena desakalaniyamah/

pretavat p u n a h /
samtdnaniyamah

siddha iti vartate/^pretanam iva pretavat/79 katham siddhah/80 samam81

sarvaih puyanadyadidarsane//3 //

puyapurna nadi puyanadi/ghrtaghatavat/tulyakarmavipakavastha 
hi pretah sarve ‘pi puyapurnam nadim pasyanti naika eva/yatha 
puyapurnam evam mutrapurlsadipurnam dandasidharais ca purusair 
adhisthitam ityadigrahanena/evam  samtananiyamo vijnaptlnam 
asatyapyarthe siddhah/

svapnopaghatavat krtyakriya

siddheti veditavyam/ yatha svapne dvayasamapattim antarena 
sukravisargalaksanah svapnopaghatah82/evam  tavad anyanyair 
drstantair desakalaniyamadicatustayam siddham /

[Section IV: Refutation (sim ilat to that o f Section III) o f the objections 
o f Section II, but all together]

narakavat p u n a h /
sarvam

siddham iti veditavyam/narakesviva narakavat/katham siddham/

narakapaladidarsane tais ca badhane //4 //

yatha hi narakesu narakanam narakapaladidarsanam desakalaniyamena 
sid d h am  sv av ay asay asap arv a tad y ag am an ag am an ad arsan am  
cetyadigrahanena sarvesam83 ca naikasyaiva tais ca tadbadhanam 
siddham asatsvapi narakapaladisu samanasvakarmavipakadhipatyat/ 
tathanyatrapi sarvam etad desakalaniyamadicatustayam siddham iti 
veditavyam/

[Section V: Opponent’s objection against the inexistence (previously
adduced by Vasubandbu) o f the hell-guards]
kim84 punah karanam narakapalas te ca svano vayasas ca sattva 85
nesyante/

[Section VI: V asubandbu’s answer to the previous objection] 
ayogat/na hi te naraka yujyante/ tathaiva tadduhkhapratisamvedanat/
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parasparam yatayatam ime naraka ime narakapala iti vyavasthana 
syat/tulyakrtipramanabalanam86 ca parasparam yatayatam87 na tatha 
bhayam  sy a t/d a h a d u h k h a m 88 ca p rad lp tay am  ayom ayyam  
bhumavasahamanah katham tatra paran yatayeyuh/^lnarakanam va 
narake^kutah sambhavah/

[Section VII: Solution proposed by the opponent asserting the birth 
in the hells o f not condem ned beings acting as hell-guards] 
katham  tavat tirascam  sv arg asam b h av a h /ev am  narak esu  
tiryakpretavisesanam narakapaladinam sambhavah syat/

[Section VIII: Refutation o f the previous solution]

tirascam sam bhavah90 svarge yatha ca 91 narake ta tha/ 
na pretanam  yatas tajjam duhkham 92 nanubhavantite//5//

ye hi tiryahcah svaige sambhavanti93te tadbhajanalokasukhasamvartaniyena 
karmana94 tatra sambhutas95 tajjam sukham pratyanubhavanti/na caivam96 
narakapaladayo narakam duhkham pratyanubhavanti/97 tasman na 
tirascam sambhavo98yukto napi pretanam/

[Section IX: New suggestion on the part o f the opponent affirm ing  
that in the hells there arise conglomerates o f elements adopting the 
form  o f hell-guards a n d  acting as such]
te sa m "  tarh i n arak an am  k a rm a b h is100 tatra  b h u tav isesah  
sambhavanti101 varnakrtipramanabalavisista ye102 narakapaladisamjham 
p ra tilab h a n te /ta th a  ca parinam anti yad vividham 
hastaviksepadikriyam kurvanto drsyante bhayotpadanartham/yatha 
mesakrtayah parvata agacchanto103 gacchanto ‘yahsalmalivane104 ca 
kantaka adhomukhlbhavanta urdhvamukhlbhavantas105 ceti/na te na 
sambhavantyeva106/

[Section X: Refutation o f the previous suggestion: Why not to adm it 
that the hell-guards, etc. are a m ental product o f the transformation 
o f the vasanas, a n d  that the vasanas a n d  their effect are both in 
the m ind  ?]

ya d i tatkarm abhis107 tatra bhutdnam  sambhavas108 tatha 
syate parinam as ca kim  vijhanasya nesyate lQ9//6 //

vijnanasyaiva tatkarmabhis110 tatha parinamah kasman nesyate kim 
punar bhutani kalpyante/api ca/

karm anoxu vasananyatraphalam  anyatra kalpyate/ 
tatraiva nesyate1'2 yatra vasana kim 113 nu  kdranam //7/

yena hi karmana114 narakanam tatra tadrso bhutanam sambhavah115 
kalpyate parinam as ca tasya116 karm ano117 vasana tesam
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vijnanasamtanasamnivista118 nanyatra/yatraiva ca vasana tatraiva 
tasyah phalam  tadrso vijnanaparinam ah kim 119 nesyate/yatra 
vasana nasti tatra tasyah phalam kalpyata iti kim atra karanam/

[Section XI: Fundam entation o f the opponent's thesis that the “fr u it” 
o f actions is not where the vasana is]
agamah karanam/yadi vijnanam eva rupadipratibhasam syan na 
rupadiko’ rthas tada rupadyayatanastitvam bhagavata noktam syat/

[Section XII: Refutation o f the previous fu n d a m en fation] 
akaranam etad120 yasmat/

rupadyayatanastitvam tadvineyajanam 121 prati/ 
abhiprayavasad uktam  upapadukasattvavatn2//8 //

yathasti sattva123 upapaduka ityuktam bhagavata/abhiprayavasac 
cittasamtatyanucchedam124 ayatyam abhipretya/nastlha sattva125 
atm a va d h a rm a s126 tvete  s a h e tu k a 127 iti v acan a t/ev am  
rupadyayatanastitvam apyuktam bhagavata taddesanavineyajanam 
adhikrtyetyabhiprayikam tad vacanam/

[Section XIII: Which is the true meaning o f the words o f the Buddha  
that affirm  the existence o f ayatanas ?] 
ko ‘trabhiprayah/

yatah svabijad vijhaptiryadabhasa pravartate/ 
dvividhayatanatvena te tasya m unir abravit //9 //

kim uktam 128 bhavati/rupapratibhasa vijhaptir yatah svabljat 
parinamavisesapraptad utpadyate129 tac ca bijam yatpratibhasa ca 
sa te tasya vijnaptes caksurupayatanatvena yathakramam bhagavan 
ab rav it/ev am  yavat sp ra sta v y ap ra tib h asa  v ijhap tir yatah  
svabijat parin am av isesap rap tad 130 u tp ad y a te131 tac ca bijam 
yatpratibhasa ca sa te tasyah 132 kayasprastavyayatanatvena 
yathakramam bhagavan abravld ityayam133 abhiprayalV

[Section XIV: Good results obtained through the Buddha's teaching 
understood in this way]
evam134 punar abhiprayavasena desayitva ko gunah/ 

tathapudgalanairatm yapraveso h i55 

tatha hi desyam ane pudgalanaira tm yam  p rav isan ti/dvayad  
vijnanasatkam 136 pravartate/137 na tu kas cid eko drastasti na 
yavan mantetyevam viditva ye pudgalanairatmyadesanavineyas te 
pudgalanairatmyam pravisanti/

anyatha p u n a h /m  

desanam  dharm anairatm yapravesahuo
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anyatheti vijnaptimàtradesanà/141 katham dharmanairàtmyapravesah142/  
vijnaptimàtram idam rüpâdidharmapratibhâsam143 utpadyate na tu 
rüpàdilaksano dharmah144 ko ‘pyastlti viditvà/

[Section XV: Objection: Does not the inexistence o f dharm as imply 
the inexistence o f consciousness ?]
yadi tarhi sarvathà dharmo145 nàsti tad api vijnaptimàtram nàstlti 
katham tarhi146 vyavasthàpyate/

[Section XVI: R efutation  o f  the previous objection. How the 
affirm ation that the dharmas do not exist is to be understood] 
na khalu sarvathà dharmo147 nàstïty evam dharmanairàtmyapraveso148 
bhavati149api tu/

kalpitàtmana150 //1 0 //

yo bâlair dharmànàm151 svabhàvo gràhyagràhakàdih parikalpitas tena 
kalpitenàtmanà tesàm nairàtmyarrl na tvanabhilàpyenàtmanà yo 
b u d d h à n à m 152 visaya iti/e v a m 153 v ijn ap tim à tra sy àp i154 
v ijn ap ty an ta rap a rik a lp iten à tm an à  n a irà tm y ap rav esàd  155 
vijnaptimàtravyavasthàpanayà sarvadharmànàm156 nairàtmyapraveso 
bhavati na tu sarvathà157 tadastitvàpavàdàt/itarathà hi vijnapter api 
v ijh ap ty an taram  arth ah  syàd  iti v ijn ap tim à tra tv am 158 
na sidhyetàrthavatltvàd vijnaptïnàm/

[Section XVII: Opponent question: Why is it necessary to accept the 
non-existence o f the external àyatanas that are the objects o f 
cognition ?]
katham punar idam pratyetavyam anenàbhipràyena bhagavatà 
rüpâdyàyatanàstitvam  uktam  na punah  santyeva tàni yàni 
rüpàdivijhaptïnàm pratyekam visayïbhavantlti/

[Section XVIII: Vasubandhu’s answer: It is impossible that the external
àyatanas exist]
yasmàt159/

na tad ekam na cànekam  visayah param ànusah/
na ca te samhatà yasm àt param ànur n a 160 sidhyati //1 1//

iti kim u k tam 161 b h av a ti/y a t tad  rü p àd ik am  àyatanam  
rüpàd iv ijhap tïnàm  pratyekam  visayah syàt tad ekam  và syàd 
yathàvayavirüpam kalpyate vaisesikaih/anekam và param ànusah/162 
sam hatà  và ta eva p a ra m àn a v ah /n a  tàvad  ekam  visayo 
bhavatyavayavebhyo163 nyasyàvayavirüpasya kva cid apyagrahanàt/ 
nâpyanekam paramànünâm pratyekam agrahanàt/nàpi te samhatà 
visaylbhavanti/yasmàt paramànur ekam dravyam na sidhyati/katham na 
sidhyati/
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[Section XIX: Arguments which hinder to admit that a conglomeration 
o f atoms (as conceived by the Vaisesikas) could be the external 
ayatana, object o f cognition] 
yasmat/

satkena yugapadyogatparam anoh sadam satd/]64

sadbhyo digbhyah sadbhih paramanubhir yugapadyoge sati paramanoh 
sadamsata prapnoti ekasya yo desas tatranyasyasambhavat165/

sannam  sam anadesatvatpindah syad anum atrakah//12// 

atha ya evaikasya paramanor desah Sa eva sannam/tena sarvesam 
sam anadesatvat sarvah pindah param anum atrah syat 
parasparavyatirekad166 iti na kas cit pindo drsyah syat/

[Section XX: Explanation o f the Vaibhasikas o f Kashmir: molecules 
(groups o f seven atoms) can be connected am ong themselves] 
naiva hi paramanavah samyujyante niravayavatvatl67/  ma bhud esa 
d o sap ra sah g a h /168 sam hatas tu parasparam  sam yujyanta iti 
kasmiravaibhasikah/169

[Section XXI: R efutation o f  the previous exp lana tion  o f  the 
Vaibhasikas: the molecules cannot be connected among themselves 
either]
ta170 idam prastavyah/yah paramanunam samghato na sa tebhyo 
‘rthantaram i t i171

param anor asam yoge/72 tatsamghate173 *sti kasya sahA1A

samyoga iti vartate/

[Section XXII: Refutation o f the Vaibhasikas' assertion that the 
atoms cannot be connected, because they do not poss&ss parts]

na canavayavatvena tatsamyogo na sidhyati //1 3 // 

atha samghata apyanyoyam na samyujyante/175 na tarhi paramanunam 
niravayavatvat176 samyogo na sidhyatlti vaktavyam/savayavasyapi 

• hi samghatasya samyoganabhyupagamat/tasmat paramanur177ekam 
dravyam na sidhyati/

[Section XXIII: Arguments against the unity (indivisibility) o f the 
atom , individually considered (leaving aside the question o f its 
being connected or not with other atoms)] 
yadi ca paramanoh samyoga isyate yadi va nesyate/

digbhagabhedo178 yasyasti tasyaikatvam179 na yu jya te/ 

anyo hi param anoh purvadigbhago yavad180 adhodigbhaga iti
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digbhagabhede181 sati katham tadatmakasya paramanor ekatvam 
yoksyate/

chayavrti182 katham  v a 183

yadyekaikasya paramanor digbhagabhedo na syad adityodaye katham 
anyatra chaya bhavatyanyatratapah184/n a  hi tasyanyah pradeso185 
‘sti yatratapo na syat/avaranam 186 ca katham bhavati param anoh 
paramanvantarena yadi digbhagabhedo nesyate/na hi kas cid api 
p aram an o h 187 p a rab h ag o 188 ‘sti yatragam anad anyenanyasya 
pratighatah syat/asati ca pratighate sarvesam samanadesatvat sarvam 
samghatah paramanumatrah syad ityuktam/

[Section XXIV: Suggestion o f the opponent: The shadow a nd  the 
capacity to obstruct can belong to the conglomerate o f atoms and  
not to the individual atom]
kim evam 759nesyate pindasya te cchayavrtl na paramanor iti/

[Section XXV: R e fu ta tio n  o f  the p rev io u s suggestion: The 
conglomerate o f atoms a n d  the atoms o f which it is composed are 
not different]
kim khalu paramanubhyo ‘nyah pinda isyate yasya te syatam190 
netyaha/

anyo na191 pindas cen na tasya te //1 4 //

yadi nanyah192 paramanubhyah pinda isyate na te tasyeti siddham 193 
bhavati/samnivesaparikalpa194 esah195/

[Section XXVI: New proposal o f the opponent leaving aside atoms 
a n d  conglomerates]
param anuh sam ghata iti va kim anaya c in taya196laksanam 197 tu 
rupadi yadi n a198 pratisidhyate /k im 199 punas tesam  laksanam /200 
caksu rad iv isaya tvam  n ilad itv am 201 c a / tad  evedam  
sam pradharya te202/  yat tac caksuradinam  visayo nllapitadikam  
isyate kim203 tad ekam dravyam atha va tad204anekam iti/kim205 catah/

[Section XXVII: Difficulties to which gives rise the new proposal, 
which confirm the impossibility o f the existence o f external ayatanas] 
anekatve dosa uktah/  206

ekatve na kram enetir yugapan na grahagrahau207 
vicchinnanekavrttis ca suksm aniksa ca no bhavet//15 /

yadi yavad avicchinnam nanekam^caksuso visayas tad ekam dravyam 
kalpyate prthivyam kramenetir na syad /209 gamanam ityarthah/ 
sakrtpadaksepena210 sarvasya gatatvat/arvagbhagasya ca grahanam 
parabhagasya cagrahanam  yugapan211 na syat/212na hi tasyaiva 
tadanim  grahanam 213 cagrahanam 214 ca yuktam 215/vicchinnasya
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canekasya hastyasvadikasyanekatra vrttir na216syad yatraiva hyekam217 
ta tra iv ap aram  iti k a th a m 218 tayo r v icch ed a  isy a te219/  
katham220 va tad ekam yat praptam221 ca tabhyam222 na ca praptam 
antarale tacchunyagrahanat/suksmanam223 caudakajantunam sthulaih 
sam anarupanam  anlksanam  na syat/yadi laksanabhedad224 eva 
dravyantaratvam kalpyate nanyatha/tasmad avasyam paramanuso 
bhedah kalpayitavyah sa caiko na sidhyati/tasyasiddhau rupadinam 
caksuradivisayatvam asiddham iti225 siddham vijnaptimatram226 bhavatiti

[Section XXVIII: How to explain perception i f  there is not an external 
object?]
pramanavasad astitvam nastitvam va nirdharyate sarvesam227 ca 
pramananam 228 pratyaksam229 pramanam garistham ityasatyarthe 
katham230 iyam buddhir231 bhavati pratyaksam232 iti/233

[Section XXIX: Vasubandhu answers describing the mechanism o f 
perception which in fa c t takes place without an  external object]

pratyaksabuddhil? 34 svapnadau yathd155 
vinapyartheneti purvam eva jnapitam/

sa ca yada  tada/
nasd36 ‘rtho drsyate tasya pratyaksatvam katham251 matam//l6//

yada ca238 sa pratyaksabuddhir239 bhavatldam240 me pratyaksam iti 
tada na so 241 ‘rtho  d rsya te  m anovijnanenaiva paricchedac 
caksurvijnanasya ca tada n iruddhatvad  i t i /242 katham  tasya 
pratyaksatvam  istam /visesena243 tu ksanikasya visayasya244/ 245 
tadanim niruddham eva tadrupam rasadikam va/

[Section XXX: I f  there are not external objects, how recollection, 
which requires the previous experience o f  an  object, is to be 
explained ?]
n a n a n u b h u ta m 246 m an o v ijn an en a  sm ary a ta247 ityavasyam  
arthanubhavena bhavitavyam tac ca darsanam ityevam tadvisayasya 
rupadeh pratyaksatvam matam/

[Section XXXI: Vasubandhu answers that it is only by virtue o f the 
reactualizing o f the vasanas that recollection comes forth] 
asiddham idam anubhutasyarthasya smaranam248bhavatlti/yasmat/

uktam  yatha tadabhasa vijnaptih249

vinapyarthena yatharthabhasa caksurvijnanadika vijnaptir utpadyate 
tathoktam/250

sm arananP x tatah/ 

tato hi vijnapteh smrtisamprayukta252 tatpratibhasaiva rupadivikalpika
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manovijnaptir utpadyata iti na smrtyutpadad arthanubhavah sidhyati/

[Section XXXII: How can it happen that m an is not aware o f the 
unreality o f the objects o f his acts o f cognition?] 
yadi yatha svapne vijnaptir abhutarthavisaya tatha jagrato253 
‘pi syat tathaiva tadabhavam lokah svayam avagacchet/254 na caivam255 
bhavati/256 tasman na svapna ivarthopalabdhih sarva nirarthika/

[Section XXXIII: V asubandhu answers that people become aware o f  
the unreality o f their oniric vision when they awaken, a n d  o f the 
unreality o f all what they perceive when they are free from  error] 
idam ajnapakam/yasmat/

svapne drgvisayabhavam257 naprabuddhd58 vagacchati//l 7//

evam vitathavikalpabhyasavasananidraya prasupto lokah svapna 
ivabhutam artham259 pasyan na prabuddhas tadabhavam yathavan 
navagacchati/yada tu tatpratipak^okottaraniivikalpajhanalabhat prabuddho 
bhavati tada tatprsthalabdhasuddhalaukikajnanasammukhibhavad260 
visayabhavam yathavad avagacchatlti samanam etat/

[Section XXXIV: Without real objects, how can a consciousness 
determine another ?]
yadi svasamtanaparinamavisesad261 eva sattvanam262arthapratibhasa 
v ijnap taya u tp ad y a n te  n a rth a v ise sa t/tad a  ya esa 
p ap ak a ly an am itra sam p ark a t sad a sad d h a rm a srav a n ac 263 ca 
vijnaptiniyamah sattvanam264sa katham sidhyati asati sadasatsamparke 
taddesanayam265 ca/

[Section XXXV: Vasubandhu’s answer asserts that the possibility o f  
a consciousness influencing on another exists]

anyoyadhipatitvena vijhaptiniyam o m ithalf **/

sarvesam  hi sattvanam 267 anyonyavijnaptyadhipatyena mitho 
vijnapter niyamo bhavati yathayogam /m itha iti parasparatah/ 
atah samtanantaravijnaptivisesat268 sam tanantare209 vijnaptivisesa 
utpadyate narthavisesat/

[Section XXXVI: Why the conduct in a dream state a n d  the conduct 
in the waking state do not give rise to the sam e effects as to the 
retribution o f actions ?]
yadi yatha svapne nirarthika vijnaptir evam270 jagrato271 ‘pi syat 
kasmat kusalakusalasamudacare suptasuptayos tulyam phalam 
istanistam ayatyam272 na bhavati/273
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[SectionXXXVII: Vasubandhu answers that there is a fundam en ta l 
difference between both situations owing to the diverse states o f  
mind] 
yasmát/

middhenopahatamm  cittam svapne tenasamam phalam  //1 8 //175 

idam atra káranam na tvarthasadbhávah/

[Section XXXVIII: I f  there are no bodies, how m urder can be 
produced ? How the crime o f m urder can be com mitted ?] 
yadi vijňaptimátram evedam  na kasya cit káyo276‘sti na v ak /277 
katham upakram yam ánánám 278 aurabhrikádibhir urabhrádínám  
maranam279bhavati/atatkrte vá tanmarane katham aurabhrikádlnám 
pránátipátávadyena yogo bhavati/280

[Section XXXIX: Vasubandhu asserts that a mental act o f a person 
can influence on the series o f consciousnesses o f another; producing  
his death a n d  gives examples o f cases in which that happened]

maranarrř81 paravijňaptivišesád vikriyd ya th d / 
smrtilopádikányesám pišácádim anovasat //1 9 //

yathá hi pisácádimanovasád anyesám smrtilopasvapnadaršanabhuta- 
grahávesavikárá bhavanti rddhivanmanovašác ca/yathá sáranasyáryama- 
hákátyáyanádhisthánát svapnadarsanam/ áranyakarsimanahpradosác ca 
vemacitraparájayah282/tathá paravijňaptivišesádhipatyát paresám  
jlvitendriyavirodhinl ká cid vikriyotpadyate yayá sabhágasamtativicche- 
dákhyam283 maranam284 bhavatíti veditavyam/

[Section XL: Vasubandhu gives as a ground fo r  his thesis expounded  
in the previous Section an  implicit approval to it given by the 
Buddha himself]

katham  va dandakaranyasunyatvam  rsikopatatf SV

yadi paravijňaptivišesádhipatyát sattvánám286 maranam nesyate/ 
manodandasya hi mahásávadyatvam sádhayatá bhagavatoPalir 
g rh a p a tih  p r s ta h /287 kac cit te g rh a p a te  šru tam  ken a  táni 
dandakáranyáni mátaňgáranyáni kaiiňgáranyáni súnyáni medhyibhutáni/288 
tenoktam/289 šrutam me bho gautama rslnám manahpradoseneti/290

[Section XU: A n alternative explanation o f the voidness o f the 
mentioned forests is discarded by Vasubandhu]

m anodando m ahávadyah katham  va tena siddhyati //20/ / 291

yadyevam kalpyate/tadabhiprasannair amánusais tadvásinah sattvá292 
u tsád itá  na tvrslnám  m an ah p rad o sán  m rtá ityevam  sati
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katham  tena karm anà293 m anodandah  kàyavàgdandàbhyàm 294 
mahàvadyatamah siddho bhavati/^tanmanahpradosamàtrena tàvatàm 
sattvànàm^maranàt sidhyati/

[Section XLII: I f  the hypothesis o f ‘only m in d ’ is accepted, how to 
explain the knowledge o f another’s m ind  or thought? Vasubandhu 
adm its the possibility that this knowledge exists, but affirm s that it 
does not correspond to reality]
yadi vijnaptimâtram evedam paracittavidah kim paracittam jânantyatha 
n a /k im 297 câ tah /y ad i na jànan ti katham  p arac ittav id o  
bhavanti/atha jànanti/298

paracittavidànf^ jh à n a m  ayathàrtham  katham  ya th à / 
svacittajnànam™

tad api katham ayathàrtham/
ajnânàdyathà  buddhasya gocarah//21//

yathà tan nirabhilàpyenàtm anà buddhànàm 301 gocarah tathà 
tadajnânàt tad ubhayam  na yathàrtham  vitathapratibhàsatayà 
gràhyagràhakavikalpasyàprahlnatvàt302/

[Section XLIII: Conclusion]
anantaviniscayaprabhedàgàdhagàmbhïryàyàm vijnaptimàtratàyàm303

vijnaptimàtratàsiddhih svasaktisadrsï m aya/ 
krteyam sarvathâ sà tu na cintycF*

sarvaprakàrà tu sà màdrsais cintayitum na sakyate/tarkàvisayatvàt305/  
kasya punah sà sarvathâ gocara ityàha/

buddhagocarah //2 2 //506

b u d d h àn àm  hi sà b hagavatàm  sarv ap rak àram  gocarah  
sarvàkàrasarvajneyajnànàvighàtàd iti/

vimsatikà vijnaptimàtratàsiddh ih/307 
krtir iyam àcàryavasubandhoh/508



TRANSLATION

THE TWENTY STANZAS

The D em onstration o f  The Only Existence  
O f Consciousness 

(S tanzas and Com m entary)

Vasubandhu

Section I: Thesis o f the author: all is mere m ental creations; only 
the m ind  exists
In the Mahàyâna the three worlds are established to be only 
consciousness ( vijhapti), according to the sütra that affirms: “O  sons 
of the Victorious, the three worlds are only mind (citta).” Citta, manas; 
vijnàna  and vijhapti are synonyms. There (i. e. in the quotation) (the 
word) citta (“mind”) is understood as (the mind) together with what 
is connected with it (samprayoga=caittà.X309 (The word) màtra (“only”) 
is (used) with the purpose of denying (the existence of external) 
objects.

1. (All) this is indeed only consciousness, 
because o f the appearance (in  it)
o f non existing objects,
as the vision by the taimirika
o f an inexisting net o f hairs, etc.

Section II: Objections derived from  the characteristics o f  the m ental 
creations
Thereupon the following objection is raised:

2. Neither the determ ination (certainty) 
in regard to place a n d  time
nor the indetermination (unexclusiveness) 
in regard to the series (o f consciousnesses) 
nor the perform ance o f the (specific) fu n c tio n  
are logically possible, 
i f  consciousness (does) not (arise) 
out from  an object.
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What has been said (in the kàrikâ) ? (Its meaning is:) If consciousness 
(=cognition) of form-colour, etc. arises without (external) objects 
(constituted by) form-colour, etc., (i.e.) not from (external) objects 
(constituted by) form-colour, etc., (then) why does it (=consciousness) 
arise in a (determinate, certain) place, not everywhere ? And moreover 
(why) does it arise in that very place at a (determinate, certain) 
moment, not always ? (And why) does it arise in the series (of 
consciousnesses) of all those who are present in that place at that 
moment, not (in the series of consciousnesses) of only one (person) 
-as (is the case with) the appearance of hairs, etc. only in the series 
(of consciousnesses) of the taim irikas, not (in the series of 
consciousnesses) of others ? Why the hairs, bees, etc., which are seen 
by the taimirikas, do not perform the (specific) function of hairs, etc., 
but others (=hairs, bees, etc.) different from them do perform it ? The 
food, drink, clothes, poison, weapons, etc., which are seen in a dream, 
do not perform the (specific) function of food, etc., but others (= food, 
etc.) different from them do perform it. The (imaginary, illusive) City 
of the Gandharvas310 does not perform the (specific) function of a city, 
because of its inexistence, but others (=cities) different from it do 
perform it (=the function of a city). Therefore, given the inexistence 
of objects, neither the determination (certainty) in regard to place and 
time nor the indetermination (unexclusiveness) in regard to the series 
(of consciousnesses) nor the performance of the (specific) function 
are logically possible.

Section III: R efu ta tio n  o f  the objections one by one. The 
characteristics indicated in Section II are not proper to all the 
m ental creations
They are indeed logically possible, since

3. The determ ination (certainty) 
in regard to place , etc., 
has to be adm itted  
as in dreams,

Svapnavat: as in dreams=svapna iva: as in dreams311 
How is it? In a dream, even without an object, something, bees, a 
garden, a woman, a man, etc. are seen in a (determinate) place, not 
everywhere, and just in that place (those things) are seen at a 
(determinate) moment, not at any moment. Therefore, even without 
an object the determination (certainty, lack of arbitrariness) in regard 
to place and time has to be admitted.
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a n d  also, as in the case o f the prêtas, 
the indetermination (non-exclusiveness)

is to be admitted— so is to be understood.
Pretavat: as (in the case of) the pretas=pretànàm iva= as in the 

case of the prêtas.
Why (that determination) is to be admitted ? (Because) at the same 

time

there is the vision o f the river o f pus, etc. by all (the prêtas.). 
Pünyanadï: river of pus =püyapürna nadi: river full of pus, as a 

pot of butter.
Because the prêtas, who are in the situation of having the same 

maturation of their karman, see all of them not only one (of them) the 
river full of pus. Owing to the word “etc.” (=ddi employed in the 
kàrikâ), (the river has to be understood) full of urines, excrements, etc. 
as well as full of pus and guarded by men holding sticks and swords.

Thus, even given the inexistence of an object, the indetermination 
(no-exclusiveness) in regard to the series (of consciousnesses ) has to 
be admitted for the acts of cognition ( vijnapti).

4. As in the case o f the (nocturnal) pollution, 
the perform ance o f the (specific) fu n ctio n

is to be admitted-so it must be known. As in a dream, even without 
the union of the couple, (there occurs) the pollution consisting in the 
emission of semen.

In this way, by various examples, the set of four, determination in 
regard to place and time, etc., has to be admitted.

Section IV: Refutation (sim ilar to that o f Section III) o f the objections 
o f Section II, but all together

Moreover, as (it happens) in hells, 
all (=the set o f fo u r)

is to be admitted (in any situation)—so it must be known.
Narakavat: as (what happens) in hells= narakesviva-. as (what 

happens) in hells.
Why (all the set of four) has to be admitted (in any situation)?

(because) there is the vision
o f the hell-guards, etc.
a n d  the torture (inflicted) by them.
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Because, in the same way as in hells the vision of the hell-guards, 
etc., with determination in regard to place and time, by all the 
condemned, not by only one (of them) has to be admitted; and also 
as the vision of dogs and crows and the coming and going of iron 
mountains, etc. owing to the word “etc.” (=adi in the karika) (has to 
be admitted); and also as the torture of these (=the condemned) by 
those (=the hell-guards) has to be admitted even if the hell-guards, 
etc. do not exist—(since all this happens) by virtue of the (sole and 
exclusive) power of the equal maturation of their actions—so in the 
same manner it must known that all this set of four, determination in 
regard to place and time, etc., has to be admitted also in other situations.

Section V: The opponent asks the reason fo r  the inexistence 
(previously adduced by Vasuhandhu) o f the hell-guards 
But which is the reason why the hell-guards and those dogs and crows 
are not considered as (really) existing beings ?

Section VI: Vasubandhu’s answer to the previous question 
Because of a logical impossibility. For it is not logically possible that 
these (=the hell-guards) be condemned beings, since they do not 
experience the suffering of them (=the condemned beings) in the 
same way (as these last do). (And, if the hell-guards experience the 
suffering of the condemned beings in the same way, i.e. being at their 
turn tortured by others, then) there could not be, among those who 
torture one another, a division such as: “These are condemned beings” 
and “These are hell-guards”. Neither there could be (a feeling of) fear 
(in ones in regard to others) among those who torture each other 
(being all of them) of equal form, size and strength. And (finally) being 
unable to tolerate the suffering produced by burning in an ablaze 
ground made of iron, how could they (=the hell-guards) torture the 
others there (=in hell) ? Or how could it be the birth in hell of not 
condemned to hell ?

Section VII: Solution proposed by the opponent asserting the birth 
in the hells o f not condem ned beings acting as hell-guards 
Then, how is it that there is birth in heaven of animals ? In the same 
way there could be birth in the hells of hell-guards, etc., having as 
distinguishing trait the being animals and pretas.

Section VIII: Refutation o f the previous solution

5 . A n d  as the birth o f  anim als 
(is possible) in heaven,
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so (the birth) o f pretas in hell 
is not (possible)
because they (=animals and  pretas) 
do not undergo the suffering 
produced there (=in the hells).

For those animals which are born in heaven—being bom there owing 
to (their) karman leading to the happiness of that world of experience312 
— enjoy the happiness produced there (=in heaven), but the 
hell-guards, etc. do not undergo in the same way the infernal suffering 
(in the hypothesis which has been discarded). Consequently the birth 
(in the hells) of animals or of pretas (to act as hell-guards and torturers) 
is not logically possible.

Section IX: New suggestion on the part o f the opponent affirm ing  
that in hell there arise conglomerates o f elements adopting the form  
o f hell-guards and  acting as such
In that case, by virtue of the actions of the condemned, there are bom 
there (certain) kinds of elements characterized by their colour, their 
form, their size and their strength, which get the designation of 
helhguards, etc. And they (=the elements) are changed in such a way 
that they are seen doing the various actions of moving the hands, etc. 
with the purpose of giving rise to (feelings of) fear, (or are seen) as 
mountains with the form of rams, coming and going, (or as) thorns in 
a forest of salmalis or of iron, (thorns) located in a downward direction 
and located in a upward direction. (So) it is not impossible that those 
(hell-guards, etc.) exist (in the hells).

Section X: Refutation o f the previous suggestion: Why not to adm it 
that the hell-guards, etc. are a m ental product o f the transformation 
o f the vdsanas, a nd  that the vasanas a nd  their effect are both in 
the m ind  ?

6. I f  the birth o f the elements 
is postulated in this way 
there (=in the hells) by virtue o f the actions 
o f those (condem ned beings), 
an d  (also their) transformation, 
why (such a transform ation) 
is not adm itted fo r  consciousness ?

Why such a transformation of consciousness alone by virtue of the 
actions of those (condemned beings) is not admitted ? Why instead
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of that the elements are imagined (as really arising and changing in 
the way previously described)?

And moreover (according to the opponent’s hypothesis),

7 The vasana o f the action  (karman) 
is im agined (to be) in one place, 
the effect (o f it) in another place.
Which is the reason why
(the effect) is not adm itted (to be)
there where the vasana is ?

The vasana of the action (karm an) of the condemned beings, by 
virtue of which action (karman) such a birth of elements is imagined 
(by you to take place) there (=in the hells), as well as their 
transformation—(that vasana) is located in the series of consciousnesses 
of those (condemned beings), not in another place. Why is it not 
admitted that, where the vcisana is, just there is its effect, (i.e.) such 
a transformation of consciousness ? Which is the reason for this (thesis 
of yours) that where the vasana is not, there its effect is imagined 
(to be) ?

Section XI: Fundam entation o f the opponent's thesis that the fru it"  
o f actions is not where the vcisanas are
The reason is the Canonical Texts. If consciousness manifests itself as 
form-colour, etc. and the (external) object (of cognition), form-colour, 
etc., does not exist, then the existence of the ayatanas (basis) 
form-colour, etc. would not have been affirmed by the Bhagavant.

Section  XII: R e fu ta tio n  by V a su h a n d h u  o f  the p rev io u s  
fundam entation
This is not a (valid) reason because

8. The existence o f the ayatanas form-colour, etc. 
has been affirm ed (by the Bhagavant) 
with a determ ined intention in view, 
fo r  the sake o f people
that were to be instructed in this (doctrine), 
as the existence o f spontaneous beings.

In the same way as it has been said by the Bhagavant: “There exists 
the spontaneous being”, abhiprayavasat:313 with a determined 
(particular) intention in view, (i.e.) intending (to affirm) the 
non-interruption of the series of consciousnesses in the future—(as it
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is clear) from the (Bhagavant’s) assertion: “In this world there is not 
a being nor an atman (soul) but (only) dharmas, (all of them) produced 
by causes ”-in the same way also the existence of the ayatanas 
form-colour, etc. has been affirmed by the Bhagavant having in mind 
people that were to be instructed in this doctrine. Thus that assertion 
(of the Bhagavant) is (an) intentional (assertion).

Section XIII: Which is the true m eaning o f the words o f the Buddha  
that affirm  the existence o f ayatanas?
Which is in this case the determined intention ? (It is the following one:)

9. That seed o f its own>H
from  which cognition comes forth  
(and  that object) 
with whose representation 
(cognition comes forth ) - 
the M uni has declared both 
to be the twofold ayatana o f that (cognition).

What has been said (in this karika) ? (What follows:) That seed of 
its own, that has reached a particular (stage of) transformation, from 
which the cognition with the representation of form-colour arises, and 
(that object) whose representation it (=the cognition) is (or bears)— 
the Bhagavant has declared both to be respectively the ayatana  eye 
and the ayatana  form-colour of that cognition. (And so) in the same 
way up to:315 that seed of its own that has reached a particular 
(stage of) transformation, from which the cognition with the 
representation of a tangible (object) arises, and (that object) whose 
representation it (=the cognition) is (or bears)-the Bhagavant has 
declared both to be respectively the ayatana body316 and the ayatana  
tangible (object). Thus this is the determined intention (the Bhagavant 
had in view).

Section XIV: Good results obtained through the Buddha's teaching 
understood in this way
Now, which is the advantage (of His) having taught in this way with 
a determined intention in view?

10. Because in this way (is produced) 
the understanding o f the (doctrine 
o f the) unsubstantiality o f man.

Because, having (the doctrine) been taught (by the Bhagavant) in
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this way, they (=the disciples) understand the (doctrine of the) 
unsubstantiality of man. Knowing that the set of the six cognitions 
comes forth from the two (=the “seed” or virtuality and the object with 
whose representation the six cognitions arise), but that (in fact) there 
is not anybody characterized by unity who sees nor... up t o : (anybody 
characterized by unity) who thinks, those who are to be instructed in 
the teaching of the unsubstantiality of man understand the (doctrine 
of the) unsubstantiality of man.

(A nd) again, (when taught) in another way,
(such a) teaching (constitutes) 
the understanding o f the (doctrine 
o f the) unsubstantiality o f the dharmas.

(Taught) “in another way}' Ktaught as) the teaching of “Only 
consciousness’. How (does that teaching constitute) the understanding 
of the (doctrine of the) unsubstantiality of the dharmas ? By knowing 
that this sole consciousness arises with the representation of the 
dharmas form-colour, etc., but that a dharm a with the characteristics 
of form-colour, etc. does not (externally) exist.

Section XV: Objection: Does the inexistence o f dharm as not imply 
the inexistence o f consciousness?
If then a (ny) dharma does not exist at all, then the sole consciousness 

does not exist either—consequently how then is it proved to exist?

Section XVI: R efu ta tion  o f  the previous objection. How the 
affirm ation that the dharm as do not exist is to be understood 
(In this way:) The understanding of the (doctrine of the) unsubstantiality 
of the dharm as is not produced by thinking that no dharm a  exists at 
all. But (it is produced by thinking that no dharm a  exists)

with an im agined essence.

The unsubstantiality of the dharm as is ( possible to be asserted 
only when they are conceived as provided) with that imagined essence 
which is an own being consisting of a subject and of an object, etc., 
as it is imagined by the ignorant, but (that unsubstantiality) is not 
(possible to be asserted when the dharmas are conceived as provided) 
with the indescribable essence that is the object of (the knowledge 
of) the Buddhas.

Thus, the (correct) understanding of the unsubstantiality of all the 
dharm as is produced by means of the establishment of the sole
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(existence of) consciousness (only when one starts), from the 
understanding of the unsubstantiality even of the sole consciousness 
(if it is conceived as provided) with an essence imagined by another 
consciousness; but (that correct understanding is) not (produced when 
one starts) from the (absolute) negation of the existence of it (=of the 
sole consciousness). For, otherwise, owing to the fact that another 
consciousness would be the object of a consciousness, the fact of the 
existence of the sole consciousness would not be established, because 
of consciousnesses being provided with an object.

Section XVII: Opponent's question: Why is it necessary to accept 
the non-existence o f the external ayatanas that are the object o f  
cognition?
How is it to be admitted that by the Bhagavant the existence of the 
ayatana  form-colour, etc. has been declared with that determined 
intention (referred to in Section XIII) and that (consequently) those 
ayatanas, which are the objects respectively317 of the cognitions of 
form-colour, etc., do not exist (as external ayatanas) ?

Section XVIII: Vasubandhu’s answer: It is impossible that the external 
ayatanas exist
(The ayatanas form-colour, etc. cannot exist as external ayatanas) 
because

11. CAn external ayatana) cannot be 
the object o f a cognition 
either as one
or as multiple in (isolated) atoms; 
neither can these (atoms),
(when they are) conglomerated,
(be object o f cognition), 
because (in this case) the atom  
cannot be proved to exist.

What has been said (in this kdrikd)? Whatever (external) ayatana, 
form-colour, etc. would happen to be object respectively of the 
cognitions of form-colour, etc., that (ayatana) would either be one, as 
the form of the whole is conceived by the Vaisesikas, or (would be) 
multiple in (isolated) atoms, or (it would be) merely those atoms being 
conglomerated. (The ayatana) as owe cannot be object of cognition, 
because there is no perception anywhere of the form of a whole 
different from its parts; not can it be multiple, because there is no 
perception of the atoms individually; nor can they (=the atoms), being
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conglomerated, be the object of cognition, since the atom (in this 
case) cannot be proved to exist as a thing one (indivisible). Why it 
cannot be proved to exist ?

Section XIX: Arguments which hinder to adm it that a conglomeration 
o f atoms (as conceived by the Vaisesikas) could be the external 
ayatana, object o f cognition 
Because

12. Owing to its sim ultaneous connection 
with a set o f six (other atoms), 
the atom would have six parts,

If there is a simultaneous connection (of an atom) with (other) six 
atoms (coming) from the six directions of space, the atom would have 
six parts, because in that place, which is (the place) of one (atom), 
there another (atom) cannot be.

(because),
i f  the six  (atoms) had the sam e place 
(than the atom to which they are connected),
(then), there would be a mass 
o f the size o f an atom.

In fact, if the place of one atom were (the place) of the six (atoms 
which come to be connected with it), then since the place of all 
(= the seven atoms) is the same, the whole mass (constituted by the 
seven atoms) would be of the size of a single atom, because no 
(atom) would jut out in relation to the others. Consequently there 
would be no visible mass.

Section XX: Explanation o f the Vaibhasikas o f Kashmir: molecules 
(groups o f seven atoms) can be connected am ong themselves 
The Vaibhasikas of Kashmir (argue): “(We accept that) the atoms indeed 
do not become connected, because they do not have parts- (so) let it 
not be (attributed to us) the absurd consequence of that logical 
defect-but on being conglomerated (the atoms) become connected 
among themselves”.

Section XXI: R efu ta tion  o f the previous exp lana tion  o f  the 
Vaibhasikas: the molecules cannot be connected am ong themselves 
either
They must be asked this question: “The conglomeration of the atoms is 
not something different from them (=the atoms); in consequence,
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13. not being connection fo r  the atom,
in the conglomeration o f those (atoms) 
whose is that?”

‘connection’—has to be understood (for that).

Section XXII: Refutation o f the Vaibhasikas ‘assertion that the atoms 
cannot be connected, because they do not.possess parts

A n d  (it is) not
owing to the fa c t o f being without parts 
(that) the connection o f those (atoms) 
cannot be accomplished.

If even the conglomerates (of atoms) are not connected among 
themselves, then it cannot be said that the connection of the atoms is not 
accomplished owing to the fact of their being without parts, since even 
the connection of a conglomerate provided with parts (with another 
conglomerate) is not possible.

Therefore it is not admitted that the atom is a thing one.

Section XXIII: Arguments against the unity (indivisibility) o f the 
atom, individually considered (leaving aside the question o f its 
being connected or not with other atoms)
Whether the connection of one atom (with others) is accepted, whether 
it is not accepted,

14. the unity o f that (atom)
in tvhich there is a division 
according to the sections o f the space, 
is not logically possible.

Since there is (in the atom) a division according to the sections of the 
space-because one is the Eastern section of the atom and so up to : 
(another is) the nadir section318—how would it be logically possible the 
unity of an atom constituted by those (sections)?

Or how the shadow a n d  the obstruction 
(could be possible)?

If there were not for each atom a division according to the sections 
of the space, (then) when the sun rises, how could it be shadow in one 
place (of the atom) (and) light in another? For there would not be in it 
(=the atom) a place in which there would not be light.

And how could occur the obstruction of an atom by another atom, if
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it is not accepted the division (of the atom) according to the sections 
of the space ? For there would not be any extreme part of the atom, 
where, on arriving (to it another atom), the mutual obstruction of one 
by another would be produced. And, not being there obstruction 
(of one atom by another atom), owing to the fact that the place of all 
(the atom s) w ould be (necessarily) the same, all w ould be a 
conglomerate of the size of (one single) atom—(as) it has been (already) 
said.319

Section XXIV: Suggestion o f the opponent: The shadow a n d  the 
capacity to obstruct can belong to the conglomerate o f atoms a nd  
not to the individual atom
Why not to accept that the shadow and the obstruction belong both of 
them to the mass (of atoms), not to the (isolated) atom

Section XXV: Refutation o f the previous suggestion: The conglomerate 
o f atoms a n d  the atoms o f which it is composed are not different 
Is it accepted that there is different from the atoms a mass (of atoms) 
to which both (=the shadow and the obstruction) would belong?

(The opponent answers :) “No”

I f  the mass (o f atoms) is not different 
(from the atoms o f which it is composed),
(then) they (=the shadow a nd  the obstruction) 
cannot belong to it (=the mass).

If it is accepted that the mass (of atoms) is not different from the 
atoms (of which it is composed and which do not admit either shadow 
or obstruction), (then) it is (also) established that both of them 
(=the shadow and the obstruction) do not belong to it (=the mass). 
This (mass) is a (mere) imagination of aggregate.

Section XXVI: New proposal o f the opponent leaving aside atoms 
a n d  conglomerates
(The opponent asks:) Why (to have recourse to) the idea of ‘atom ’ 
or ‘conglomerate’ (in order to discard the existence of external 
ayatanas), if (their) essential characteristic as form—colour, etc., has 
not been negated?

(Vasubandhu asks:) Which is the essential characteristic of those 
(external ayatanas) ?

(The opponent answers :) The fact of being object of (the cognition 
through) the eye, etc., and the fact of being blue, etc.

(Vasubandhu says:) This is examined (now). (And then he asks:) Is
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that blue, yellow, etc., which is accepted as object of (the cognition 
through) the eye, etc., a thing one or is it multiple?

(The opponent asks:) And what (is deduced) from there ?

Section XXVII: Difficulties to which gives rise the new proposal, 
which confirm the impossibility o f the existence o f external àyatanas 

(Vasubandhu says:) The logical defect in relation to multiplicity (of 
the àyatana) has already been declared.

15. In (the hypothesis of) the unity  
(o f the àyatana.) 
neither going gradually
nor grasping a n d  not grasping at the sam e time
nor the existence (o f beings a n d  things)
separated a nd  multiple
nor the non-vision o f m inute
(beings a nd  things)
would be possible.

If that (presumed) thing one is imagined as undivided, non-multiple, 
(and, being such,) as object of (the cognition through) the eye, (then) 

going ( iti) gradually on the earth would not be possible—the 
meaning of iti (“going”) is gam ana  (“moving”)—since with only one 
step all (distance) would be covered;

there would not be at the same time the grasping of the front part 
and the not-grasping of the rear part, because the grasping and the 
not-grasping at the (same) time (of the.same unitary thing) are not 
logically possible;

there would not be the existence in different places of separated 
(and) multiple elephants, horses and the like, since where one thing 
is, there the other would (also) be-and thus, how the separation of 
both (things) could be accepted? Or how could that (thing) be one, 
(that thing) which is occupied (=by elephants and horses) and which 
is not occupied (in the totality of its surface) by both of them, since 
in the midst (of them) (a separating) empty (space) is perceived ?;

there would not be the non-vision of minute animals living in water 
that are of the same form as the big ones, if it is supposed that only 
from the diversity of the characteristics the differentiation of things 
(is produced), not otherwise.

Consequently, the division into atoms (of that presumed thing one, 
blue, yellow, etc., that is present before us) has to be necessarily 
assumed; and it (=the atom) is not established as being one
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(= indivisible). And, if (the atom) is not admitted (to be one), (then) 
it is not admitted that the form—colour, etc. (as things external to 
mind) be the object of (the cognition through) the eye, and therefore 
only consciousness is admitted (to exist).

Section XXVIII: How to explain perception i f  there is not an  external 
object?
Existence or non-existence (of things) is ascertained by the means of 
knowledge (pramana) and of all the means of knowledge perception 
(pratyaksa) is the most important means of knowledge—consequently, 
if any (external) object does not exist, (then) how does this cognition 
take place: “(This object) is present before (my) eyes”.

Section XXIX: Vasubandhu answers describing the mechanism o f 
perception which in fa c t takes place without an external object

16. The cognition (called) perception 
(takes place) 
as in a dream, etc.,

even without an (external) object—thus has been stated before.

A n d  when that (cognition called perception)
(takes place),
then that (external) object 
is not (longer) seen.
How the presence before the eyes 
o f that (object) 
can be assum ed ?

And when that cognition (called) perception takes place (expressed 
in these words:) “This (object) is present before my eyes,” then that 
object is not (longer) seen, owing to the accurate determination effected 
by the mind—consciousness and owing to the cessation at that time 
of the eye— consciousness—therefore how the presence before the 
eyes of that (object) is postulated ? And specially (in the case) of an 
instantaneous object. Then (=in the moment of the intervention of 
mind-consciousness) that form-colour or taste, etc., have already ceased 
(to be).

Section XXX: I f  there are not external objects, how recollection, 
which requires the previous existence o f an object, is to be explained? 
Anything that has not been (previously) experienced (=known) is not 
remem bered by the mind-consciousness—therefore (given the
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existence of recollection) there must inevitably be the (previous) 
experience (= knowledge) of an object, and that is “vision” (or any 
other of the sensorial cognitions); thus the presence before the eyes 
can be assumed for the form-colour, etc., object of that vision (etc.).

Section XXXI: Vasubandhu answers that it is only by virtue o f the 
reactualizing o f the vasanas that recollection comes forth  
This is not admitted, that the act of remembering be of an (external 
real) object previously experienced (=known), since

17. it has already been explained  
how cognition (arises)
(provided) with the representation 
o f that (object).

It has already been explained (in Section XII) how even without an 
object the cognition constituted by the eye-consciousness arises with 
the representation of an object.

(And) the act o f remembering 
(comes forth ) from  that.

From that cognition arises a mind-consciousness, associated with 
recollection, (provided) with the representation of that (object), 
creating the illusion of form-colour, etc.—therefore it is not admitted 
that the experience (=knowledge) of an (external real) object (is 
proved) by virtue of the coming forth of recollection.

Section XXXII: How can it happen that m an is not aware o f the 
unreality o f the objects o f his acts o f cognition?
If, in the same way as cognition in a dream has as its objects unreal 
things, so also (the cognition) of the awakened (person) (had as its 
objects unreal things), then people would recognize by themselves 
the inexistence of those things (of the waking state), but it is not so. 
Consequently, all perception of a thing is not as in a dream deprived 
of an (external real) object.

Section XXXIII: Vasubandhu answers that people become aware o f  
the unreality o f their oniric visions when they awake, a n d  o f the 
unreality o f all they perceive when they are free from  error 

That means nothing, since

the person who has not (yet) awakened  
does not recognize the inexistence 
o f the objects o f  his vision in a dream.
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Likewise, people, submerged in the sleep of the vásanás with 
their reiteration of false mental creations, on seeing an unreal object, 
as (it occurs) in a dream, do not recognize as it should be the 
inexistence of that object, so long as they have not awaked (from the 
sleep of the vcisanas). But, when they have awakened (from the 
s leep  o f the vásanás) by virtue of the o b ten tio n  of that 
world-transcending knowledge that lacks any mental construction and 
that is the opposite of that (sleep of the vásanás), then they recognize 
as it should be the inexistence of the objects, because (now) (the 
inexistence of the objects) stands in front of (their) purified mundane 
knowledge acquired (by them) after that (world-transcending 
knowledge)—thus it is the same (in both cases: that of the knowledge 
in a dream and that of the knowledge in the normal ordinary knowledge).

Section XXXIV: Without real objects, how can a consciousness 
determ ine another?
If the acts of cognition of the (sentient) beings, (provided) with the 
representation of the object, arise only from a particular transformation 
of the series (of consciousnesses) proper to each (of those beings) 
(and) not from a particular (external real) object, then how is it 
admitted for (those sentient) beings a determination of (their) 
consciousness through the contact with good or evil friends or through 
hearing true or false doctrines, since good or evil contact or the 
teaching of those (true or false doctrines) do not exist ?

Section XXXV: Vasubandhu’s answer asserts that the possibility o f 
a consciousness influencing on another exists 

(It must be answered:)

18. There is reciprocally
determ ination o f consciousnesses 
owing to the fa c t o f being 
one fo r  the other
the predom inant determ ining condition

Because, for all beings, there reciprocally is a determination of 
consciousness owing to the fact of one consciousness being for the 
other the predominant determining condition. (In the káriká  the 
word) mithah (“reciprocally”) (means): parasparatah (“one another’s”). 
Therefore, a particular act of cognition arises in a series (of 
consciousnesses) from a particular act of cognition proper to another 
series (of consciousnesses), not from a particular (external real)object
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Section XXXVI: Why the conduct in the dream state and  the conduct 
in the waking state do not give rise to the sam e effects as to the 
retribution o f actions?
If as in a dream cognition is without an (external real) object, so also 
the cognition of the awakened person were (without an external real 
object), (then) why, when there is a good or bad behaviour (on the 
part of one who is sleeping and one who is awake), the same 
consequence, pleasant or unpleasant, does not occur in a later time 
for the one who is sleeping and for the one who is awrake?

Section XXXVII: Vasubandhu answers that there is a fundam en ta l 
difference between both situations owing to the diverse states o f 
m ind

(It is not so,) because

m ind in a dream is affected 
by the torpor (o f sleep); 
therefore the consequence 
is not the same.

In this case this is the cause (of the difference) but not the real 
existence of an object.

Section XXXVIII: I f  there are no bodies, how a m urder can be 
produced ? How the crime o f m urder can be committed?
If (all) this is only mind and none has a body or voice, how is it that 
the death of sheep and other animals takes place when violence is 
done to them by the mutton-butchers, etc.? Or, if the death of those 
(animals) is not (really) accomplished by those (men), how is there 
association of the mutton-butchers, etc. with the blame of taking life?

Section XXXIX: Vasubandhu asserts that a m ental act o f a person 
can influence on the series o f consciousnesses o f  another producing  
his death, a n d  gives examples o f cases in which that happened

19. Death (is produced) 
by virtue o f a particular 
act o f cognition o f another, 
in the sam e way as alterations 
such as loss o f memory, etc.
(are produced) in others
by the power o f the m ind  o f  pisacas, etc.

For in the same way as alterations such as loss of memory, visions in
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dreams, possession by demons and evil spirits are produced in others 
by the power of the mind of pisacas, etc. and by the power of the 
mind of persons endow ed with supernatural powers, as for instance 
the vision of dreams by Sarana by resolution of Arya Mahakatyayana or 
as the defeat of Vemacitra due to the wickedness of mind of the forest 
rsis, so also a certain alteration obstructing the organ of life arises in 
others due to the predominant determining condition constituted by a 
particular act of cognition of another, (alteration) by means of which 
death called ‘interruption of the series (of consciousnesses) 
corresponding (to one and the same individual)’320—so it must be 
known.

Section XL: Vasubandhu gives as a ground fo r  his thesis expounded  
in the previous Section an implicit approval to it given by the 
Buddha him self

20. How (could be explained)
the voidness o f the D andaka forest 
by virtue o f the anger o f the rsis,

if it is not accepted that the death of beings is (possible) due to the 
predominant determining condition constituted by a particular act of 
cognition of another? (It must be accepted,) because the Bhagavant, 
in order to demonstrate that violence through the mind is liable to 
great blame, asked the householder Upali: “O householder, have you 
ever heard why the Dandaka forests, the Matariga forests, the Kaliiiga 
forests became empty, were cleaned out?” He answered: “O Gautama, 
I have heard (that it was) due to the wickedness of mind of the forest 
rsis.”

Section XLI: A n alternative explanation o f the voidness o f the 
m entioned forests is discarded by Vasubandhu

Or ( i f  it is not accepted
that the wickedness o f m ind
o f the rsis o f the forests
was the cause o f the voidness o f the forests,)
(then) how does this (event) 
prove that the violence o f the m ind  
is greatly to be blamed ?

If it is imagined that the beings who dwelt in those (forests) were 
destroyed by non-human beings favorably disposed towards those
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( rsis), and that (in fact) they did not die due to the wickedness of 
mind of the rsis—being so, how is it proved by that action (of emptying 
and cleaning out the forests) that violence through the mind is much 
more to be blamed than violence through the body and the speech? 
(Without any doubt, with this latter explanation that cannot be 
explained, but that) is proved by the death of so many beings only 
due to the wickedness of mind of those (rsis).

Section XLII: I f  the hypothesis o f ‘only m in d ' is accepted, how to 
explain the knowledge o f another's m ind or thought? Vasubandhu 
admits the possibility that this knowledge exists, but affirms that it 
does not correspond to reality

(The interlocutor asks :) If (all) that is only mind, do the knowers 
of another’s mind know another’s mind or not ?

(Vasubandhu asks :) And what (is deduced) from there ?
(The interlocutor says :) If they do not know, how are they knowers 

of another’s mind ? Or they know (,and in this case,)

21. how the knowledge
o f the knowers o f another's m ind  
is erroneous?
(Vasubandhu says:)
(It is erroneous) as the knowledge 
o f one's own mind.

(The interlocutor asks:) (And) how is this (latter knowledge) also 
erroneous?

(Vasubandhu answers:)
Because o f ignorance,
as it is the object (o f cognition)
o f the. Buddha.

In the same way as that (mind of another), because of its indefinable 
nature, is the object of (cognition) of (only) the Buddhas, so also, 
because of the ignorance of that (indefinable nature of one’s own 
mind and of another’s mind), both (cognitions: that of one’s own mind 
and that of another’s mind) are not true, owing to the fact that the 
mental creation of subject and object has not been eliminated 
(as it should have been done) due to their being erroneous 
representations.

Section XIIII: Conclusion
Being the (theory of) Only-mind profound and unfathomable, due to
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the variety of the infinite philosophical disquisitions (to which it gives 
rise),

22. this demonstration o f the theory 
o f Only-m ind has been done by me 
according to my own capacity; 
but it cannot be comprehended 
in its totality by thought.

This (theory) cannot be comprehended by thought in all its aspects 
by persons like me, because it is not an object of (normal) philosophical 
reasoning. Whose realm then is this (theory) in its totality? (The 
author) says:

(This theory is)
the realm o f the Buddhas.

For this (theory) in all its aspects is the realm of the Buddhas 
Bhagavants, because there is not obstacle for (their) knowledge of all 
that is to be known in all its aspects.

The demonstration o f O nly-m ind in Twenty Stanzas, 
a work of Vasubandhu
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SàmkhyakàrikcLSoî ïsvarakrsna.

7. See note 3.
8. All the works of HTnayânist inspiration attributed to him by 

tradition.
9. All the works of Mahâyânist inspiration attributed to him by 

tradition. According to tradition Vasubandhu composed 500 
HTnayânist works and 500 Mahâyânist works, owing to which 
he received the surname of “Master of the 1000 treatises”.
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10. As for instance, S. Chaudhuri, A nalytica l Study o f  the 
A bhidharm akosa , Calcutta: Sanskrit College, 1976; L. 
Schmithausen, “Sauträntika-Voraussetzungen in Vimsatikä and 
Trimsikä”, in Wiener Zeitschrift fü r  die K unde Süd-und Ost- 
Asiens, 1967, p. 110; A. Pezzali, II tesoro della metafisica, 
p. 30 note 27. But many other scholars either do not accept 
Frauwallner’s theory about two Vasubandhus or are sceptical 
about it, as for instance, P.S. Jaini, “On the theory of the two 
Vasubandhus”, in Bulletin o f the School o f Oriental and  African 
Studies, Vol. XXI, 1958, pp. 48-53; A. Wayman, Analysis o f the 
Srävaka-bhümi, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of 
California, 1961, pp. 19 ff. According to H. Nakamura, Indian  
Buddhism, 1987, p. 268, Frauwallner’s theory has not been 
accepted by Japanese scholars in general. For instance A. 
Hirakawa, Index to the Abhidharmakosa, p. VII, considers that 
“the author of the Kosa and the one belonging to the Yogäcära 
School and the younger brother of Asaiiga are the same person”. 
Bhikkhu Päsädika, “Once Again on the Hypothesis of Two 
Vasubandhus ”, in Prof Hajime Nakamura Felicitation Volume, 
edited by V.N. Jha, Delhi, 1991, corroborates Hirakawa’s 
argumentation against the theory of two Vasubandhus pointing 
out Vasubandhu’s leanings towards Mahäyäna in some passages 
of the Abhidharm akosa . It seems to us that Frauwallner’s 
supposition creates many problems and much confusion in 
relation to Vasubandhu

11. Töhoku (Indices), p.96 c, gives under the Tibetan name of 
Vasubandhu, Dbyig-gnen, 37 Tibetan translations of works 
attributed to Vasubandhu; and Höhögirin, Repertoire, p.147 b 
under his Japanese name, Sheshin, enumerates 36 Chinese 
translations of works attributed to Vasubandhu. A great part of 
the Sanskrit originals has not been preserved and these works 
are known to us only by their Tibetan and Chinese translations.

12. On Rähula Sänkrtyäyana see Revista de Estudios Budistas, 
Mexico-Buenos Aires, N° 12, 1996; and, for a list of the 
manuscripts of Sanskrit texts he discovered in Tibet, see Frank 
Bandurski, “Übersicht über die Göttinger Sammlungen der von 
Rähula Sänkrtyäyana in Tibet aufgefundenen buddhistischen 
Sanskrit-Texte”, in Untersuchungen zu r  buddhistischen Literatur, 
Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1994, pp.9-126.

13. Cf. J. Takakusu's article mentioned in note 5, pp. 43 and 49; 
R. Garbe, Die Sämkhya-Philosophie, Leipzig: Verlag von 
H. Haessel, 1894, pp. 37-39.



14. It is our intention to publish in the future an English translation 
of this important treatise of Vasubandhu.

15. See note 12.
16. See S. Lévi, Vijhaptimàtratàsiddhi, pp.XI-XVI, the history of 

the discovery of the manuscripts of the Vimsatikà and of the 
Trimsikà.

17. C.H. Hamilton gave a detailed analysis of the treatise in his 
article “Buddhistic Idealism in Wei Shih Er Shih Lwen”, in Essays 
in Philosophy by 17 Doctors o f Philosophy, Chicago, 1929, 
pp. 99-115.

18. On the Yogâcàra school in general see the Introduction of this 
book.

19. It could be said that this idealistic position is also a characteristic 
trait of Mahâyàna in general.

20. Dasabhümikasütra, VIth Bhümi, p. 32, line 9 (P.L.Vaidya’s 
edition): cittamàtram idam yad  idam traidhàtukam  (without 
the vocative). This text is also found in the Pratyutpanna- 
buddha-sam m ukhàvasth ita -sam àdh i-sü tra  w ithout the 
vocative, Tibetan translation: Khams gsum  pa  ‘di dag ni sems 
tsam mo (p. 36 Paul M. Harrison's edition, Tokyo, The Reiyukai 
Library, 1978) and Chinese translation ( Taishd 416, p. 877 b, 
line 4). It is quoted with the vocative in Subhàsitasamgraha, 
p. 393, lines 23-24 (C. Bendall’s edition): katham  tarhi 
Bhagavatà cittamàtram bho jinaputrà yad  uta traidhàtukam  
ityuktam ; by A dvayava jra , in  A dvayava jrasam graha  
(TattvaratnàvaR), P -18, lines 1-2 (Haraprasada Shastri’s edition): 
cittam àtram  bho jinaputrà /yad  uta traidhàtukam  iti; by 
Candrakirti in M adhyamakàvatàra (Tibetan text), p. 181, line 
11 (L. de la Vallée Poussin’s edition): khams gsum po hdi n i 
sems tsam , and p. 182, line 3 (ibidem): srid gsum  m am  ses 
tsam du gan rtogs pa.

21. The three worlds are kàmaloka (or kàm adhàtu) : the world of 
desire; rüpalokà (or rüpadhàtu) : the world of form, and 
ampaloka (or arüpadhàtü): the world of the formless. Different 
kinds of beings, humans, Gods, etc., dwell in these three worlds. 
The three worlds comprise all the empirical reality, the sphere 
of transmigrations. On this matter see J.R. Haidar, Early Buddhist 
M ythology, New Delhi: M unshiram  M anoharlal, 1977, 
pp. 10-11; L. de la Vallée Poussin, “Cosmogony and Cosmology 
(Buddhist)”, inj. Hastings (ed.), Encyclopaedia o f Religion and  
Ethics, Edinburgh, T. andT. Clark, 1964, Vol. IV, pp. 133-137;
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“Kosmologie und Kosmographie”, in H.W. Haussig (éd.), Cotter 
und Mythen des indischen Subcontinents, Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 
1984, pp. 392-395; and W. Kirfel, Symbolik des Buddhismus, 
Stuttgart: Anton Hiersemann, 1959, pp. 21-31.

22. The case of the taimirikas is frequently employed by Buddhist 
authors as an example of visual perception without an external 
real counterpart. See for instance S. Yamaguchi, Index to the 
Prasannapadâ-M adhyamaka-vrtti, Kyoto: Heirakuji-Shoten, 
1974, and his edition of Maitreya’s Madhyàntavibhàga, Tokyo: 
Suzuki Research Foundation, 1966, Volume III; andT. Hirano, 
A n Index to the Bodhicàryàvatàra Panjikâ, Chapter IX, Tokyo: 
Suzuki Research Foundation, 1966, under the word taimirika.

23. On the simile of dreams cf. M. Hattori, “The dream simile in 
Vijriànavâda treatises”, in Indological a nd  Buddhist Studies, 
Canberra: Faculty of Asian Studies, 1982.

24. Cf. Vasubandhu, Abhidharmakosa II, 34: cittam  m ano'tha 
vijnânam  ekârtham; Sam yuttanikâya  II, p.94 (PTS edition): 
yam  ca kho etam, bhikkhave, vuccati cittam  iti pi, m ano iti 
pi, vinnânam  iti pi...; D ïghanikàya I, p .21 ( PTS edition). On 
the synonym ous value  o f th ese  th ree  term s see 
L. Schmithausen, “Sautrantika-Voraussetzungen”, pp. 119-121.

25. On more specific meanings attributed to the words citta, 
manas, vijnâna  according to the different fullfiled functions, 
see Abhidharma-Samuccaya, ed. P. Pradhan, Santiniketan: Visva- 
Bharati, 1950, pp. 11 (last line)-12 (line 12), p .l6  (line 16) 
[=W. Rahula, Le C om pend ium  de la su p er-d o c trin e  
(Philosophie) (Abhidharmasamuccaya) d'Asanga, Paris: École 
Française d ' Extrême-Orient, 1971, pp.17-18, 24); Vasubandhu, 
AbhidharmakosabhcLsya ad 11, 34 a-b and Yasomitra ad locum, 
and L. de la Vallée Poussin’s translation, I, p. 177, notes 1, 2, 
and 3. Cf. D.T. Suzuki, Studies in the Lankavatara sutra, 
London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1972, pp. 175-179.

26. On the mentioned schools of realistic inspiration see, besides 
the pertinent sections of histories of Indian philosophy and ' 
works of a general character as Max Müller, The Six Systems o f  
Indian Philosophy, London: Longmans, 1919, Indian reprint, 
Varanasi: C how kham ba, s.d., the follow ing w orks of 
monographic character: on the Pürva Mïmâmsâ: Garigânàtha 
Jhà, The Pràbhàkara school o f Pürva Mïmâmsâ, Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1978; on the Nyàya-Vaisesika: D.N. Shastri, The
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Philosophy o f Nyàya-Vaisesika a n d  its Conflict with the 
Buddhist Dignàga School (Critique o f Indian Realism), Delhi: 
Bharatiya Vidya Prakashan, 1976; A. B. Keith, Indian Logic 
and  Atomism, an Exposition o f the Nyàya an d  Vaisesika 
Systems, New York: Greenwood Press, 1968; K. H. Potter, 
(ed.), Encyclopedia o f Indian Philosophies, Vol. II Indian  
Metaphysics and Epistemology: The Tradition o f Nyàya-Vaisesika 
up to Gangesa, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1977; K.H. Potter 
and S. Bhattacharyya, (edd.), Encyclopedia o f  In d ia n  
Philosophies, Vol. VI Indian Philosophical Analysis: Nyàya-Vaisesika 
from  Gangesa to Raghunàtha Sirom ani, Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1993; H.Ui. The Vaiseshika Philosophy according 
to the Dasapadàrtha-Sàstra, Varanasi: Chowkhamba, 1962; 
W. Halbfass, On Being a n d  What There Is, New York: State 
University of New York Press, 1992; B. Faddegon, The Vaicesika 
System described with the help o f the oldest texts, Wiesbaden: 
M. Sàndig, 1969; on Sàmkhya: G. L. Larson, Classical Sàmkhya, 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1969; A.B. Keith, The Sàmkhya 
System , Calcutta: Y.M.C.A., 1949; R. Garbe,Dfe Sàm khya- 
Philosophie, Leipzig: H. Haessel, 1894, and Sàmkhya und  
Yoga, Strassburg: K.J. Trubner, 1896; on Mâdhava’s system: S. 
Siauve, La Doctrine de Màdhva, Advaita-Vedànta, Pondichéry: 
Institut Français d'Indologie, 1968.

27. For an exposition of the controversy between the realist schools 
and the Yogàcàra school see A.K. Chatterjee, The Yogàcàra 
Idealism , Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1975 (Chapters III and IV) 
and Facets o f Buddhist Thought, Calcutta: Sanskrit College, 
1975, pp. 33-51; J. Sinha, Indian Realism, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 
1972, and the book of D.N. Shastri mentioned in the previous 
note. A manifestation of this conflict is found in Gotama’s 
Nyàyasütras IV', 2,26-37, and its commentaries, with direct 
references to V asubandhu’s argumentation in Vimsatikà 
(ad IV, 2, 34, p. 1085 vàrttika, p. 1086 vàrttika).

28. On the negation of an àtm an  or soul ( nairàtm ya), the theory 
of the series or current or stream  of consciousnesses 
Cvijhànasrotas), and in general the Buddhist conception of 
man see L. de la Vallée Poussin, Boudhisme. Opinions sur V 
Histoire de la dogmatique, Paris: G. Beaychesne, 1925, 
pp . 156-185, and  his tran s la tio n  o f V a su b a n d h u ’s 
Abhidharmakosa, Vol. V, Preliminary note, pp. 227-229;
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Sri Dhammananda, What Buddhists believe, Kuala Lumpur 
(Malaysia): The Buddhist Missionary Society, 1973, pp. 75-77; 
N. Dutt, Early Monastic Buddhism, Calcutta: Calcutta Oriental 
Book Agency, I960, pp. 192-214 and 229-239; A.B. Keith, 
B u d d h ist P hilosophy in In d ia  a n d  Ceylon , Varanasi: 
Chowkhamba, 1963, pp. 75-95, and pp. 169-176; T.R.V. Murti, 
The Central Conception o f Buddhism, London: G. Allen and 
Unwin, I960, pp. 3-35; H. Oldenberg, Buddha. Sein Leben, 
seine Lehre, seine Gemeinde, München: W. Goldmann, 1961, 
pp. 237-246; P. Oltramare, L Histoire des idées théosophiques 
dans I Inde II. La théosophie bouddhique, Paris: P. Geuthner, 
1923, pp. 199-221; J. Pérez Remón, The Hague: Mouton, 1980, 
and the reviews of this last book by T.Vetter in Wiener 
Zeitschrift fü r  die K unde Südasiens, Band XXVII, 1983, 
pp. 211-215, and of A. Solé Leris in Buddhist Studies Review 
(London), Vol. 5, 2, 1988, pp .176-182 (Spanish translation of 
this last review in Revista de Estudios Budistas, México-Buenos 
Aires, N° 3, pp. 189-196; Pratap Chandra, Metaphysics o f 
perpetual change. The concept o f Self in Early Buddhism, 
Bombay: Somaiya Publications, 1978; L. Renou et J. Filliozat, 
L Inde Classique, Vol. II, Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1953, 
pp. 542-543; Th. Stcherbatsky, The Central Conception o f 
Buddhism , Calcutta: Susil Gupta, 1961, pp. 21-23; D.T. Suzuki, 
Outlines ofM ahayana Buddhism, New York: Schocken Books, 
1973, pp. 31-32; J. Takakusu, The Essentials o f Buddhist 
Philosophy, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1975, p. 14; F. Tola, 
“Tres concepciones del hombre en la filosofía de la India”, in 
Pensamiento, No. 165, Vol. 42, Madrid, 1986, pp. 29-46; 
F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “La doctrina de los dharmas en el 
B udism o”, in B oletín  de la A sociación  Española de 
Orientalistas, Año XIII, Madrid, 1977, pp. 105-132 (Reprint in 
Yoga y  M ística de la India, Buenos Aires: Kier, 1978, 
pp. 91-121); H. von Glasenapp, Vedänta u n d  Buddhismus, 
Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1950 (^K leine Schriften, pp. 238-255); 
Yamakami Sogen, Systems o f Buddhistic Thought, Calcutta: 
University of Calcutta, 1912, pp. 16-28; Claus Oetke, “Ich ” 
u n d  das Ich, Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1988.

29. These cognitions, as anything else in Buddhism, are dharmas 
w ith  all the specific characteristics they possess of 
unsubstantiality, impermanence, etc. On the dharmas, factors
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or elements of existence, see Stcherbatsky’s work and F. Tola’s 
and C.Dragonetti’s article on the doctrine of the dharmas (with 
bibliography), mentioned in the previous note; W.and M. Geiger, 
Pali D ham m a vornehmlich in der kanonischen Literatur in  
Kleine Schriften z u r  Indologie u n d  B uddhism uskunde , 
Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1973, pp. 101-228; Jikido Takasaki, A n  
Introduction to Buddhism,, Tokyo: The Töhö Gakkai, 1987, 
pp. 107-126.

30. On the important theme of efficiency from an epistemological 
point of view see Dharmakïrti, Pramänavärttika  II, 1, 3 
(R.C. Pandeya’s edition, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1989), and 
Nyàyabindu  I, 12-14 (F. Stcherbatsky’s edition, Osnabrück: 
Biblio Verlag, 1970) with the commentaries of Manorathanandin 
for the first and of Dharmottara (pp. 12-14, Stcherbatsky’s 
mentioned ed.) and of Vinltadeva (pp. 49-51, L. de la Vallée 
Poussin’s edition of Nyàyabindu, Calcutta: The Asiatic Society, 
re p rin tl9 8 4 )  for the second , and  Jn ân asrïm itra , 
Ksanabhangädhyäya, I, verse 1 (sattà saktir ihàrthakarmaniX 
quoted by Mädhaväcärya, Sarva-darsana-samgraha, p. 11 
(Änandäsrama ed., 1966). Cf. also B.K.Matilal, Perception, 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986, pp. 320-321 and 370- 
371; M.D. Eckel, “The Concept of Reason in Jnânagarbha’s 
Svätantrika Madhyamaka”, p. 278, in B.K. Matilal and R.D. 
Evans (edd.), Buddhist Logic a nd  Epistemology, Dordrecht: D. 
Reidel, 1986; E. Mikogami, “Some remarks on the Concept of 
Arthakriyä\ in Journal o f  Indian Philosophy, Vol. 7, No. 1, 
1979, pp. 79-94, and Vijaya Rani,' The Buddhist Philosophy as 
presented  in  M im äm sä-Sloka-V ärttika, Delhi: Parimal 
Publications, 1982, pp. 102-109-

31. In Buddhism as well as in Hinduism there is the belief in the 
existence of hells, where one can be reborn to atone for his 
bad deeds. The stay in hell is transitory and not at all eternal, 
as it happens to be in Christianity; it is a stage more in the 
series or chain of reincarnations. Once the punishment is over, 
one can be reborn anew as a human being to continue 
transmigrating according to the good and bad actions one has 
carried on. On the Buddhist hells see L. de la Vallée Poussin, 
“Cosmogony and cosmology (Buddhist)”, in J. Hastings, 
Encyclopaedia, Vol. 4, pp. 133-134; E. J. Thomas, “States of the 
Dead (Buddhist)”, ibidem , Vol. 11, pp. 829-833; J. R. Haidar, 
Early B uddhist M ythology, Chapter III; W. Kirfel, Die 
Kosmographie der Inder , Darmstadt: W issenschaftliche
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Buchgesellschaft, 1967, pp. 199-206; R. Spence Hardy, A 
M anual o f Buddhism  in its m odem  development, Varanasi: 
Chowkhamba, 1967, pp. 26-28; R. Kloetzli, Buddhist Cosmology; 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1983.

In this Section Vasubandhu will point out the causes due to 
which the beings condemned to hell see all of them at the 
same time the hell-guards and their instruments of torture, 
notwithstanding their being inexistent, mere creations of their 
minds.

32. V asubandhu  does no t deny  the ex istence  of o th er 
consciousnesses besides one’s own consciousness; he accepts 
the existence of a plurality of consciousnesses. That denial 
constitutes another type of solipsism. The existence of other 
minds, i.e. of a plurality of minds, was discussed in Buddhism. 
See Dharmakírti’s Sam tdndntarasiddh i ( Tóhoku 4219 = 
Catalogue 5716) with Vinltadeva’s commentary ( Tóhoku 4238= 
Catalogue 5724). There is an English translation in Papers o f 
Th. Stcherbatsky, Calcutta: Indian Studies Past and Present, 
1969, pp. 81-121 (translated from Russian). Ratnakirti’s 
Santandntarasiddhidüsana (in Ratnakirti-nibandhavalih, 
A. Thakkured., Patna: K.P. Jayaswal Research Institute, 1975, 
pp. 145-149) maintains the thesis of solipsism (a single mind). 
Cf. Y. Kajiyama, “Buddhist Solipsism. A free translation of 
Ratnakirti’s Samtánántaradüsana”, included in his Studies in 
Buddhist Philosphy, Kyoto: Rinsen Book Co., 1989. Th. 
E. Wood, M ind Only, 1991, has an analysis of Samtanantara- 
siddhi(pp. 107-131) and of Samtdndntara-düsana (pp.149-159) 
and free renderings of both treatises (Appendix II and Appendix IV).

33. In Western philosophy, in a similar case, Berkeley has recourse 
to the idea of God as a means to overcome the solipsism in 
which his idealistic doctrine could incur.

We have here an example of how, in each culture, the 
philosophical systems, in order to overcome theoretical 
insuperable difficulties, ressort to hypothesis, principles or 
beliefs proper to the tradition to which they belong—as the 
ideas of samsdra and karm an  in Buddhist Philosophy, and of 
God and the soul in W estern Philosophy. Cf.F. Tola, 
“Fundamental principles of Indian Philosophy”, Proceedings o f 
the Fifth World Sanskrit Conference, New Delhi: Rashtriya 
Sanskrit Sansthan, 1985, pp. 680-688 (Spanish version in Revista 
Venezolana de Filosofía, 19, 1985, pp. 89-101).
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Hiuan tsang, Tche’ eng wei che louen (Taishd 1585), p. 10 
c lines 14-16 (= p.. 135-136 L. de la Vallée Poussin translation) 
in order to explain the coincidence or identity of the mental 
creations has recourse only to the simile of the lamps: the light 
of each lamp is different from the light of the others, but their 
union creates a single light.

34. The orthodox Hïnayànist tradition affirmed that the narakapalas 
or nirayapàlas (hell-guards) are a kind of beings with a real 
existence, to such an extent that many of these hell-guards 
received different names according to their physical aspect, as 
for instance Kàla (black), Upakàla (blackish). See Jàtaka, Vol. 
VI, p. 248, lines 3 and 6 (V. Fausboll’s edition, PTS, 1962- 
1964). The Theravâda sect was one of those that asserted the 
real existence as beings of the hell-guards. See A. Bareau, Les 
Sectes, p. 236, thesis No. 192.

But, even before Vasubandhu, divergences of opinion did 
occur. The existence of hell-guards is one of the controverted 
points in Kathàvatthu, pp. 597-598 (PTS edition). And the 
Andhaka sect for instance, derived from the Mahâsamghika 
sect, affirmed (A. Bareau, ibidem , p. 97, thesis No. 62) that the 
hell-guards did not exist as such, as specific beings, that it was 
the karm an  of the beings condemned to hell that punished 
them, adopting the appearance of hell-guards.

Vasubandhu in Abhidharmakosabhàsya III, 59 pàdas a-c 
(cf. Yasomitra’s commentary ad locum 2nd  L. de la Vallée Poussin’s 
note 3 in p. 152 of his translation of that treatise, Vol. II) deals with 
the question whether the hell-guards are sattvas (beings). Of 
course, Vasubandhu does not ask himself w hether the hell- 
guards really exist, since the position of that treatise of 
HInayânistic inspiration is frankly realistic. Vasubandhu indicates 
that there exist two opinions in regard to that question: 1. Some 
think that the hell-guards are not sattvas (beings), that is to say 
(as Yasomitra explains) that they are only “Great Elements and 
the product of the Great Elements” ( bhütabhautikam àtrà  
narakapâlà iti). These elements act (cestante) by virtue of the 
actions (karm an) of the beings condemned to hell, in the same 
way as at the beginning of creation winds become active by 
virtue of the actions of those beings who are to be born, and 
provoke the arising of the worlds in which these beings will 
have experiences according to their merits or demerits.
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2. Some think that the hell-guards are beings who by virtue of 
their cruel nature are reborn in hell as torturers and who in 
some further reincarnation will be reborn in hell to be punished 
for the suffering they have inflicted to those condemned to 
hell. Vasubandhu asks why these hell-guards are not burnt by 
infernal fire, and answers that that is so either because the force 
of the actions of the condemned to hell put a limit to the 
burning efficacy of fire or because those actions produce the 
arising of certain kind of Great Elements ( bhütavisesà), that is 
refractory to fire and with which either the body of the hell- 
guards become refractory to fire or a protective coat for its 
protection is made.

The augumentation developed by Vasubandhu, the author 
of the Vimsatikâ,, is based on the Buddhist belief in the existence 
of hells, hell-guards, condemned to hell and infernal tortures- 
belief to which he adheres. For Vasubandhu all that is simple 
mental creations; for his opponent all that is real. They agree 
in regard to their existence; they disagree in regard to the 
nature of that existenc e.m ental existence for Vasubandhu, real 
existence for his opponent. If that belief is not accepted, 
Vasubandhu’s demonstration loses its basis. This demonstration 
is valid if one partakes of that belief.

35. Paramàrtha, in his Chinese translation of the Abhidharmakosa 
(Taishd 1559, p.216 a, line 25, cf. L. de la Vallée Poussin’s 
translation, II, p. 154 note 1), asks: “If the hell-guards are not 
different from the condemned, how could they be hell-guards ?”

36. In Kathàvatthu XX, 4 is discussed the question of the existence 
of animals in heaven.

37. Vasubandhu, in the passage to which this note corresponds, 
expresses that the vâsanà dwells in the series of consciousnesses 
( vijnànasantânasannivista). The K arm asiddhiprakarana  
(paragraph 20) refers as a Sautrântika opinion that a special 
virtuality ( nuspa ,sakti) is created (bskyedpa) in the series of 
consciousnesses (sems kyi rgyud la=vijnânasantând). Dignàga 
in the Àlambanapariksà, kàrikà VIII a, expresses that the 
virtuality left by a cognition may dwell in the m a m  rig 
6= vijnapti, synonym of vijnàna) and explains this term in the 
commentary by m a m  pa  ses pa  (=vijnàna). It is remarkable 
that neither Vasubandhu in this passage of the Vimsatikâ nor 
Dignàga in the À lam banapariksà  (VIII a) m ention the
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alayavijhana, but we think it is not erroneous to assume that 
both authors had in mind the alayavijnana.

38. See note 14 of Alam banapanksa  in this same book.
39. The transformation (parinama,) of the consciousness into the 

em pirical reality is a very peculiar ( visesa) process. 
Consciousness has as its essential characteristic inalterability 
(ananyathatva). Cf. Trisvabhava'5. Therefore the transformation 
of consciousness is only an apparent one; for the person 
submerged in error consciousness appears as another thing, 
but without becoming another thing—as the rope in the 
obscurity appears as a snake without becoming a snake. An 
appropriate simile that clearly expresses the peculiarity of the 
parinam a  of the consciousness is that of the ocean and its 
waves: there is not an essential difference between both, they 
are the same thing. Cf.Lankavatarasutra II verse 105, and 
Mahayanasraddhotpadasastra, Taisho 1667, p.585 b lines 5-10.

40. On the ayatana  and the arising of the sensorial act of cognition 
see Otto Rosenberg, Die Probleme der buddhistischen  
Philosophie, Heidelberg: O. Harrassowitz, 1924, Reprint: San 
Francisco: Chinese Materials Center, 1976, p. 139; F. Scherbatsky, 
The Central Conception o f Buddhism , 1961, pp. 6-7, 46-48; 
and note 13 of the Alam banapanksa.

41. Buddha refers to the ayatanas in numerous texts of the Pali 
Canon (PTS edition). For references see the Pali-English 
Dictionary o f the PTS sub ayatana; A Critical Pali Dictionary n, 
3 sub a ya tana  c.; a n d  Pali Tipitakam  C oncordance, 
Part VI, pp. 330-331, sub ayamati.

42. See Section K  o f A lam banapanksa  in the text and in our 
commentary thereon for a similar reasoning as the one 
developed in Section X Iof the Vimsatika by Vasubandhu. In 
both cases the opponent adduces the words of the Buddha in 
order to refute his idealistic opponent: Buddha has referred to 
the internal ayatana  (eye) and to the external, ayatana  (the 
visible object), affirming their existence; Dignaga and 
Vasubandhu, on maintaining the “only-mind”theory, that denies 
the existence of the external object, leave aside Buddha’s 
teaching; therefore their theory cannot be accepted. Dignaga 
and Vasubandhu defend their position resorting to another 
interpretation of Buddha’s words.

43. See F. Tola and C.Dragonetti, “The Conflict of Change in
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Buddhism: the HInayànist Reaction”, in Cahiers d 'Extrême- 
Asie, 9, 1996.

44. On this matter see M. M. Broido, “Abhiprâya and Implication in 
Tibetan Linguistics”, in Journal o f Indian Philosophy, 12, 1, 
1984, pp. 1-34, and “Intention and Suggestion in the 
Abhidharmakosa: Samdhàbhâsà Revisited”, ibidem, 13,4,1985, 
pp. 327-382; L. de la Vallée Poussin, “Madhyamaka”, in Mélanges 
C hinois et B ouddhiques 2, 1932-1933, pp. 47-48, and 
Abhidharmakosa!s translation, Vol. V, pp. 246-248 note; É. 
Lamotte, “La critique d 'interprétation dans le Bouddhisme”, in 
India A ntiqua, Leyden, 1947, pp. 341-361; D. S. Lopez, Jr., 
Buddhist Hermeneutics, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 
1988 (where the mentioned article by É. Lamotte is included 
in English translation); and D.S. Ruegg, La Théorie du  
Tathàgatagarbha et du gotra, Paris: École Française d ' Extrême- 
O rien t, 1969, pp. 55-56, “P urp o rt, Im p licatu re  and 
Presupposition: Sanskrit abhiprâya and Tibetan dgonspa/dgons 
g z i  as Herm eneutical Concepts”, in Journa l o f In d ia n  
Philosophy, 13,4,1985, pp. 309-325, “The Buddhist Notion of 
an ‘Immanent Absolute’ (tathàgatagarbha) as a Problem in 
Hermeneutics”, in The Buddhist Heritage, Tring: Buddhica 
Britannica, 1989, pp. 229-245, “Allusiveness and Obliqueness 
in Buddhist tèxts: Samdhâ, Samdhi, Samdhyà and Abhisamdhi”, 
in Dialectes dans les Littératures indo-aryennes, C. Caillat éd., 
Paris, 1989.

45. There are four categories of beings as distinguished by their 
form of birth: andaja : born from an egg; jaràjuja (jalàbuja in 
Pali): bom from a womb; samsvedaja (samsedaja in Pali): bom 
from moist, and upapàduka or aupapàdika (opapàtika in 
Pali): spontaneously produced (i. e. without a perceptible cause) 
(A Critical Pali D ictionary, sub voce). The opapàtika/ 
upapàduka are frequently mentioned in the Buddhist Sanskrit 
and Pali literatures (see references in A Critical Pali Dictionary, 
in The Pali-English Dictionary of the PTS, in the Pali Tipitakam 
Concordance of the PTS and in Edgerton’s Buddhist Hybrid 
S a n skr it D ic tio n a ry  su b  voce). In V asu b a n d h u ’s 
Abhidharm akosabhdsya  they are referred to several times. 
See specially ad  II, 14, p. 163; III, 8 c -d, and 9, pp. 401-405, 
VIII, p. 1207 (Swami Dwarikadas Shastri ed., Bauddha Bharati 
Series) and L. de la Vallée Poussin’s translation, Vol. II, notes
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on pp. 26-31, Vol. V, p. 258 note 2. For other references cf. 
A. Hirakawa, Index to the Abhidharmakosabhäsya, 1973, Part 
one, sub voce.

In Abhidharmakosabhcisya VIII, p.l207(quoted edition) 
Vasubandhu refers to the Mänusyakasütra where the existence 
of an upapäduka being is admitted by Buddha. Vasubandhu 
accepts in this passage the existence of an upapäduka being in 
the meaning that Buddha in that Sütra gives to the term: a series 
of skandhas designating a being able to be spontaneously born 
in another world (paratropapädukasattväkhyaskandhasantäna).

46. Cf. Vasubandhu’s A bhidharm akosa , III, 9 b-d ( närakä  
upapädukäh/antaräbhavadeväs ca). The Bhäsya adds the 
Garudas among the upapäduka beings; a variant reading adds 
also the Nägas.

47. On the dharm as see note 29.
48. On causality in Buddhism see A.Ch. Baneijee, “Pratîtyasamutpâda”, 

in Indian Historical Quarterly 32, 1956, pp. 261-264; H. 
Chatterjee, “A Critical Study of the theory of Pratîtyasamutpâda”, 
in Journal o f the Royal Asiatic Society o f Great Britain and  
Ireland, Bombay Branch, 1955, pp. 66-70; L. de la Vallée 
Poussin, Théorie des douze causes, 1913; N. Dutt, Early 
monastic Buddhism , I960, pp. 215-228, and “The place of 
the Äryasatyas and Pratîtyasamutpâda in Hïnayâna and 
Mahäyäna”, in Annals o f the Bhandarkar Oriental Research 
Institute, 1930, Part II, pp. 101-127; D.J. Kalupahana, Causality: 
The Central Philosophy o f Buddhism, Honolulu: The University 
Press of Hawaii, 1975; É. Lamotte, “Die bedingte Entstehung 
und die höchste Erleuchtung”, in Beiträge zu r  Indienforschung. 
Em st Waldschmidt zu m  80. Geburtstag gewidmet, Berlin: 
Museum für Indische Kunst, 1977 (English version: “Conditioned 
Co-production and Supreme Enlightenment”, in Buddhist 
Studies in H onour ofW alpola Rahula, London/Sri Lanka: G. 
Fraser/Vimamsa, 1980, pp. 118-132); B. C. Law, “Formulation 
of Pratîtyasamutpâda”, in Journal o f the Royal Asiatic Society 
o f Great Britain and  Ireland, 1937, pp. 287-292; H. Oldenberg, 
Buddha, pp. 211-232; P. Oltramare, La form ule bouddhique 
des douze causes, 1909; N.Tatia, “Paticcasamuppäda”, in Nava- 
Nalanda-Mahavihara Research Publications, 1,1957, pp. 177- 
239; S. C h. Vidyabhusana, “Pratitya-samutpada or Dependent 
Origination”, in Journal o f the Buddhist Text Society o f India, 
C alcutta, VII, 1, 1899, pp. 1-19; and  b ib liography
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on Pratïtyasamutpàda in Buddhist StudiesReview, No. 1, London, 
1983-1984, Editor’s Notes, pp. 35-38.

49. This text comes from K sudrakâgam a  and is quoted in 
Abhidharmakosabhàsya, VIII, p. 1203 (Bauddha Bharati Series 
ed., 1970).

50. On the mechanism of reincarnation on the basis of the series 
theory see F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “Àryabhavasamkràntinâma- 
mahàyànasütra: The Noble Sütra on the Passage through 
Existences ”, in Buddhist Studies Review {London) 1986, pp. 
3-15.

51. Since its beginning Buddliism denied the existence of an àtm an  
(soul) in the man. It is the nairàtm ya  theory. See note 28. For 
Early and HInayânist Buddhism the dharmas (whatever exists 
and also the factors or elements of existence) were real; they had 
a true, objective existence, although they were conceived as 
unsubstantial and impermanent. Several HInayânist schools 
added to impermanence the instantaneity or momentariness: 
dharmas are not only impermanent, but also instantaneous, as 
soon as they arise, they disappear. But, anyhow, the reality of 
the dharmas, the realistic position was maintained. In the 
Introduction we have referred to the importance of this last 
characteristic for the coming forth of the idealistic inspiration 
of Mahàyàna.
The Mahàyàna abandoned the realistic position of the Hïnayàna 
and adopted an idealistic one. It denied the real existence of 
the dharm as (the constituents of reality); for it the dharmas 
are unreal, mere creations of human mind. The unreality of the 
dharm as is a consequence of their unsubstantiality which is 
designated with the term sünyatà, Voidness (absence of an 
own being, svabhàva, absence of an existence in se et perse). 
The coming forth of this idealistic position, which since its 
origin coexisted in Buddhism with the realistic one, took place 
in severa l s iitra s  (like  the L a n k à v a tà ra sü tra , the 
Sam dhinirm ocanasütra  etc.). It was systematized by the 
Mâdhyamika and specially by the Yogàcàra schools, Cf. J. 
Takasaki, A n Introduction to Buddhism, pp. 126-127. On the 
Mâdhyamika school see F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, On Voidness, 
A Study on Buddhist Nihilism, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1995.

52. Cf. note 29-
53. Cf. L. de la Vallée Poussin, “Extase et Spéculation (Dhyâna et 

Prajnà)”, in Indian Studies in Honor o f Charles Rockwell
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Lanman, Cambridge Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1929, 
pp. 135-136 (Spanish translation in Revista de Estudios 
Budistas, 7, Mexico-Buenos Aires, 1994, pp. 165-168); and La 
Morale Bouddhique, Paris: Nouvelle Librairie Nationale, 1927, 
pp. 98-117; D.T. Suzuki, Outlines o f M ahäyäna Buddhism , 
pp. 76-86; and G. Bugault, La notion deprajnä ou de sapience 
selon les perpectives du M ahäyäna. Part de la connaissance 
et de f  inconnaissance dans f  analogie bouddhique, Paris: 
C.N.R.S. and E. de Boccard, 1968.

We think there is not any difference between the stages or 
degrees of knowledge as conceived in Buddhism and the 
stages or degrees of knowledge as conceived in Hinduism. 
The three stages or degrees we have mentioned in the text 
correspond to sravana, m anana, and nididhyäsana  as 
indicated in Hindu texts. Cf. Dharmaräja, Vedäntaparibhäsä, 
Adyar: The Adyar Library and Research Centre, 1971, pp. 159- 
166; V idyäranya , V iva ra n a p ra m eya sa m g ra h a , KasI: 
Acyutagranthamälä, samvat 1996, pp.4-8; O. Lacombe, LAbsolu 
selon le Vedänta, Paris: P. Geuthner, 1966, pp. 349-350; V.P. 
Upadhyaya, Lights on Vedänta, Varanasi: Chowkhamba, 1959,
pp. 210-216.

54. Cf. Vasubandhu, Trisvabhävanirdesa (or Trisvabhävakärika), 
included in this volume; Maitreya-Vasubandhu-Sthiramati, 
M a d h y ä n ta v ib h ä g a sä stra , C h ap ter I; A sanga’s 
M ahäyänasüträlam kära , Chapter VI, 1; J. Masuda, Der 
individualistische Idealismus der Yogäcära-Schulen. Versuch 
einer genetischen Darstellung, Heidelberg: O. Harrassowitz, 
1926, pp. 40-43; A.K. Chatterjee, The Yogäcärä Idealism , 
Chapter VII; D.T. Suzuki, Outlines o f M ahay ana Buddhism, 
Chapter V.

55. On Buddhist Atomism cf. F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, The 
A vayaviniräkarana o f P andita  Asoka, pp. XX-XXI with 
references to Buddhist authors and bibliography.

56. On the Vaisesika atomism see the bibliography of note 6 of the 
Älam banapanksä. In the Nyäyasütras, IV, 2,18-25 and in its 
commentaries there is a defence of atomism against the 
änupalam bhikas who maintain that nothing exists (.sarvam  
nästi). We find in this text several passages which contain 
references to Vasubandhu’s argumentation in Vimsatikä, as for 
instance ad TV, 2, 24 and 25 (p. 1064, bhäsya; p. 1068, värttika\ 
p. 1069, värttika; p. 1070, värttika; p. 1071, värttikd).
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57. The Early Buddhism not only did not include atomism in its 
doctrines, but even considered that Pakudha Kacchäyana, who 
maintained a doctrine that could be considered as an antecedent 
of the atomist theory, was one of the so called “Masters of 
Error”, not accepted and criticized by Buddha. See C. Dragonetti, 
“Los seis maestros del error”, in Diälogos, Puerto Rico, Ario XI, 
N° 28, Abril 1975, pp. 71-94 (Reprint in F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, 
Yoga y  Mistica de la India, pp. 129-153) and C. Vogel, The 
teachings o f the Six Heretics, Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1970.

58. On this subject see, Dignäga, Pramänasamuccaya (Pratyaksa), 
M. Hattori’s edition and translation, from kärikä 2 a-b to kärikä 
7 a-b (pp. 176-181 for the text, pp. 24-27 for the translation, 
pp. 76-85 for the notes); Dharmakirti, Nyäyahindu  I, 4-6 with 
D harm ottara’s and Vinltadeva’s commentaries. Cf. also 
S. Chatterjee, The Nyäya Theory o f Knowledge. A Critical 
Study o f Some Problems o f Logic a n d  Metaphysics, Calcutta: 
University of Calcutta, 1965; B. Gupta, “Savikalpa pratyaksa 
(judgemental Perception) as visistha jriäna”, in Our Heritage, 
Vol. IV, Part I, Calcutta, 195.6, pp. 107-114; B.K. Matilal, 
Epistemology, Logic, and  G rammar in Indian Philosophical 
A nalysis, The Hague: Mouton, 1971, pp. 34-39; Satkari 
Mookerjee, The Buddhist Philosophy o f Universal Flux, Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1980, pp. 273-299; D.N. Shastri, The 
Philosophy o f the Nyäya-Vaisesika a n d  its Conflict with the 
B uddhist Dignäga School (Critique o f Ind ian  Realism), 
pp. 433-471, and “The distinction between Nirvikalpa and 
Savikalpa Perception in Indian Philosophy”, in Proceedings o f 
All-India Oriental Conference, Vol. 16,1955, pp. 310-321; J. Sinha, 
Indian Psychology, Cognition, Calcutta: Sinha Publishing House, 
1958; F. Th. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, 1962, Vol. I, pp. 
146-153 and pp. 204-221; V.V. Tirupati, “A note on the 
Nirvikalpa and Savikalpa perceptions in Indian philosophy”, in 
Proceedings o f Twenty-sixth Congress o f Orientalists, 1969, 
pp. 498-503; T.Vetter, Erkenntnisprobleme bei D harm akirti, 
Wien: Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1964, 
specially pp. 37-41. For a modern exposition of the subject see 
Anonymous, “The effects of Marijuana on Consciousness”; 
W. James, The Principles o f Psychology, New York: Dover 
Publications, 1950, Vol. II, Chapter XIX, and Psychology: Briefer 
course, New York: Collier Books, 1966, Chapter XX:; Ch. Solley
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and Gardner Murphy, Development o f the perceptual world, 
Chapter XIV, New York: Basic Books, I960. On yogin’s 
perception see Dignäga’s, Pram änasam uccaya  (Pratyaksa), 
kärikä  6 c-d, and Dharmakirti’s N yäyabindu  I, 11 with 
Dharmottara’s and Vinltadeva’s commentaries, and Pramä- 
navärttika II, 281-287 (Pandeya’s edition). Patahjali, Yogasütra 
I, 43 refers to the yogin’s perception. See F. Tola’s and 
C. Dragonetti’s commentary on it, The Yogasütras o f Patahjali, 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, second edition, 1991. It is noteworthy 
that Patahjali uses the word nirbhäsä and Dharmakirti the 
word avabhäsate. See alsoj. Sinha, Indian Psychology, Cognition, 
Chapter XVII on “Supranormal Perception”.

59. In the Introduction we have referred to the Hinayänist theory 
of momentariness and to its importance as a factor promoting 
the idealistic theory. As it was obvious the thesis of the 
momentariness of the dharm as will prevail in the Mahäyäna. 
On the momentariness of the dharm as in Mahäyäna see for 
instance the following texts where the concept of momentariness 
is fully developed, and arguments for its demonstration are 
given: M ahäyänasüträlam kära  XVIII, 82-91; Säntaraksita, 
Tattvasahgraha (Sthirahhävapanksä) 330-475, and Kamalasila 
ad locum; Dharmakirti, H etubindu, pp. 42-67, and the tikäs 
of Vinltadeva and Areata; Dharmottara, Ksanabhahgasiddhih, 
edition and translation by E. Frauwallner, Wiener Zeitschrift 
fü r  die K unde des Morgenlandes, 42, 1935, pp. 217-258 
(^Kleine Schriften, pp. 530-571); Jnänasrimitra, K^nabhahgädhyäya 
(in  Jhänasnm itranibandhävalih , ed. A. Thakkur, Patna: 
K.P. Jayaswal Research Institute, 1987) (English translation of 
Chapter 3, Vyatirekädhikära, by A.C. Senape McDermott, Dordrecht: 
Reidel, 1969); Ratnaldfti, Ksanabhahgasiddhi (in  Ratnakirti- 
nibandhävalih, ibidem, pp. 67-95) and Sthirasiddhidüsana  
(ibidem , pp. 112-128 and in K. Mimaki, La refutation  
bouddhique de la permanence des choses (sthirasiddhidüsana) 
e t La p re u v e  de la m o m e n ta n s te  des choses 
(ksanabhahgasiddhi), Paris: Institut de Civilisation Indienne, 
1976); R a tn äk a rasän ti, A n ta rv y äp tisam arth an a ; J itä ri, 
ksanajabhahga, ed. Bühnemann, 1985, p. 11. ForDharmaklrti’s 
treatment of the ksanabhahga  theory see E. Steinkellner, “Die 
Entwicklung des ksanikatvänumänam bei Dharmakirti”, in 
Beiträge z u r  Geistesgeschichte Indiens, Festschrift f ü r  Erich
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F ra u w a lln er, W ien: Ö ste rre ich isch e  A kadem ie d er 
Wissenschaften, 1968, pp. 361-377. For other sources see 
K. Mimaki’s quoted book, Introduction. Cf. S. Mookerjee, The 
B uddhist Philosophy o f Universal Flux, 1980, pp. 1-86; F. Th. 
Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic I, pp. 79-118; and A. von Rospatt, 
The Buddhist Doctrine o f Momentariness, A Survey o f the 
Origins a nd  Early Phase o f this Doctrine up to Vasubandhu, 
Stuttgart: F. Steiner, 1995.

60. The same idea about memory is expressed in Gotama’s 
Nyàyasütra IV, 2, 34 and its commentaries: memory has as its 
object som ething that has been  previously perceived 
(pMWOpalabdhavisaya), as a consequence of their realistic position. 
Cf. J. Sinha, Indian Psychology, Cognition, 1958, pp. 376-383.

61. Cf. F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “Anäditva  or beginninglessness 
in Indian Philosophy”, in A nnals o f the Bhandarkar Oriental 
Research Institute, 1980, pp. 1-20.

62. It is an application of the axiom, valid for the whole Indian 
culture and expressed in Nyàyasütra IV, 2, 35, that “the 
destruction of wrong apprehension comes from knowledge of 
true reality” ( mythyopalabdhivinäsas tattvajnänät). The wrong 
apprehension may be, according to Vätsyäyana’s bhäsya ad  
locum, perceiving a thing as being something else (atasmims 
tad  iti jn ä n a m ), the conception of things in a dream 
i.svapnavisayàhhimàncf'), the illusory cognition of something 
created by magic, the cities of the Gandharvas, mirages 
( m àyàgandharvanagaram rgatrsnakànàm ...buddhayo), and 
also, according to bhäsya adlV , 2,1 (beginning), grasping what 
is not the ätm an  as the ätm an , i. e. identifying the âtm an  with 
the body, the sense-organs, mind, feelings, cognitions 
0anätmany àtmagrahah.. .sarirmdriyamanovedanàbuddhayaiï). 
For Vasubandhu the fundamental wrong apprehension is to 
conceive the world in which we exist as a really existing world 
and not as a mental creation with the status of a dream or a 
magical creation.

63. The features of the fivanm ukta  (“ liberated in life”) of Hinduism 
correspond to the features of the person who has attained the 
world-transcending knowledge according to Vasubandhu. 
Cf. Vidyäranya, ßvanm uktiviveka, and also G. Oberhammer, 
La délivrance, dès cette vie (fivanmuktih), Paris: É. de Boccard, 
1994; S. Dasgupta, A History o f Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, pp.
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489-492, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1963; T.M.P. 
Mahadevan, The Philosophy o f Advaita, Madras: Ganesh and 
Co., 1969, pp. 282-285.

64. Cf. Vasubandhu, Abhidharmakosa II, 62 (p. 349 Bauddha Bharati 
Series edition=I, pp. 307-308 L. de la Vallée Poussin’s 
transla tion ); S. C haudhuri, A n a ly tic a l S tu d y  o f  the  
Abhidharm akosa , p. 114; L. de la Vallée Poussin, Théorie des 
douze causes, p. 53; D.J. Kalupahana, Causality, The Central 
Philosophy o f Buddhism, 1975, pp. 165-166; Yamakami Sogen, 
Systems o f Buddhistic Thought, p.310.

65. See F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “The Buddhist Conception of 
reality”, in Journal o f the Indian Council o f Philosophical 
Research, Volume XIV, Number 1, 1996, pp. 35-64, specially 
pp. 49-52.

66. Cf. D h a m m a p a d a  s tanza  176 and  D h a rm o tta ra ’s 
Paralokasiddhi, edition of the Tibetan text and translation by
E. Steinkellner, Wien: Arbeitskreis fur tibetische und buddhistische 
Studien, Universiàtt Wien, 1986 (review of this book in Revista 
de Estudios Budistas 4, México-Buenos Aires, 1993, pp. 
175-177). Uddyotakara, Vàrttika adlW, 2, 34 (p. 1084, Calcutta 
edition), adduces also against the thesis of the inexistence of 
external real objects that this inexistence eliminates all 
difference betw een dharm a  and adharm a  (merit and 
demerit).

67. Uddyotakara ( Vàrttika adYV, 2,' 34, p.1084, Calcutta edition) 
attributes to his idealist opponent the idea that there is a 
difference between the dreaming and the waking states 
consisting in the different condition of the mind, since the 
upaghàta (weakness, sickness, morbid affection) produced by 
nid rà  (sleep) creates a va ikrtya  (change, alteration, 
deterioration, degeneration) of the mind. The Calcutta edition 
indicates a variant reading for nidropaghàta: siddhopaghàta, 
that perhaps is a mistake for middhopaghàta  which would 
correspond to the m iddhenopahata  of Vasubandhu (kàrikà  
18c).

68. On the organ of life (jivitendriya) see S. Chaudhuri, Analytical 
Study o f the Abhidharmakosa, p. 97; Th. Stcherbatsky, The 
Central Conception o f Buddhism , p. 91; Upali Karunaratne, 
“Indriya”, in Encyclopaedia o f Buddhism, 1993, Vol. V, fasc. 4,
p. 561.
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69. The term rddhi (in Sanskrit^ Pali iddbi), denoting “supernatural 
powers”, has in this passage a meaning much wider than the 
one it usually has in Buddhist canonical texts. The five rddhis 
as mentioned in Buddhist texts are for instance: the power to 
project mind-made images of oneself; to become invisible; to 
pass through solid things such as a wall; to penetrate solid 
ground as if it were water; to walk on water, to fly through the 
air; to touch the sun and the moon; to ascend into the highest 
heavens. Cf. S. K. Nanayakkara, “Iddhi”, in Encyclopaedia o f 
Buddhism, 1993, Vol. V, fasc. 4, pp. 308-310; L. de la Vallée 
Poussin, “Magic (Buddhist)”, in J. Hastings, Encyclopaedia, Vol. 
8, pp. 255-257.

70. On the dream s of Sârana, see S.Lévi, “Asvaghosa. Le 
Sütràlamkàra et ses sources”, Journal Asiatique, 1908, Juil.- 
Aoüt, pp. 149 ff., and É. Chavannes, Cinq Cents Contes et 
Apologues extraits du Tripitaka Chinois, Paris: A.- Maisonneuve, 
1962, Tome III, p. 23; and on the defeat of Vemacitra, King of 
the Asuras, see S. Lévi, “Notes indiennes”, Journal Asiatique, 
1925, Jan.-Mars, pp. 17-26.

71. Cf. S. Lévi, “Notes indiennes”, Journal Asiatique, 1925, Jan.- 
Mars, pp. 26-33.

72. The names of these forests are Dandaka, Mâtariga and Kâliiiga. 
On the incidents that occur in these forests see Rdmdyana, 
U ttarakdnda  71 and 72, critical edition, Baroda, 1975; 
Buddhaghosa’s Commentary of the M ajjhim anikdya ad  
Upalisutta, ed. by I. B. Horner, Part III, London: Pali Text 
Society, 1976, pp. 60-88; C.H. Hamilton, W eishih ershih lun, 
New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1938, reprint 1967, p. 
73 notes 153, 154, 153.

73. This power of the mind received the name of cetah-parydya- 
jn d n a  in Sanskrit, cetopariyandria in Pali. It is one of the “special 
knowledges”, abhijnd  in Sanskrit, A bhinnd  in Pali. Others 
abhihhds are: divine ear, divine eye, remembrance of former 
existences, etc. The rddhis mentioned in note 69 constitute 
also a kind of abhijnd. See H.G.A. van Zeyst, “Abhinrià”, in 
Encyclopaedia o f Buddhism, Vol. I, Fasc. 1, pp. 97-102:

74. The invocation to Manjusri Kumârabhüta was taken by us from 
the Tibetan translation. S. Lévi does not include it in his 
“reconstruction” of the Sanskrit text.

75. S. Lévi, with the help of the Tibetan and Chinese translations,
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made a “reconstruction” of the Sanskrit text from m ahàyàne 
traidhàtukam  (in Section I) up to tasmàd arthàbhàve dešakálď 
(in Section III at the end), adding at the beginning the words: 
uatha vrttih”. This part of the text was in the first page (that 
was not found) of the manuscript of Kathmandu (kàrikàs and 
commentary). As we have already said in the Introduction to 
the Vimsatikà, after the discovering and publication of the 
incomplete manuscript of Kathmandu, another manuscript was 
found also in Kathmandu, but containing the kàrikàs alone, 
without the commentary. We give for this lost first passage the 
Sanskrit text “reconstructed” by Sylvain Lévi, but instead of 
including his “reconstruction“ of the two first kàrikàs we give 
for them the text as published by the same Sylvain Lévi in 
M atériaux pour V étude du systéme Vijnaptimàtra, p. 175, 
constituted on the basis of the last manuscript (kàrikàs alone) 
found in Kathmandu. In kàrikà \,p à d a  d w e  have introduced 
a textual change following MTY-A.
In what follows we give the text of the Tibetan translation 
(Sde-dge edition) and of the Chinese translation by Hiuan Tsang 
( Taishô edition) of this first passage missing in all the Sanskrit 
manuscripts.

Tibetan Text

hjam dpal gžon nur gyur pa la phyag htshal lo/theg pa chen 
po la khams gsum pa rnam par rig pa tsam du rnam par bžag 
ste/mdo las/ kye rgyal bahi sras dag hdi lta ste/khams gsum pa 
hdi ni sems tsam mo žes hbyuň bahi phyir ro/sems daň yid 
daň/rnam par ses pa daň/rnam  pár rig pa žes bya ba ni rnam 
graňs su gtogs paho/sems de yaň hdir mtshuns par ldan pa daň 
bcas par dgoňs paho/tsam  žes bya ba smos pa ni don dgag 
pahi phyir ro/... (kàrikà 1)... hdir hdiskad ces brgal te/... (kàrikà 
2)... ji skad du bstan par hgyur že na/gal te gzugs la sogs pahi 
don med par gzugs la sogs pahi rnam par rig pa hbyuň ste 
gzugs la sogs pahi don las ma yin na/cihi phyir yul la lar hbyuň 
la thams cad na ma yin/yul de hid na yah res hgah hbyuň la 
thams cad du ma yin/yul daň dus de na hkhod pa thams cad 
kyi sems la ňes pa med pa hbyuň la hgah tsam la ma yin/ji ltar 
rab rib can hid kyi sems la skra la sogs pa snah gi/gžan dag la 
ni ma yin/cihi phyir gaň rab rib can gyis mthoň bahi skra daň/ 
sbraň bu la sogs pas skra la sogs pahi bya ba mi byed la/de ma 
yin pa gžan dag gis ni byed/rmi lam na mthoň bahi bzah ba daň
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btuñ ba daň bgo ba daň dug daň mtshon la scgs pas zas daň 
skom la sogs pahi bya ba mi byed la/de ma yin pa gžan dag 
gis ni byed/dri zahi groň khyer yod pa ma yin pas groñ khyer 
gyi bya ba mi byed la/de ma yin pa gžan dag gis ni byed/ hdi 
dag don med par med du hdra na yul dan dus...

Chinese Text 

(HIUAN TSANG’S TRANSLATION)

CTaisbö 1590, Vol. XXXI, p. 74 b line 19-ç line 13)
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76. S. Lévi CM atériaux, p. 175): °kesondrakàdf. (S. Lévi, before 
the discovery of MS2, in his “reconstruction” of the lost first part 
of the text, had: °kesacandràdf). This wrong reading still 
appears in several modern editions. MTY-A: °kesondukàdi° 
which is a correct reading. Cf. F. Edgerton, Dictionary sub voce.

77. MTY-B: danda deest.
78. S. Lévi: danda deest. MTY-B: seems to have danda.
79 S. Lévi: danda deest. MTY-B: has danda.
80. S. Lévi: danda deest. MTY-B: has danda.
81. S. Lévi: danda  after sam am . MTY-B: no danda.
82. S. Lévi: the initial consonant blurred. MTY-B: sva°.
83. MTY-B: sarvesàn.
84. MTY-B: kim.
85. Our correction. S. Lévi: satvà. MTY-B: satvà.
86. MTY-B: °balânàn.
87. MTY-B: yàtayatàn.
88. MTY-B: °duhkhan.
89- MTY-B: nàrake.
90. MTY-B and MTY-A: sambhavah.
91. S. Lévi: na. MTY-B: na. MTY-A and S. Lévi CMatériaux, p. 175): ca.
92. MTY-B and MTY-A: duhkhan.
93. MTY-B: sambhavanti.
94. MTY-B: karmm anà.
95. MTY-B: sambhütàs.
96. MTY-B: caivan.
97. MTY-B: danda deest.
98. MTY-B: sambhavo.
99. MTY-B: tesán.

100. MTY-B: karmmabhis.
101. MTY-B: sambhavanti.
102. MTY-B: yena  or ye  na  (this last possibility makes no sense).
103. MTY-B: àganto.
104. MTY-B: between gacchanto  and °vane completely blurred. 

Tibetan version: Icags kyi šal ma lihi.
105. S. Lévi: ürddha0 .MTY-B: ürdhva°.
106. MTY-B: sam bhavanti.
107. MTY-B and MTY-A: karmmabhis.
108. MTY-B and MTY-A: sambhavas.
109. MTY-B: ne... : the two last syllabes blurred. MTY-A: nesyate. 

Tibetan version:mi hdod.
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110. MTY-B: karmmabhis.
111. MTY-B and MTY-A: karm m ano.
112. MTY-B: nesyate blurred. MTY-A: nesyate. Tibetan version: 

hdod m i bya.
113. MTY-B and MTY-A: kin.
114. MTY-B: karm m ana.
115. MTY-B: sambhavah.
116. S. Levi: tasya deest. MTY-B: tasya. Tibetan version: las dehi. 
117 MTY-B: karm m ano.
118. MTY-B: between vijhancf and °sannivista blurred. Tibetan 

version: tgyud la.
119. MTY-B: kin.
120. MTY-B: etat.
121. MTY-B: °janam. MTY-A: °janam.
122. Our correction. S. Levi: °satva°. M7Y-£and MTY-A: °satva°.
123. Our correction. S. Levi: satva. MTY-B: satva.
124. MTY-B: °sa n ta tf.
125. Our correction. S. Levi: satva. MTY-B: satva.
126. MTY-B: dbarmmas.
127. S. Levi: sahetukah. MTY-B: sahetuka.
128. MTY-B: uktam.
129. MTY-B: danda  after utpadyate.
130. MTY-B: parinam avisesad. Tibetan version:hgyur bahi bye 

brag tu gyur pahi.
131. Our correction: no danda  after utpadyate. S. Levi: danda. 

MTY-B: danda.
132. S. Levi: tasya. MTY-B: tasyah.
133. MTY-B: between aya° and °prayah manuscript destroyed. 

Tibetan version: hdi n i hdir dgons paho.
134. MTY-B: evam.
135. MTY-B: double danda  after hi.
136. MTY-B: between dvcT and °nasatkam  manuscript destroyed. 

Tibetan version: gnis las m a m  p a r ses p a  drug.
137 MTY-B: no danda  after pravartate.
138. MTY-B: without following danda. MTY-A: punah  with

following darida.
139- MTY-B: between desana and °ratmyapravesah manuscript 

destroyed. MTY-A: after desana: dharmmanairatmyapravesah. 
Tibetan version: bstan pa  chos la bdag m ed par.

140. MTY-B: double danda after °pravesah.



141. S. Lévi: no danda. MTY-B: danda.
142. MTY-B: dharm m a0.
143. MTY-B: °dharmma°.
144 : MTY-B: dharmrruf\ and between dharmma °and ° ti manuscript 

destroyed. Tibetan version: chos gari y  an m ed p a r rig nas.
145. MTY-B: dharmmo.
146 S. Lévi: tahi. MTY-B: tarhi.
147. MTY-B: dharmmo.
148. MTY-B: dharmma0.
149. Our correction: bhavati. S. Lévi: mavati. MTY-B: between 

°praveso and °pi tu  manuscript blurred. Tibetan version: chos 
la bdag m ed p a r hjug p a r hgyur te.

150. MTY-B: between °pi tu  and °tâtmanâ manuscript blurred. 
MTY-A: kalpitàmanà. Tibetan version: brtagspahi bdag nid kyis.

151. S. Lévi: dharm anàm . MTY-B: dharm ànàm .
152. MTY-B: buddbànàm .
153. MTY-B: evam.
154. MTY-B: between °pti° and °pi manuscript blurred. Tibetan 

version: m a m  p a r rig tsam yan .
155. S. Lévi: °pravesàt. MTY-B: °pravesàd.
156. MTY-B: dbarm m ànàm .
157. S. Lévi: sarvatbâ deest. MTY-B: sarvathâ. Tibetan version: 

m a m  pa  tbams cad du.
158. MTY-B: °màtratvan.
159* MTY-B: yasm dn  without following danda.
160. MTY-A: after na  something written in the margin (?).
161. MTY-B: uktam.
162. MTY-B: danda deest.
163. MTY-B: avayavebhyo without following avagraba.
164. MTY-B: double danda.
165. MTY-B: sambhavat.
166. S. Lévi and MTY-B: parasparavyatirekàd. Our correction 

[according to the Tibetan and Chinese translation, and required 
by sen se . See S. Lévi (M a tér ia u x , p .52 n o te  3)1: 
parasparavyatirekàd.

167. MTY-B: niravayatvdt without following danda.
168. MTY-B: danda deest.
169. Our correction: °vaibhàsikàh with following danda. S. Lévi: 

°vaibhàsikàs. MTY-B: °vaibhàsikàs.
170. MTY-B: te.
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171. MTY-B: double danda.
172. S. Lévi (.M atériaux; p. 175) suggests “with the manuscripts”: 

asamyogàt, but MTY-B and MTY-A: asamyoge.
173. MTY-B: without following avagraha. MTY-A: with following 

avagraha.
174. MTY-B: double danda .
175. MTY-B: danda deest.
176. MTY-B: niravayatvàt.
177. MTY-B: between ° hhyupcf and ° ram ànur manuscript blurred 

or broken. Tibetan version: khas m i len p a h ip h y ir  ro/de bas 
rdulphra rab.

178. MTY-A: before digbbàgabhedo some half erased words.
179. MTY-B: tasyaikatvan. MTY-A: tasyaikatvam.
180. MTY-B: between param ànoh  andyà va d manuscript blurred or 

broken. Tibetan version: sarphyogs kyi cha.
181. MTY-B: iti digbhàga °added in top margin.
182. MTY-B: chàyà °. MTY-A: cchàyà °.
183. MTY-B: small stroke after và.
184. MTY-B: between anyatra  and bhavaty °manuscript blurred. 

Tibetan version: grib.
185. MTY-B: avagraha deest after pradeso.
186. MTY-B: àvaranan.
187. MTY-B: betw een cid  and °h (o f param ànoh) manuscript 

blurred. Tibetan version: rdul phra rab gan la ya n .
188. MTY-B: avagraha deest after parabhàgo.
189. MTY-B : between °màtrah and/kim  evarn manuscript blurred. 

Tibetan version: hgyur te/de n i bsad z in  to/.
190. S. Lévi: danda deest. MTY-B: danda  after syàtàm.
191. MTY-A: between katham  (pàda c) and this na (pàda ¿0 reading 

not very clear. In lower margin of the manuscript an annotation: 
nna  to complete ce°(ofcen na); and moreover something else 
written in this margin.

192. MTY-B:y a d iand nà°(o f nànyah) blurred. Tibetan version: gal 
te...gzan ma y in  na.

193. MTY-B: siddham .
194. MTY-B: sannivesa °.
195. MTY-B: esa without following danda.
196. MTY-B: between ana°  and °tayà blurred. Tibetan version : 

bsam pa  hdis.
197. MTY-B: laksanan.



198. MTY-B: between rupa°and na  blurred. Tibetan version: gzugs 
la  sogs p a h i m tshan h id  n i ma bkag na.

199. MTY-B: kim.
200. MTY-B: Our correction. S. Levi and MTY-B: danda deest.
201. MTY-B: niladitvah.
202. MTY-B: sampradharyate.
203. MTY-B: kin.
204. MTY-B: between a° (of atha) and °d (o f tad) blurred. Tibetan 

version: hon te.
205. MTY-B: kin.
206. MTY-B: double danda.
207. S. Levi: °grahrau. MTY-B and MTY-A: °grahau.
208. MTY-B: between n a°and °kam manuscript blurred. The Tibetan 

version has: ris su ma chad  for amcchinnam nanekam. Hiuan 
tsang’s version agrees with the Tibetan one. Both versions add to 
visaya adjectives of colour. Does these facts point to the existence 
of another recension of the Sanskrit text of the Vimsatika ?

209. Our correction. S. Levi and MTY-B: danda deest.
210. MTY-B: between °da 0and °pena manuscript blurred or broken. 

Tibetan version: gom p a  gcig bor has.
211. MTY-B: between °gra° and yugapan  manuscript destroyed. 

Tibetan version: ma zin .
212. MTY-B: syan  without following danda.
213. MTY-B: grahanah.
214. MTY-B: cagrahanah.
215. MTY-B: yuktam .
216. MTY-B: nna.
217. MTY-B: ekan.
218. MTY-B: kathan.
219. MTY-B: between °vicch# and °te manuscript destroyed. Tibetan 

version: de dag ris su chad p a r j i  Itar run.
220. MTY-B: katham .
221. MTY-B: praptah.
222. MTY-B: tabhyan.
223. MTY-B: suksm anah.
224. MTY-B: between lef and °dad manuscript destroyed. Tibetan 

version: m tshan h id  tha dad  pa  h id  kyis.
225. MTY-B: between °tva°and °ti manuscript destroyed. Tibetan 

version: y u l h id  du m i hgrub ste.
226. MTY-B: matram.
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227. MTY-B: sarvesàn.
228. MTY-B: prànànàm .
229. MTY-B: pratyaksam.
230. MTY-B: °tha° erased. Tibetan version: j i  Itar.
231. S. Lévi: budbhir. MTY-B: buddhir.
232. MTY-B: between bha °and pratyaksam  manuscript destroyed. 

Tibetan version: hbyun.
233. MTY-Æ: double danda.
234. MTY-A: °buddhir.
235. MTY-B: danda  after yathà.
236. MTY-B and MTY-A: avagraha deest after so.
237. Af7Y-A- katham.
238. MTY-B: between ° and c# erased. Tibetan version: gan gi 

tshe.
239. Our correction: we suppress na  after °buddhir, since it gives 

no sense. S. Lévi: °buddhir na. MTY-B: manuscript destroyed. 
Tibetan and Chinese translations have no negation.

240. MTY-B: betw eenpratyaksa0and °tidam manuscript destroyed. 
Tibetan version: m non sum  gyi bio de byun ba.

241 MTY-B: avagraha deest after so.
242. MTY-B: danda deest.
243. MTY-B: between w°and °na erased. Tibetan version: lhagpar.
244. MTY-B: between ksanika0 and °yasya manuscript destroyed. 

Tibetan version, seeming to follow another recension of the 
Sanskrit text, has: skad cig m ar smras bas. Hiuan tsang’s 
Chinese translation refers also to “those who hold the doctrine 
of momentariness”. See note 208 of the Sanskrit text.

245. Our correction. S. Lévi and MTY-B: danda deest.
246. MTY-B: °bhütam.
247. MTY-B: smaryate.
248. MTY-B: smaranam.
249. MTY-B: double danda  after vijnaptih. MTY-A: vijnapti.
250. MTY-B: tatboktam  with following double danda.
251. MTY-B: sm aranan.
252. MTY-B: °samprayukta.
253- MTY-B: avagraha deest after jàgrato.
254. MTY-B: danda deest.
255. MTY-B: caivam.
256. MTY-B: without following danda.
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257. MTY-B and MTY-A: svapnadrg0. Cf. S. Lévi, Matériaux, p. 175, 
prefers svapna. °MTY-A: °bhavam.

258. MTY-A: avagraha deest after nàprabuddho.
259. MTY-B: artham.
260. MTY-B: °sammukht°.
261. MTY-B: svasantàna0.
262. Our correction. S. Lévi: satvànâm . MTY-B: °satvânàm.
263. MTY-B: °dharmma°.
264. MTY-B: °satvânàm.
265. MTY-B: °desanàyân.
266. MTY-B: double danda  after mithah. MTY-A: mitha.
267. MTY-B: satvânàm .
268. MTY-B: san tànà0.
269- MTY -B: san tànà0.
270. MTY-B: evan.
271. MTY-B: avagraha deest after jâgrato.
272. MTY-B: àyatyàn.
273. MTY-B: danda deest.
274. MTY-B: °nopahatan. MTY-A: °nopahatam.
275. MTY-B: simple danda. MTY-A: double danda.
276. MTY-B: avagraha deest after kàyo.
277. MTY-B: danda deest.
278. Our correction according to the Tibetan igsod p a  na) and 

Chinese translations. S.Lévi and MTY-B: anukramyamànànàm.
279. MTY-B: m aranam .
280. MTY-B: double danda.
281. MTY-A: marana.
282. MTY-B: vemacitrinah paràjayah.
283. MTY-B: °santativicchedàkhyam.
284. MTY-B: maranam.
285. MTY-B: rkopatah. MTY-A: rsikopatah.
286. Our correction. S. Lévi and MTY-B: satvànâm .
287. MTY-B: danda deest.
288. MTY-B: danda deest.
289. MTY-B: danda deest.
290. MTY-B: double danda.
291. MTY-B: simple danda.
292. MTY-B: satvâ.
293. MTY-B: karmmanà.
294. MTY-B: °dandàbhyàm.
295. MTY-B: danda deest.
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296. MTY-B: sattvânam  (?).
297. MTY-B: kin.
298. MTY-B: danda deest.
299. MTY-B: manuscript erased between °nti and °racittavidàm. 

M TY-A:paracittavidàm. Tibetan version: ses na...gzan sems.
300. MTY-B: °jnànam.
301. MTY-B: between ¿>°and °nàm  manuscript blurred. Tibetan 

version: sans rgyas kyi.
302. MTY-B: between °v f and °syà° manuscript blurred. Tibetan 

version: m a m  p a r rtog pa.
303. MTY-B: danda deest.
304. MTY-B: danda  after cintyd.
305. MTY-B: rkkd° (?). Tibetan version: rtog gehi spyod y u l ma 

y in  p a h i p hyir ro.
306. MTY-B: simple danda.
307. MTY-B: danda deest.
308. MTY-B: double danda.
309. At the end of this Section Vasubandhu refers to the samprayogas, 

literally: “ associations ”, of the mind. With this word Vasubandhu 
is alluding to the caittas or mental phenomena that accompany 
all act of cognition, all state of consciousness: feelings, ideas, 
volitions, etc. The caittas are dealt with by Vasubandhu in 
Abhidharm akosa  II, kàrikàs 23-24 (L. de la Vallée Poussin’s 
translation, I, pp. 149-178). See also Anuruddha’s Abhidhammattha 
Sangaha, Part II ( Cetasikasangahavibhaga) (Shwe Zan Aung’s 
translation, PTS edition, pp. 94-110). Cf. Sukomal Chaudhuri, 
Analytical Study o f the Abhidharm akosa, Calcutta: Sanskrit 
College, 1974, pp. 104-108.

310. City o f the Gandharvas: An imaginary city created by magic.
311. The commentary in this passage, and in other similar ones, 

glosses some words, which are in the text of the kàrikàs, by 
means of other words which make clear their meaning. In this 
case we have included in the translation the words that are 
glossed.

312. World o f  experience: bhàjanaloka. It is the world in which the 
being that reincarnates will receive the reward or the punishment 
corresponding to the good or evil actions he did in his or her 
previous lives.

313. Abhipràyavasàt: literally “by the power of (his) intention”, “on 
account of, for the sake or purpose of, by reason of, (his) ‘real’ 
intention”.
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314. O f its own: This expression indicates the particular “seed” 
from which the cognition arises, that in some way “belongs” to 
it.

315. In the sam e way up to: With this expression the commentary 
indicates that what has been expressed in relation to the eye 
(and its object: form -colour) must be applied to the other 
sense organ§: ear, nose, tongue, that are always enumerated 
between the eye (as the first sense organ) and the body (as the 
touch sense organ), this one being m entioned by this 
commentary as the last one of series of senses. In fact the last 
of the sense organs in this enumeration is always the manas, 
the mind, that has as its object the ideas, dharmas. See the 
commentary of Section X IV  (karika  10) where the set o f six  
sense organs and there respective functions (or cognitions) are 
referred to in the same elliptic way as here, being the mind 
(m anas) and its act of cognition in the last place.

316. The body (kaya) is considered as the organ of touch.
317. Pratyekam  in the text: each of the external ayatanas is the 

object of its corresponding cognition, i. e. the form-colour 
(rupa) is the object of the visual cognition, and so on.

318. So up to: The idea is that all the regions of the space from East 
up to Nadir must be taken into account. Vasubandhu mentions 
only the first and the last one.

319. In karika 12 and its commentary a similar situation is dealt 
with.

320. The Sanskrit text has sabhagasam tati that we have translated 
by “co rre sp o n d in g  to o n e  an d  the  sam e serie s  o f 
consciousnesses”, i. e. to the same individual.



P art III

THE TRISVABHAVAKARIKA 
OF VASUBANDHU



To Víctor Massuh, 
a true kalyänam itra



INTRODUCTION

The Sanskrit Original Text
Sylvain Lévif1 found in Nepal in 1928 a manuscript of the Sanskrit text 
of this small treatise in verses. The manuscript attributes the work to 
Vasubandhu.

On Lévi’s request, Susumu Yamaguchi published in 1931 that 
Sanskrit text. Yamaguchi’s edition contains a critical apparatus, one of 
the two Tibetan translations that have been preserved (the one which 
attributes the work to Vasubandhu, see infra), a Japanese translation 
and a commentary also in Japanese of his own.2

In 1932-1933 Louis de la Vallée Poussin published again the Sanskrit 
text on the basis of Yamaguchi’s edition. He added to his edition also 
a critical apparatus, the two Tibetan translations (the one which 
attributes the work to Vasubandhu, and the other which attributes it 
to Nâgàrjuna, see infra) and a French translation.

In 1939 Sujitkumar Mukhopadhyaya published the Sanskrit text. In 
his Introduction, p. VI, Mukhopadhyaya expresses that Giuseppe Tucci 
received from Nepal a Sanskrit manuscript of this treatise and sent a 
transcription of it to Vidhushekhar Bhattacharya and that Bhattacharya 
gave to him that transcription in order to edit Vasubandhu’s work. So 
M ukhopadhyaya’s ed ition  is based  on  T ucci’s m anuscript. 
Mukhopadhyaya’s edition has also an introduction, a critical apparatus, 
the two Tibetan translations, an English translation, a rich selection of 
parallel texts, and Sanskrit and Tibetan word indices. It seems that 
Mukhopadhyaya did not know either Yamaguchi’s or de la Vallée 
Poussin’seditions.

The Two Manuscripts
The comparison of the two manuscripts, the one found by Lévi and 
Tucci’s one, (as it is possible to judge from the editions of both by 
Yamaguchi and Mukhopadhyaya) allows us to think that the differences 
between them are not numerous and minor ones. That can easily be 
seen by a revision of our critical notes to the Sanskrit text, in which
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we have indicated those differences. G. Tucci, “A fragment from the 
Pratïtya-samutpàda-vyàkhyà of Vasubandhu”, in Journal o f the Royal 
Asiatic Society, 1930, pp. 611-623 (= G. Tucci, Opera Minora, 
Parte I, Roma: G. Bardi Editore, 1971, pp. 239-248), expresses p. 611= 
239, that the Trisvabhàvakàrikà is another work by Vasubandhu that 
has been found in Nepal and that S. Lévi and himself had copies of 
it, but without any indication that the copy he has is from the same 
manuscript found by S. Lévi or from some other one.

The Tibetan Translations
In the Tibetan Buddhist Canon, Bstan-hgyur, there are two metrical 
translations of a brief Sanskrit treatise. The first one: Tdhoku 3843 
(Sde -dge ed.)= Catalogue 5243 (Peking ed.); the second one: Tdhoku 
4058 (Sde-dge ed.)= Catalogue 5559 (Peking ed.).

The first translation (3843-5243) contains 40 kârikàs. Its colophon 
attributes the work to Nâgàrjuna (Klu-sgrub, in Tibetan). Its title is 
Ran-bshin gsum la hjug pah i sgrub p a  (Svabhàvatrayapravesa- 
sâdhana, Sde-dge éd., Svabhàvatrayapravesasiddhi, Peking éd.).3 
This translation was done by Zla-ba grags-pa (K.).

The second translation (4058-5559) contains 38kârikàs. Its colophon 
attributes the work to Vasubandhu (Dbyig-gnen, in Tibetan). Its title 
is Ran-bshin gsum nes-par bstan-pa (Trisvabhdvanirdesa). This 
translation was done by Shàntibhadra and Hgos Lhas-btsas.4

The comparison of these two Tibetan translations with the Sanskrit 
text, as found in Lévi’s and Tucci’s manuscripts, indicates that both are 
translations of that same Sanskrit original text. Nevertheless, the Tibetan 
tradition considers one of the two translations (3843=5243) as the 
translation of one of Nâgàrjuna’s works and locates it in the Dbu-ma 
(M ddhyam ika) section of the Canon. The o ther translation 
(4058- 5559) is considered by the Tibetan tradition to be the translation 
of one of Vasubandhu’s works and consequently it is located in the 
Sems-tsam (Cittamàtra) section. Both Tibetan translations differ only 
in some minor points and in the fact that the first one (3843=5243) 
adds two kàrikàs that are not found in the second one (4058=5559). 
The first translation, which attributes the original work to Nâgàrjuna, 
is sometimes more faithful to the original Sanskrit text that the second 
one, which attributes it to Vasubandhu.

Let us say that there is no Chinese translation of this treatise.

A Third Sanskrit Manuscript (MS3)
Katsumi Mimaki, Musashi Tachikawa and Akira Yuyama, in their already 
m entioned work, Three Works o f  V asubandhu in  Sanskrit
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Manuscripts. The Trisvabhàvanirdesa, the Vimsatikà with its Vrtti 
and  the Trimsikà with SthiramatVs Commentary; Tokyo: The Centre 
for East Asian Cultural Studies, 1989 (Bibliotheca Codicum Asiaticorum 
1), edited in facsimile a Sanskrit manuscript of the Trisvabhàvaxiezûse, 
which bears the name of Trisvabhàvanirdesa. This manuscript belongs 
to the National Archives of Kathmandu, Nepal, and it comes from the 
Durbar Library of that country. All the manuscripts of the Durbar Library 
are now located in the stacks of the National Archives. In general the text 
o f this m anuscript and of those referred  to as M SI 
(S. Lévi’s manuscript) and MS2(G. Tucci’s manuscript) are very similar. 
In the places where MSI and MS2 have different readings, this third 
manuscript agrees sometimes with MSI and sometimes with MS2. Very 
probably the manuscripts of S. Lévi and G. Tucci are copies of the 
manuscript edited by Mimaki, Tachikawa and Yuyama or derive from it.

We have indicated in the critical apparatus the readings of MS3 
that are different from those of Lévi’s and Tucci’s manuscripts.

Modern Editions and Translations o f the Original 
Sanskrit Text
The three first editions that follow have been referred to in the first 
section of this Introduction with more complete indications about their 
contents.

S. Yamaguchi, Shükyô Kenkyü ( Journal of Religious Studies), 8, 
March-May 1931, pp. 121-130 and 186-207.

L. de la Vallée Poussin, “Le petit traité de Vasubandhu-Nâgârjuna 
sur les trois natures”, Mélanges Chinois et Bouddhiques, Vol. II, 
1932-1933, pp. 147-161.

S. Mukhopadhyaya, The Trisvabhàvanirdesa o f Vasubandhu, 
Sanskrit text and  Tibetan versions edited with an  English translation, 
introduction and  vocabularies, Visvabharati Series, No. 4, Calcutta, 
1939.

S. Yamaguchi, Bukkyô Gaku Bunshü  (Collection of Studies on 
Buddhism), Tokyo, 1972-1973, pp. 119-162. This is a revised and 
enlarged edition of his previously indicated article. Specially it contains, 
as additional material, the Tibetan translation that attributes the work 
to Nâgârjuna and numerous references for each kàrikà to parallel 
texts.

Thubtan Chogdub Sâstri and Râmasarikara Tripât hi, in Garigànàthajhà 
Granthamàla, Vol. V, Vijnaptimàtratàsiddhih (Prakaranadvayam) o f 
Âcàrya Vasubandhu, Varanasi, 1972, pp. 449-458, edited the Sanskrit 
text of Vasubandhu’s treatise, reproducing Mukhopadhyaya’s edition, 
with a Hindi translation.
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G. Nagao published in the Daijo Butten (Buddhist Scriptures of the 
Mahàyâna), Vol. 15, Sheshin Ronshü (Collection of Vasubandhu’s 
treatises), Tokyo, 1979, pp. 191-213, a Japanese translation of the 
Sanskrit text, with a commentary of his own.

F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “Trisvabhàvanirdesa. Exposición acerca 
de las Tres Naturalezas Propias de Vasubandhu”, Boletín de la 
Asociación Española de Orientalistas, Año XVIII, 1982, pp. 107-138, 
edited the Sanskrit text of the treatise with a Spanish translation and 
a brief introduction.

Th. A. Kochumuttom, A Buddhist Doctrine o f Experience, Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1982, pp. 90-126, gives an English translation of 
the treatise with commentary, including in notes the Sanskrit text. He 
follows S. Mukhopadhyaya’s edition of the text.

F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “The Trisvabhâvakârikâ of Vasubandhu”, 
Journal o f Indian Philosophy 11, 1983, pp. 225-266, published a 
critical edition of the Sanskrit text of the treatise with an English 
translation, an elaborate commentary, and numerous notes.

S. Anacker, Seven Works o f  V asubandhu, The B u d d h ist 
Psychological Doctor, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1984, pp. 287-297 
and pp. 464-466, published an English translation of the treatise based 
on the L. de la Vallée Poussin’s edition, and added in Appendix the 
Sanskrit text.

Th. E. Wood, in M ind Only, A Philosophical Analysis o f the 
Vijñánaváda, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, pp. 31-47, edited 
the Sanskrit text of the treatise with an annotated English translation. 
He does not indicate which text he follows. It seems that it is 
S. Yamaguchi’s edition.

F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “Trisvabhâvakârikâ. Estrofas acerca de las 
tres naturalezas de Vasubandhu”, in Revista de Estudios Budistas 4, 
México-Buenos Aires, 1992, pp. 139-160, published an annotated 
Spanish translation of the treatise.

In this book F. Tola and C. Dragonetti present a completely revised, 
corrected and augmented version of their previous work, mainly of 
the article published in JIP  11, 1983.

The Author o f the Treatise
The Nepal manuscripts of the Sanskrit text attribute the work to 
Vasubandhu (krtir âcàryavasubandhupàdànàm).

Of the two Tibetan translations, one attributes the original work to 
Nâgârjuna, the other to Vasubandhu, as we have already said.

From the point of view of the contents of the treatise, it is possible
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to affirm without doubt that it cannot belong to Nàgàrjuna, since it 
develops a doctrine which is neither his nor of his school. On the 
contrary, all the subjects developed in the treatise and specially the 
central topic of the three natures are characteristic of the philosophical 
idealistic school Yogàcàra to which Vasubandhu belongs. Besides that, 
the same Vasubandhu treats in other works, as in the commentary 
( bhàsya) of Maitreya ’s Madhyàntavibhâga, or the Trimsikà, the theory 
of the three natures. It is then possible to say that the attribution of 
this work to Nàgàrjuna by one of the Tibetan translations is wrong and 
the attribution to Vasubandhu indicated by the other is correct.

We think that the concordant testimonies of the two Sanskrit 
manuscripts and of the second Tibetan translation and the contents of 
the work, characteristic of the Yogàcàra school, are sufficient to accept 
that we have in the Trisvabhàvakàrikà  an authentic work of 
Vasubandhu.

The modern editors and translators of the work that have been 
mentioned before accept that it is a genuine work of Vasubandhu.
A.K. Chatterjee, The Yogàcàra Idealism, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 
1975, p. 39 and P. S. Jaini, Introduction, p. 128, of his edition of the 
Abhidharm adipa, Patna : Tibetan Sanskrit Works Series, 1977, are of 
the same opinion.5

The Title o f the Treatise
We indicate the titles under which this work appears in the colophons 
of the Sanskrit manuscripts and of the Tibetan translations :

M anuscript fo u n d  by S. Lévi: Trisvabhàvakàrikà; Trisvabhàvah.
M anuscript o f G. Tucci: Trisvabhàvah; Trisvabhàvah.
Third Manuscript: Trisvabhàvanirdesa.
First Tibetan translation (3843=5243): Svàbhàvatrayapravesasàdhana 

(3843), Svabhâvatrayapravesasiddhi (5243).
Second Tibetan translation (4058=5559): Trisvabhàvanirdesa (both 

editions).
Owing to the divergencies of the titles attributed to this work it is 

difficult to decide which was the original one. We prefer to adopt the 
title given by the manuscript found by Sylvain Lévi: Trisvabhàvakàrikà.

Importance o f the Subject o f the Treatise
The theory of the three natures has special importance in the subject 
matter of the Yogàcàra school. Extrinsically, that importance is 
manifested in the fact that the same subject is treated in many important 
works of the school and many references to it are found in them. 
Intrinsically the importance of the three natures’ theory in the idealistic
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school is evident, since two of these natures, the “dependent” one 
iparatantra) and the “imaginary” one (parikalpita), constitute the 
empirical reality, and the third one, the “absolute” nature (parinispanna), 
is the absolute reality, the Absolute. Thus to study these three natures 
means to study the empirical reality and the Absolute; to define the 
essence of these three natures is to define the essence of the empirical 
reality and of the Absolute; to establish the relation between the three 
natures is to establish the relation that unites the empirical reality and 
the Absolute, and to show the mechanism through which from the 
dependent nature the imaginary one is produced, is to show the 
process through which from the empirical mind and only from the 
empirical mind the perceptible world is created. In this way the 
essential problems of the Yogacara school are reunited in the theory 
of the trisvabhava.

Importance o f the Treatise
The present work is not one of the most important works of 
Vasubandhu, because of its brevity (38 karikcis), because (and this is 
a consequence of the previous circumstance) it leaves aside, without 
treating them, several questions that have to do with the subject- 
matter and are developed in other treatises of the school (like the 
Siddhi of Hiuan Tsang, the M ahdyanasam graha  of Asanga, and the 
M adhyantavibhagasastra o f Maitreya, Vasubandhu and Sthiramati), 
and because no commentary of it has been found, neither by 
Vasubandhu nor by another author. But nevertheless the treatise is 
valuable and interesting, since it treats in a concise, clear and appropriate 
way the two principal aspects of the trisvabhava’s theory: their essence 
and their mutual relation. It constitutes an easy and sure introduction 
to the study of this important theory of the idealistic school, study that 
can be broadened with the help of other more developed works.

Some Works that Treat o f the Theory o f the Three 
Natures or in w hich References to it are Found6
Sutras.

Samdhinirmocana, Chapters VI-VII;
Larikavatara, pp. 67-68 and 130-132 (Nanjio ed.) (= pp. 29, 53- 

54 Vaidya ed.).
Sdstras.

Asanga, M ahdyanasam graha, Chapter II, paragraphs 1-4 and 15- 
34, Chapter III, paragraph 9 (Lamotte ed.);
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Asanga, Bodhisattvabhümi, (TattvàrthapatalaX pp. 37-38 (Wogihara 
ed.) (=pp.25-26 Dutt ed.);

Asanga, Yogàcàrabhümiviniscayasamgrahanï, Taisbô, Vol. XXX, 
pp.703 a ff.

Asanga, M ahàyànasütràlam kàraXl, 13-30 and 38-41;
Maitreya (kàrikà), Vasubandhu (bhàsya) and Sthiramati (tïkà), 

Madhyàntavibhàgasàstra I (Sangrahalaksana) 6, and III CMülatattva) 
3 and passim ;

Vasubandhu and Sthiramati (bhàsya), Trimsikà, stanzas 20.-25, 
pp. 39-42 (S. Lévi ed.) (= pp. 300-339 Thubtan Chogdub Sàstri and 
R. Tripâthï edd.);

Hiuan Tsang (Hsüan tsang, Xuân zâng), Ch' eng wei shih lun, 
Taishd, Vol. XXXI, No. 1585, p. 45 c, line 5-p. 48 b, line 5 (= pp. 514- 
561, L. de la Vallée Poussin, Siddhi, French trans.).

Some M odem Authors who Refer to the Trisvabhàva 
Theory

We indicate also some modern authors in whose works we find 
references to the three natures’ doctrine.

E. Conze and Iida Shotaro, “M aitreya’s questions in the 
Prajnàpàram ita,\ in Mélanges d  Indianism e à la Mémoire de Louis 
Renou, Paris: E. de Boccard, 1968, pp.229-242 (in E. Conze, The Large 
Sütra o f Perfect Wisdom, Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1975, pp. 644-652, there is the English translation of the Sanskrit text 
edited by Conze and Shotaro); A.K. Chatterjee (1962), The Yogàcàra 
Idealism, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1975, pp. 150-156; L. de la Vallée 
Poussin, “Philosophy (Buddhist)”, inj. Hastings (1917), Encyclopaedia 
o f Religion a nd  Ethics, Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1961, Vol. IX, 
pp. 850-851; L. de la Vallée Poussin, “Madhyamaka”, in Mélanges 
Chinois et Bouddhiques II, 1932-1933, pp. 47-54; N. Dutt (1930), 
M ahàyàna Buddhism, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1977, pp. 281-285; 
M. Hattori, “Yogàcàra”, in The Encyclopedia o f Religion, Mircea Eliade 
éd., Vol. 15, New York, Mcmillan Publishing Company, 1987, pp. 524, 
527; Jay Hirabayashi and Iida Shotaro, “Another Look at the Màdhyamika 
vs. Yogàcàra. Controversy Concerning Existence and Non-existence”, 
in Prajnàpàramità a n d  related systems, Studies in Honor o f Edward 
Conze, edited by L. Lancaster. L.O. Gomez, Berkeley: Berkeley 
Buddhist Studies Series, 1977, pp.34l-360; E.W. Jones, “Buddhist 
Theories of existents: The Systems of two Truths”, in M ahàyàna 
Buddhist Meditation: Theory a n d  Practice edited by Minoru Kiyota,
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Honolulu: The University Press of Hawaii, 1978, pp.3-45, specially pp. 
29-39; A.B. Keith (1923), Buddhist Philosophy in India  a n d  Ceylon, 
Varanasi (India): The Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, 1963 (The 
Chowkhamba Sanskrit Studies Vol. XXVI), pp.242-244; J. Kitayama 
(1934), Metaphysik des Buddhismus. Versuch einer philosophischen 
Interpretation der Lehre Vasubandhus u n d  seiner Schule, San 
Francisco, U.S.A.: Chinese Materials Center, Inc., 1976, pp.121-131; 
Whalen W. Lai, “Nonduality of the Two Truths in Sinitic Mädhyamika: 
Origin of the “Third Truth”,’’ in Journal o f the International Association 
o f Buddhist Studies, Vol. 2, 1979, No.2, pp.45-65, specially pp. 59- 
61; J. Masuda, Der individualistische Idealismus der Yogäcära-Schule. 
Versuch einer genetischen Darstellung, Heidelberg: O. Harrassowitz, 
1926 (Materialien zur Kunde des Buddhismus, 10. Heft), pp.40-43;
B.K. Matilal, “A critique of Buddhist Idealism”, in Buddhist Studies in  
H onour o f LB. H om er; edited by L. Cousins, A. Kunst, and K.R. 
Norman, Dordrecht, Holland, Boston, U.S.A.: D. Reidel Publ. Co., 1974, 
pp. 139-169, specially pp.140 and 159; K. Mimaki andj. May, “Chudo”, 
in Höbögirin V, pp. 467 ¿>-470 a\ Gadjin M. Nagao, “‘What remains’ 
in Sünyatä: a Yogäcära Interpretation of Emptiness”, in M ahäyäna 
Buddhist Meditation, already quoted, pp. 66-82, specially pp.71-78;
G. Nagao, “The Buddhist World-View as elucidated in the Three-Nature 
Theory and its Similes”, in The Eastern Buddhist 16, 1, 1983, pp .l- 
18; E. Obermiller, “The Doctrine of Prajriäpäramitä as exposed in the 
Abhisamayälamkära of Maitreya”, reprint from Acta Orientalia XI, 
1932, pp. 1-133, specially pp.97-98; Diana Y. Paul, Philosophy o f 
M ind  in  S ix th -cen tu ry  C hina, P a ra m ä rth a ’s ‘E volu tion  o f  
Consciousness’, Stanford (California): Stanford University Press, 1984, 
Index under trisvabhäva, paratantra, parikalpita, parinispanna; L. 
Schmithausen, Der Nirväna-Abschnitt in der Viniscayasamgrahani 
del Yogäcärabhüm ih, Wien: Ö sterreichische A kadem ie der 
Wissenschaften, 1969, pp. 106 c and 107 fn. i; Th. Stcherbatsky (1927), 
The Conception o f Buddhist Nirväna, London, The Hague, Paris: 
Mouton & Co. 1965 (Indo- Iranian reprints, VI), pp. 32-34; D.T. Suzuki 
(1963), Outlines ofM ahayana Buddhism, New York: Schocken Books, 
1973, pp.87-98; D.T. Suzuki (1930), Studies in the Lankavatara 
Sutra, London and Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1912, pp.157- 
163; Shökö Takeuki, “Phenomena and Reality in Vijriaptimätra Thought. 
On the Usage of the Suffix ‘ta’ in Maitreya’s Treatises”, in Buddhist 
Thought and  Asian Civilisation. Essays in H onor o f Herbert V. 
Guenther on his Sixtieth Birthday, edited by L S. Kawamura and K.
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Scott, Emeryville-Califomia: Dharma Publishing, 1977, pp.254-267; J.F. 
Tillemans, Materials fo r  the Study o f Âryadeva, Dharmapàla a nd  
Candrakïrti, Wien; Universität Wien, 1990, Vol. I, p. 1 fn.2, pp.55 and 
116; F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “La estructura de la mente segun la 
escuela idealista budista (Yogäcära), in Pensamiento No. 182, Vol. 46, 
Madrid, 1990, pp. 129-147 (reprinted in Revista de Estudios Budistas 
4, México-Buenos Aires, 1992, pp .51-73); A.K. Warder, Ind ian  
Buddhism, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1970, pp.430-432; Th. E. Wood, 
M ind  Only, A Philosophical a n d  D octrina l A na lysis o f  the 
Vijnänaväda, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1991, pp.85-89; 
Sögen Yamakami, Systems o f Buddhistic Thought, Calcutta: University 
of Calcutta, 1972, pp.244-246; Yoshifumi Ueda, “Two main streams of 
Thought in Yogäcära Philosophy”, in Philosophy East a nd  West, 17, 
1967, pp.155-165.

Adopted Text
For our translation we have adopted the text of Lévi’s manuscript as 
it is presented by Yamaguchi’s edition (1972-1973)7, excepting some 
places in which we have followed another reading. In the critical notes 
we have indicated, in each case, the origin of the adopted reading and 
the reading whose place it takes. In these notes:

MSl=manuscript found by S. Lévi (as known to us by Yamaguchi’s 
edition)

MS2=Tucci’s manuscript (as known to us by Mukhopadhyaya’s 
edition)

MS3=the third manuscript 
N=Tibetan translation (3843-5243)
V=Tibetan translation (4058-5559)
Y=Yamaguchi (corrections)
Va=de la Vallée Poussin (corrections)
Mu=Mukhopadyaya (corrections) 
corr.=correction
We follow MSI as we know it through Yamaguchi’s edition, 

whenever the contrary is not indicated. And also whenever the contrary 
is not indicated, MS2=MS1; Y and Va=MSl; Va=Y; and Mu=MS2; 
MS3=MS1.

We have divided the text into sections with subtitles. And we have 
adopted the same procedure in the translation and in our commentary 
on the text.



DOCTRINARY COMMENTARY 

OF TRISVABHAVAKARIKA

Section Is Karikas 1-5: The Three Natures
Karika 1 indicates that there are three natures, that is to say: three 
forms of being Csvabhava). Whatever exists, in the most comprehensive 
meaning of the word, falls under one of these three natures. They are: 
l.the imaginary (kalpita) nature, 2. the dependent (paratantra) nature, 
and 3- the absolute (parinispanna) nature. They constitute the object 
of the sage’s knowledge.

The Dependent Nature, the Asatkalpa, the M ind  
In karika 2 the author expresses 1. that the dependent nature is what 
appears and 2. that it is so called, because it exists depending on 
causes. Let us begin, for clearness sake, with point 2. The causes, on 
which the dependent nature “depends” are the vasanas, mentioned 
in karika 7.8

Any representation, idea, cognition etc., which is produced in the 
mind, leaves in the “sub-consciousness” 9(alayavijnana, term to which 
we shall refer afterwards) a vasana10 It is sufficient for the moment to 
consider these vasanas as something like a weak reproduction or 
copy of the representations, ideas, cognitions etc., which left them. 
These vasanas remain in the “subconsciousness” in a latent, subliminal 
form, until, under certain conditions, they “reactualize” themselves, 
they pass into the consciousness, producing new  conscious 
representations etc., similar to those by which the vdsandsvjeve left 
or related to them in some way.

The dependent nature “depends” on these vasancis in the sense 
that, if there are vasancis, there is dependent nature, if there are no 
vasanas, there is no dependent nature.

The author in karika 2 has said firstly that the dependent nature is 
“that what appears”. He asks in karika 4 : what does appear ? and he 
answers: the asatkalpa , n  term which we have translated by “unreal 
mental creation” This term designates the representations, ideas,
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cognitions etc. to which birth is given by the “reactualization” of the 
vasanas}2 These representations etc. are “what appears”. The 
dependent nature is the whole of those representations etc. We must 
understand the expression “what appears” in two meanings: 1. those 
representations etc. are the only thing which appears, which manifests 
itself, i.e. which is known,13 and 2. the empirical reality, which presents 
itself before us, is nothing else than those representations etc. There 
are only representations etc.; apart from them nothing appears, nothing 
exists, nothing is known.14 This is the fundamental thesis of the 
Yogacara school.

The asatkalpa (that is to say: the representations etc. under whose 
form the vasanas reactualize themselves) is, according to karika 5, 
the mind.15 Let us remember three facts. In the first place: those 
representations etc. are essentially of two classes: (1) subjective, of an 
ego who cognizes 0aham , vijnapti) and (2) objective, simultaneous 
with the previous ones, of beings (sattva) and things (artha) that are 
known. In the second place: according to Buddhism, the mind has had 
no beginning, is anadi. And in the third place the mind is only a series 
of vijnanas, consciousnesses, cognitions; acts of knowledge. These 
acts of knowledge constitute the mind; there is no entity different 
from them. We must discard the substantialist conception of the mind 
according to which the mind is a permanent entity that knows 
something different from it. Consequently, the dependent nature or 
the asatkalpa or the mind is only the series of representations etc., 
some of an ego who knows, others of beings and things, which are 
produced by the vasancis “reactualization” and which come from a 
beginningless eternity.16

Karika 5 explains why the -mind is designated with the word 
asatkalpa. The mind, that is the series of representations etc., that are 
originated by the vcisanas, is an unreal mental creation, because of 
two reasons, indicated by the text:17( l)  because the image that we 
have of the mind ( “as it is im agined19) does not correspond to its true 
being, since it is conceived as a real ego which grasps an equally real 
object, although its true nature is (as we shall see later on) the ab 
aetem o  inexistence of the subject-object duality; and (2)because the 
objects of those representations, which present themselves as real and 
external to the mind (“as it imagines the object'), do not exist as 
such, since they are only imaginations produced by die “reactualization” 
of the vcisands without any real corresponding object.

To end this section we can indicate that, according to what has
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been expressed, “dependent na ture”, “w hat appears”, “asatkalpa”, 
“m in d ”, “representations, ideas, cognitions etc”, provoked by the 
vásanás’ “reactualization”, and “vásancN' signify all the same thing 
under different points of view.

The Im aginary Nature
The imaginary nature, it is said in káñká  2, is the form under which 
the dependent nature manifests itself, appears. And káñká  4 expresses 
that the asatkalpa, which is the dependent nature appears with duality, 
that is to say: constituted by two elements.

In fact the dependent nature is, as we have said, the whole of the 
representations etc. originated by the vasancis' “reactualization”, the 
totality of the unreal mental creations which constitute it. Conceived 
in this way, the dependent nature necessarily presents itself always 
with duality, i.e. composed by a subject who knows opposed to an 
object which is known,18 because this is the essence of all cognoscitive 
empirical processes, because this is the unavoidable form under which 
all cognoscitive empirical processes come to being.

And this second nature, according to káñká  2, receives the name 
of “imaginary”, because it is a mere unreal mental creation, since no 
true reality corresponds to the subject and to the object, which compose 
it, since they have not a counterpart, real, external to the mind, 
independent from it.

The Absolute Nature
The word parinispanna, used by the original, literally means 
“developed”, “perfect”, “real”, “existent” (Monier-Williams, Diet, sub  
voce). We have translated it by “absolute” as it is usually translated.

Káñká 3 indicates what is this third nature: it is the eternal not being 
so as it appears of that what appears. That which appears is of course 
the dependent nature, the asatkalpa, the mind. As the way in which 
the dependent nature appears is the subject-object duality, the absolute 
nature is only the eternal non-existence with duality of the dependent 
nature.

The same ká ñ ká  3 explains why the third nature is called 
pañnispanna: it is called so, because of its unalterability. It has always 
been, it is, and it will always be the same thing, the inexistence of 
duality. It has not begun, in a certain moment, to be inexistence of 
duality, and never will it cease to be inexistence of duality; and its 
relation with the dependent and imaginary natures do not implicate 
any change in its authentic and proper way of being.
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In káriká 4 the author asks what means the not being with duality 
{tena) of the dependent nature {tasya), in what consists the eternal 
non-existence, as it appears, of that nature-eternal non-existence with 
duality which, according to what has been said, is the definition of the 
absolute nature. That eternal not being with duality of the dependent 
nature is the fact that in it ( tatraX i. e. in the dependent nature, the 
non-duality is the essence (dharm atá), that it has as essence the 
non-duality, in other words that its true and ultimate essence is the 
absolute nature which is the inexistence of duality.19

So from a beginningless eternity are opposed, on one side, the 
unreality constituted by the series of mental creations which manifest 
themselves under the form of duality and, on the other side, the 
absolute reality, about which it is only said, for the moment, that it 
is the inexistence of that duality.20 See commentary of káñkás 13 
and 25.

Section II: Káriká 6: The Structure o f the Mind21
The káriká  6 indicates the two great“parts” of the empirical 
consciousness or mind, according to its being either cause or effect: 
the álayavijñána , receptacle-consciousness and the pravrttivijñána, 
function-consciousness.

The word pravrtti, used to designate the second consciousness, 
means primarily 1. “moving onwards, advance, progres?, but it also 
means 2. “ coming forth, appearance, m anifestation”, and 3. “ activity, 
f u n c t i o n We have translated it by “ function” or “functioning”, but 
on dealing with pravrtti-vijñána  (function-consciousness), it is 
necessary to have always present in mind all the rich range of meanings 
that the word pravrtti possesses, which are implied in the notion of 
pravrtti-vijñána: it is the consciousness as evolving, manifesting itself 
functioning. The Tibetan versions translate pravrtti by hjugpa  which 
means: “to go in, to enter; to take place, to exist”. The function- 
consciousness is divided into seven.

Of course we must not think that the consciousness is really divided 
into two “parts” and one of these into seven. The consciousness, 
although it is a complex entity, is only one. When we speak of its 
“parts” or “divisions”, the only thing that we want to indicate is that 
it has diverse activities, diverse forms of manifestations, in the empirical 
reality-empirical reality that is created by the same consciousness 
when it manifests itself. It is not a real concrete division; it is only a 
theoretical division, a product of the conceptual analysis.
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The Alayavijhana
One of the “parts” of the mind, one of its activities or forms of 
manifestation is the so-called alayavijhana , because the vasancis are 
“deposited”22 in it, until their “reactualization” Of course, we have 
here only metaphors, because neither the vasanas axe something that 
can be deposited in some place nor the alayavijhana is really something 
that can serve as a deposit. We shall try to give an idea of the true 
nature of the alayavijhana  and of the vasanas.

The A layavijhana as a Series o f Sublim inal Representations, Ideas, 
Cognitions etc.
We have said that the consciousness or mind is a series, that comes 
from a beginningless eternity, of representations, ideas, cognitions, 
etc. The alayavijhana, as a “part” of the mind, shares the same nature; 
it is also a series, that comes from a beginningless eternity, of 
representations, etc..23, but these representations etc. are of a certain 
type, they have a special characteristic: they are of subliminal nature.24

These subliminal representations etc. are psychological or mental 
facts or processes that are registered in the sub-consciousness without 
intervention of the consciousness. They are similar to the subliminal 
perceptions, which take place when one is perceiving something 
without being aware of it, to the images which are created in the mind 
on coming out from a swoon or from a state produced by a drug’s 
application, to some states originated by hypnosis, or to some coma 
states.

The subliminal representations etc. are the vasanas which “remain” 
in the alayavijhana or better said which constitute it—vasanas because 
they are like the weak scent left in a flask by a perfume which 
evaporates, also called bljas, because they are like the seed from 
which a new representation etc. sprouts out, and shaktis, because they 
are the potentialities or virtualities which transform themselves into 
new actual acts of cognition.

These subliminal representations etc., these vasanas however weak 
they may be, leave on their turn new vasanas that replace them and 
which immediately become new subliminal representations25. In this 
way the series constituted by the subliminal representations (or what 
is the same, by the vasanas) goes on without interruption.

The A layavijhana as Cause
We have said that the dependent nature depends on the vasanas; we 
can add now that it depends also on the alayavijhana, since this last
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one is nothing else than the ab aeterno succession of the vasanas, i.e. 
of the subliminal representations etc. The alayavijnana is in this way 
the cause of the dependent nature (or in other words: of the mind). 
Besides that it is also the cause of the pravrttivijnana, since the vasanas, 
which constitute the alayavijnana, through their “reactualization” 
produce the manifestation of the function- consciousness, that is to 
say:gives rise to the “conscious” representations, etc., in which the 
subject clearly knows the object as what it is.

“Reactualization” o f the Vasanas
According to what has been said, the process, to which we have 
applied metaphorically the words “reactualization of the vasana^\ 
consists in reality in the conversion of the subliminal representations 
etc. which constitute the a la ya v ijn a n a , into new conscious 
representations etc. which constitute the pravrttivijnana, their passage 
from the subliminal level to the conscious level, the replacement of 
the subliminal manifestation of the vasanas by their conscious 
manifestation26.

The Importance o f the Alayavijnana
The alayavijnana  is most important, not only because of its 
preponderant function in the dynamics of the mind, since it provides 
the materials for the representations etc., that constitute the individual, 
but also because it is a brilliant anticipation of modern theory of the 
sub-consciousness.

The Pravrttivijnana
The pravrttivijnana  is the totality of thfc conscious representations 
etc., into which the vasancts are transformed. It has seven forms of 
manifestation.

The six forms of manifestation are the five types of sensorial 
cognition (visual etc.), and the mental cognition (jnanovijnand), whose 
object are only ideas (dharm a) in a broad sense. Any cognoscitive act 
adopts necessarily one of these six forms.

The M anas
The m anas is the seventh aspect or theoretical part of the mind 
Ccitta). Of the seven aspects of the mind, it is the most difficult to 
define and explain.

The vasanas, that are cognoscitive acts,as we have said, belong to 
the subliminal zone of the consciousness, to the alayavijnana. In them
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every e lem ent is u n co n sc io u s(a sa m v id ita ), un d ete rm in a te  
(aparicchinna), subtle (atisuksm a), weak: the subjective part of the 
cognition, the subject who has not a full and clear awareness of his 
condition as such; the objective part of the cognition, the object which 
is not clearly perceived in a determinate way (idam  tat) and 
consequently the cognition itself which is neither clear nor determinate. 
In a certain moment the vasanas pass into the conscious zone of the 
consciousness; they are constituted, as before, by a subject who is in 
front of an object and cognizes it, but now that subject has a full 
awareness of this confrontation, he knows in a complete and 
determinate way what the object of his knowledge is, and has also a 
full awareness of his own cognoscent nature, that he is a subject, an 
ego which knows; now he is provided with the consciousness of 
himself, he possesses self-consciousness.

In the moment in which the transformation of the subliminal 
cognition into conscious cognition takes place, and in which the 
ego-consciousness, the self-consciousness is produced, the mind 
receives the name of m anas or, what means the same thing: Its 
manas-aspect, its manas-iuncxion comes to being. The m anas is in 
other words the self-consciousness, the ego-awareness. Of course this 
self, this ego is not a real entity, but only an idea, only a perishable 
element of the equally perishable cognition’s act.

Sim ultaneity o f the Indicated Processes
The transformation of the representations, etc. from subliminal into 
conscious (their passage from the dlayamjhanaio thepravrUivijhana,), 
the arising of the ego-consciousness {m anas) and the birth of one of 
the six types of cognition or consciousness (caksur-vijhana or visual 
consciousness, etc.) are not successive; they are totally simultaneous, 
they take place at the same moment. And besides no one of the 
different aspects of the mind can exist without the others; they are 
mutually solidary.

Section HI: Karika 7: Etym ologies o f Citta
K a rika l gives two “etymologies” of the word ‘citta’, the first one in 
relation to the alayavijhana., the second one in relation to the 
pravrttivijhana. The alayavijnana is citta because it is “accumulated” 
(cita), that is to say: full of vasanas, and the pravrttivijhana is citta 
because it manifests itself under different (citra.) forms.

These two etymologies are not valid from the linguistic point of 
view, but they have an important functional value. This kind of
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“functional” etymologies serves an author to justify a determined 
interpretation or doctrine on the basis that the word, which designates 
a certain phenom enon (in this case: the mind, citta.), expresses in 
itself the theory that the author sustains in relation to that phenomenon 
(in this case: the division of the mind in a part considered as receptacle, 
where the vasanas are accumulated, and in a part, which manifests 
itself under the form of diverse mental processes). In the present case 
of citta, the author, to give a basis to his thesis, arbitrarily associates 
with the word citta, that designates the phenom enon that interests 
him, two other words, ‘cita ’and (citra\ which on one side present an 
external (phonetical) similarity with it, and which, on the other side, 
designate something that he is attributing, according to his theory, to 
that phenomenon.

This type of etymologies as a means of demonstration was used 
since the most ancient Upanishads?1

Of course the etymological explanation based on the apparent 
relation between citta and cita, and between citta a n d  citra is not 
maintained in the Tibetan translation.

Section IV: Karikas 8-9: Three Modes o f Being o f the Asatkalpa
Karika 8 indicates that the asatkalpa or unreal mental creation (in 
other words the dependent nature, the mind), as a whole, is of three 
modes; has three aspects, three attributes: (1) it is vaipakika, produced 
by “maturation” (vipaka), since the asatkalpa comes to existence and 
exists as the “fruit”, effect or result of good or bad acts done in 
previous existences,28 when the series of these acts is stopped, when, 
consequently, there is no more the necessity of their moral retribution, 
the asatkalpa ceases to be; (2) it is naim ittika, produced by causes, 
since the asatkalpa belongs to the realm of causality, by opposition 
to the absolute nature that is beyond causality, that is anim itta (cf. 
karika  32)^ and (3) it is pratibhasika , consisting of representations, 
because the asatkalpa is nothing else than a series of cognition’s acts 
and (as it happens with all the cognition’s acts), its essence are the 
mental representations.

Karika 9 expresses that the first ipratham a) mode corresponds to 
the mulavijnana (the vijhana  that is the root or origin), another name 
for the dlayavijnana , and it expresses also that the other (anya) 
mode, that is to say the third one (as we shall see), corresponds to the 
pravrttivijhana.

As regards the second mode or attribute, the naim ittika , we think
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that it has not been treated by the author: (1) because the word 
pratham a, which is in singular, can refer only to one of the three 
modes and this mode can only be the vaipàkika, since this mode is 
the first in the enumeration of kàrikà 8 and since kàrikà  9 gives the 
reason why to the m ülavijnàna  corresponds the vaipàkika mode; 
and (2) because in the same way the word anya, which is also in 
singular, can refer only to one of the three modes and this mode can 
only be the pràtibhàsika  mode, since this mode is introduced in 
kàrikà 8 by the same word anya  and since kàrikà 9 gives the reason 
why to the pravrttivijnàna  corresponds the pràtibhàsika  mode.

Now, in the same way as the vaipàkika mode corresponds to the 
àlayavijnàna  and the third one to the pravrttivijnàna , to which 
consciousness corresponds the naim ittika  mode? We think that it 
corresponds to both, to the àlayavijnàna  and to the pravrttivijnàna, 
since both have to do with causes, since both constitute the empirical 
reality and consequently, as we have said, they belong to the conditional 
realm, being opposed as such to the absolute nature which is beyond 
causes (anim itta). Moreover the author in kàrikà 2 says that the 
dependent nature, that is the asatkalpa, depends on causes, i. e. is 
naimittika.

We do not agree with the idea that the naim ittika  mode must be 
included either in the word prathama, together with the vaipàkika or 
in the word anya, together with the pràtibhàsika , and consequently 
has been implicitly referred to by the author.30

Section V: Kàrikà 10: “Coincidentia Oppositorum“ in  the Three 
Natures
Because the three natures participate (1) of being and non-being,
(2) of duality and unity, and (3) because the essence of purity and the 
essence of impurity are not different, are identical, it is spoken about 
the difficulty of their being conceived and understood by a non trained 
mind.31 It is necessary to relate this characteristic of the three natures 
with kàrikà 1, that affirms that the three natures are the object of the 
sage’s knowledge.

The Tibetan translation, which attributes the treatise to Vasubandhu 
(4058-5559), has rab dbye bas (omiting the negation existing in the 
Sanskrit compound laksana-abhedatas) while the other Tibetan 
translation has dbyer m ed phyir, which corresponds to the Sanskrit 
original.

Kàrikàs 11-21 develop the ideas expressed in kàrikà 10.
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Section VI: Karikas 11-13: Being and Non-Being
These karikas explain in which way the three natures have as their 
characteristic existence and non-existence, i.e. how they participate in 
being and non-being. The participation in being and non-being of the 
three natures becomes clear and evident, if it is taken into account 
what they are, according to what has been explained in Section 1 of 
this commentary.

(1) Karika 11. The imaginary nature is the unreal mental creation 
of the subject-object duality. It is erroneously grasped as really 
existing, but it exists only with the illusory, unreal existence of 
that duality. It exists only as an illusion.
But it does not exist, since that duality lacks a true and real 
existence. It is not a true reality.

(2) Karika 12. The dependent nature, the asatkalpa, the mind, is 
a mere succession of unreal mental creations to which nothing 
real and external to the mind corresponds. It exists with the 
existence that is possessed by a succession of unreal mental 
creations, i.e. with the existence proper of an illusion, with a 
deceitful existence. It possesses a mental existence. But it does 
not exist, because it is not really so as it appears: as a real 
subject which grasps a real object. It has not the existence of 
a true reality.

(3) Karika 13. The absolute nature, which is (as karika 25 will say) 
“the existence of the inexistence of duality”, exists as the 
existence of that inexistence. And it does not exist, in so far 
its essence is only an inexistence, the inexistence of duality. 
See commentary on karika  25.

The aspect existence of the three natures is related to duality, i. e. to 
the subject-object duality that occurs in the act of cognition. That 
existence lasts so long as there is the act of cognition and, therefore, 
the duality it implies. Thus that existence is provisional, transitory, 
non-permanent, dependent on conditions, liable to disappearance. It 
is not true existence, it is not an existence in se et per se. It belongs 
to the empirical level.

The aspect non-existence of the three natures is related to the 
cessation o f duality that occurs when the act of cognition ceases and 
the non-dual nature of reality comes forth. Thus cessation of duality 
means the disappearace of the imaginary nature and of the dependent 
nature, and the exclusive remaining of the absolute nature whose 
essence is precisely the non-existence of duality. Thus affirming being
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and non-being in relation to the three natures does not imply at all a 
logical contradiction, since it concerns two different moments or 
situations.

Section VII: Karikas 14-16: Duality and Unity
These karikas explain in which way the three natures consist of 
duality and unity, i.e. participate in duality and unity.

(1) Karika 14. The imaginary nature is made of duality, because 
of the duality (says the text) of the imagined object. When the 
object appears in the mind and the cognitive act takes place, 
there occurs duality: the subject-object duality. It could be said 
that the object “creates” duality, that it is due to it that duality 
comes forth. The imaginary nature is made (atmakd) of duality, 
since it is only the subject-object duality under which form the 
dependent nature appears. And it is also made of unity , 
because of the unity derived from the inexistence of duality 
(tadasattvaikabhavatah). The imaginary nature is indeed only 
non-existent duality, (because the subject-object duality is only 
a mere mental creation without real existence); so it can be 
said that the imaginary nature is really non-duality, that is to 
say: unity.

(2) Karika 15. The dependent nature is made of duality, because 
the subject-object duality is its only form of manifestation, of 
existing in the empirical reality that it creates through its own 
manifestation. But its essence is also unity , because of the 
unity that derives from the fact that the subject-object duality 
is only an error, som ething that does not truly exist 
( bhrdntimdtraikabhavatah). When the error is eliminated and 
the illusion of the duality ceases, there remains only non
duality i.e. unity.

(3) Karika 16 says that the absolute nature is made of duality 
(dvaydtm akd). The dependent nature always appears with 
duality, it is “made of duality”, according to karikas 3 and 4. 
The absolute nature is the eternal non-existence with duality 
of the dependent nature (the unreal mental creation, the mind), 
as such the absolute nature is the unalterable essence of the 
dependent nature, and, whenever it appears, as or in  the 
empirical reality, it can only appear as the dependent nature, 
consequently “with duality”, “made of duality”.

This treatise gives indeed three definitions of the absolute nature 
in katikds 3,13 and 25. In karika  3 the absolute nature is defined as
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“the eternal non-existence with duality o f the dependent na ture”, 
karika 13 says that the absolute nature “exists with non-duality ”, and 
karika  25 expresses that it is “ the existence o f the non-existence o f  
duality ”. In these three definitions the notion of duality is always 
present. If we suppress that notion from these three definitions, karika 
3 would say that the absolute nature is uthe eternal non-existence o f 
the dependent na ture”, karika  13 that the absolute nature “exists  
and karika  25 that the absolute nature is "the existence o f  
non-existencd\ Of these three resultant definitions, without the notion 
of duality, the first one and the third one would be inadmissible, since 
they constitute the total apavadavada, that the Yogacdras attributed 
to Nagarjuna’s school but that they did not accept; and the second one 
does not define anything. It is the duality’s notion that allows giving 
for the absolute nature a definition that does not limit itself to affirm 
either the existence or the inexistence. Thanks also to this notion of 
duality we can relate in an unique system the absolute nature, as the 
negation of duality, with the other two natures, that have to do with 
duality, even if this one is illusory. In this way duality is the element 
with reference to which it is possible to construct a definition of the 
absolute nature integrated in a system with the other two natures. 
Perhaps it is with this idea in mind that the author considered duality 
as the essence of the absolute nature.

On the other side, the absolute nature is also made of unity, 
because it is only inexistence of duality, i.e. unity.

The attribution of duality and unity to the three natures does not 
imply either any contradiction, because it also refers to two different 
moments or situations, When they are considered as or in the empirical 
reality, they are related in one way or another with duality, and the 
conceptual analysis can distinguish three separate entities, three natures. 
But, when they all are considered apart from the empirical reality, in 
their essence, sub specie aetem itatis, the imaginary nature and the 
dependent nature merge into the absolute nature and disappear since 
they are subordinate to duality that in this case ceases to be, and the 
absolute nature remains alone in its total and purest unity.

Section VIII: Karikas 17-21: The Imaginary and the Dependent 
Natures=Impurity (Duality). The Absolute Nature=Purity (Non- 
Duality). Identity o f the Three Natures
In karika 17 Vasubandhu only affirms that the imaginary and dependent 
natures are the essential characteristic or essence of impurity (samklesa) 
and that the absolute nature is the essential characteristic or essence
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of purity. Impurity means duality; purity, non-duality. The first two 
natures constitute the realm of duality, of impurity; the third one the 
realm of non-duality, of purity.

In karikas 18-21 Vasubandhu explains how there is no difference 
between the realms of impurity and purity, i.e. between the three 
natures.

(a) The absolute nature is not different from the imaginary nature 
{karika 18), because the first one is, by definition, inexistence of 
duality and the second one is in fact an inexistent duality, i.e. inexistence 
of duality, although apparently it is the subject-object duality.

At its turn the imaginary nature is not different from the absolute 
nature (karika 19), because the first one is in fact inexistence of 
duality and the second one is by definition non-duality.

(b) The absolute nature is not different from the dependent nature 
{karika 20), because the first one is not such as it appears i.e. it is not 
with duality, (which is the form which the absolute nature adopts in 
its manifestation as dependent nature), and the second one in fact is 
not as it appears, i.e. it is not with duality.

At its turn (karika  21) the dependent nature is not different from 
the absolute nature, because the first one is not such as it appears i.e. 
with duality, and the second one is, by definition, inexistent duality.

In conclusion we can say that strictly speaking there is not difference 
among the three natures. The impurity or duality is only the purity or 
non-duality wrongly grasped owing to ignorance. When error, i. e. the 
unreal mental creation of duality, disappears, there remains only what 
there has really always been: the absolute nature, the non-duality, the 
purity.32

Section IX: Karikas 22-25: Distinction among the Three Natures
As karika 22 says, these karikas indicate the distinctive marks of the 
three natures: 1. from the point of view of the empirical reality 
(activity or existence or experience), in relation to it, and 2. from the 
point of view of the understanding of the three natures, in relation to 
it. The distinctions among the three natures explained in karikas 23 
and 24-25 concerns the graduality (kram a) involved in the processes 
described in these karikas.

“The growth in knowledge” is of those who will receive and 
understand the teaching of the Three Natures. The Tibetan translation 
(4058-5559) attributed to Nagarjuna has slob m ahi ched du : “for the 
sake of the disciple”
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(1) Karika 23. From the first point of view, the imaginary nature 
is the vyavahara, the empirical reality divided into a subject 
that knows and an object that is known. The dependent nature 
is the vyavahartr, i. e. the one engaged in or occupied with 
the vyavahara. It is related to the vyavahara as far as the 
vyavahara, being the duality, is the form under which the 
dependent nature appears, and as far as the dependent nature, 
being the mind, is what produces the unreal imaginations, is 
what creates the empirical reality. The absolute nature is the 
destruction of the empirical reality, because when it is known, 
duality, i.e. the empirical reality, is abolished.

The Tibetan translation attributed to Vasubandhu has ( tha shad) 
hdogspa: is attached to, is joined with, interests itself in (the vyavahara.), 
and the one attributed to Nagarjuna has ( tha shad) byed pa  (hi) : 
fabricates, effects, produces (the vyavahara).

(2) Karikas 24-25 refer to the second point of view. In the first 
stage of the path that leads to truth, one comes to know what 
the dependent nature really is • absence of the subject-object 
duality. One obtains the knowledge that there is no real ego, 
no atman, a permanent and eternal subject of the cognitions’ 
acts—it is the pudgalanairatm ya conception; one obtains also 
the knowledge that beings and things, that are perceived, do 
not really exist—it is the dharm anairatm ya  conception. In a 
second stage one reaches the knowledge that it is the mind 
and only the m ind  which creates the beings and things that are 
perceived, that consequently beings and things exist only with 
the existence of mental creations, are mere illusions. Finally 
one acquires the knowledge of the absolute nature : if duality, 
under which form the dependent nature appears, does not 
exist really, the only “entity” that remains is the inexistence of 
duality i.e. the absolute nature.

Essential Identity between the Three Natures 
In karika 24 it is said that the imaginary nature is in the dependent 
nature ( tatra) and in karika 25 it is said that the absolute nature is also 
in  the dependent nature (atra.). The dependent nature “contains” in 
this way in itself the other two natures.33 These karikas repeat in other 
words the idea already expressed in karikas 17-21, that the three 
natures are identical, since they have, as a common characteristic, 
being inexistent duality or inexistence of duality or non-duality.
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D efinition o f the Absolute Nature
In kàrikâ 25 we have also the most complete definition of the absolute 
nature. See kàrikàs 3 and 13 and their commentary. Kârikà 25 defines 
the absolute nature as: “ the existence of the non-existence of duality”34 
and it adds that “it is and it is not”. We must understand this last 
expression as meaning that the absolute nature participates of being, 
of existence, in so far as in its essence there is the existence of the 
inexistence of duality, and it participates of non-being, non-existence, 
in so far as in its essence there is inexistence of duality.35

Section X: Kàrikâ 26: Common Characteristics o f the Three 
Natures
This kàrikà indicates two common characteristics of the three natures. 
The three natures are beyond duality, as it has been explained and 
consequently cannot normally, em pirically be known. (1) The 
imaginary nature, which is posited as the subject-object duality, does 
not really exist and therefore it cannot be dual, and it cannot be 
grasped, because what is inexistent cannot be dual and cannot be 
known. (2) As regards the dependent nature, since it is not as it 
appears, i.e. as dual, with duality, it is in fact deprived of duality; and 
it cannot be grasped, since it is not as it appears (which is the only 
way in which it can be grasped) and consequently, when it is grasped, 
it is not known as it really is but only as it appears, which is different 
from its true form of being. (3) The absolute nature is beyond duality 
because its essence is the inexistence of duality, and it cannot be 
grasped because, without duality, without the opposition of a subject 
and an object, there cannot be knowledge, nothing can be known.

Section XI: Kàrikàs 27-30: Analogy between a Magical Creation 
and the Three Natures
To make clear the meaning of the three natures and the relation that 
unites them, Vasubandhu resorts to a comparison of the three natures 
with the magical creation of the illusion of an elephant. A magician, 
with the help of his mantras, creates a representation, an idea, a 
cognition in the spectator’s mind. This representation etc. created in 
the spectator’s mind is what the text designates with the words 
‘màyàkrta ’ (made by magic, sgyu ma byas p a  in Tibetan), ‘àkàra, ’ 
‘à krtf(form, shape, appearance, m am , m a m  p a  in Tibetan). The 
àkàra that is produced in the spectator’s mind has as its contents or 
object the illusory image of an elephant created by magic. Thé only
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thing we have in this case is an akara , representation, idea of an 
elephant; that is not a real elephant (karika  27).

In karikas 28-30 Vasubandhu establishes the relations between the 
elements of his comparison with the three natures.

(1) The elephant (under or with whose form the magic creation 
appears in the mind: hastyatmana) corresponds to the imaginary 
nature, i.e. to the subject-object duality (under or with whose 
form the dependent nature appears: dvayatm ana o f karika A). 
Without the. elephant as contents or object of the act of 
cognition in the spectator’s mind, there would be neither 
cognition nor the opposition subject-object. In the same way 
without duality, the dependent nature would be unable to 
manifest itself. Moreover the elephant and the duality are mere 
imaginary creations without real existence.

(2) What the magic produces, the akara, akrti, the representation, 
idea or cognition in the mind of the spectator corresponds to 
the dependent nature, to the mental creation ( vikalpa) to 
which nothing real is related.

(3) The eternal inexistence of a real elephant in all this magical 
process corresponds to the absolute nature, to the ab aetem o  
inexistence of the duality (karika  28).

(4) The mantra corresponds to the alayavijhana or m ulavijhana  
or m ulacitta , since by means of the mantras, coming from 
them, the magical illusion is created; and similarly by means of 
the alayavijhana, coming from it, the dependent nature; the 
asatkalpa, the mind manifests itself with duality. Of course 
here we have a reference to the process of the “reactualization” 
of the vasanas which constitute the alayavijhana . See Section 
B  of our commentary.

(5) The piece of wood, which the magician uses in his magic act 
(to “transform” it into an elephant or to superimpose on it the 
image of an elephant) corresponds to the tathata  or true 
reality, which is the absolute inexistence of duality, i.e. the 
parinispanna  or the absolute nature: in both cases there is 
only one real thing, the piece of wood in the case of the 
magical demonstration, the non-duality in the case of the three 
natures (karikas 29-30).

In the kdrtka 30 the notion of tathata, “suchness”, “the fact of 
.being so” (de bzin hid  in Tibetan) is introduced as another designation 
of the absglute nature.
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Section XII: Karikas 31-34: Knowledge, Elimination, Obtention
Karikas'51-52 explain what happens when one perceives the true nature 
of the object, that is to say when one knows that the object of the 
knowledge lacks a true reality and is only an idea, a mental creation, an 
hallucination, we can say.

The word artha (karika 31), that we have translated by “object”, 
refers to any thing that is or can be an object of knowledge, i.e. to the 
whole empirical reality. The term yugapad (karika 31) expresses the 
simultaneity of the three processes indicated in karika  31, i.e. that 
they take place at the same tim e (cf. karika  34) Nevertheless this 
same karika  points out that these three processes occur in the order 
in which they are presented (yathakram am , cf. karika  34), what 
means that there is a sequence. The simultaneity has to do with time, 
is a temporal notion; the order, the sequence has to do with cause, 
is a causal notion. There is no difficulty to accept that the three 
processes be produced together and notwithstanding have a causal 
re la tio n  am ong them , as it is a sse rted  by D ignaga in 
Alambanapanksavrtti, karika VII and commentary. Cf. in this book 
Section J: karika VII a-b and paragraphs 21-23 of our commentary 
on Dignaga’s work, and the note 10 corresponding to it. The word 
kriya in the compound laksanakriya  refers to the three processes: 
parijna, prahana  and prapti, that occur in the act of grasping the true 
nature of things (arthatattva-prativedhe). The word laksana  has in 
karika 31 the meaning of svabhava (see note 99). The presence in 
the com pound of the word laksana (=svabhava) aims at indicating 
that the three processes are in relation to the three natures, correspond 
to each of them (as explained in karika 33).

(1) The process that corresponds to the imaginary nature is that 
knowledge (parijna) which consists in an anupalambha, i.e. in 
a non-perception, in this case the non-perception of the subject- 
object duality (karika 32). As it is known anupalam bha  or 
anupalabdhi is considered by some schools of Indian philosophy 
as a special means of knowledge, pram ana, that ascertains the 
inexistence of something or (what is the same) the existence 
of the inexistence of that thing. Anupalam bha or anupalabdhi 
is also called abhavapram dna, pram anantara. See Gupta, 
Brahmananda, “Story of the evolution of the concept of 
negation”, in Wiener Zeitschrift fu r  die K unde Sud-und  
Ostasiens, Band XII-XIII, 1968/1969, pp. 115-118; Katsura, 
Shoryu, “Dignaga and Dharmaklrti on adarsanam atra  and
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anupalabdhi ”, in Asiatische Studien  XLVI, 1, 1992, pp. 222- 
231; Randle, H. N., Indian Logic in the Early Schools, London: 
Oxford University Press, 1930, pp. 328 -338; Steinkellner, Ernst, 
“Bemerkungen zu Isvarasenas Lehre vom Grund, in Wiener 
Zeitschrift fü r  die K unde Süd-und Ostasiens, X, 1965, pp. 73- 
85; S teinkellner, Ernst, “Lamotte and the concep t of 
anupalabdhi”, in Asiatische Studien  XLVI, 1, 1992, pp. 398- 
410; and Steinkellner, Ernst, DharmakirtVs H etubinduh, Teil 
I, Wien: Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1967, 
fn. V,4.

(2) The process that corresponds to the dependent nature is 
elim ination (prahäna, häni), which is non-manifestation 
(iakhyäna), i. e. the non -manifestation of the dependent nature, 
the non-functioning of the mind, the stopping'of the series of 
erroneous cognitive processes which constitute it, since it is 
how deprived of the only form it has to manifest itself: duality 
(kärikä 32).

And (3) the process which corresponds to the absolute nature is 
obtention (präpti), which is defined as an üpalambho 'nim ittas and 
also as a säksätkriyä. Upalambho 'nim ittas designates a “perception 
beyond causes”, a perception in which there is no intervention of any 
of the factors that usually give rise to norm al knowledge, specially 
subject and object. Säksätkriyä means an intuitive knowledge which 
presents the true reality (the inexistence of duality) tota et sim ul, in 
its absolute integrity and not in a discursive way but in a simultaneous 
and punctual act (kärikä 32)

Kärikä 33 indicates that the non-perception of duality (imaginary 
nature) produces ipso facto  the simultaneous disappearance of the 
äkära, representation, idea, cognition (of duality) (dependent nature), 
which has that duality as the necessary condition of manifesting itself, 
and that with the disappearance of duality there remains only the total 
inexistence of duality (absolute nature), in the same way (says kärikä 
34) as in the magic act we have simultaneously: (1) the non-perception 
of the illusory image of the elephant created by the magician (which 
corresponds to the imaginary nature), (2) the disappearance of the 
äkära , representation, idea, cognition of elephant, which has been 
produced in the spectator ’s mind (which corresponds to the dependent 
nature), and (3) the perception of the piece of wood, the only existing 
reality which remains after the disappearance of the elephant ’s illusion 
(which corresponds to the absolute nature). Cf. Section K. Kärikäs 
2 7 -3 0and our commentary thereon.
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Section XBŒ: Kàrikâs 35-36: Traditional Arguments in Favour 
o f the “Only-Mind” Thesis
To understand kàrikcis 35 and 36 it is necessary to refer to Hiuan 
Tsang, Cheng Wei shih lun (Siddhi), Taishô, Vol. XXXI, No. 1585, 
p. 39 a lines 8-22 (=pp. 421-423 of the L. de la Vallée Poussin’s 
translation) and to Asahga, Mahàyànasamgraha, Chapter II, paragraph 
14 (É. Lamotte’s edition and translation including commentary and 
notes). We have here some of the arguments that were traditionally 
employed to establish the existence of the only consciousness.36

M ind is the cause o f contradictory ideas.
According to traditional beliefs it was accepted that the same thing 

is perceived in a different manner by those damned, by men and by 
gods: what the damned people see as blood and pus, men see as clear 
water and gods as nectar.37 This diversity in the perception of the 
same thing has its cause in the diversity of the karm ans of each of 
these classes of beings. If one admits the existence of different 
perceptions of the same thing, then it is necessary to admit that there 
is not a real thing* which is perceived by damned, by men and by 
gods. If there were a real thing, it had to be perceived by them all in 
the same way. Blood and pus, water and nectar are mere mental 
creations, produced according to the karm an  of each of them and 
they are possible because of the sole existence of consciousness or 
mind, which is able to produce out of itself, in accordance with karman, 
those diverse creations.

The vision o f unreal things
As it happens in dreams, hallucinations, mirages, magical illusions etc., 
it is possible that the mind functions without an external object, that 
there are in the mind representations w ithout anything real 
corresponding to them, giving rise to them.38

The conform ity (o f things) with the three kinds o f knowledge 
Things manifest themselves to beings according to the kind of 
knowledge they have obtained in relation to the degree of spiritual 
development they have reached. These knowledges are of three 
kinds: (1) the bodhisattvasznd  the dhyàyins, who have obtained the 
power over thinking, transform things at their own will; objects manifest 
themselves to them according to their wishes; (2) to the yogins and 
to other people of great spiritual development, who have obtained 
serenity and practise the analysis of the dharm as or elements of
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existence, things manifest themselves at the moment of m ind’s 
concentration, with their general characteristics of impermanence, 
suffering etc; and (3) to wise people, who have obtained the intuitive 
knowledge, the fundamental wisdom which presents the true nature 
of things, and can remain established in that intuitive knowledge, 
things do not manifest themselves anymore to them.39

Liberation would occur without effort
If things really exist, they would be known by ignorant people as they 
really are; it would happen then that the knowledge of ignorant 
people reaches truth without effort and therefore this knowledge 
would produce liberation, since it is the true knowledge. Consequently 
no special training would be necessary to be in possession of the 
supreme intuitive knowledge, which according to Buddhism is the 
only one which grasps the true reality of things and in consequence 
is the only one that is able to produce liberation.40

These arguments oblige to accept the “only-mind” thesis, according 
to which the empirical reality (imaginary nature), which we perceive 
as something external to us and real, does not really exist; there are 
only ideas of beings and things, of ego-s and cognition acts,to which 
nothing real corresponds and under which form the empirical mind 
(dependent nature) manifests itself; the true essence of mind is 
non-duality (absolute nature). W hen it is accepted that only 
consciousness exists in the above described manner, then it is known 
that objects created by that consciousness, do not exist as external and 
real objects; that there is no place for them in true existence. And with 
the knowledge that objects do not exist, it is known that the empirical 
consciousness also does not exist, because in our empirical reality 
consciousness cannot exist without the support of an object that 
functions as its contents.

Section XIV: Kárikas 37-38: Dharmadhatu; Vibhutva: O neself s 
and Other’s Good; The Supreme Enlightenment; The Three 
Bodies
Through the non-perception of the subject and object of cognition, 
one gets the perception of the dharm adhatu , the ultimate fundament 
or essence of d h a rm a sf of the totality of the empirical reality that is 
constituted by those dharmas. This essence is the non-existence of 
duality, the absolute nature. Kaňká 37 implicitly identifies the absolute 
nature, i. e. the absence of duality, with the dharmadhatu. Cf. Section 
K. K áňkás 27-30 , paragraph (5) where the absolute nature is called 
tathatá.
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And when the dharm as’ ultimate essence, when non-duality is 
grasped, one gets vibhutva, sovereignty (karika  37).42 By this last 
word we must understand the possession of several extraordinary 
powers as those possessed by the bodhisattvcf3 (karika  37).

The words upalambha and upalambhata, that we have translated 
by “perception”, have been rendered by the Tibetan translators by 
dmigs (pa) and (once) by dmigs p a  n id . These Sanskrit words 
mean:“obtainment”, and “perceiving”. The term ‘apprehension’ could 
cover those meanings. As to the Sanskrit word vibhutva , it means: 
“being everywhere, omnipresence; omnipotence, sovereignty”. The 
Tibetan translation (4038-5559) renders it by p h u n  sum  tshogs pa: 
“perfection, excellence, superior good”, evidently with reference to 
the meaning “excellent” of the Sanskrit word vibhu; the other Tibetan 
translation (3843-5243) renders it by hbyorpa  nid: “wealth, riches, 
goods, treasure”, evidently with reference to the meaning “abundant, 
plentiful” which the Sanskrit word vibhu also possesses. G.M. Nagao, 
A n Index to Asariga’s M ahdyanasamgraha, Part I, Tokyo: The 
International Institute for Buddhist Studies, 1994, gives for hbyor pa  
the values of 1. sam rddhi and 2. sampatti. Cf. in the same Index dban  
hbyorpa=vibhutva (karika  37).

And the person who has obtained vibhutva , those extraordinary 
powers, realizes his own good, by the accumulation of merits; and also 
the good of other beings, who have not progressed as himself, helping 
them to become free from their passions, to accumulate merits and 
to get the appropriate personal conditions necessary to be liberated, 
making them able in this way to progress towards liberation. Then he 
gets the insuperable enlightenment (bodhi), i.e. the buddha’s condition.

As a buddha he possesses the three bodies44: nirm anakaya  i.e. the 
body or better said the bodies which he can create at his own will to 
appear in different places in order to teach the Doctrine according to 
the necessities and personal conditions of each class of beings; 
sambhogakaya i.e. the glorious body of excellent attributes which he 
adopts in order to reign in any of the buddhist heavens, surrounded 
by bodhisattvas, to whom he explains the Doctrine; and dharmakaya, 
the Doctrine body which is nothing else than another name for the 
Absolute, the non-duality, which is the ultimate essence of beings in 
its totality, concealed by ignorance and passions and which is revealed 
by knowledge (karika  38).
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SANSKRIT TEXT

TRISVABHAVAKARIKA

trisvabhavakarika acaryavasubandhukrta 
nevaraksaralikhita pracinatapatrodgata 

namo manjunathaya45

[Section I: Karikas 1-5: The Three Natures]
kalpitah paratantras ca parinispanna eva ca / 
trayah svahhava dhiranani46 gam bhiram  jh e y a n f isya te //l// 
ya t khyati paratantro’ sau ya tha  khyati sa kalpitah/ 
pratyayddhinavrttitvat kalpanamatrabhavatah //2 // 
tasya khyaturyathakhyanam  yd  sadavidyam anatar48/  
jneyah  sa parinispannah svabhavd*9 nanyathatvatab //3 // 
tatra kim  khyaty asatkalpah50 katbam  khyati dvaya tm ana51/  
tasya ka ndstita tena yd  tatradvayadharm ata’2 //4 // 
asatkalpo’ tra^ kas cittam  yatas tat kalpyate ya th a ^ / 
yatha  ca kalpayaty artham  tathatyantam  na vidyate //5 //

[Section II: Karika 6: The Structure o f the Mind]
tad dhetuphalabhavena cittam  dvividham  isyate/
ya d  dlaydkhyavijnanam >5 pravrttyakhyani* ca saptadhd //6 //

[Section III: Karika 7: Etymologies o f Citta]
sam klesavdsanabijais citatvac cittam  ucyate/ 
cittam  adyam  dvitiyam  tu citrakarapravrttitalf7 //7 //

[Section IV: Karikds 8-9: Three Modes o f Being o f the Asatkalpa] 
sam asato’ bhutakalpah sa caisa trividho m atah/ 
vaipakikas tatha naim ittiko’ nyah pratibhdsikah //8 // 
pratham o m ulavijnanam  tad vipakdtm akam  ya ta lf8/  
anyah pravrttivijnanam ><) drsyadrgvittivrttitah //9 //

[Section V: Karika 10: uCoincidentia Oppositorum,> in the Three
Natures]

sadasattvad0 dvayaikatvat sam klesatyavadanayoh/ 
laksanabhedataf*' cesta svabhdvdndrtf2 gabhirata //1 0 //
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[Section VI: Karikas 11-13: Being a n d  Non-Being]
sattvend>1 grhyatd* yasmacfi5 atyantabhava eva ca / 
svabhavah kalpitas tena sadasallaksano matah //1 1// 
vidyate bhrantibhavena yathakhyanarrfi na vidyate/ 
paratantro yatas tena sadasallaksano matah //1 2 // 
advayatvencf7 yac casti dvayasyabhava eva ca / 
svabhavas tena nispannah sadasallaksano matah //1 3 //

[Section VII: Karikas 14-16: D uality a n d  Unity]
dvaividhyat kalpitdrthasya tadasattvaikabhavatatf*V 
svabhavah kalpito balair dvayaikatvatm ako m a ta h //l4 // 
prakhydncid dvayabhavend59 bhrdntimatraikabhavatah /  
svabhavah paratantrakhyo dvayaikatvatmako m atah//15 // 
dvayabhavasvabhavatvad10 advayaikasvabhavataffV  
svabhavah parinispanno dvayaikatvatm ako matah / /1 6 //

[Section VIII: Karikas 17-21: The Im aginary a n d  the Dependent
Natures=Impurity (D uality). The Absolute Nature=Purity (Non-
Duality). Identity o f the Three Natures]

kalpitah paratantras ca jheyam  sam klesalaksanani12/  
parinispanna istas tu vyavadanasya laksanamJl/ / l  7// 
asaddvayasvabhavatvat tadabhavasvabhavatah/ 
svabhavat ka lp itap  jheyo  n ispanno’ bhinnalaksanah//18// 
advayatvasvabhavatvad dvayabhavasvabhdvatah/ 
nispanndt kalpitas caiva vijneyo’bhinnalaksanah //1 9 / /  
yathakhyanam  asadbhavat tathasattvasvabhavatah15/  
svabhavatparatantrakhydri!6 nispanno ’ bhinnalaksanalF/^O // 
asaddvayasvabhdvatvad yathakhyanasvabhavatah /  
nispanndt paratantro’p p  vijheyo ’ bhinnalaksanah//21//

[Section IX: Karikas 22-25: D istinction am ong the Three Natures] 
kramabhedah svabhdvanam vyavaharadhikaratah /  
tatpravesadhikarac ca vyutpattyartharri9 vidhiyate//22// 
kalpito vyavahdratm a vyavahartratm akcPparah /  
vyavaharasamucchedah svabhavah' canya isyate//23// 
dvaydbhavatm akalf2 purvan?5 paratantrah pravisyate/ 
tatah pravisyate tatra kalpam atram  asaddvayani*/24// 
ato dvayabhavabhavo n ispanno ' ¿ra85 pravisyate/ 
tathd hyasav evd*6 tadcF asti nastiti cocyate //2 5 //
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[Section X: Karika 26: Common Characteristics o f the Three Natures] 
trayo pyetd8 svabhava hi advayalabhyalaksanalf9/  
abhavad atathabhavat tadabhavasvabhavatah //2 6 //

[Section XI: Karikas 27-30: Analogy between a M agical Creation 
a n d  the Three Natures]

mayakrtam  m antravasat khydti hastyatm ana yatha /  
dkdram atraniw tatrasti hasti nasti tu sarvathcPV/2 7// 
svabhavah kalpito hasti paratantras tadakrtih /  
yas tatra hastyabhavo’ sau parinispanna isyate //2 8 // 
asatkalpas tatha khydti m ulacittad dvayatm ana /  
dvayam  atyantato nasti tatrdsty dkrtimatrakam?2//2 9 // 
m antravan mulavijhanam, kasthavat tathata m ata /  
hastydkaravad esiavyo vikalpo hastivad dvayam93//3 0 //

[Section XII: Karikas 31-34: Knowledge, Elimination, Obtention] 
arthata ttvapra tivedhyugapal laksanakriycP5/  
parijna ca prahanam * ca prdptis cesta yathdkram arrt1//3 1 // 
parijhanupalam bho’ tra98 hanir akhyanam  isyate/ 
upalambho ’nim ittas tu" praptih saksatkriyapi sd//32// 
dvayasyanupalambhena dvayakaro vigacchati/. 
vigamat tasya nispanno dvayabhavo’ dhigamyate100.//3 3 // 
hastino’ nupalambha.s101 ca vigamas ca tadakrteh102/  
upalam bhas ca kasthasya m aydyam  yugapadya tha105//3 4 //

[Section XIII: Karikas 35-36: Traditional Argum ents in Favour o f 
the “Only-M ind” Thesis]

viruddhadhikaranatvad04 buddher105 vaiyarthyadarsanat/ 
jhanatraydnuvrttes ca moksapatter106 ayatnatah //3 5 // 
cittamatropalambhena jheyarthanupalam bhata/ 
jneyarthanupalam bhena syac cittanupalam bhata / /3 6 //

[SectionXIV: Karikas37-38: Dharmadhatu; Vibhutva: Oneself s and  
Other’s Good; the Supreme Enlightenment; the Three Bodies] 

dvayor anupalam bhena dharm adhatupalam bhatd07/  
dharm adhatupalam bhena108 syad vibhutvopalam bhata//37// 
upalabdhavibhutvas ca svapararthaprasiddhitah109 /  
prdpnoty anuttaram u0 bodhim lu dhim an  
kayatrayatmikdm}12//38 //

iti trisvabhavahm samaptah krtir 
acaryavasubandhupaddnam  iti
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TRANSLATION

KARIKAS ON THE THREE NATURES

The karikas on the three natures composed by Master Vasubandhu, 
written in Newari characters, coming from an old manuscript.

Homage to Manjunatha

Section I : Karikas 1-5 : The Three Natures

1. It is adm itted that the three natures,
the imaginary, the dependent a n d  the absolute,
are the profound object
o f the knowledge o f the wise men.

2. What appears is the dependent (nature); 
as it appears is the im aginary (nature);
(the first one being so called,)
because it exists subordinate to causes,
(the second one being so called,)
because its existence is only a m ental creation.

3 . The eternal non-existence as it appears 
o f what appears
m ust be know n as the absolute nature, 
because o f its unalterability.

4. A nd  what does appear? The unreal m ental creation. 
How does it appear? With duality .114
What is the non-existence with this (duality) 
o f that (dependent nature) ?
It is the fa c t that the essence (o f the dependent nature) 
is the non-duality in it.

5. A n d  what is the unreal m ental creation ?
The mind,
because as it is im agined  
a n d  as it imagines its object, 
so it is not a t all.
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Section II: Karika 6: The Structure o f the M ind

6. It is adm itted that m ind  is twofold, 
according to its being either cause or effect : 
the consciousness that is called alaya (receptacle)
a n d  the (consciousness that is) called pravrtti (functioning) 
which (at its turn) is sevenfold.

Section III: Karika 7: Etymologies o f Citta

7. The first m ind  is called ‘citta’ (m ind), 
because it is cita (lit. accumulated=filled)
by the seeds, i. e. the vasanas, o f the impurities;115 
a n d  the second one (is called ‘citta’, m ind), 
because o f its function ing  under citra (diverse) form s.

Section IV: Karikds 8-9:Three Modes o f Being o f the Asatkalpa

8. A n d  this unreal m ental creation, 
in a sum m ary manner,
is considered to have three modes :
vaipakika (produced by m aturation),
a n d  also naimittika (produced by causes);
the other one is pratibhasika (consisting o f representations).

9. The first (m ode or aspect) is the root-consciousness, 
because its essence is maturation;
the other one is the functioning-consciousness, 
because it exists
as object, subject a n d  know ledge.

Section V: Karika 10: “Coincidentia Oppositorum” in the Three 
Natures

10. It is adm itted the profoundness o f the (three) natures, 
because they are being a n d  non-being,
because they are duality a n d  unity, 
a n d  because o f the identity o f essence 
o f both purity a n d  impurity.

Section VI: Karikds 11-13, Being a n d  Non-Being

11. Since the im aginary nature 
is grasped with existence,
but it is only total non-existence, 
therefore it is considered 
as something whose essencd16 is 
being a n d  non-being.
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12. Since the dependent (nature) 
exists with the existence o f an illusion,
(but) does not exist as it appears, 
therefore it is considered
as something whose essence is 
being a n d  non-being.

13. Since the absolute nature 
exists with non-duality,
but it is only non-existence o f duality, 
therefore it is considered 
as something whose essence is 
being a n d  non -being.

Section VII: Karikas 14-16: D uality a n d  Unity

14. The nature im agined by ignorantsul 
is considered as something 
consisting o f duality a nd  unity;
(duality) because o f the twofoldness
o f the im agined object,
( unity) because o f its being one
due to the non-existence o f that (duality).

15. The nature that is called ‘dependent' 
is considered as something
consisting o f duality a n d  unity;
(duality) becam e it appears 
with the existence o f duality,
(unity) because its being one
due to (duality being) a mere illusion.

16. The absolute nature
is considered as something 
consisting o f duality an d  unity;
(duality) because it is the (true) n a tu rd 18 o f duality,
(unity) becam e its only nature is non-duality.

Section VIII: Karikas 17-21:The Im aginary a n d  the Dependent 
Natures=Impurity (Duality). The Absolute Nature=Purity (Non- 
Duality). Identity o f the Three Natures

11. It m ust be known that the im aginary (nature)
a n d  the dependent (nature)
are the e s s e n c e  o f impurity;
it is adm itted that the absolute (nature)
is the essence o f purity.
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18. It must be know n that the absolute (nature) 
is not different120 from  the im aginary nature, 
because the nature (o f the last one)
is the inexistent duality;
because the nature (o f the first one)
is the inexistence o f that (duality).

19. A n d  it m ust be known that the im aginary (nature) 
is not different from  the absolute (nature),
because the nature (o f the last one) 
is non-duality;
because the nature (o f the first one) 
is the inexistence o f duality.

20. The absolute (nature) is not different 
from  the nature that is called dependent’, 
because o f (the last one)
being non-existent as it appears; 
because the nature (o f the first one) 
is not being so (as it manifests itself).

21. A n d  it m ust be know n that the dependent (nature) 
is not different from  the absolute (nature),
because the nature (o f the last one) 
is the inexistent duality; 
because the nature (o f the first one) 
is not as it appears}21

Section IX: Karikds 22-25: Distinction am ong the Three Natures

22. The distinction, concerning graduality, 
among the (three) natures
is established in relation to the empirical reality 
a n d  in relation to their comprehension122 
fo r  the purpose o f growth (in  knowledge).

23. It is adm itted that the im aginary (nature) 
is the empirical reality 123;
the follow ing one (  the dependent nature,) 
is the creator124 o f the empirical reality; 
a n d  the other nature (  the absolute,) 
is the destruction o f the empirical reality.

24. A t first, the dependent (nature), 
constituted by the non-existence o f duality,
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is comprehended;
then what is only imagination,
(which is fo u n d ) there,
(and  which is) inexistent duality, 
is comprehended.

25. Then the absolute (nature),
(which is fo u n d ) there,
a n d  which is the existence
o f the inexistence o f duality,
is comprehended;
a n d  so therefore it is said
that only it (= the absolute nature),
in that moment, “is a n d  is no t”.

Section X : Karika 26: Common Characteristics o f the Three Natures

26. The three natures are also 
non dual a n d  ungraspable,125 
(the im aginary one), 
because o f its inexistence;
(the dependent one),
because it does not exist as (it appears),
(the absolute one),
because its nature is
the inexistence o f that (duality).

Section X I : Karikas 27-30 : Analogy between a M agical Creation 
and  the Three Natures

27. In the sam e way as a magic creation, 
due to the mantras power;
appears as an elephant:
there is only a form  there,
but a (real) elephant does not exist a t all-

28. The elephant is the im aginary nature, 
its form  is the dependent (nature),
a nd  the elephant’s inexistence, 
which is there,
is considered to be the absolute (nature)-

29. In the same way the unreal m ental creation, 
due to the root-mind,
appears with duality:
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duality does not exist in any way, 
there exists something that is only a fo rm .

30. The root-consciousness is like the m antra; 
the reality is considered as the log;
the m ental creation is to be considered
as the elephant’s form ;
the duality is like the elephant.

Section XII: Kàrikcis 31-34: Knowledge, Elimination, Obtention

31. It is adm itted
that in the (act of) intellectual penetrationu(> 
o f the (true) reality o f objects 
(three) processes, corresponding to each nature)21 
(take place), simultaneously, in their order: 
knowledge, elim ination a n d  obtention.

32. In relation to those (three processes)
it is adm itted that knowledge is non-perception, 
elim ination is non-m anifestation, 
a n d  obtention is perception beyond causes - 
assuredly it is intuitive perception.

33. Through non-perception o f duality, 
the fo rm  o f duality disappears;
with its disappearance
the absolute inexistence o f duality is obtained.

34. in the sam e way as in the magical illusion 
there occur sim ultaneously
the non-perception o f the elephant, 
the disappearance o f its form , 
a n d  the perception o f the log.

Section XIII: Kàrikâs 35-36: Traditional Argum ents in Favour o f the 
“Only-Mind’Thesis

35-36 128 Through the perception o f “only-m ind”- 
because (m ind) is the cause o f contradictory ideas, 
because o f the intellect’s vision o f unrealities, 
because o f the conform ity with the three knowledges, 
a n d  because o f the production without effort o f liberation- 
there is the non-perception o f the knowable object; 
through the non-perception o f the knowable object, 
there is the non-perception o f m ind ,129
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Section XIV: Kàrikàs 3  7-38: D harm adhàtu; Vibhutva; O nself's and  
Other's Good; the Supreme Enlightenment; the Three Bodies

37. Through the non-perception o f both,
there is the perception o f the fu n d a m en t o f the dharmas; 
through the perception o f the fu n d a m en t o f the dharmas 
there is the obtention o f sovereignty.

38. A n d  who has obtained sovereignty, 
through the realization
o f his own good a n d  the other's good, 
reaches, wise, the Supreme Enlightenm ent 
whose essence are the Three Bodies.

End of the Trisvabhàva, work of the Venerable Master Vasubandhu



NOTES FOR THE THIRD PART

1. Cf. Yamaguchi’s and Nagao’s Introductions to their editions 
and/or translations, and also L. de la Vallée Poussin, “Le petit 
traité”, p. 147.

2. See infra the bibliographical information about the publications 
mentioned in this section.

3. This title appears in the introduction of the Tibetan translation; 
the title of this text according to the colophon at the end of 
the translation (Sde-dge edition) is: Mtshan n idgsum  la hjug 
pa.

4. The Tibetan translations of this treatise are to be found of 
course in the different editions of the Bstan-hgyur and also in 
the quoted articles of Yamaguchi, de la Vallée Poussin, 
Mukhopadhyaya, and also in E. Teranrioto’s edition of the 
Trimsikà of Vasubandhu, Kyoto 1933, Tokyo 1977. Teramoto 
adds a Japanese translation of both works of Vasubandhu.

5. Abhidharm adipa , p. 282 (P. S. Jaini ed.) has a reference to the 
trisvabhàva theory in relation to Vasubandhu, the kosakàra, 
which perhaps may be used as an argument in favour of 
Vasubandhu’s authorship of the present treatise. Cf. ibidem , 
p. 128 of the Introduction.

6. Cf. L. de la Vallée Poussin, La Siddhi deH iuan  Tsang, p. 514, 
note b, and É. Lamotte, La Somme du  G rand Véhicule 
(M ahàyànasamgraha), Notes et Références, p. 17 *, Chapitre 
11,1.

7. We have adopted Yamaguchi’s edition of 1972-1973, because 
it corrects misprints and mistakes of his former edition 1931, 
is more complete and offers the last opinion of Yamaguchi on 
this text.

8. Cf. Asaiiga, M ahàyànasam graha  II, 15, 1: gal te mam par rig 
pa tsam don snaii bahi gnas gzan gyi dbah gi no bo nid yin na/ 
de ji ltar na gzan gyi dbah yin la/cihi phyir na gzan gyi dbah
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žes bya že na/raň gi bag chags kyi sa bon las sky es pa yin pas 
de lta bas na rkyen gyi gžan dbaň yin//skyes nas kyaň skad cig 
las lhag par bdag nid gnas par mi nus pas na gžan gyi dbaii žes 
byaho/ ( “I f  the dependent nature [paratantrasvabhâva] is 
only ramd[vijnaptimatra], support o f the m anifestation o f the 
object [arthâbhâsâsraya], why is it dependent, a n d  why is it 
called ‘dependent’ ?—Because it is bom  [utpanna] out o f its 
own impregnations—seeds [vàsanàbïja], it is dependent on 
conditions. Becausé after its birth, it is unable to subsist by 
itself [svatah] a single instant, it is called ‘dependent’” 
—from Lamotte’s translation), and II, 17: gaň gis gžan gyi dbaň 
gi no bo nid la gžan gyi dbaň žes bya bahi rnam graňs gaň že 
na /  gžan gyi dbaň gi bag chags kyi sa bon las hbyuň bahi gžan 
gyi dbaň gi phyir ro/ ( “In which sense the dependent nature 
is ‘dependent ’ ? — In so fa r  as it depends on something else 

fo r  being b o m : the im pregnations—seeds [vàsanàbïja]” 
—from Lamotte’s translation).

9. Cf.L. G rinspoon and  J.B. Bakalar, P sychedelic drugs 
reconsidered, New York: Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, 1979, 
p. 146: “B ut in any case they (^experiences with LSD drug) 
suggest how m uch o f what we have fe lt a n d  thought is 
registered perm anen tly  in the brain a n d  accessible to 
consciousness in various transm utations”.

10. On the vâsanàs’theory see Hiuan Tsang, Cheng wei shih lun, 
Taishô, Vol. XXXI, No. 1585, p. 8 a line 5-p. 10 a line 11 (= pp. 
100-123 L.de la Vallée Poussin’s translation); Asaňga, 
M ahàyànasam graha, Chapter I (Lam otte’s edition and 
translation), and moreover J. Masuda, Der individualistische 
Idealismus, pp. 35-39; P.S. Jaini, “The Sautràntika Theory of 
B ija”; Bulletin o f the School o f Oriental a n d  African Studies 
22, (1959), pp. 236-249; D.T. Suzuki, S tudies in  the  
Lankavatara-sutra, pp. 178-179, 184. See also in this book 
Dignâga’s À lam banapaňksávrttti, Section J: Kàrikà VII a-b 
a n d  paragraphs 21-23, the text and our commentary.

11. It is also called, in this same treatise, ‘abhütakalpa’ (kàrikà 8) 
and ‘vikalpa’ (kàrikà  30). In other texts it is also called 
‘abhütaparikalpa’ like in Asaňga, M ahàyànasütràlam kàra, 
commentary ad  XL, 15: tathàbhütaparikalpah paratantrah 
svabhàvo veditavyah (“ Thus it must be known that the unreal 
m ental creation [abhütaparikalpa] is the dependent nature’*).
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12. Cf. Vasubandhu, Bhcisya o f the M adhyàntavibhâga ad  1,2, p.9, 
linel3 (Pandeya’s - edition): tatrâ’ bhütaparikalpo grâhyagrâ- 
hakavikalpah ( “The unreal mental creation is the imagination 
[vikalpa] o f the object [grahya] a n d  the subject [gràhaka] ”); 
Sthiramati, Tikà ad  locum , p. 11, penultimate line—p. 12, lines 
1-2 (Pandeya’s edition): kah punar asau (= abhütaparikalpah)?... 
visesena tu grâhyagrâhakavikalpah/tatra grâhyavikalpo’ 
rthasattvapratibhâsam vijnânam/grâhaka vikalpa àtmavijnapti- 
pratibhâsam (“ What is this [=abhütaparikalpa=unreal mental 
creation] ?... but in a peculiar sense it is the im agination o f 
the object a n d  the subject.There the im agination o f the object 
is the consciousness [vijnâna] appearing under the fo rm  o f 
things a n d  beings; the im agination o f the subject is [the 
consciousness] appearing under the fo rm  o f a se lf [àtman] 
a n d  o f knowledge [vijnàpti] ”); Vasubandhu, Trimsikà 21: 
paratantrasvabhàvas tu vikalpah pratyayodbhavah (“B ut the 
dependent nature is the im agination arisen out o f conditions 
[pratyaya] ”); and Sthiramati, Bhcisya ad  locum, atra vikalpa iti 
paratantrasvarüpam aha (“ There he calls the dependent nature 
[paratan trasvarüpa=paratan trasvabhâva] ‘im a g in a tio n  ’ 
[vikalpa] ”).

13. In other terms the only thing that comes to existence in the 
empirical (unreal) domain.

14. The Àlam banaparïksà  of Dignàga explains very clearly in 
which way knowledge arises by the sole mechanism of the 
“re-actualization” of the vcisancis, although there is no external 
ob jec t o f the  co g n itio n ’s act. See in this b ook  the 
Àlam banapafiksàvrtti of Dignàga.

13. Cf. Sthiramati, Tikà ad  M adhyàntavibhàga  I, 2, p. 11, the last 
tw o lines (P a n d e y a ’s éd itio n ): kah p u n a r asau (= 
abhütaparikalpah)? atïtânâgatavartamànà hetuphalabhütàs 
traidhàtukâ anàdikalikà nirvànaparyavasànàh samsàrànurüpàs 
c ittaca ittà  a v ise se n à -b h ü ta p a rik a lp a h  ( “W hat is th is  
[abhütaparikalpa=unreal mental creation] ?In a peculiar sense 
the unreal m ental creation is the m ind  Icitta] a nd  the m ental 
contents [caitta] past, fu tu re  a n d  present, being cause or 
effect, related to the three realms, beginningless in time, 
whose term ination  [paryavasàna] is nirvana, follow ing the 
form  [anurüpa] o f sam sara”) .

16. Cf. F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “A nàditva  or beginninglessness



in Indian Philosophy,” A nnals o f the B handarkar Oriental 
Research Institute, 1980, Vol. LXI, Parts I-IV, pp. 1-20.

17. Cf. Sthiramati, Tikà adM adhyàntavibhàga  1, 2, P .ll, lines 31- 
33 (Pandeya’s edition): abhütavacanena ca yathà’ yam 
parikalpyate gràhyagràhakatvena tathà nàstlti pradarsayati/ 
parikalpavacanena tv artho yathà parikalpyate tathàrtho na 
vidyata iti pradarsayati (“He shows with the word 'un rea l 
[abhüta] that as it [=citta=the mind] is im agined with the 
nature o f object a nd  subject, so it is not; a n d  he shows with 
the word ‘m ental creation ’ [parikalpa] that as the object is 
imagined, so the object does not exist”).

18. Cf. Vasubandhu, Bhàsya  of the M adhyàntavibhàga a d l, 2, 
p. 9, line 13 (Pandeya’s edition): tatrâ ‘bhütaparikalpo 
grâhyagràhakavikalpah/dvayam  gràhyam  gràhakam  ca 
( “There the unreal m ental creation is the im agination o f  
the object a n d  the subject; object a n d  subject are ‘tw o ’ 
[^duality] ’).

19. Cf. Sthiramati, Tikà of the M adhyàntavibhàga a d l, 6, p. 19, 
lines 20-22 (Pandeya’s edition): sa (=abhütaparikalpah) eva 
gràhyagràhakarüpena svàtmany avidyamànena prakhyànât 
parikalpitah/sa eva gràhyagràhakarahitatvàt parinispannah ( “It 
[=abhütaparikalpa= the unreal mental creation] is im aginary 
because o f its appearing under the form  o f object a n d  subject, 
[form] which does not exist in it; a n d  it is absolute because 
o f its being devoid o f object a n d  subject'). Also Asahga, 
M ahàyànasütràlam kàra  commentary ad  XI, 13: satatam 
dvayena rah itam  ta ttvam  p arik a lp itah  sv ab h àv o  
gràhyagrâhakalaksanenàtyantam asattvât ( “The Reality [tattva], 
always devoid o f duality, is im aginary nature, because o f its 
non being at all provided with the marks o f object a nd  
subject

20. Cf. F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “Anàditva  or beginninglessness 
in Indian Philosophy”, pp. 1-2.

21. On the structure of the mind or consciousness according to the 
Yogàcàra school see specially Hiuan Tsang, Cheng wei shih 
lun, Taishd, Vol. XXXI, No. 1583, p. 7 c line 12-p. 38 c line 13 
(= pp. 94-415 L. de la Vallée Poussin’s translation); Asahga, 
M ahàyànasamgraha, Chapter I (É. Lamotte’s edition and 
translation); Maitreya-Vasubandhu-Sthiramati, M adhyàntavi- 
bhàgascistra I, 10; Vasubandhu, K arm asiddhiprakarana,
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Paragraphs 33-40 (É. Lamotte’s edition and translation). 
Moreover see L. de la Vallée Poussin, “Note sur 1’ Älayavijriäna”, 
Mélanges Chinois et Bouddhiques 3, (1934), pp. 145-168; D. 
T. Suzuki, Studies in the Lankavatara-sutra, pp. 169-199; D.T. 
Suzuki, Outlines o f M ahayana Buddhism , pp. 125-139; P. 
Masson-Oursel, “Tathâgatagarbha et Älayavijriäna ” Journal 
Asiatique 210, (1927), {Mélanges), pp. 295-302; E. Frauwallner, 
“Am alavijriänam  und  Ä layavijriänam .E in B eitrag zur 
Erkenntnislehre des B uddhism us”, Festschrift W alther 
S ch u b rin g , B eiträ g e z u r  in d isch en  P h ilo log ie  u n d  
A ltertum skunde, Hamburg, 1951, pp. 148-159 (=K leine  
Schriften, Wiesbaden : F. Steiner, 1982, pp. 637-648); J. Masuda, 
Der individualistische Idealismus, pp. 27-29; Yamakarni Sögen, 
Systems o f Buddhistic Thought, pp. 210-216 and 236-244; 
A.K. Chatterjee, The Yogäcära Idealism, pp. 87-107; Höbögirin
I, pp. 35-37 subAraya; É. Lamotte, Mahäyänasamgraha, Tome
II, Notes et Références, Chapitre 1, p. 3 *; S. Weinstein, “The 
Älaya-vijriäna in Early Yogäcära Buddhism—A Comparison of 
Its Meaning in the Samdhinirmocana-sütra and the Vijriapti- 
mätratä-siddhi of Dharmapäla— ”, Kokusai Töhö Gakusha 
Kaigikiyö, 3, (1958), pp. 46-58; F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “ La 
estructura de la mente según la escuela idealista budista 
(Yogächära)”, in Pensamiento, No. 182, Vol. 46 (Madrid, 1990), 
pp. 129 -147, reprint in Revista de Estudios Budistas A, México- 
Buenos Aires, 1992, pp. 51-74.

22. Etymologies of älayavijnäna in Sthiramati, commentary on the 
Trimsikä 2; Vasubandhu, Karmasiddhiprakarana, Paragraph 
33 (É. L am o tte’s ed itio n  and tran sla tio n ); A sanga, 
M ahäyänasamgraha 1, 2 and 3; Hiuan Tsang, Cheng wei shih 
lun, Taishö, Vol. XXXI, No. 1585, p. 7 c line 21 (= p. 96 L. de 
la Vallée Poussin’s translation).

23. This is confirmed by the texts quoted in the next note, and by 
the fact that several caittas (sparsa, manaskära, vedanä, 
samjnä, cetana) accompany the álayavijñana, according to 
Vasubandhu, Trimsikä 3 and Sthiramati, Bhäsya ad locum; and 
also to Hiuan Tsang, Cheng wei shih lun, Taishö, Vol. XXXI, 
No. 1585, p. 11 b line 13-p. 12 a line 19 (= pp. 143-151 L. de 
la Vallée Poussin’s translation). Sthiramati, Bhäsya ad Trimsikä 
2 (in the beginning), giving the meaning of älayavijüäna, says 
that it is vijüäna  because it knows: vijänätlti vijriänam; and



Vasubandhu, TrimsikàA , explicitly says that the àlavavijnàna  
“flows like the current o f a n 'æ r” (tacca vartate srotasaughavat) ; 
cf. Sthiramati, Bhâsya ad  locum  and Hiuan Tsang, Cheng wei 
shih lun, Taishô, Vol. XXXI; No. 1585, p. 12 b line 28-p. 12 c 
line 15 (= pp. 156-157 L. de la Vallée Poussin’s translation). 
C f.Sthiram ati, B h à sya  o f th e  T rim sikà  2: yadi
pravrttivijnànavyatiriktam àlayavijhânam asti, tato ‘syàlambanam 
âkàras ca vaktavyah/na hi niràlambanam niràkâram va vijnànam 
yujyate/naiva tat niràlambanam niràkàram vesyate/kim tarhi? 
aparicchinnàlambanàkàram/kim kàranam? yasmàd àlayavijnànam 
dvidhà pravartate/adhyàtman upàdàna vijnaptitah, bahirdhà’ 
paricchinnàkàrabhàjanavijnaptitas ca/tatràdhyàtman upàdànam 
parikalpitasvabhàvàbhinivesavàsanà sàdhisthànam indriyarûpam 
nàm a ca /asyàlam banasyàtisuksm atvàt a sa m vid ita ko p - 
àdisthànavijnaptikam  ca tat /asamviditaka upàdir yasmin 
asamviditakà ca sthànavijnaptir yasmin tad àlayavijnànam 
asamviditakopàdisthànavijnaptikam/upàdànam upàdih/sa punar 
à tm àdiv ikalpavàsanà rü p àd id h arm av ik alp av àsan à  ca / 
tatsadbhàvàd àlayavijnànena àtmàdivikalpo rüpàdivikalpas ca 
k à ry a tv en o p à tta  iti tad v àsan à  à tm àd iv ik a lp àn àm  
rüpàdivikalpànàm copàdir ity ucyate/so ’smin idam tad iti 
pratisamvedanàkarenàsamvidita ity atas tad asamvidîtakopàdîty 
u c y a te /à s ra y o p àd àn a m  c o p à d ih /à s ra y a  à tm ab h àv ah  
sàdhisthànam indriyarûpam nàma ca/... tat punar upàdànam 
idantayà pratisamvedayitum asakyam ity ato’ samvidita ity 
ucyate /  sthànavijnaptir bhàjanalokasamnivesavijnaptih /  sà’ py 
aparicchinnàlambanàkàrapravrttatvàd asamviditety ucyate ( “I f  
the receptacle-consciousness [àlayavijnàna] is different from  
the function-consciousness, then it is necessary to po in t out 
its object [àlambana] an d  its form  [àkàra], since it is not logically 
possible a consciousness w ithout object or without form . It 
is not claim ed\by the Vijnànavàdin] that it is w ithout object or 
w ithout fo rm . How then ? Its object a n d  its fo rm  are 
undeterm inate [aparicchinna]. Why ? Because the receptacle - 
consciousness evolves [pravartate] in two manners : inwards 
as knowledge o f what is seized - a nd  - held l upàdàna], outwards 
as knowledge o f the world o f objects [bhàjana] under an  
undeterm inate form . There, inwards, ‘what is seized  -and- 
h e ld ’ [upàdàna] are the im pregnations [vàsanàs] o f the 
attachm ent to the im aginary nature, the rüpa constituted by
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the sense organslindriya, the physic component of man] together 
with their abode [adhisthana, the body], an d  the nam an  [name, 
the psychic com ponent of man]. Because o f the extreme 
subtleness o f its object [Vasubandhu says :]
‘that [=the alayavijnana] is something in which there is an  
“unconscious”[i.e. subliminal] upadi a n d  an  [“unconscious”, 
subliminal] knowledge o f the locus [sthana].’
... Upadana [means] upadi. A n d  this [upadi=upadana] are the 
impregnations o f the im agination o f a self etc., a n d  the 
impregnations o f the im agination o f the dharmas form -colour; 
etc. D ue to the existence o f  these [impregnations], the 
im agination o f a se lf etc., a n d  the im agination o f the form - 
colour; etc. are seized-and-held  [upatta] as effects [, in their 
state of effects,] by the receptacle-consciousness; a n d  
consequently the impregnations o f these [imaginations] are 
called the ‘upadi’ o f the im agination o f a self, etc., o f the 
im agination o f the form-colour, etc. It [=the upadi] in that 
[receptacle-consciousness] is “not-conscious” [ly perceived] 
under the form  o f an  experience o f the kind: ‘This is that) 
a n d  consequently that [receptacle-consciousness] is called 
(something] in which there is an  “unconscious”[subliminal,] 
upadi’. The upadana [= what is seized-and-held]support [asraya] 
is also upadi. The support is the atmabhava [living body, 
individual], the rupa constituted by the sense organs together 
with their abode, a n d  the naman... A n d  this upadana cannot 
be consciously [or clearly] experienced as ‘being th a t’[i.e. in 
a determinate manner], and  consequently [this upadi] is called 
1 ltunconscious’’[, subliminal]’. ‘Knowledge o f the locus’ is the 
knowledge o f the situation in the world o f the objects. Also 
this [knowledge] is called’ “unconscious” [,subliminal,] ’, 
because it takes place with an object a n d  a fo rm  which are 
undeterm inate.’*). In this text the word upadana  and its 
synonym upadi have been translated by us with the words 
“what is seized and held”. It could also be translated by 
“appropriation”, but designating not the act of appropriating 
(seizing, holding, taking) something, but the things that are 
appropriated (seized, held, taken). This notion of upadana , 
“appropriation”, referred, to in the text as the object of the 
subliminal cognition, is to be related to the notion of adana- 
vijhana, “appropriating-consciousness”, term which is applied
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to the à la ya -v ijn à n a . In re la tion  to this po in t, see 
Samdhinirmocanasütra, Chapter Five, in Dharma Publishing 
edition of the Tibetan text, translated by John Powers, Berkeley, 
USA, 1994, pp. 68-71 :...daii por hdi ltar len pa mam pa gftis 
po rten daň bcas pahi dbaň po gzugs can len pa daň/m tshan 
ma daň miň daň rnam par rtog pa la tha snad hdogs pahi spros 
pahi bag chags len pa la rten nas/sa bon thams cad pahi sems 
rnam par smin ciň hjug la rgyas siň hphrel ba daň yaňs par 
hgyur ro./de la gzugs can gyi khams na ni len pa gňi ga yod 
la/gzugs can ma yin pahi khams na ni len pa gňis su med do / 
bio gros yaňs pa mam par ses pa de ni len pahi rnam par ses 
pa žes kyaň bya ste/hdi ltar des lus hdi bzuň žiň blaňs pahi 
phyir ro/kun gži rnam par ses pa žes kyaň bya ste/hdi ltar de 
lus hdi la grub pa daň bde ba gcig pahi don gyis kun tu sbyor 
ba daň rab tu sbyor bar byed pahi phyir ro /... ( “Initially, in 
d ep en d en ce  u pon  tw o types o f  a p p ro p ria tio n -th e  
appropriation o f the physical sense powers associated with 
a support an d  the appropriations o f predispositions which 
proliferate conventional designations with respect to signs, 
names, and  concepts— the m ind  which has all seeds ripens; 
it develops, increases, a n d  expands in its operations. 
Although two types o f appropriation exist in the form  realm, 
appropriation is not twofold in the form less realm.

“Višalamati, consciousness is also called the ‘appropriating 
consciousness* because it holds a n d  appropriates the body 
in that way. It is called the ‘basis-consciousness’ because 
there is the sam e establishm ent a n d  abiding w ithin those 
bodies. Thus they are wholly connected a n d  thoroughly 
connected’*).

Also Vasubandhu, Karmasiddhiprakarana , Paragraph 36: 
ho na dehi dmigs pa daiVmam pa ci yin zhe na/dm igspa  d aň / 
m am  pa  m a chad p a  y in  no (“ Which is the object [âlambana] 
and  the aspect [âkâra] o f this knowledge? Its object a n d  its 
aspect are im perceptible [asamvidita].”— from Lamotte’s 
translation). Also Hiuan Tsang, Cheng wei shih lun, Taishô, 
Vol. XXXI, No. 1585, p. 11 b lines 3-9=pp. 141-142 L. de la 
Vallée Poussin’s translation ( “The âkàra (i.e. the darsanabhàga, 
the Vijňapti or act o f knowledge) o f the eighth Vijnàna is 
extremely subtle (anusuksma), therefore difficult to perceive.— 
Or the eighth Vijnàna is called asamvidita, because its internal
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object (the Bijas a n d  the sense-organs that the eighth seizes- 
holds) is extremely subtle, because its external object (the 
receptacle-world), in its ‘m agnitude’ is unfathomable. ”—from 
de la Vallée Poussin’s translation). Cf.L. de la Vallée Poussin, 
“Note sur 1’ Àlayavijnàna”; and A.K. Chatterjee, The Yogàcàra 
Idealism , p. 89.

25. This is deduced from the nature (of being mental facts) and 
from the characteristics of the vàsanàs or bijas (they are 
momentary; simultaneous with their fruits; they proceed in a 
continuous way; they are determinate; they depend on 
conditions and they produce their own fruit). Cf. the Chinese 
translation by Hiuan Tsang of the Bhàsya  of Asanga’s 
M ahàyànasamgraha, Taishô, Vol. XXXI, No. 1597, p. 329 c 
lines 11-12, where it is said that “the bijas o f the àlayavijnàna 
produce only  àlayavijnàna”.

26. According to this last explanation it is necessary to complete 
what we said before—that the asatkalpa or mind is composed 
by the representations etc. produced by the “reactualization” 
of the vcisancis; we must add now that the asatkalpa or mind 
is also composed by the subliminal representations etc., that 
constitute the àlayavijnàna, which is a part of the mind.

27. See J.G onda, “The etym ologies in the ancient Indian 
Bràhmanas”, Lingua, Amsterdam, 1955 -1956, Vol. V, pp. 61-
85.

28. In relation to this meaning of ‘vaipàkikd  cf. Hiuan Tsang, 
Cheng wei shih lun, Taishô, Vol. XXXI, No. 1585, p. 7 c lines 
24-26=p. 97 L. de la Vallée Poussin’s translation: ( It [=the 
àlayavijnàna] is the vipàkaphala,the fru it o f retribution ’ o f  
good a n d  bad actions, which project (àKSIP-) an existence 
in a certain realm o f existence, in a certain destiny, by a 
certain m atrix (dhàtu, gati, y o n i)” —from de la Vallée 
Poussin’s translation); Sthiramati, Bhàsya ad  Trimsikà 2, 
(àlayàkhyam vijnànam): sarvadhàtugatiyonijàtisu kusalâ- 
kusalakarmavipàkatvàd vipàkah ([The consciousness called 
‘receptacle’, ‘àlaya’:] is m aturation  [vipàka] because o f being 
the m aturation o f the good a n d  bad actions in any realm  
[dhàtu], destiny [gati], m atrix [yoni], fo rm  o f existence [jàti]”). 
Besides that we can also understand that àlayavijnàna  is 
vaipàkika because the vàsanàs, as germs Qnja) “remain” in it 
until they “mature” to transform themselves into new actual
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representations or cognitions. So the alayavijhana  is both the 
result of the necessity of a moral retribution and the means to 
realize that retribution.

29. In Sankara’s Bhasya ad  Vedantasutra II, 2, 28; Upadesasahasri 
II, 2, 45, 46, 47, and 73 (S. Mayeda’s edition, Tokyo: The 
Hokuseido Press, 1973) naim ittika  is employed with the 
meaning of “contingent”, as opposed to “own being” Csvabhava>, 
in Suresvara, Sam bandhavartika  66 it is employed with the 
meaning of “caused” as opposed to nim itta  “cause”. We can 
also understand naim ittika  as “related to marks”, “provided 
with marks”. In this case, in kdrika 32 we must translate animitta 
by “deprived of marks”. With this interpretation there remains 
anyhow the opposition between the asatkalpa, that, as a whole, 
is characterized by individualizing marks or distinctive signs or 
attributes, and the absolute nature, that is completely deprived 
of such.

30. This idea inspires the translations and interpretations of some 
translators.

31. “Trained mind” is the mind which has fulfilled the moral, 
intellectual and yogic discipline taught by the Yogacara school 
and Buddhism in general, and thanks to which it is possible to 
get the intuition of the true nature of things.

32. Cf. texts quoted in note 19.
33. Cf. Sthiram ati,7i^of Maitreya’s Madhyantavibhaga a d l , 6, p. 

19 line 22 (Pandeya’s edition): evari cabhutaparikalpa eva 
h e tu p ra ty ay ap a ra ta n try a t p a ra ta n tra h /sa  eva 
grahyagrahakarupena svatmany avidyamanena prakhyanat 
parikalpitah/sa eva grahyagrahakarahitatvad parinispannah/ 
evam abhhutaparikalpe trayah svabhavah sarigrhltah ( “Thus 
the unreal m ental creation is dependent, because its being 
dependent on causes a n d  conditions; it is imagined, because 
o f its appearing under the form  o f object and  subject tha t 
do not exist in it; it is absolute, because o f its being deprived 
o f object and  subject. So the three natures are gathered in 
the unreal m ental creation:”).

34. Cf. Maitreya, M adhyantavibhaga  I, 14: dvaya ‘bhavo hy 
abhavasya bhavah sunyasya laksanam ( “The inexistence o f  
duality, the existence o f inexistence, is the essence o f Void”}, 
Vasubandhu ad locum: dvayagrahyagrahakasya’ bhavah/ tasya 
cabhavasya bhavah sunyataya laksanam... (“The inexistence o f
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both the object a n d  the subject, an d  the existence o f this 
inexistence is the essence o f Voidness... ’); Sthiramati ad locum: 
dvayasya grâhyasya g râhakasya cà ‘b h ü ta p a r ik a lp e ’ 
bhütaparikalpena va parikalpitâtmakatvàd vasturüpena’ bhàvah/ 
tasya ca dvayàbhàvasya yo bhâva etac chünyatàyâ laksanam 
( “The inexistence o f both the object a n d  the subject with the 
condition o f a thing  [occurs] owing to the fa c t that their 
essence is im agined in the unreal m ental creation or by the 
unreal m ental creation; a nd  the existence o f the inexistence 
o f duality is the essence o f Voidness’).

35. Cf. Sthiramati, Tïkà of Maitreya’s Madhyàntavibhàga ad  III, 3, 
last paragraph: parinispannalaksanam sadasattattvatas ceti/ 
sad asac  ca ta ttvam  p a r in isp a n n a la k sa n a m /d v a y â ’ 
bhàvabhàvàtmakatvàt sattvam /dvayâ’ bhàvâtmakatvàd asattvan 
ca (“ ‘A nd  the essence o f the absolute [nature] is its being 
existent and  non-existent’-the being existent and  non-existent 
is the essence o f the absolute [nature] : existence, because its 
essence is the existence o f the inexistence o f duality; a n d  
inexistence, because its essence is the inexistence o f dua lity f)

36. See other arguments in favour of the “only-mind” thesis in 
Dignàga, Àlambanapariksà, who develops a strictly logical 
demonstration; Vasubandhu, Vimsatikà and Trimsikà; Hiuan 
Tsang, Cheng w eishih lun, Taishd, Vol. XXXI, No. 1585, p. 39 
a line 4-p. 39 c line 29 O  pp. 419-432 L. de la Vallée Poussin’s 
translation); Asanga,Mahàyànasarngraha} Chapter II, Paragraphs 
7 -8 (É. Lamotte’s edition and translation). Also A.K. Chatterjee, 
The Yqgâcàra Idealism, Chapters III and IV; D.T. Suzuki, Studies 
in the Lankavatara Sutra, pp. 267-276.

37. Cf. Sthiramati, Tïkà of Maitreya’s M adhyàntavibhàga a d l , 4, p. 
16 lines 14-16 (R. Pandeya’s edition): tathàhi prêta apah 
püyapurlsam ütràdipurnâ dhrtadandapànibhir übhayatah 
purusaih samraksyamànâh pasyanti/manusyàdayah punah 
svacchasitalodakaparipürnà nirvibandhà ity upàlabhante ( “Thus 
the prêtas see the waters fu ll  o f pus, excrement, urines; etc., 
watched over on both sides by men carrying sticks in their 
hands, on their turn men, etc., perceive [these sam e waters] 
fu ll  o f pure a n d  fresh water a n d  fre e ’),

38. Vasubandhu, in his Vimsatikà develops this argument.
39. This argument is based in the experiences and phenomena 

which take place during yogic concentration.



40. See in Sthiramati, Tikâ of Maitreya ’s Madhyântcivibhàga ad 1,2, 
p. 11 line 10 (R. Pandeya’s edition) another example ofprasañga 
of liberation without effort (aprayatnena moksaprasangah).

41. Factors of existence, elements that constitute what exists. See 
F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, “La doctrina de los dharm as en el 
Budismo”, Boletín de la Asociación Española de Orientalistas, 
Año XIII-1977, Madrid, pp. 105 -132 (= pp. 91-121 F. Tola and
C. Dragonetti, Yoga y  Mística de la India , Buenos Aires: Kier, 
1978).

42. We think that kàrikà 37 refers to the condition of Bodhisattva 
and the next one to the condition of Buddha. Cf. H. Dayal 
(1932), The Bodhisattva doctrine in B uddhist Sanskrit 
Literature, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1975; L. de la Vallée 
Poussin, “Bodhisattva”, J. Hastings, Encyclopaedia o f Religion 
and  Ethics, Vol.II, Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1964, pp. 739-753;
D.T. Suzuki, Outlines o f M ahayana Buddhism, Chapters XI 
and XII; “Bosatsu”, Hôbôgirin II, pp. 136-142.

43. Like the powers mentioned e.g. by Asañga, M ahàyàna- 
sütràlamkàra IX, 38-48, and M ahàyànasamgrahaX, 5 and the 
Chinese translation of the Bhàsya of this last text (done by 
Hiuan Tsang), Taishô, Vol. XXXI, No. 1597, p. 371 c line 23- 
p. 372 a line 21; and by Upanibandhana, Taishô, Vol. XXXI, 
No. 1598, p. 437 c line 18-p. 438 a line 26.

44. On the three bodies of Buddha see: D.T. Suzuki, Outlines o f  
M ahayana Buddhism, Chapter X; Studies in the Lankavatara 
Sutra, pp. 308-338; P. Demiéville, “Busshin”, Hôbôgirin, pp. 
174 b-185 a; L. de la Vallée Poussin, “Note sur les Corps du 
Boddha”, Le Muséon, 1913, pp. 257-290; P. Masson-Oursel, 
“Les trois corps du Bouddha”, Journal Asiatique, 1913, pp. 
581-618; Chizen Akanuma, “The triple body of the Buddha”, 
The Eastern. Buddhist, May-June, July-August, 1922, pp. 1-29; 
N.N. Dutt, M ahàyàna Buddhism, Chapter V.

45. MS2:Trisvabhàvah ñamo Mañjunátháya; Mu con\: trisvabhàvah 
unto trisvabhàvanirdesah; MS3: before nam o  illegible.

46. MS3: dhirànàn  .
47. MS2: gambhirajñeyam ; MS3.* gam bhiram  jñeyam .
48. MS2: sadà ‘vidyamànatà; MS3.* sadà ‘vidyam ànatà  (?)
49. MS2: parinispannasvabhàvo.
50. asatkalpah: Va corr.; MSI: asañkalpah; MS2: asatkalpah; MS3: 

asatkalpah.
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51. dvayàtm anà : Va, Y 1972-1973 corr. (N: gm s ¿/¿zg gis}, MSI: 
dvayâtmatâ; MS2: dvayàtm anà; MS3: dvayàtm anà.

52. MS2: tatrà ‘dvayadharmatà; MS3: tatrà  ‘dvayadharm m atà .
53. MS2: asamkalpo (tra; Mu corr.: asatkalpo’ tra.
54. MS2: torn kalpyateyathà; Mu corr.: tena hi kalpyate.
55. MS2: àlayàkhyam  vijnànam ; MS3: àlayàkhyam  vijiïànam.
56. MS2; pravrttyàkhyan; MS3: pravrttyàkhyah.
57. MS3: simple danda.
58. yatah: Va, Y 1972-1973 corr. (N: phyir); MSI: matah; MS2: 

yatah; MS3: yatah.
59. MS3: °vijnànan.
60. MS2: medasattvàd, Mu corr.: sadasattvàd; MS3: sadasatvàd
61. MSI: has laksana° according to Y 1931 and probably to Y

1972-1973 (critical annotation); Y corrects: laksana°\ MS2:
laksanà0; MS3: laksancf.

62. MS3: svabhàvànàn.
63. MS3: satvena .
64. MSI: has rate (instead of grhyaté) according to Y 1931, which 

Y and Va correct unto grhyate, but according to Y 1972-1973 
MSI has grhyate; MS2: samhrte (samhrto ?); Mu corr. : grhyate; 
MS3: grhyate.

65. MSI has ya sm à d according to Y 1931, which he corrects unto 
ya t tad , but according to Y 1972-1973 MSI has ya t tad, which 
he adopts: Va following the indication of Y 1931 adopts yasm àd  
(N: gan phyir)\ MS2: yasm àd; MS3.* yasm àd.

66. MS3: °nam  manuscript blurred.
67. MS3: between a° and °tvena manuscript broken.
68. tadasattvaikabhàvatah: Va corr. (N: de yo d  ma yin); MSI: 

sadasattvaika0; MS2: sa d a sa ttva ika Mu corr.: tadasattvaikaQ, 
MS3: sadasatvaika°.

69. MS2: prakhyànadvayabhàvena; Mu corr.:prakhyànàd dvaycf.
70. Mu corr..* dvayàbhàva°.
71. advayaikasvabhàvatah: Va corr. (V: gnis su m edpargcig gyur 

pas); MSI: advayaikatvabhàvatah; MS2: advayaikasvabhàvatah, 
MS3: advayaikatvabhàvatah.

12. MS3: °laksanam.
73. MS3: Haksanam.
74. kalpitàf. Va corr.; MSI: kalpito; MS2: kalpitàf, MS3: kalpitàj.
75. MS2: tathà \sattva°; MS3: tathà (satva°.
76. paratantràkhyàm  Va corr.; MSI: paratantràkhyo; MS2: 

paratantràkhyàn; MS3: paratantràkhyàn.
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77. nispanno7bhinnalaksanab. Y, Va corr.; MSI: nispannobhinnaQ, 
MS2: nispanno7 b h in n cf; MS3: nispannobhinnalaksanah.

78. MS3: p i without preceding avagraha.
79. MS3: °patyartham.
80. MS2: vyavaharttatmako, Mu corr.: vyavaharttratmako.
81. vyavaharasam uccbedah svabhavas: Va corr.; MSI and MS2: 

vya va h a ra sa m u cch ed a sva b b d va s;M S 3  
vyavaharasamucchedasvabhavas

82. dvayabhdvatm akab  Va corr. (N: m ed bdag hid; V:
po bdag med); MSI and MS2: dvayabhdvatmakab; Mu co rr.: 
dvaya0', MS3: dvayabhdvatmakab.

83- MS3; purw am .
84. MS3: °dvayam.
83. MS3: tra without preceding avagraha.
86. MS3: between as° and tada  manuscript blurred.
87. MS2; tathd\ Mu corr.: tada.
88. MS3: p y  without preceding avagraha.
89. MS2: advayalambalaksanah; MS3: advayalam bya0.
90. MS3: °matran.
91. MS3: sarwatha.
92. MS3: matrakam.
93* MS3: dvayam.
94. MS3: °tatvcf.
95. Va corr.: laksanatraye(N : mtshan nidgsum  la; V. mtshan hid  

gsum); Mu corr.: °trayam\ MS3: °kriya.
96. prahanam : Va corr.; MSI: prahctnas, MS2 : prahanah\ MS3 : 

prahanas.
97. MS3: yathakram am.
98. MS2: parijhd ’ nupalambhd tra, MS3: parijhd ' nupalambhd tra.
99. MSI has upalambho 'nipnagnas tu according to Y 1931, which 

he corrects unto upalam bhdsaddvayas tu  and Va unto 
upalam bho7 nirhittas ¿«(following and correcting N : dm igspa  
dag n i m tshan ma ste), but according to Y 1972-1973 MSI has 
upalam bho7saddvayas tu; MS2: upalambho nim agnas tu; Mu 
corr.: upalam bhanim itta tu; MS3: upalambho nim agnas tu.

100. MS$:dhigamyatewithout preceding avagraha.
101. hastino7nupalambhas: Y, Va corr.; MSI: hastinonupalambhas; 

MS2: hastino7 nupalambhas; MS3: hastinonupalam bhas.
102. tadakrteh: Va, Y 1972-1973 corr.; MSI: tadakrtah; Y 1931 corr.: 

tadakrtih; MS2: tadakrteh; MS3: tadakrteh.
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103. yugapad yathá: Va, Y 1972-1973 corr. (N: dus gcig); MSI: 
gáyed yathá; Y 1931 corr.: {m ar) gáyedyathá-, MS2 : gayad  
yathá; Mu corr.: yugapad yathá; MS3: between máyáyám  and 
°gapad manuscript destroyed.

104. MS2: inruddhadhikáranatvád; Mu corr. mruddhadhivaranatvczd.
105. buddher. Va, Y 1972-1973 corr.; MSI: buddhair;MS2: buddher; 

Mu co rr.: buddhyá; MS3: buddher.
106. MS2: moksápattir.
107. MS3: ° dharm m cf.
108. MS3 :°dharm m cf.
109. °prasiddhitah: Va corr.; MSI: °prasiddhatab, MS2: °prasiddhitah, 

MS3: °prasiddhitah.
110. MS3; anuttarám .
111. MS3: bodhin.
112. MS3 iti at the end of the káriká.
113. MS2: Trisvabhávah\ Mu corr.: Trisvabhávanirdesah\ MS3:

Trisvabhávasamáptah (without preceding iti).
114. dvayátmaná: instrumental of quality or attribute. Cf. Pánini II, 

3, 21: ittham bhütalaksane (trtiyá). In the next kárikás there 
are others examples of this type of instrumental: káriká 4: 
tena; káriká 11: sattvena; káriká 12: bhrántibhávena; káriká 
13: advayatvena, etc.

115. Cf. káriká  17.
116. laksana: characteristic mark, essential characteristic, essence.
117. This káriká refers to the imaginary nature. Any one who, ignorant 

or wise, belongs to the empirical reality creates through his 
mind an illusory world of duality. The ignorant man attributes 
to that world externality and reality. The wise man, who knows 
the true nature of things, knows that the world is a mere 
mental creation.

118. Remark that the word svabháva is used three times in this 
káriká: it designates, on one side, the three natures and, on the 
other side, it indicates the nature, the way of being, the essence 
(of these three natures).

119. See note 123.
120. abhinnalaksana: lit. “whose laksana is not different”, “which 

possesses non-different characteristics”.
121. yathákbyáncisvabhávatab: lit, “because of its being a non 

(existing) nature as it appears”.
122. pravesa: lit. “penetration”, in the methaphorical meaning of 

“understanding”, “comprehending ”. Cf. Vasubandhu, Vimsatíká 10.
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123. vyavahàràtm à : lit. “àtm an  of the vyavahâra”. We prefer to 
understand that “the kalpita is the àtm an  of the vyavahâra” 
instead of: “the kalpita has as its àtm an  the vyavahâra”, 
considering that in kàrikà 17 it is said that the kalpita and the 
paratantra  are the laksana  of the samklesa, which is nothing 
else than the vyavahâra. But at bottom both translations point 
to the same idea: the identity of kalpita and vyavahâra. 
Vyavahâra, the empirical, practical or pragmatic reality is the 
totality of the unreal mental conceptions, expressed or not in 
conventional verbal formulations, to which nothing real 
corresponds, and which have duality as its essence. As such it 
is opposed to the absolute.

124. vyavahartr, is the conceiver of the unreal mental conceptions, 
the formulator of the conventional verbal formulations that 
constitute the vyavahâra. So we can translate this term by 
“creator of the empirical reality”, without forgetting that the 
empirical reality has not a true existence and thinking that the 
empirical reality is “created” when the vyavahartr; the mind, 
conceives its unreal conceptions and formulates its conventional 
formulations.

123. advayàlabhyalaksanah: lit. “whose laksana  is non-dual and 
un-obtainable (i.e. that cannot be perceived or known)”.

126. prativedha : “ (intellectual) penetration”. (F. Edgerton, Buddhist 
Hybrid Sanskrit, Volume II: Dictionary, New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1953).

127. laksana: svabhàva. Cf. L. de la Vallée Poussin, translation of 
the Siddhi, p. 514 (a); M ahàvyutpatti 1662-1665; Asariga, 
M ahàyânasam grahall, Paragraphs 1-4 (É. Lamotte’s edition 
and translation).

128. We have united the translation of kàrikàs 35 and 36 to make 
clear their meaning.

-129v buddhi, in the text synonym of citta.
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The Heart o f Buddhist Compassion
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T H E  LA N K A V A TA R A  S U T R A : A M A H A Y A N A  T E X T
Daiselz Teitaro Suzuki

Suzuki’s p ioneer translation of the Laiikavatara Sutra was based on the 
Sanskrit text (1923) edited by Bunyu Nanjo. It is a remarkable coverage of 
Mahayana Buddhist topics, especially of the type often associated with the 
Yogacara school of Buddhism, yet is of interest to everyone who desires 
an introduction to Mahayana Buddhism. Here, the world is like a mirage. 
T he m ind has poured  out its impression of externals. To get liberated 
one must stop this outpouring. An advanced individual understands and 
comes to realize the self-nature of the world which is really so.

SE V E N  W O R K S O F  V A S U B A N D H U
The Buddhist Psychological Doctor

It rfa a Anarke

Vasubandhu, one o f the most famous Mahàyàna Buddhist philosophers, 
wrote works on a vast variety of subjects. This collection o f translations 
includes the Vàda-Vidhi, a work on logic; the Paňca-skandhaka-prakarana, 
w hich dea ls  w ith th e  ‘a g g re g a te s ’ m ak ing  up  ‘p e rso n a lity ’; th e  
Karrnasiddhi-prakarana, which in explain ing psychic continuity , also 
attacks many features of earlier Buddhist psychology'; the famous vimšatiká 
and Trithiika which take Buddhist psychology into h itherto  unexplored  
areas; the Madhyànta-Vibhàga-bhàsya, one the most p ro found books for 
M ahàyàna realization; and the Tri-svabháva-nirdeša which shows a way for 
ridding consciousness of ensnaring m ental construction.
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